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Preface

The genesis of industrial revolutions, sparked by mechanization, electricity, and IT, set the

stage for the fourth revolution, termed Industrie 4.0 (Industry 4.0). This paradigm shift embraces

hyperconnected, smart, decentralized, and autonomous systems, heralding increased complexity yet

promising individualized products and services with unparalleled value and user experiences. This

is achieved through the fusion of mass production’s cost efficiency with innovative advancements.

Every revolution contends with the established norms of the past. Industrie 4.0 transcends

the boundaries of the analog and physical realms, extending them into a digital sphere. This

expansion entails not just physical growth but virtual growth as well. Smart factories, driven by

myriad sensors, operate seamlessly through high automation and self-organization. These intelligent

systems perpetually strive for enhanced productivity and top-notch quality. Achieving this relies

on cyber–physical systems and the astute interconnection of machines, products, and workforces.

Products themselves relay necessary production data to smart factories, guiding each step towards

the desired outcome.

The integration and operation of Industrie 4.0 solutions unveil unprecedented opportunities

alongside fresh challenges in the digital transformation journey for both organizations and value

networks.

This Special Issue delves into the strides made, challenges encountered, and research imperatives

within the realm of Industrie 4.0 from both a scientific and practical standpoint. This publication

features the voices of Industrie 4.0 pioneers Henning Kagermann and Wolfgang Wahlster, as well as

leaders in research and industrial application of smart manufacturing concepts.

Johannes Winter

Editor
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Editorial

Implementing Smart Services in Small- and Medium-Sized
Manufacturing Companies: On the Progress of Servitization in
the Era of Industry 4.0
Johannes Winter

L3S Research Center, Leibniz University of Hannover, 30167 Hannover, Germany; winter@l3s.de

1. Introduction

For a long time, the challenge has been to provide products and services that precisely
match the preferences, habits, and needs of users. This is easier to accomplish with
custom manufacturing and small batch sizes than in a rigid production environment (mass
production) [1,2]. Mass production is a hierarchically organized system in which largely
uniform and standardized products are produced in repetitive steps based on the division
of labor. Mass production is characterized by low unit costs and high economies of scale.
The low prices of mass products encourage the concentration of demand on uniform
products—a self-reinforcing effect in favor of the producers of mass products. The diversity
of variants is correspondingly low. It is difficult for mass producers to fulfill the individual
wishes of individual customers—particularly in the early digital age—at the cost of a mass
product. Individualization is more likely to be found where consumers are willing to pay a
higher price or to forgo certain functionalities.

When, in an individualized society [3], the demand for higher quality, extended
functionalities, and stronger personalization of a product [4,5] increases, classical product
development and production processes reach their limits. The way out does not lie in
customized products or small series; both the manufacturing process and the product are
too customer specific, which means that economies of scale do not apply, and that costs
and product prices are higher than those of mass-produced products.

However, when mass production approaches are combined with customized product
development and manufacturing, additional value can be created [6]. Mass customization
takes advantage of industrial organizational processes and highly automated, flexible
production systems, and it combines them with digital innovations in the area of customer
co-design and personalized product development. The integration of cognitive technolo-
gies and methods, combined with the exponential growth of storage capacity, computing
power, and networks, and the simultaneous availability of vast quantities of data, now
makes it possible to offer highly personalized product–service systems. Smart products
are being refined with digital services (smart services) and connected to industrial meta-
verses [7]. This has far-reaching consequences for the production and use of devices, as
they should be adaptable, reconfigurable, customizable, flexible, and able to interact with
their environment at any time via user-friendly interfaces. In addition, products are now
highly adaptable to the needs of the user. As a result, mass markets for uniformly equipped
products are expected to become less important in the medium term.

This paper presents three empirical case studies for the implementation of smart
services in medium-sized manufacturing companies and discusses the progress of the
concept of servitization in industry.
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2. Methods

This editorial follows a qualitative research design. The chosen method was to conduct
explorative, semi-structured interviews that took place in a virtual environment due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

A total of 30 qualitative interviews were conducted between fall 2020 and summer
2021 by members of the “Platform Learning Systems” project, which is part of acatech—the
German Academy of Science and Engineering. The “Platform Learning Systems” brings
together key players in the field of artificial intelligence from industry, the service sector,
trade, science, civil society, and politics, and accompany the introduction and use of AI in
Germany and Europe with studies, use cases, conferences, and public information services
such as the Map on AI [8,9].

For each company example, at least one appropriate expert was interviewed. The in-
depth interviews will be analyzed using qualitative content analysis methods and presented
in textual and graphical form. Qualitative content analysis is “a research method for the
subjective interpretation of the content of text data through the systematic classification
process of coding and identifying themes or patterns” [10,11]. In addition, the relevant
literature and statistics were reviewed and processed.

3. Servitization in Industry: From Selling Products to Smart Product–Service Systems

Smart products are intelligent everyday objects, machines, systems, or means of trans-
portation that are equipped with sensors, controlled by embedded software, and connected
to the Internet worldwide [12,13]. Smart services are digital services that complement and
enhance physical, increasingly intelligent products by enabling flexible and personalized
adaptation to specific customer expectations based on processed data. The combination of
smart products and services is unique in its disruptive potential. Smart product–service
systems enable better user experiences and altered value propositions [14]. In the case of a
manufacturing company, this can mean that networking and data-driven intelligence turn
the machine tool into a smart product. Add a digital dashboard that provides information
about the status of the machine or the value-added step, and the smart machine tool is com-
plemented by a smart service. When smart products and smart services are bundled into a
digital business model with a billing model based on usage or machine hours, it is called a
smart product–service system [15]. If a digital marketplace with an APP store is created in
relation to the machine tool so that additional APPs can be used and booked, this becomes
a smart service platform, or an innovation ecosystem related to the tool. This step-by-step
model is emblematic of the digital transformation of machine tool manufacturers and users.

Many companies have already connected their smart products to the Internet; they
are in the process of collecting and analyzing relevant data. The speed and radicalness
with which current business models need to change is often underestimated. Figure 1
illustrates the process of moving from optimized production to data-driven business model
innovation. Connectivity and real-time responses pertaining to the original product or
service are followed by optimization and efficiency at the product and process levels,
including new after-sales services. Extending the business model to products-as-services
and value-added services transforms the company into a service organization. Through the
new digital business, the company ultimately becomes a platform company or a participant
in a digital ecosystem. While the best networks today have latency periods of ten to fifteen
milliseconds, the upcoming 5G/6G mobile communications standard will provide near
real-time mobile Internet; data latency, the time between data request and data delivery,
will be reduced to just one millisecond; hence, 5G/6G will be ultra-fast, latency-free, energy-
efficient, and reliable—a fundamental requirement for the next generation of products and
services [16].
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3.1. Usage Models of Smart Offerings

The evolution of physical products and traditional services using data and analytics
is still a relatively new trend. Until now, the sale of a product has been at the end of
the value chain, even though the pay-per-use models shown in Figure 1, as well as the
sharing economy, have been on the rise for about two decades. Traditionally, raw materials
and components are purchased, supply chains are orchestrated, and labor and machinery
are used in the manufacturing process. The finished product is then sold with a profit
margin and delivered to the customer. With the sale of the product, the ownership and
availability of the product changes from the manufacturer to the user. This tried-and-
true practice is losing its dominance in the digital age, as the change in question impacts
both the development and production process of products and services and the way they
are marketed.

The business model describes the product or service that a market participant offers
and the characteristics of how it interacts with customers and suppliers [17]. At its core are
(1) a unique value proposition; (2) a revenue model or revenue mechanism that describes
how the value of the offering can be converted into revenue; and (3) the resources and
processes used to deliver the value proposition [18,19]. The key resources are brand, people,
technology, partnerships, and data. In the digital age, data amount to a key resource
for implementing a company’s value proposition in the form of intelligent, networked
products and services, as well as digitized organizational, development, production, and
logistics processes.

It should be emphasized that a product or service delivered to the customer is no
less interesting from the supplier’s point of view. This is because smart products generate
operational data throughout their lifecycle, which opens up new opportunities to drive
innovation, provide services, and engage with customers on an ongoing basis. An example
from the mobility sector illustrates this: small-scale weather events, such as regional
precipitation or fog, can be recorded in the intelligent, connected vehicle via the on-board
camera, windshield wiper sensors, or other connected objects, and sent via the vehicle
backend to the manufacturer, who, in turn, can provide this safety-related data to weather
services, traffic radio, or other connected vehicles and fleets. This has the potential to
increase road safety, and this vehicle and mobility data can also be monetized [20].

This development is being driven by rapid technological progress and building tech-
nologies have reached the level of technological maturity appropriate for use in the field
(and at affordable prices).
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3.2. Smart Services: New Value Propositions for the Digital Age

Industry 4.0, in the sense of networked, highly automated, and adaptable production,
enables the manufacture of smart products at marketable costs. By analogy, smart services
are individualized services at the price of standard services [21]. Disruptive business
models are based on extending smart products with a bundle of smart services to offer
users new user experiences and new value propositions. Such an enhanced user experience
might include a recommendation via the multimodal mobility APP to switch to the metro
as a mode of transport because the e-scooter booked is less safe on rainy roads or in dense
fog. Weather data were collected in real time and used for the APP travel recommendation.
A new service promise could be the guaranteed arrival time for a long-distance trip because
the weather and traffic data are processed and made available in the navigation APP in
real time, making dynamic route guidance much more precise and reliable than we have
become used to.

The lubricant for smart services is therefore smart data, i.e., large quantities of pro-
cessed data that provide information about the user’s preferences, the optimal selection
decision, or the environmental conditions in which the smart service is used.

Current challenges include the monetization of smart services in addition to the
company’s traditional product range, as well as their economical operation. There is
potential for revenue generation, for example, in the area of flexible pricing models. In this
way, opportunities to generate additional revenue on the basis of data can be exploited
throughout the entire product lifecycle. An example of this is services that can be booked
“over the air”, such as the above-mentioned activation of a higher performance of the
engine or the battery in the vehicle. The machine tool shown in Figure 1 can also be
priced according to consumption (pay-per-use), but it can also be priced according to the
number of units sold or proportionally to the revenue generated. Payment based on the
number of records exchanged is also conceivable for any application domain. Accordingly,
metadata hubs and data marketplaces are currently being created, such as the Mobility
Data Space, in which leading mobility providers, namely, cities and municipalities, research
institutions, the German National Academy of Sciences and Engineering, and the German
Federal Ministry of Transport, are participating [22]. The goal is to enable innovative and
sustainable mobility services by sharing and using a wide range of data.

3.3. Outcome-Oriented Smart Services

In the digital age, the value of the smart product–service package lies more in the result
achieved than in its mere material existence, including specific product characteristics. The
product is no longer a means to an end; the smart services developed around the product
enhance it, making it unique and valuable. A driverless vehicle can navigate passengers
safely and efficiently through traffic, giving them time to spend as they wish instead of
sitting behind the wheel in a traffic jam. Measurable results of the intelligent product can
also include lower costs, higher revenues, or improved environmental sustainability [23].

The everything-as-a-service concept (see Figure 2) stands for products and services that
focus on their outcomes. In as-a-service or outcome-oriented business models, companies
move from selling a product through a single transaction to providing a service with a
guaranteed outcome, often offered on a usage basis or via a profit/risk-sharing model.
Selling the outcome rather than the product shifts ownership, risk, and responsibility
for maintenance back to the provider. This is the example of the machine manufacturer
who rents the machine and charges on a usage basis instead of selling the machine. This
amortizes over a longer period of time, rather than immediately upon sale.

4
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Another example is the provision of features that can be activated on demand and
paid for as they are used. In this way, consumers can rent additional navigation and
infotainment services in order to arrive at their destination faster or more relaxed. Such
as-a-service models are therefore outcome-based and often combined with flexible pricing.
This monetization approach is based on the in-app purchase model of the smartphone in-
dustry, and it enables an ongoing customer relationship and continuous upselling potential.
Upselling refers to the sales method of offering customers a higher-value—and usually
more expensive—product than they originally wanted [18].

The trend towards “everything-as-a-service” (Xaas) is not new; it was already mar-
keted in the dot.com era with performance promises such as “holes instead of drilling” and
“temperature instead of air conditioning” [25]. However, the hardware and software per-
formance parameters and data are now much more comprehensive and cheaper to obtain,
allowing the more mature technology to break through on a broad scale. Software updates
and the intelligent use of data generated during operation will make the product adaptable
and intelligent in the future. This requires a high level of competence from the product
provider and the partners involved in the innovation ecosystem. After all, the product is
not rigid and interchangeable but dynamic and changeable; therefore, it is not completely
predictable in its product behavior. This creates significant challenges for customization
development, maintenance, and customer service. Finally, software updates must ensure
that the product profile and feature set are maintained. To manage this complexity, product
manufacturers need to build an entirely new, innovative ecosystem around their products,
or to collaborate with leading ecosystems through various platforms.

4. On the Progress of Servitization in Industry: Three Empirical Case Studies from
Small- and Medium-Sized Manufacturing Companies

Large amounts of data are available virtually free of charge from sensors, the Inter-
net, and other data sources. Collecting, structuring, evaluating, and interpreting these
data presents an immense potential that can already be tapped into today via artificial
intelligence platforms. These data are used to improve physical products or services. The
following examples show how specific added value can be created by intelligent services
in different areas. The examples were collected and prepared in the context of a qualitative
company survey of the German AI platform [8].

4.1. Case Study #1: The Refined Machine Tool—Smart Services in Plastics Processing

The Berlin-based manufacturing company India-Dreusicke uses about 70 machines
for plastics processing. Several times a week, the injection molds must be completely
disassembled, and the precision parts relubricated. If maintenance is not carried out as
planned, there is a risk of damage to machines, molds, or the product itself, resulting in high
costs, waiting times, and production downtime. This makes maintenance essential but also
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costly and time-consuming. In addition, the exact timing of maintenance is unpredictable,
so an intelligent service could add real value.

With the help of predictive maintenance based on artificial intelligence methods, the
possible time window for maintenance of the systems should be maximized, and potential
faults in the systems should be detected at an early stage. Injection molds are large steel
elements into whose cavity the product is injected under very high pressure. Ejectors then
push the finished parts out of the mold. The necessary lubricating film in the molds wears
off gradually during operation and must therefore be applied permanently.

The smart service is based on data pertaining to acoustic signals that indicate the
normal condition of a system or a possible need for maintenance. Together with a start-up
company, the company collected the data over several months and then used them to train
an AI system. Today, the AI system is able to detect acoustic impulses that are inaudible to
employees and to provide information about the optimal maintenance period for the system.
This allows for the early detection of damage or restrictions to the machines, preventing
unplanned downtime or loss of production. At the same time, necessary maintenance can
be scheduled and performed in a timely manner without jeopardizing the production goals.
Microphones, software, and hardware products are used around the machine fleet for this
digital service.

The added value of this intelligent maintenance approach lies in the more efficient
execution of maintenance work, as well as in cost and time savings achieved by minimizing
equipment downtime and production losses (see Figure 3). The data-based value proposi-
tion can be linked to guaranteed asset availability, which outperforms existing offerings
that require machine maintenance at fixed points in time.
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4.2. Case Study #2: Intelligent Planning Assistance—Smart Services in Metal Processing

META-Regalbau, a metalworking SME based in Arnsberg, Germany, develops and
produces shelving systems for commercial and private use. These include shelving and pal-
let racking, storage platforms, and multi-level shelving systems for industrial warehouses,
workshops, offices, and private rooms. The smart service aims to optimize internal logistics
processes via sensor and AI-based data analysis processes.

In the course of incoming shelving orders, logistics employees have to assemble many
individual components at different locations in the warehouse then pack them and prepare
them for outgoing goods. The picking process had a lot of potential for optimization, as
there were long waiting times for tools and the overall layout could be improved.
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To realize this potential, the picking process was analyzed together with a software
service provider. By automatically analyzing the manual work processes (motion mining),
important measurements could be taken in the warehouse. Small transmitters (Bluetooth
beacons) were attached to the walls. Employees also wore sensors as they walked around
the warehouse to record walking distances and longer waiting times at shelves or machines,
as well as to analyze the existing picking process with the help of artificial intelligence. This
allowed the company to identify long tool queues and employee coordination needs and to
redesign the process accordingly. The AI-based analysis enabled the company to design an
intelligent layout with the best possible arrangement for a new warehouse and to make
internal logistics processes more efficient. According to the company, the annual savings
amount to more than EUR 20,000, which means that the cooperation with the start-up will
have already paid for itself in under two years.

The logistics management actively involved the works council and employees in the
process optimization (see Figure 4), informing them of the goal of the AI-based optimization
and how the technologies worked, which contributed to the success of the project. In this
case, the data-based value proposition can refer to an optimal picking process that can
deliver faster shipment of goods and higher customer satisfaction.
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4.3. Case Study #3: Autonomous Palletizing—Smart Services in Wood Processing

Eifelbrennholz, a small company based in Monschau, North Rhine-Westphalia, Ger-
many, has been a producer and supplier of firewood for 25 years. The company covers all
stages of the firewood production process, from harvesting to processing to shipping. So
far, only private households are customers.

Business-to-business marketing to DIY stores or retailers has not yet been carried
out, as large customers only buy firewood on pallets for efficiency of storage and delivery
logistics. Manual palletizing is not economically viable in high-wage Germany. Therefore,
the company decided to automate the firewood handling process using a 6-axis kinematic
system. On the input side of the system, disordered firewood logs are identified using
computer vision technology. The software can recognize and classify objects such as logs in
digital still and moving images. The logs are then placed in a fixed arrangement on a pallet
by an automated gripping tool. Because each log has a unique, natural surface, traditional
bin-picking approaches (automated reaching into the box) cannot be used.

The intelligent service includes a cost-effective, autonomous pick-and-place appli-
cation for firewood handling which optimizes the overall process and can serve large
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customers at competitive prices. This AI-based process for automating the palletizing
of firewood, developed with RWTH Aachen University and Digital in NRW, is based on
appropriate camera technology (sensors) and gripping technology (actuators). A 3D camera
captures the disordered logs in lattice boxes. With the help of point clouds, a digital image
(digital twin) of each log is created. An algorithmic segmentation can identify the geometry
of the nearest trunk. The geometry of the trunks, the attack points, the deposition structures,
and the movement paths of the objects must be “learned” from a new database and then
algorithmically clustered.

Based on these data, a robot and a custom gripper can reliably pick up the uneven
logs. AI supports the robot in the autonomous pick-and-place application (see Figure 5).
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The value proposition of this smart service is that autonomous log stacking can guar-
antee measurable savings (labor costs) and revenue increases by expanding the customer
segment (key accounts). In this case, the investment in technology also pays off for firewood
producers in high-wage countries. In addition, regional fuel trade eliminates the need for
transportation, saving costs and reducing the carbon footprint.

5. Discussion: Data-Driven Product and Service Revolution

Smart data, smart products, and smart services are on the agenda of many innovative
companies. Driven by real-time 5G networks, exponential growth in compute and storage
performance metrics, the near-infinite availability of sensor and Internet data, and advances
in machine and deep learning, business strategies are increasingly based on data-driven
value propositions and enhanced user experiences around products and services. Data are
being used not only to optimize processes and functions but also to create entirely new
business models. Data enables disruption, and data-driven innovation is revolutionizing
the one-sided-markets for products and services [26].

Data can contribute to a new kind of value proposition in a variety of ways, as
examples from manufacturing, online retail, and automotive industries have shown. At its
core, there are two thrusts: data can add value to a company’s most important resource,
or it can become the company’s most important resource. Companies that focus on the
latter—that is, using data as their primary key resource—are often startups; that is, they are
without extensive product and service offerings, traditional processes and organizational
structures, and a large number of demanding existing customers. Startups start “from
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scratch” and can radically put data at the center of their strategy. This is easier for startups
because they are not burdened by the structural inertia or legacy of an established large
company—an influencing factor often referred to as “the innovator’s dilemma” [27,28].

6. Conclusions

As large companies move toward data-driven value propositions and the delivery
of intelligent products and services, such as self-learning, predictive, personalized, and
speech processing, they will need to break down existing silos in order to fully leverage
data for the customer. Some companies are already doing this and experimenting with data
as a key resource; they are harnessing the power of innovation ecosystems, wherein they
form new value-creating partnerships with young and established players [29]. This is a
promising path, as the practical examples in this article and other practical studies from
industry and services have shown.

This requires a clear digital strategy within the company. After all, data are only
valuable if they are used to reorganize business processes or create new revenue models.
The memorable application examples from industry, services, and retail are intended
to inspire market participants with concrete learning paths and best-practice views to
resolutely implement their previously defined digital strategy and seize the opportunities
of the data and platform economy. The product of the future is intelligent and enhanced
by digital services. The benchmark has been set by digital pioneers; now, it is time to
implement it across the economy. This is important in order to remain globally competitive
with China, the U.S., and other leading innovation regions, and at the same time to enable
users to enjoy convincing performance promises and new experiences arising from the
digital product–service system.
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Abstract: A decade after its introduction, Industrie 4.0 has been established globally as the dominant
paradigm for the digital transformation of the manufacturing industry. Amalgamating research-based
results and practical experience from the German industry, this contribution reviews the progress
made in implementing Industrie 4.0 and identifies future fields of action from a technological and
application-oriented perspective. Putting the human in the center, Industrie 4.0 is the basis for
data-based value creation, innovative business models, and agile forms of organization. Today, in the
German manufacturing industry, the Internet of Things and cyber–physical production systems are a
reality in newly built factories, and the connectivity of machinery has been significantly increased in
existing factories. Now, the trends of industrial AI, edge computing up to the edge cloud, 5G in the
factory, team robotics, autonomous intralogistics systems, and trustworthy data infrastructures must
be leveraged to strengthen resilience, sovereignty, semantic interoperability, and sustainability. This
enables the creation of digital innovation ecosystems that ensure long-term adaptability in a volatile
economic and geopolitical environment. In sum, this review represents a comprehensive assessment
of the status quo and identifies what is needed in the future to reap the rewards of the groundwork
done in the first ten years of Industrie 4.0.

Keywords: Industrie 4.0; intelligent manufacturing; smart factories; industrial artificial intelligence;
digital twins; zero-defect manufacturing; digital ecosystems

1. Introduction

Our initial article, Industrie 4.0: With the Internet of Things Towards the 4th Industrial
Revolution, was published in German on 1 April 2011 in cooperation with Wolf-Dieter
Lukas, shortly before the opening of the Hanover Fair took place [1]. At this time, under
the impact of the global financial crisis, we aimed to make the German economy more
resilient and competitive by strengthening adaptability and resource efficiency.

This review discusses, from a conceptual and technological perspective, which ele-
ments of Industrie 4.0 have been fully implemented ten years after it had been drafted by us
and which technological trends are now required for deepening the digital transformation
of the manufacturing sectors.

2. Industrie 4.0: From a Conceptual Framework to an International Brand

Our main idea was to merge real and virtual spaces in so-called cyber–physical
production systems, building on progress that German industry had already made with
the lighthouse projects on the Internet of Things (IoT) and the Internet of Services (IoS) [2].
This was technologically interesting but would only have had an impact in specialist circles,
not in practical implementation. Our term ‘Industrie 4.0’ got to the heart of the subject and
attracted significant attention.

We received strong political support. As early as 3 April 2011, German Chancellor
Angela Merkel spontaneously picked up on the new brand ‘Industrie 4.0’ in her opening
speech at the Hanover Fair. However, also the business community, trade unions, and, very
importantly, representatives of other industrialized countries recognized the magnitude of
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this concept. Our initial focus on the manufacturing sector was of considerable importance.
It was widely accepted that economies with a strong industrial backbone such as Germany
recovered faster and better from the global financial and economic crisis.

The term ‘Industrie 4.0’ has spread virally and is now associated with Germany all
over the world, similar to ‘kindergarten’ and ‘autobahn’. Industrie 4.0 is an export hit
that has received attention and recognition in business, science, and politics around the
globe. For the first time in the high-tech world, we have once again been able to establish
an innovative concept from Germany internationally, after they had mostly come from
North America or Asia for many years. Industrie 4.0 has made Europe the most innovative
factory supplier of the world. There does not exist any ‘smart factory’ anywhere in the
world where a large number of software and hardware components does not come from
European companies. However, for the next decade of Industrie 4.0, the continuing support
of stakeholders and international cooperation are required to reap the rewards of the
groundwork done in the first ten years of Industrie 4.0. This also encapsulates leveraging
the six key trends: industrial AI, edge computing up to the edge cloud, 5G in the factory,
team robotics, autonomous intralogistics systems, and trustworthy data infrastructures.

3. Basic Prerequisite and Success Factor: Putting the Human at the Center

The networking and connectivity of people, intelligent objects and machines, the use
of service-oriented architectures, and the composition of services and data from different
sources to form new business processes is opening opportunities. Industrie 4.0 does not
lead to factories empty of people. On the contrary, employees are supported by physical
and cognitive assistance systems realized by collaborative robots (Cobots) and software
agents (Softbots), which support the humans in complex manufacturing tasks (see Figure 1).
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Industrie 4.0 is the basis for data-based value creation, innovative business models,
and agile forms of organization, but also for new solutions in areas such as energy, health,
and mobility.

This vision is compelling because it puts people in the center, promising significant
progress for the economy and society at large. In economic terms, it initially involved a shift
from traditional automation with predetermined outcomes to learning and self-adapting
machines and environments that respond in real time to changes in customer demand, as
well as to unexpected disruptions. This is accompanied by a move from mass production to
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mass customization, i.e., the competitively priced production of individualized, tailor-made
artefacts [3].

In social terms, the focus was set on implementing social partnerships for Industrie
4.0. Therefore, trade unions were closely involved in the entire process and contributed
constructively. Focus points were set on the promise of better and more meaningful
human–machine cooperation without the fear of losing control, the creation of jobs through
‘nearshoring’, and the inclusion of older and disabled people, supported by physical and
cognitive worker assistance systems.

Ecologically, resource and energy efficiency has been a central goal from the outset:
Industrie 4.0 has the potential to establish a circular economy that decouples economic
growth from resource consumption. Sustainability through upcycling and the resilient
factory have been two of the use cases proposed in our recommendations [3].

4. Key Challenge: Managing the Digital Transformation of the
Manufacturing Industry

The success of Industrie 4.0 is closely interrelated with the broad support of the
mainstays of society. The wide-scale roll-out of Industrie 4.0 during the last ten years
was based on the effective cooperation of trade unions, industry, politics, and academia,
institutionalizing their collaboration via an appropriate digital and organizational platform.
Industrie 4.0 has set standards for how quickly a concept that initially emerged in cutting-
edge research can develop out of companies and industry associations and, with the
active accompaniment and support of the trade unions, can lead Germany to success as a
location for business and innovation. Today, Industrie 4.0 is at the top of the agenda for
federal policy—in the past ten years, more than 1000 project consortia, 10,000 conferences,
and 100,000 publications have dealt with its technical and scientific implementation (see
wiso-net.de in www.genios.de, accessed on 4 June 2022).

The Internet of Things (IoT) and cyber–physical systems are now a reality in newly
built factories [4]. At the same time, in existing factories, the connectivity between machines,
tools, workpieces, and skilled workers was improved, relying on various migration and
bridging technologies for Industrie 4.0 [4]. Retrofitting—the digital upgrade with new
low-cost sensors and their wireless connectivity—is steadily advancing. More and more
production steps can be monitored in real time through multi-sensor fusion—for example,
for quality control. The emerging product controls its own production via its digital
twin. As in a marketplace, it selects the production services that match the customer’s
requirements, relying on the digital twins of the networked production facilities.

Today, there are a number of ‘smart factories’ that implement the basic principles
of Industrie 4.0 [5,6], including ‘Plug & Produce’ and the virtual commissioning of new
plant components relying on various types of digital twins (e.g., product twins, process
twins, or machining twins), as well as cycle-independent matrix production architectures
or multi-agent architectures, with heterarchical and modular holonic control regimes, with
configurable production cells and short set-up and changeover times even for the smallest
batch sizes, and with a high degree of product individualization. This also holds for variable
intralogistics combined with real-time production planning, as well as for location-based
services for all workers, operating resources, and the products being created. Factory floor
positioning has been greatly improved for mobile systems such as autonomous forklifts
using AI-based visual SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) techniques. GPU
computing for the massively parallel execution of neural networks on very powerful
graphics cards has significantly improved the necessary recognition of landmarks to enable
the free and precise navigation of mobile robots.

After the experience of the COVID-19 pandemic, we need to develop solutions to
avoid disruptions in supply chains or production stoppage due to short-term staff short-
ages [7]. Home-office technologies are hardly helpful in this regard. So-called ‘home
workbenches’ that enable the mobile control, maintenance, and repair of factory equipment
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as software solutions with remote access to cyber–physical systems through tele-operation
with physical avatars are needed instead.

5. What Is Next? New Megatrends for the Next Decade of Industrie 4.0

What is next? We must continue to drive semantic interoperability and international
collaboration in open ecosystems. Six new megatrends (see illustration in Figure 2) will
decisively influence the development of the next 10 years: industrial AI, edge computing
up to the edge cloud, 5G in the factory, team robotics, autonomous intralogistics systems,
and trustworthy data infrastructures.

Industrial AI will enable a second wave of digitalization of production. The first
level, making all production and supply chain data available digitally and mobile via
cloud systems, is largely achieved. These data can now be analyzed by AI systems in
real time and interpreted in context even on the edge (e.g., signal-based machine learning
with time delay on sensors [8]) so that they can be actively used for new value chains and
business models.

With digital training data for machine learning systems, AI systems can be used
not only for predictive maintenance, which is already widespread, but increasingly for
incremental quality control, mostly via video sensors. Thus, the next phase of Industrie
4.0 will aim for AI-based zero-defect production (see Section 6). Self-learning capability
and modular long-term autonomy rather than simple automation will characterize the new
generation of ‘smart factories’ and, in addition to extreme flexibility, guarantee extremely
robust production, high occupational safety, energy efficiency, and a high degree of resource
conservation. A capability-oriented production architecture ensures expandability and
mutability at the next level of Industrie 4.0 to respond quickly to volatility in the markets.
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In 5G campus networks, edge devices can exploit the high bandwidth and low latency
guaranteed with 5G to build a local edge cloud that can then meet real-time requirements
on the factory floor. Mobile and real-time teleoperation, combined with multimodal sensor
fusion, will also enable remote maintenance, repair, and installation.

In ‘smart factories’, intra-logistic planning and production planning are coordinated
in real time, highly flexibly: mobile robots, factory drones, and driverless transport systems
ensure that the parts and tools needed for the next planned production step are available
just in time, at the right production island (see Figure 3).
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Production planning is revolutionized by a new service-oriented production architec-
ture: the specification of the digital twin of the emerging product tries to find production
capabilities that will transform the semi-finished product into its final state. Thus, digital
twins become active agents in a multi-agent architecture, where the required skills of work-
ers and machines are coordinated in real time. This enables the specification of products by
semantic matchmaking.

Hybrid teams of workers and collaborative robots with different skill sets enable a new
form of team robotics that focuses on human–machine interaction led by skilled human
personnel. To solve complex manufacturing tasks, they are working hand-in-hand with
robots as a team.

Data infrastructures must integrate industry requirements for data sovereignty, decen-
tralization in heterogeneous multi-cloud systems, and edge support. After the first decade
of Industrie 4.0, factories digitally record, transmit, and store all production and machine
data as sensors capture all relevant process data on edge devices. This is a first step towards
higher productivity and more transparency of manufacturing processes. However, the
interpretation of these data sources still requires manual data analysis by human experts
using various digital data visualization and data analysis tools. Due to the massive amount
of data provided in real time in an Industrie 4.0 factory, human data analysts will soon
reach their limits.

An important goal for the next decade of Industrie 4.0 is therefore the automatic
interpretation of industrial data based on artificial intelligence (AI). It is an enabler, e.g., for
zero-defect production, and it is the decisive innovation to ensure that the superior quality
of our products remains a unique selling point compared to similar products from the US or
China. This requires the implementation of the entire cognition cycle from perceiving over
understanding to acting, with all phases supported by various forms of machine learning
relying on digital mass data from cloud and edge platforms [9] (p. 68). In addition, we
must enable industrial AI systems to learn new knowledge not only autonomously from
empirical data but also from being taught by human experts in interactive human–machine
conversations, or from machine understanding of relevant technical documents.
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6. Strategic Field of Action I: Towards Zero-Defect Manufacturing Based on
Industrial AI

Zero-defect manufacturing can create a competitive advantage over ‘low-wage and
low-tech countries’, since most consumers prefer high-quality, reliable, and sustainable
products, even if they come with a somewhat higher price. Detecting anomalies and defects
in the production process too late causes immense costs and has a negative impact on sus-
tainability and productivity, as it leads to an enormous waste of time, energy, and material.
It is therefore of the utmost importance to detect, explain, and eliminate such errors as early
as possible—ideally immediately when they occur—by taking appropriate measures.

Typical sources of errors are the incorrect actions of a worker or a robot, or the incorrect
interaction of workers and robots in the process. AI-based plan recognition, intention, and
interaction recognition modules use video streams, wearable sensors, and IoT devices for
incremental error detection. Thus, instead of one big loop for error correction after the
traditional final quality check of the product, the next generation of systems consists of
many small quality management loops. This eliminates the need for final inspection and
partial disassembly of the already finished but faulty product for repair (see Figure 4).
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Of course, the earliest time to reliably detect an incorrect action, interaction, or out-
of-control state is the moment it emerges. For this purpose, relevant quality-, task-, and
interaction-specific parameters and constraints are continuously evaluated by AI-based
methods during incremental real-time checks. These AI-based methods combine statistical
deep learning methods on diverse sensor data streams with semantic models encoded
in digital twins and symbolic reasoning. As real recorded data for training models are
often not available, synthetic data must be generated, e.g., through accurate simulations
involving digital twins.

Detected errors must be immediately reported to the responsible workers with a
comprehensive explanation and a checklist to avoid them in the future and on how to
proceed further if the error occurs. This requires intelligent user interfaces with massively
multimodal explanation capabilities for human workers and production experts.

Thus, not only deep learning but also deep understanding by AI systems need to
be strengthened in the next decade of Industrie 4.0 to allow for the implementation of
explainable, more robust, and trustworthy systems (see [10]). We must include novel
architectures beyond current deep learning, capturing causality and meta-learning to enable
more powerful forms of compositional generalization. On the one hand, current machine
learning systems lack the ability to leverage the invariances included in causal relations,
which would be needed to boost their generalizability, robustness, and explainability [11].
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Current causal inference methods, on the other hand, lack the ability to scale up to higher-
dimensional settings, where current machine learning systems excel. Recently, a shift
in research direction and new tools are opening the door to the development of novel
architectures for addressing more sophisticated tasks, capturing causality and systematic
generalization in error diagnosis, repair planning, and recovery. We predict that meta-
learning, compositional generalization, and representation learning are needed for the next
generation of industrial AI systems during the next decade of Industrie 4.0.

7. Strategic Field of Action II: Shaping Digital Ecosystems

In 2019, experts from the ‘Platform Industrie 4.0’ updated the vision of Industrie 4.0
for 2030 with the headline ‘Shaping digital ecosystems globally’ [12]. We must continue
to drive semantic interoperability and international collaboration in open ecosystems,
which permits plurality, diversity, flexibility, and a corporate culture of sharing success
with business partners. We strive for a sustainable economy where economic growth is
decoupled from resource consumption. We also strive for sovereignty—self-determination—
at all levels. In a networked economy, self-determination means, above all, the freedom
to select the technology of choice, the business partner of choice, the location of choice—
especially the place where data are stored and processed in accordance with the legal
system in force there. Against the background of recent developments and geopolitical
challenges and the resulting shortages and bottlenecks in supply chains, with significant
effects on industrial value creation, in particular, rethinking the security and resilience of
supply becomes more important. Diversified supply chains and the ability to redesign
value chains on demand seamlessly are fundamental in this regard. In the next phase of
Industrie 4.0, companies must therefore exploit the advantages of digital factories and
distributed modular production architectures to build trustworthy and reliable industrial
digital ecosystems [13,14].

An additional challenge is business model innovation: understanding the customers’
processes and extracting enterprise value from customer value. The value proposition in a
digital economy is smart services [15]: individualized product–service bundles on demand,
with superior user experience and low effort in switching to alternative business partners.
The supporting value-creating architecture is illustrated in Figure 5, demonstrating the
need to rethink and reengineer business processes as well as workplaces exploiting the
power of AI [16] and replacing manual or cognitive routine tasks by autonomous systems.
For all activities of the value chain, dynamic business networks must be established with
dedicated orchestration models and governance. Obviously, a secure and trustworthy
data supply chain and frictionless interoperability in technological and business terms are
fundamental for success (see Figure 5).
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Digital enterprises have higher capabilities to operate in digital value creation network
models. Within these decentralized networks of firms, governed by reciprocity and shared
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success, collaborative and coordinated elements for joint value creation are balanced to
pursue the joint development of platform-oriented business models [17].

Digital ecosystems are the base layer and are dependent on a digital economy because
many of the ecosystem members operate in different countries under different regulations
and legal conditions [18,19]. This is why international cooperation on standards and secure
data exchange across borders are of the utmost importance, particularly to guarantee
sovereignty in an interconnected digital economy.

Many efforts have been undertaken in European initiatives such as Gaia-X in building a
data infrastructure allowing for the sovereign exchange of data supported by an architecture
for data spaces comprising technological standards, guidelines, and rules [20].

8. Outlook: Industrie 4.0 Has Still a Long Way to Go

For the next decade of Industrie 4.0, we even need to go beyond today’s cloud and
multi-cloud systems, since advanced distributed production systems need sky computing
as a cloud of clouds [21]. Today’s cloud market is fragmented, with many proprietary
services running on proprietary hardware accelerators (e.g., TPUs, GPUs) and offering
incompatible APIs. Based on the compatibility and intercloud layers of the emerging sky
computing platforms, APIs can be used without changes, allowing applications to run on
multiple clouds transparently. Such platforms are urgently needed if we want to realize
the vision of full circular economy loops in distributed solutions for Industrie 4.0 with
thousands of data providers and data consumers.

Many of the challenges of Industrie 4.0 are transnational and require continued interna-
tional cooperation. We must simultaneously preserve our digital sovereignty while sharing
our knowledge, experience, and best practices internationally. Other countries will favor
different solutions in some cases, due to different political systems or culturally different
approaches to problem solving. Nevertheless, our answer can only be self-determination
and open collaboration based on our own values. For example, we presented the first
comprehensive AI standardization roadmap in December 2020 [22].

We must not reduce our efforts in research and innovation for the next phase of this
fourth industrial revolution. For the second wave of industrial digitalization, a major
investment in industrial AI is required. Digital twins, which are already of the utmost
importance in almost all sectors of industry, will become even more decisive. The semantic
interoperability of software and hardware components plays a crucial role, especially to
ensure international market access for German SMEs and startups, but also to safeguard
Europe’s technological sovereignty.

Standards, norms, and certificates are decisive drivers for interoperable solutions.
The Asset Administration Shell (AAS), developed by the Platform Industrie 4.0 [23], is a
promising attempt in this regard. Semantic interoperability also contributes to strength-
ening ecological sustainability, e.g., an AAS-based demonstrator, developed by Platform
Industrie 4.0 and CESMI, creates transparency regarding greenhouse gas emissions across
the value chain [24]. These factors deserve specific attention in the future.

In the next decade of Industrie 4.0, the continuing support of policymakers, trade
unions, and civil society is needed, in addition to substantial funding for research and
innovation. Only in this case can the economic, social, and ecological fruits of the significant
investments in the first decade of the fourth industrial revolution emanating from Germany
be harvested.
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Abstract: Digital twins are among the technologies that are considered to have high potential. At
the same time, there is no uniform understanding of what this technology means. Definitions are
used across disciplinary boundaries, resulting in a multitude of different interpretations. The concepts
behind the terms should be clearly named to transfer knowledge and bundle developments in
digitalization. In particular, the Reference Architectural Model for Industry (RAMI) 4.0, as the guiding
concept of digitalization, should be in harmony with the terms to be able to establish a contradiction-
free relationship. This paper therefore summarizes the most important definitions and descriptions
from the scientific community. By evaluating the relevant literature, a concept is derived. The concept
presented in this work concretizes the requirements and understanding of digital twins in the frame of
RAMI 4.0 with a focus on manufacturing. It thus contributes to the understanding of the technology.
In this way, the concept is intended to contribute to the implementation of digital twins in this context.

Keywords: digital twin; digital manufacturing; Industry 4.0

1. Introduction

Digital tools are becoming increasingly important in industrial production to improve
decision-making processes and deal with increasing complexity [1]. The individualization of
products and the resulting decrease in the number of units are a major complexity driver [2,3].
Currently, the high energy prices, at least in Western Europe, and thus the need to consider
these in decisions are to be mentioned as an additional complexity factor. In the factory
itself, heterogeneous production landscapes and many different systems are mentioned as
a challenge in the management of complexity [4]. Digital twins (DTs), on the other hand,
offer the opportunity to combine data from different sources to deal with high complexity
and thus to support the decision-making process [4,5]. Although DT have been identified in
many places as a technology with enormous potential, there is no uniform understanding of
the term. This is partly due to the different application areas with their individual questions
and requirements. Although DTs were originally developed as a safeguard for in-service
objects in [6], most definitions refer to product development or are dedicated to a specific
use, e.g., aviation [7]. However, the focus on the product has remained. Approaches to using
existing models from development in further life cycle phases have existed for some time.
Depending on the timeline in the life cycle of an object, the motivation and thus also the
requirement for the DT changes. The classification is usually not considered in the definition,
which means that definitions of DT are sometimes contradictory. Therefore, placing the
definitions in their context is crucial. Furthermore, the definitions should be compatible
with the concepts of digitalization.

This paper brings together the different definitions and provides an overview, and
a concept of how DT can support factory operations. In the process of developing the
concept, the different developments in connection with DT are addressed. For example, the
Reference Architectural Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) architecture is worth mentioning
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in German-speaking countries. This provides a framework for digitizing the factory, so a
definition for the DT should be compatible with the RAMI 4.0 architecture. In this way,
this work contributes to distinguishing the developments in the area of the digital twin
from other digitization efforts, using a clear understanding and thus creating clarity. On
the other hand, a superordinate concept is to be created that enables the development of
digital twins and architectures based on RAMI 4.0 without contradictions.

2. State of the Art and Research
2.1. RAMI 4.0 Architecture

RAMI 4.0 is a cubic layer model and is defined in the DIN SPEC 91345 [8] (see Figure 1).
The dimensions of the cube describe the architecture of assets, their life cycle, and their
assignment to a hierarchy level.

Figure 1. Figure of the Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) (source: [8]).

Layers describe the assets in their respective tasks or functions. The description cate-
gories are the classification in the business process, the function of the asset, the information,
the communication, and the integration of the physical asset into the virtual world. Not
all layers must be used at all times. For integration, the guideline provides the concept
of the asset administration shell. In the AAS, the asset can be described digitally, with a
communication interface to the physical system. In this way, the AAS can be understood
not only as a digital representation but also as a gateway between the virtual and real world.
The AAS manages all the essential data for an asset from creation to end of life [8,9].

The life cycle of assets is divided into two sections. The type section describes, as the
name implies, the type of asset, i.e., in our example, a model series of a machine as shown
in Figure 2. This section of the life cycle consists of a development phase and a utilization
phase. In the development phase, when asset properties are defined, the AAS is created in
parallel, which manages the general information for this type. As soon as an instance of this
type is produced, an AAS is also derived for this instance, which contains information of
that type and is additionally specific to this instance. Dynamic data are then added during
the operation of the asset.
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Figure 2. Life cycle of assets (source: own illustration adapted from ref. [8]).

The hierarchy levels place the asset in the factory structure. The axis starts with the
product, so the output of an asset is integrated into the consideration as a component. On
the other side, the highest level describes the connection to other assets or summarizing
instances. In between are the organizational units of the manufacturing process.

2.2. Asset Administration Shell (AAS)

The AAS is part of RAMI 4.0 and defines the description of an asset in the digital
space. The two main areas of an AAS are the header and body. The header contains
the information required to identify the asset and the AAS. The unique identification is
ensured by a uniform resource identifier (URI). The body contains the submodels that
describe the functions and properties of the asset. The submodels can be added to the
AAS according to the requirements [9]. In addition to the structure, it is advisable to use
standardized data models as much as possible and to integrate these into the AAS and
to only create submodels in fields in which no standards yet exist. In particular, data
models that describe the operation are currently still rare. There is some work that uses
RAMI or AAS as the basis for the implementation of digital twins. This includes work that
concretizes the reference architecture and derives an architecture for digital twins. These
include the work of Beregi et al. [10] and Steindl et al. [11]. Beregi et al. [10] take up
the idea of AAS and define a production administration shell (PAS), which should allow
plants to communicate with a manufacturing execution system. The idea is to build a
modular and interoperable architecture in which resources can be integrated with little
effort. Based on the architecture axes, Steindl et al. [11] develop a concrete implementation
of an architecture for building a digital twin. Both works deal with specific aspects of RAMI
to realize concrete implementations without focusing on the complexity of an entire factory
or considering it over its entire life cycle. One work that takes a holistic view of the RAMI
architecture is the work of Roscher [12], which applies the RAMI architecture to the energy
information system application and develops its own reference architecture in the process.
The developed reference architecture is called RAMEnIS6.0, where the life cycle axis is
replaced by the energy production axis.

2.3. Digital Twin

Further publications and standards show a different understanding and descriptions
of the term digital twin [13–16]. Furthermore, other papers show different stages of im-
plementation or software by which a realization is possible. Concrete requirements for
the realization in the context of RAMI 4.0 are not given extensively. This paper attempts
to close this gap. On the one hand, Kritzinger et al. [17] show the division of definitions
or descriptions of a DT into different categories. Thereby, his study focuses especially on
integration levels and the areas within a production (e.g., product life cycle and production
planning), and various tools and technologies are addressed (e.g., OPC UA and cloud
computing), which are required for the use of DT.

Kritzinger et al. [17] also show in their study that most publications use the description
of a digital model (DM) or a digital shadow (DS), rather than providing a clear definition of a
DT (Table 1). This is based on their given understanding of the differences between the digital
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model, digital shadow, and digital twin, which is elaborated. This differentiation is referred
to as the degree of integration. The differences are defined as follows by Kritzinger et al. [17]
and is in the broadest sense also addressed by Stark and Damerau [7] and Grieves [18]:

A DM is a digital representation of an existing or planned physical object that does
not use any form of automated data exchange between the physical object and the
digital object. The digital representation might include a more or less comprehensive
description of the physical object. These models might include, but are not limited to
simulation models of planned factories, mathematical models, or any other models of a
physical object, which do not use any form of automatic data integration. Digital data
of existing physical systems might still be in use for the development of such models,
but all data exchange is done in a manual way. A change in state of the physical object
has no direct effect on the digital object and vice versa.

Table 1. Different levels of integration found by Kritzinger et al. [17] in research on the topic of digital
twin (source: [17]).

Concept Case-Study Review Definition

undefined 1.90% 4.76% 2.38% 0.00%

DM 14.29% 11.90% 0.00% 0.00%

DS 26.19% 7.14% 2.38% 0.00%

DT 2.38% 2.38% 9.52% 4.76%

Bearing this in mind, Kritzinger et al. [17] and Bauernhansl et al. [19] describe further-
more as follows:

DS based on the definition of a Digital Model, if there further exists an automated
one-way data flow between the state of an existing physical object and a digital object,
one might refer to such a combination as Digital Shadow. A change in state of the
physical object leads to a change of state in the digital object, but not vice versa.

Furthermore, Tao and Zhang [20] as well as Stark et al. [21] define the digital shadow
as an essential part of a DT as follows:

DS is a data profile that couples with the corresponding entity throughout its life cycle,
and carries all the data and knowledge to reflect the individual shape and historical,
current, and expected future status.

Based on this clarification, the concept of the three-dimensional DT is established. This
concept describes the physical entity, the virtual models, and the data exchange between
them as one dimension [18,20,22]. In extension, ref. [23] published the concept of a five-
dimensional digital twin (see Figure 3), where services and data are also included in the DT.
Colored in red are the parts of the three-dimensional concept, which contains the physical
entity (PE), virtual entity (VE), and the connection between them (CNPV). By adding
software services (Ss) as well as considering digital twin data (DD) as further dimensions
and describing the connections (CNm,n) between these four parts as a further dimension,
the five-dimensional concept of the DT is created. In addition, Zimmermann et al. [24]
explain the term digital master as the functional combination of digital twin data (DD)
and the virtual entity (VE). At this stage, it is clearly shown that there are many different
understandings of the meaning, what a DT is, and which requirements it should fulfill. A
literature review is therefore the basis for further discussions and to derive requirements
for our approach.
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Figure 3. Concept of the five-dimension Digital Twin (source: own illustration adapted from
ref. [7,16,23]).

2.4. Research Methodology

To show the need for clear requirements on a definition of a DT, which addresses the
complexity of a production system, we conduct a literature review. This review contains
a multi-step approach to find and classify relevant requirements and definitions. This
approach is based on the procedure used in Glock and Hochrein [25], Hersi et al. [26] and
Tawfik et al. [27]. The literature review includes the four superordinate steps:

1. Preparation
2. Planning
3. Screening
4. Classification

which are described in the following.

2.4.1. Step 1—Preparation

The need for a literature review is based on multiple facts. At first the large amount
of descriptions of what a DT should be. This takes into account not only understanding
but also naming. The terms Cyber Physical Twins [28] or Cyber Digital Twins also exist,
which describe the same technological approach. Therefore, we want to collect the key
requirements, that a DT must be fulfilled in the context of digital manufacturing. Second,
we want to show the combination of the RAMI 4.0 model with the use of a DT, therefore
we need a categorization, which is shown in step 4. This is needed to derivate necessary
key requirements of a DT in the frame of RAMI 4.0.

2.4.2. Step 2—Planning

For our research, we choose as relevant databases ScienceDirect, IEEE Xplore, Springer-
Link, and Web of Science to start a query. As boundaries of the querying only publications
since 2000 were considered. For our classification, on the one hand, we cluster the relevant
definitions into the topics, related to the RAMI 4.0 model, to product-related or process-
related and into the topics general definitions or industry sector definitions. Therefore, our
literature review focuses, but is not absolutely limited, on definitions from engineering
fields, that means manufacturing, aerospace, electrical engineering, and Industry 4.0.

The screening itself contains multiple steps:

1. Check for the right research field of an article.
2. Review the title.
3. Verify the abstract.
4. Check the full text to find descriptions or definitions of the term “digital twin”.
5. Check the references for additional sources.

An article was excluded from our study if the article did not fulfill one of these steps.
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2.4.3. Step 3—Screening

The results of screening the databases are shown in Figure 4. At first, the relevance
of the topic of “digital twin”, exemplarily shown in Figure 4b for the query at Web of
Science, is proved. It is clearly shown that, in the last six years, research on the topic of
“digital twin” has risen significantly. Additionally, Figure 4a shows the distribution of
the top 12 engineering fields, where publications with the topic of DT were made. It was
found that most publications came from electrical and electronic engineering, followed by
manufacturing and computer science. If one of these studies satisfied all steps, this study
was considered for our classification.
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Figure 4. Statistical screening results of the literature review with (a) results from research fields
and (b) the total number of publications per year (source: own illustration). (a) The amount of
publications in different research fields is shown in this plot. Thereby, most of the publications were
in the field of electrical and electronic followed by manufacturing engineering. (Web of Science 3
February 2023); (b) The figure shows the number of publications on the Web of Science database
from 2010 to 2022, with the query term “digital twin”. Clearly identifiable is the extreme rise of
publications within the topic of “digital twin” since 2019. [Web of Science 3 February 2023].
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2.4.4. Step 4—Classification

Within our classification, we sort the found descriptions oriented at the different
lifecycle steps of the RAMI 4.0 model, production, or process-related descriptions of a DT.
Here, seven product-related definitions and four process-related definitions were found.
Additionally, 14 descriptions of the term DT in general were made, and 9 descriptions or
definitions from industry were found. In the next step, we mark the content of each classified
definition as a key element, in the sense that its high-level requirements or functionality is
summarized.

2.5. Definitions of Digital Twin

Nearly all found definitions or descriptions of the term “digital twin” explain communi-
cation between a real physical asset or entity and a virtual representation, e.g., [14,15,22,29].
Some of them, e.g., [7,17,30], describe more in detail, that this representation is a model
based on data which come from the physical asset. In addition, Garetti et al. [31], Kraft [32]
and Schleich et al. [33] argue that these models can also handle information from software
services. These services can handle different tasks, like prognoses, optimize or control the
physical asset [6,22]. For this collaboration between the physical asset, model, and services,
data are essentially those of [20,34],which can be measured from the physical asset or the
services [32] and from other external sources [35]. This data communication between the
data sources, physical asset, services, and models should be in real time [36,37] and use
the standardization of all components [29]. An overview of the classified descriptions and
definitions is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Table with the classified definitions of the term digital twin and the elements included in
each. Marked definitions (*) are not retrievable as full text (not open source) by the authors and come
from secondary sources (source: own illustration).

Topic Reference Definition Year Key Element

Product related
definitions

Reifsnider and
Majumdar [38] *

Ultra-high fidelity physical models of the materials and
structures that control the life of a vehicle.

2013 virtual model

Rios et al. [39] Product digital counterpart of a physical product. 2015 virtual model, real asset

Schroeder et al. [40] Virtual representation of a real product in the context of
cyber-physical systems.

2016 virtual model, real asset

Manas Bajaj
et al. [41] *

A unified system model that can coordinate architecture,
mechanical, electrical, software, verification, and other
discipline-specific models across the system life cycle,
federating models in multiple vendor tools and
configuration-controlled repositories.

2016 services, hierarchical,
virtual models

Abramovici et al. [30]

A virtual twin is a model that integrates
interdisciplinary (mechanics, electronics, software, and
services) virtual product models and related real-time
data of a product instance (physical twin). A virtual
twin can be dynamically generated from a model and
data space to fulfill a specific task (e.g., dynamic
reconfiguration of a smart product during its use phase).

2017
real asset, virtual
models, data, services,
hierarchical, real time

Schleich et al. [33]

In synthesis, the vision of the digital twin describes the
vision of a bi-directional relation between a physical
artifact and the set of its virtual models. In this context,
the virtual “twinning”, i.e., the establishment of such
relations between physical parts and their virtual
models, enables the efficient execution of product design,
manufacturing, servicing, and various other activities
throughout the product life cycle.

2017 real asset, connection,
virtual models, services
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Table 2. Cont.

Topic Reference Definition Year Key Element

Grieves [18]
A digital twin is a distributed and decentralized
approach to manage product information at product item
level along its life cycle.

2015
real asset, virtual
model, connection,
modularization

Process-related
definition Lee et al. [35]

Coupled model of the real machine that operates in the
cloud platform and simulates the health condition with
an integrated knowledge from both data-driven
analytical algorithms and other available
physical knowledge.

2013 hierarchical, real-time,
real asset, virtual model

Rosen et al. [42]
Very realistic models of the process current state and its
behavior in interaction with the environment in
the real world.

2015 connection, real asset,
virtual models,

Bauernhansl
et al. [19]

The digital shadow first transfers the real production
process into the virtual world. Based on this, the Digital
Twin can deliver an image of reality that is as identical
as possible through a process model and simulation.

2016 real asset, virtual
model, services

Garetti et al. [31]

The DT consists of a virtual representation of a
production system that is able to run on different
simulation disciplines that is characterized by the
synchronization between the virtual and real system,
thanks to sensed data and connected smart devices,
mathematical models and real time data elaboration. The
topical role within Industry 4.0 manufacturing systems
is to exploit these features to forecast and optimize the
behavior of the production system at each lifecycle phase
in real time.

2012

virtual model, real
asset, services, real
time, connection, data,
hierarchical, scalability

General
definitions

Schluse and
Rossmann [43]

Virtual substitutes of real-world objects consisting of
virtual representations and communication capabilities
making up smart objects acting as intelligent nodes
inside the Internet of Things and services.

2016
virtual model, real
asset, connection,
services

Canedo [44] * Digital representation of a real-world object with focus
on the object itself.

2016 virtual model, real asset

Gabor et al. [45] The simulation of the physical object itself to predict
future states of the system.

2016 data, services, real
asset, virtual model

Gartner [34]

A digital twin is a digital representation of a real-world
entity or system. The implementation of a digital twin is
an encapsulated software object or model that mirrors a
unique physical object, process, organization, person or
other abstraction. Data from multiple digital twins can
be aggregated for a composite view across a number of
real-world entities, such as a power plant or a city, and
their related processes.

2022

real asset, virtual
model, modularization,
hierarchical, services,
data, scalability

Kraft [32]

An integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic
simulation of an as-built system, enabled by digital
thread, which uses the best available models, sensor
information, and input data to mirror and predict
activities/performance over the life of its
corresponding physical twin.

2016

services, data,
robustness, virtual
model, hierarchical,
real asset

Söderberg et al. [46] Real-time optimization using digital copies of
physical systems.

2017 real-time, real asset,
virtual model

Bolton et al. [47]
The dynamic virtual representation of a physical object
or system throughout its life cycle, using real-time data
to achieve understanding, learning, and reasoning.

2018 virtual model, real
asset, real time, data
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Table 2. Cont.

Topic Reference Definition Year Key Element

Tao et al. [23]
Digital twin uses physical data, virtual data and
interactive data between them to map all components in
the product life cycle.

2019 real asset, virtual
model, data, connection

Stark and
Damerau [7]

A digital twin is a digital representation of an active
unique product (real device, object, machine, service, or
intangible asset) or unique product-service system (a
system consisting of a product and a related service) that
comprises its selected characteristics, properties,
conditions, and behaviors by means of models,
information, and data within a single or even across
multiple life cycle phases.

2019

real asset, virtual
model, services, data,
hierarchical,
modularization

Rasheed et al. [22]
A digital twin is defined as a virtual representation of a
physical asset enabled through data and simulators for
real-time prediction, optimization, monitoring,
controlling, and improved decision making.

2020

virtual model, real
asset, services,
real-time, hierarchical,
data, connection

Industrial Digital
Association e. V. [48]

Digital representation, sufficient to meet the
requirements of a set of use cases.

2022 virtual model,
hierarchical,

Claude Baudoin
et al. [49]

Digital model of one or more real-world entities,
digital twin entities can be objects or processes,
that is synchronized with those entities at a specified
frequency and fidelity.

2022

virtual model,
modularization,
connection, robustness,
real asset

Digital Twin
Consortium [37]

A digital twin is a virtual representation of real-world
entities and processes, synchronized at a specified
frequency and fidelity.

2022
real asset, virtual
model, connection,
robustness

Kritzinger et al. [17]

If the data flows between an existing physical object and
a digital object are further fully integrated in both
directions, one might refer to it as a digital twin. In such
a combination, the digital object might also act as
controlling instance of the physical object. There might
also be other objects, physical or digital, which induce
changes of state in the digital object. A change in state of
the physical object directly leads to a change in state of
the digital object and vice versa.

2018

data, real asset, virtual
model, connection,
hierarchical,
modularization, real
time, services

Industry-Sector
definitions Shafto et al. [50]

An integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic
simulation of a vehicle or system that uses the best
available physical models, sensor updates, fleet history,
etc., to mirror the life of its flying twin. The digital twin
is ultra-realistic and may consider one or more
important and interdependent vehicle systems.

2010

hierarchical, services,
virtual model,
modularization,
scalability,

Tuegel [51] *
A cradle-to-grave model of an aircraft structure’s ability
to meet mission requirements, including submodels of
the electronics, the flight controls, the propulsion system,
and other subsystems.

2012
modularization,
hierarchical, virtual
model

Gockel et al. [52]
Ultra-realistic, cradle-to-grave computer model of an
aircraft structure that is used to assess the aircraft’s
ability to meet mission requirements.

2012 virtual model,
hierarchical, scalability

Bielefeldt et al. [53]
Ultra-realistic multi-physical computational models
associated with each unique aircraft and combined with
known flight histories.

2016 virtual model, real
asset, data

Bazilevs et al. [54]
High-fidelity structural model that incorporates fatigue
damage and presents a fairly complete digital
counterpart of the actual structural system of interest.

2015 real time, virtual model,
robustness
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Table 2. Cont.

Topic Reference Definition Year Key Element

El Saddik [36]

Digital twin is digital copies of biological or
non-biological physical entities. By bridging the physical
and virtual worlds, data are seamlessly transferred,
allowing virtual entities to exist simultaneously with
physical entities.

2018
virtual model, real
asset, connection real
time

Negri et al. [29]

Digital twins are digital representations based on
semantic data models that allow running simulations in
different disciplines, that support not only a prognostic
assessment at the design stage (static perspective) but
also a continuous update of the virtual representation of
the object by a real-time synchronization with sensed
data. This allows the representation to reflect the current
status of the system and to perform real-time
optimizations, decision making and predictive
maintenance according to the sensed conditions.

2017

virtual model,
standardization, data,
services, hierarchical,
real time, services,
connection, real asset

ISO 23704-1:2022 [15]

Digital replica of physical assets (physical twin),
processes and systems that can be used for various
purposes or a fit-for-purpose digital representation of
something outside its own context with data connections
that enable convergence between the physical and virtual
states at an appropriate rate of synchronization.

2022
virtual model, real
asset, connection, data,
standardization

ISO 23247-1:2021 [14]
Fit for purpose digital representation of an observable
manufacturing element with synchronization between
the element and its digital representation.

2021
virtual model, real
asset, connection,
standardization

3. Research Gap

Consideration of the multitude of definitions has shown that there is no uniform
understanding and requirements for the term “digital twin”. The understanding varies
across different areas, but even within the areas, there is often a divergence. Just in the
area of manufacturing, a multitude of definitions can be found. Furthermore, there are
already more concrete concepts, such as RAMI 4.0. However, RAMI 4.0 provides a reference
architecture and with the AAS, a data format. The AAS is therefore not yet a digital twin,
as is sometimes simplified. According to the five-dimensional model, for example, the
simulation ability is not given in the AAS. The AAS can be more seen as a DS according
to the definition by Tao and Zhang [20] and Stark et al. [21] to describe a certain asset.
A concept therefore needs to derive how a factory with multiple assets can be modeled.
Overall, there is a lack of a concept that links RAMI 4.0, AAS, and the understanding of
a digital twin. To establish this connection, the first step is to define what a digital twin
is before it can be placed in the context of the RAMI 4.0 standard. The goal should be to
find an understanding that is as universally valid as possible and that is consistent with the
existing and evaluated digitization concepts. The focus of the objective of the digital twin
should not itself restrict the application of the definition. In concrete terms, this means that
whatever the target value of optimization within manufacturing, the definition should be
adaptable accordingly. In the consideration of the found definitions, some commonalities
have become apparent, which are to be highlighted as a basis. Accordingly, based on the
definitions given in Table 2, elements of a digital twin in the production area should be the
following elements given in Table 3. In addition, a DT consisting of the above elements
should have the following capabilities:

• Possibility to automatically control the real asset, also with results from the services.
• Possibility for real-time automatic data acquisition and control.

Furthermore, these eight general conditions, summarized by [20] and also described
partly by other authors, should be fulfilled to achieve long-term and sustainable benefits
through the use of a DT:
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1. Data and knowledge-based (compare Table 3): the most up-to-date data and rules
available should always be used in the modeling and in the use phase.

2. Modularization [6,7,17,18,20,34,49,51]: a DT should provide reusability, flexibility and
interoperability for a system-of-systems approach.

3. Light weight [17,22,29–31,35,36,46,47,54]: models with maximally low complexity
and thus with low computing time to enable the real-time capability of the DT.

4. Hierarchy [6,7,17,22,29–32,34,35,41,51,52]: a DT should use different hierarchical lay-
ers for the efficient use of different tasks.

5. Standardization [14,15,29]: to guarantee that all components of a DT communicate
efficiently and securely with each other.

6. Servitization [6,7,17,19,22,29–34,41,43,45]: use of standard services for easy and con-
venient usage of the DT.

7. Openness and scalability [6,31,34,52]: open to interoperate with various resources and
scalable, which enables functional extension.

8. Robustness [32,37,49,54]: a DT should be built with good robustness to deal with
unpredictable changes.

Based on this list of requirements, an understanding of which elements and capabili-
ties are needed is found. The elements and capabilities are to be concretized in a RAMI-
compliant concept to be able to guarantee its implementability in industry. Furthermore,
the existing definitions are to be taken into account, and thus a consistency is to be achieved.

Table 3. Elements of a DT which are derived from the different definitions in Table 2 (source: own
illustration).

DT Element Based on Reference

real physical asset/entity [7,14,15,17–20,22,29–37,39,40,42–47,49,53]

virtual model/entity that describes the real asset (physical, math, 3D models, etc.)
and is capable of predicting the behavior of the real asset all references given in Table 2

data which describe the real physical asset (contains data harvested from the real
asset and from services) [7,15,17,22,23,29–32,34,45,47,53]

services (e.g., monitoring, simulations, prognosis, optimization, and control) [6,7,17,19,22,29–34,41,43,45]

full connection between the elements (physical asset, virtual model, data and
services) for data exchange [14,15,17,18,20,22,29,31,33,36,37,42,43,49]

4. Conceptual Approach

The conceptual approach is based on the AAS and the result of the overview of the
DT definitions. The AAS is used to include the factory assets and to realize bidirectional
communication between assets and the factory control level, where the DT is located. The
simulation ability on the factory level is realized by a factory model and corresponding
services to fulfill these tasks. The factory model uses the information which is supplied by
the AAS. The concept displayed in Figure 5 is based on the product-oriented approach to
describe the life cycle of digital twins [7] and the RAMI reference architecture [8]. Unlike the
DT of a product, a factory is a complex structure of many interrelated individual resources.
Each resource, in turn, has its own life cycle. In this case, resources refer to assets that
contribute directly or indirectly to the manufacture of the product and are thus modeled
in a DT. These can be, for example, production facilities, such as a machine tool from the
illustration, or a technical building equipment facility. Each resource has a representation
that already includes information from the previous life cycles of this resource, which has
been expanded accordingly for individual use in the factory. Furthermore, products and
thus digital representations are created or extended anew in the factory. The products
to be manufactured in the factory are also represented digitally. In this way, information
can be documented in the creation phase, for example, process parameters related to the
specific instance. The distinction between products and resources is made only because
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they are at different life cycle stages. Products are currently being produced, whereas the
machines for them are in their usage phase. However, it follows the same idea that all
relevant assets are represented digitally. This fact of the factory is taken into account in the
following concept by choosing a modular approach in which each resource and product has
an AAS. These individual representations provide the DT with asset-specific information.
This information is then available in a distributed form and can be maintained by those
responsible for the assets. This also allows individual factory components to be replaced at
any time without the need for major changes to the factory model. Starting from the life
cycle of the production system, which begins with engineering, the parallel development
of the DT of the factory also begins. Once the resources have been selected, the digital
representations, in this case, the AAS of the corresponding assets, can provide information
about these resources. Ideally, the AAS is already set up by the machine supplier and is
part of the machine delivery, and will be complemented if changes arise. In the factory,
this AAS is integrated into the process and manages the machine in the factory system,
including the documentation of the operation by storing process data. The product to be
manufactured also receives a corresponding AAS in production, which can already contain
relevant information in product creation and is now expanded by the process information
in production and will then be delivered as part of the product. The AAS thus forms the
interface to the physical world. This is performed, on the one hand, by the basic digitally
stored description of the physical asset, which records the current state of an asset in each
case with the help of sensor values. On the other hand, the AAS also offers the possibility to
communicate with the physical elements of the digital world and to influence their state by
control commands. Therefore, the concept can be seen as an enabler for the digital factory.

Figure 5. Lifecycle model for modular digital twins, where asset-specific information is modeled in
asset administration shells (AASs), and asset interaction is modeled in a factory model (source: own
illustration based on Ref. [7]).

The factory model, which turns the concept of a digital factory into a digital twin con-
cept, is composed of individual models. Modeling effort is required here, but the information
from the individual resources can already be accessed so that only the interrelationships
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need to be entered. Creating individual digital representations for each asset is much easier
to handle in terms of complexity than for an entire factory system. The advantage is also
that the manufacturers of the assets can already represent the basic data and behavior of the
resource itself, and the operator can simply extend this with the data relevant to them.

As described, the concept is based on the derived considerations, elements, and
conditions given in Section 3 and also by Stark and Damerau [7], who consider the DT in
its life phase, as well as the considerations that are in the RAMI 4.0 reference architecture.
Although the latter is intended for the concrete implementation of industrial applications, it
is ultimately only a reference architecture. The concept is therefore to be concretized on the
basis of the requirements given in Section 3 and checked for its ability to be implemented.
To fulfill the derived requirements and conditions of a DT given in Section 3, our concept
has the following characteristics:

1. Data and knowledge-based: The AAS provides current information about the re-
sources in each case through an active connection to the physical resource.Due to the
system’s modular structure, the individual components can be kept up to date with
little effort because the management of the resources lies with the respective experts
and does not have to be carried out by a simulation expert.

2. Modularization: AAS provides modularization for individual resources. In the case
of the replacement of resources, adaptation of the model is easily possible. Only the
relationships of the resources to each other must be maintained in a factory model.

3. Light weight: The real-time capability depends on the technologies used but is not
prevented by the concept.

4. Hierarchy: AAS offers the possibility to build a hierarchy. In the present concept,
the product, the production facilities, and the factory model can already be called
hierarchy levels. However, any units, e.g., production areas, can also be formed.

5. Standardization: The concept is based on DIN SPEC 91345 [8], which also includes the
AAS. The AAS can be seen as a regulation that can work with standardized information
models, etc. In addition, there are currently further standardization efforts in this area.
It is crucial that modelers adhere to the existing standards.

6. Servitization: The use of standard services is highly dependent on the implementation
of the factory model and the technologies used. The AASs on the resource level
enable the standard protocols during communication and are therefore an enabler of
a service-oriented architecture.

7. Openness and scalability: Modularization at the resource level enables easy extensibil-
ity of the model. Only the integration into the factory model depends on the concrete
implementation and determines the effort required to integrate additional resources.
The AAS is operated as an open-source project, so the work can be accessed here.

8. Robustness: This aspect must be considered, especially during implementation.

5. Conclusions

This paper first shows the need for a unified understanding of the requirements for
the meaning of the term digital twin. This represents a central tool in the context of digital
production. We show that there is no uniform definition or description of this term within
the research community. This leads to the fact that the requirements which are derived
from it are not clearly formulated. This gap is closed by the authors in this paper. Through
a literature research, different definitions and descriptions of the term digital twin are
classified and compared. From this, common properties are identified, which represent
the essential requirements. Finally, an approach embedded in the RAMI 4.0 model is used
to demonstrate how these derived requirements can be implemented. This enables the
sustainable and scalable use of a DT in the context of digital production. The digitized
production is an essential component and central element for future production to produce
sustainably, flexibly, and efficiently. For example, further research must show how efficient
modeling is possible for specific submodels, e.g., efficiency and flexibility models for
production. In doing so, care must be taken to ensure that the requirements presented are
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met. The work dealt specifically with the life cycle and the higher-level architecture. RAMI
was placed at the center of the consideration, and the agreement of an understanding for the
digital twin and RAMI was considered. A comparison with other reference architectures,
such as the industrial internet reference architecture (IIRA) or smart grid architecture model
(SGAM), was left out. In the next step, however, it is appropriate to go deeper into the
analysis and look more closely at the individual components of the architecture.
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Abstract: Data-driven transparency in end-to-end operations in real-time is seen as a key benefit of
the fourth industrial revolution. In the context of a factory, it enables fast and precise diagnoses and
corrections of deviations and, thus, contributes to the idea of an agile enterprise. Since a factory is
a complex socio-technical system, multiple technical, organizational and cultural capabilities need
to be established and aligned. In recent studies, the underlying broad accessibility of data and
corresponding analytics tools are called “data democratization”. In this study, we examine the status
quo of the relevant capabilities for data democratization in the manufacturing industry. (1) and
outline the way forward. (2) The insights are based on 259 studies on the digital maturity of factories
from multiple industries and regions of the world using the acatech Industrie 4.0 Maturity Index
as a framework. For this work, a subset of the data was selected. (3) As a result, the examined
factories show a lack of capabilities across all dimensions of the framework (IT systems, resources,
organizational structure, culture). (4) Thus, we conclude that the outlined implementation approach
needs to comprise the technical backbone for a data pipeline as well as capability building and an
organizational transformation.

Keywords: data democratization; Industrie 4.0; fourth industrial revolution

1. Introduction

The fourth industrial revolution is the only industrial revolution that was announced
before it actually happened [1]. However, there were good reasons to believe that industry
will go through an unprecedented development back in 2011. A set of new technologies
matured and influenced each other in a synergetic way. Amongst others, technologies, such
as cloud computing, the (industrial) internet of things, mobile computing and artificial
intelligence, made the convergence of the digital and physical world possible and together,
enabled the concept of “cyber-physical-systems” [2].

These technologies, indeed, have the potential to not only incrementally improve pro-
cesses within the current organizational setup but to transform the entire way of working,
as well as the business models of whole industries and, thus, should be considered an
industrial revolution [3].

The three previous industrial revolutions all were, at least partly, driven by major
advances in certain technological fields as well. Those were mechanization, electrification
and computerization. Besides technological advances, the three industrial revolutions were
accompanied by major changes to the way a company is organized [4]. Manual labor was
substituted by machines (first industrial revolution), mass production and the scientific
management divided processes in increments and optimized them (second industrial
revolution) and automation of repetitive tasks led to the emergence of the knowledge
worker (third industrial revolution) [5].

The implications of the abovementioned technologies in the fourth industrial revolu-
tion on labor are discussed controversially [6]. However, it is not arguable that there still
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will be humans working in industrial companies and that they will have the opportunity
to work with much more data and will have access to much more sophisticated tools to
gain insights from the data [7]. Currently, a promising concept is being discussed that is
supposed to provide the organizational framework to utilize the newly available data and
tools: data democratization [8].

At the core of the concept of “Data Democratization” is the idea to provide access
to the company’s data resources to all employees “given reasonable limitations on legal
confidentiality and security” [9] (p. 1). This also implies that data should not only be
available to technical experts but also to non-technical staff from the company [10]. Other
authors highlight not only the access to data but the company culture of “willingness to
share information” [11] (p. 5). The purpose of the concept is described as the “ability of
users ( . . . ) to answer unexpected questions” [12] (pp. 1362–1368). This purpose is also
well aligned with the overall purpose of the fourth industrial revolution, because many
authors see agility and, thus, the quick and precise response to an unexpected event, as one
of the key motivations to transform companies [13].

With this study, we intend to find out how advanced companies in the manufacturing
sector operate in terms of a democratized use of their data and how the concept is related to
what is commonly understood as Industry 4.0. Referring to a broadly used transformation
framework (acatech Industrie 4.0 Maturity Index), the study focuses on a company’s capa-
bilities in the four structuring forces: “information systems”, “resources”, “organizational
structure” and “culture”.

2. State of the Art

Nowadays, the amount of information that is published is rapidly increasing [14].
Accordingly, the demand for experts who can process this data is high [15]. Data democ-
ratization allows not only data experts, but also non-specialists in companies to work
with data [8]. Proper use of data can lead to increased revenue and brings the idea of data
democratization back to the forefront [16], so that researchers have recently begun to look at
data democratization [17]. Comprehensive research results are not available, yet. However,
some focus areas must to be mentioned. Descriptive research with a focus on explaining the
concepts and normative efforts has been conducted by numerous authors [8,18,19]. Based
on those concepts, several case studies have been conducted on establishing the concepts in
specific usage scenarios, including offshore drilling [20], banks and B2C businesses [9], real
estate [21], medicine [22] and others. Surprisingly, no relevant studies on data democratiza-
tion relating to manufacturing applications and Industry 4.0 are known to the authors. The
processing and use of data play major roles in the context of Industry 4.0. By evaluating
data, for example, errors can be detected at an early stage [23]. With 5G, larger volumes of
data can be transmitted faster and more securely in the sense of Big Data [24]. The latest
technologies, such as blockchain, can provide more data of higher quality and improve the
operation of cyber–physical systems [25]. Through the use of smart contracts, processes can
be established between IoT devices without intermediaries [26]. The IoT is related to data
collection. It is associated with an object that is equipped with sensors to exchange data
with other devices [27]. The generation, processing and use of data are, therefore, directly
related to Industry 4.0 applications. In principle, the concept of data democratization is
easily transferable on Industry 4.0 applications. However, it has not yet been examined
from the perspective of manufacturing companies. Therefore, it seems reasonable to study
the readiness of those companies for pursuing data democratization efforts.

3. Material and Methods

In order to answer the research question: “To what extent do industrial companies
today have the necessary capabilities to apply the concept of data democratization?”, an
existing data set on the digital maturity of factories across the globe was analyzed. The
data set is the result of 259 assessments of factories across the globe using the framework
of the acatech Industrie 4.0 Maturity Index [13]. The framework was developed as a tool
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to measure the digital maturity of a factory. It focusses on the business process within the
factories and describes the way towards a “learning, agile company”. The framework is
structured in six maturity levels and four structuring forces. The maturity levels can be
summarized as follows:

• Computerization: information technologies are used in the core processes in an isolated way;
• Connectivity: information technology (IT) as well as operational technology (OT)

systems offer connectivity and interoperability;
• Visibility: real-time data for end-to-end processes exist;
• Transparency: collected data are aggregated and contextualized, big data applications

are deployed in parallel to the business applications;
• Predictability: the ability to simulate future scenarios for the core processes exists and

it is possible to anticipate future developments;
• Adaptability: systems autonomously trigger actions and adapt to changing conditions.

The necessary capabilities per maturity level are organized along the structuring forces
resources, information systems, organizational structure and culture. A central concept in
the framework is that the development in the four structuring forces has to be synchronized
to unfold the full potential [13].

The data were collected from 2017 to 2021. The factories originate from various
industries with a certain focus on automotive, medical and food and beverage. A detailed
distribution of industries is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Distribution of industries.

In addition, the assessed factories are located across the globe with Turkey, Germany,
the US and the Netherlands making up more than 50% (see Figure 2).

To be able to assess the dimensions of the framework in a standardized and assessor-
independent way, a questionnaire was crafted. The questionnaire describes scenarios for
each maturity level and each assessed dimension. The procedure for collecting the data
was standardized and comprises interviews with experts from each core process in the
assessed factory, Gemba walks following the value streams and group discussions to review
the results.
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Figure 3 shows that factories with more than 1500 employees, factories with
500–1500 employees and factories with 100–500 employees are evenly distributed. Only
small factories with less than 100 employees are underrepresented.
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The data set provides insights to many more capabilities than used for this study. In
total, depending on the process to be analyzed, around 40 capabilities were assessed for
each core process in the factories. However, we selected 10 of these capabilities for this
study that provide insights to validate or falsify our hypotheses on the current state of
the factories.

4. Results

The acatech Industrie 4.0 Maturity Index proposes that the digital maturity of a factory
has to develop in its four structuring forces (“IT systems”, “resources”, “organizational
structure” and “culture”) in a synchronized way in order to unfold its full potential [13]
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(p. 21). Following this idea, we formulated a hypothesis building on the abovementioned
definitions of “data democratization” for each of the structuring forces accordingly. For the
structuring force “IT systems” two hypotheses were examined.

4.1. IT Systems

Hypothesis 1. The necessary data to provide a sufficiently detailed view on the current and
past condition of processes and objects in the factory are available in a digital format and of an
accurate quality.

The existence of digital, accurate data for the area of the company under consideration
is obviously an essential basis for the idea of data democratization. If there are no data to
be shared to draw conclusions from, there is no sense in democratizing them.

To investigate this hypothesis, we examined the two capabilities “data quality” and
“decision support (IT)”. In this context, we understand data quality as the property of the
data to be complete, accurate, current and consistent [28]. The maturity of this capability
was characterized by the following statements (see Table 1). The percentage of answers per
described scenario is depicted as well in the following table.

Table 1. Results for the capability “data quality”.

Level Scenario Answers

1 “Data quality is not sufficient to further process the data.” 22.92%

2
“The data quality is sufficient for further data processing,
but there is a partly redundant collection of and storage of
the data.”

52.37%

3
“Redundant collection and storage of data with reference
systems is avoided. The data quality allows a
non-automatic further processing of the data.”

19.35%

4

“The completeness, accuracy, currency and consistency of
data sets are ensured. An automated data cleansing process
is in place. High data quality ensures automatic further
processing of the data (“fit for use”).”

4.74%

5 “Regular profiling practices are used to identify errors in
data sets and to ensure high data quality in the long term.” 0.62%

6
“Systems for the self-healing of data sets as well as
automated consistency checks and adjustments are
in place.”

0%

In order to comply with the concept of data democratization, the minimum target
level is 4. However, most of the examined factories are currently at a lower level. More
than 75% of the surveyed factories do not have the appropriate level of data quality to
enable an automated use of data.

A second capability that is related to the first hypothesis is the decision support by
IT systems. Decision support systems have been discussed in the literature for decades
and are, for instance, defined as “interactive computer-based systems, which help decision
makers utilize data and models to solve unstructured problems” [29] (pp. 1–26). Other
authors confirm that these systems support decision-making in “semistructured tasks” [30]
and emphasize that they “enhance the traditional information access and retrieval functions
with support for model building and model-based reasoning” [31] (p. 6). The capability to
create meaningful data-based insights to improve decision-making is at the center of the
concept of data democratization and, thus, needs to be considered in this study.

Table 2 contains the possible scenarios for this capability. The minimum level for this
capability that is necessary to implement the approach of data democratization is level 3.
According to the described scenario, factories at level 3 are able to visualize operational data.
At levels 1 and 2, data are not yet visually processed or decision-making is not supported
with data. The data set shows that more than 68% of the assessed factories are not at that
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level. However, the fact that 47.82% of factories at least collect data on the current machine
status indicates that some basics for databased decisions on their operations are present.

Table 2. Results for the capability “decision support (IT)”.

Level Scenario Answers

1 “Decision-making is not supported by systems.” 20.84%

2
“Machine status and condition data of the machine park are
available in the leading system, but not visually processed
and therefore not directly available for decisions.”

47.82%

3 “Visualizations are created with dashboards (e.g., target /
actual quantity, downtimes).” 24.59%

4 “Users are informed about standstills and limit exceedances
by means of alerting and escalation processes.” 6.23%

5 “In addition to level 4, effects are shown in advance.” 0.51%

6 “Where possible, decisions are made automatically and
presented to the user in a comprehensible manner.” 0%

Comparing these results with other studies on data quality and databased decision
support in manufacturing, the results even indicate a larger gap in these capabilities
compared to the findings of other studies. For instance, Spath et al. found that 58.9% of
surveyed companies are not able to detect relevant events in their production automatically
and, thus, based on data, 43.7% of participants see the missing actuality of production
data as the root cause of manual interventions to production planning [32]. Lanza et al.
found, in their study on digital shopfloor management, that today, in more than 50% of
the examined cases, operational KPIs were calculated manually; in more than 66%, the
visualization of these KPIs done in an analog way [33].

In conclusion, the hypothesis cannot be considered validated. Thinking of this as
a prerequisite for decisions based on democratized data, one central field of action for
most companies is the systematic improvement in the quality of their operational data in
combination with systems that make them available for decisions.

Hypothesis 2. The data are organized in a way that it is accessible for ad-hoc analyses.

“Data Democratization” and “Industrie 4.0” place the stakeholders at the center. They
are expected to optimize their area of responsibility through the use of data, e.g., by making
decisions themselves on the basis of their own data analyses. These analyses often arise
spontaneously (ad hoc) due to unexpected events stakeholders need to cope with but can
also be caused by the pursuit of general performance or quality improvements.

In many cases, analyses involve several data sources, e.g., order data, material flow
data or quality data. Data mostly originate from IT systems that are used for controlling or
monitoring processes. However, other data sources might also be used, e.g., feedback from
operators on process or product quality. In hypothesis 1, we showed that these data must
be of sufficient quality and that the type and scope of the data must be sufficient so that
they can be used for data-driven decision-making. However, further requirements must
be met in the area of data organization so that stakeholders can perform analyses on their
own. Data from different sources must be associated with one another, and data must be
accessible to the user. The organization of data must meet these principles so that data can
be used for ad-hoc analysis.

To investigate this hypothesis based on the available data set, we focus on two ca-
pabilities. “Data model” describes the conceptual approach to structure data. It includes
information on data objects, references between objects and it defines valid operations [34].
In this study, we focus primarily on the scope of the data model, which can encompass
individual processes up to an entire production network. The maturity of the capability
“data model” was characterized by the following statements. The percentage of answers
per described scenario is depicted as well in the following table (see Table 3).
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Table 3. Results for the capability “data model”.

Level Scenario Answers

1 “There is no data model for the process and relevant data
points are unknown.” 18.27%

2 “There is only an isolated data model for the process.” 59.27%

3
“There is an integrated cross-process data model. Example
for production: orders, production parameters can be
combined with quality and maintenance data.”

20.78%

4 “An internal data model exists across all sites.” 1.53%

5 “There is a cross-site data model in which suppliers and
customers are integrated.” 0.14%

6 No scenario defined

The results show that in more than 18% of the performed assessments, no data model
was available and data points to monitor or control the process were unknown. Companies
that meet this maturity level are not yet able to offer their stakeholders the basis for their
own data analyses. In almost 60% of cases, data models exist that refer to individual
processes and, thus, enable analyses at process level. Practice shows that in production
processes, Scada/Level 2 (ISA 95) data are often used (time-series data that can include
machine states, sensor values or information on product quality). However, the analysis
options are limited depending on the question. In cases where interfaces to other processes
are to be examined or for the determination of performance indicators, data from higher
layers (ISA 95), such as from Manufacturing Execution Systems and Enterprise Resource
Planning Systems, are missing. This is made possible by cross-process data models, which
are currently available to almost 21% of the plants examined. It can be observed that
data models are limited to the plant itself in almost 98% of the cases surveyed. Only 1.5%
state that they have integrated data models for all sites. The integration of suppliers and
customers into company-wide data models has not yet played a role according to our
data set.

The second capability we focus on is what we call “Collaboration in IT”. This expresses
whether social software or enterprise collaboration systems are being used for stakeholder
communication and collaboration. A digital collaboration environment with a uniform
user interface is important for collaboration between users, including working together
on documents and other use cases [35]. The use of such solutions has two advantages. On
the one hand, data are made available in a central location and can usually be accessed
and consumed by users with the appropriate rights. On the other hand, they promote
the formalization of tacit knowledge [36]. Table 4 contains the possible scenarios for
this capability.

Table 4. Results for the capability “Collaboration in IT”.

Level Scenario Answers

1 “There is no collaborative platform for employees.” 7.98%

2 “Collaboration is supported through static IT systems, such
as email accounts, file servers, and folder structures.” 61.36%

3 “A collaborative platform is in place which facilitates the
management of tasks and projects” 28.32%

4

“The collaborative platform is in addition used for the
communication between employees. All internal
communication takes place via the platform, so that email
correspondence is reduced to a minimum.”

2.26%

5 No scenario defined 0.08% *
6 No scenario defined

* Due to false statement in one assessment.

The minimum level for this capability that is necessary to implement the approach of
data democratization is level 4. The data set shows that, so far, only 2.6% of the companies
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surveyed have such a solution in place. However, just under a third (28.3%) are on their
way there and have at least a solution in place that facilitates the management of tasks
and projects. However, a large proportion of the companies surveyed still rely on classic
file sharing via a network drive (61.36%). Just under 8% forgo the use of collaboration
solutions altogether.

The research shows that we are still in the early stages of organizing data for use in
ad-hoc analyses. Although data are available, they can usually only be correlated at the
individual process level. Overarching models that encompass the entire value-creation
process of a factory or production network are scarce. A similar picture can be drawn for the
joint creation and use of data. Although data are shared in many cases, classic approaches,
such as network drives, are used for this purpose. Our data set shows that comprehensive
collaboration platforms have not been used much so far. However, due to the long duration
of the study, it is possible that collaboration platforms are underrepresented in our results.
Other studies seem to indicate that many companies adopted such platforms during the
COVID-19 pandemic [37].

4.2. Organizational Structure

Hypothesis 3. The organizational structure in the factory empowers employees to proactively
improve their routines and initiate and implement improvements on their own.

The effective use of data democratization requires that employees are involved in
improving their working conditions, tasks and routines. It even goes one step further and
relies on employees themselves identifying potential for improvement and implementing
measures. The organization should not only tolerate this behavior but should actively
promote it. It has long been recognized that improvements brought in by employees
contribute to the company’s success. Continuous improvement approaches are, for example,
an important part of management and work organization methods, such as Lean [38] and
Kaizen [39–41]. Our hypothesis is that the same mechanisms could be applied to the ideas
of democratization of data. It is important here that stakeholders accompany both the
analysis and the implementation of measures.

To examine our hypothesis, we look at two capabilities in the data set. First, we look
at whether companies have implemented an “innovation process” and how far reaching
it is. This capability provides a good understanding of whether and how employees
are involved in improvement processes. The maturity level of the “innovation process”
capability was characterized by the following state characteristics. The percentage of
responses per described scenario is also shown in the following table (see Table 5).

In order to comply with the concept of data democratization, the minimum target
level is 4. About 23% of the examined factories currently are, at least, at this level. We
observe that almost all of the factories studied have implemented an innovation process,
with only around 8% not doing so at all. In just under 5% of the plants surveyed, idea
generation and idea development are based on the open innovation principle. Employees
at all levels contribute to idea generation and evaluation. Measures and their effectiveness
are systematically monitored, documented and, if necessary, adjusted in accordance with
the PDCA cycle. As such, 33% have at least one process for collecting suggestions for
improvement (level 2), and another 35% circulate information about ideas submitted, eval-
uation and implementation (level 3). Thus, in more than half of the companies, there is an
active innovation process that leads to implemented improvements. Only the participation
of employees in the implementation of measures is not yet sufficiently well developed.
Overall, however, these are good conditions for data democratization.

“Decision power and responsibility” is the second capability we examine. This is
about how and by whom decisions are made in the organization and how decision-making
is supported. We are particularly interested in the hierarchical level at which decisions are
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made for operational activities. The defined maturity levels and the associated scenarios
are listed in Table 6.

Table 5. Results for the capability “innovation process”.

Level Scenario Answers

1 “Improvements and innovations are not considered
responsibilities of operative employees.” 8.16%

2 “A process exists through which employee ideas can be
collected and evaluated (e.g., suggestion scheme, CIP).” 33.07%

3 “In addition to level 2, there is visibility about the ideas
submitted, their evaluation and their implementation.” 35.56%

4
“There is a process in place to evaluate and subsequently
implement ideas. Employees are involved in the
implementation of their ideas.”

17.60%

5

“Idea generation and idea development take place
according to the open innovation principle. Employees at
all levels contribute to the generation and assessment of
ideas. Measures and their effectiveness are systematically
monitored, documented, and, possibly, modified in
accordance with the PDCA cycle.”

4.61%

6 “Employees are given sufficient leeway to develop new
ideas and concepts and test them.” 0.99%

Table 6. Results for the capability “Decision power and responsibility”.

Level Scenario Answers

1

“Operative employees do not have the power to make
decisions. All decisions are made at the management level.
Clear hierarchies with inflexible reporting lines have
been established.”

15.19%

2

“Decisions on operations activities are made by operative
employees (within the group). There is no support in the
decisions process by IT systems. Uncertainties are clarified
and conflicts are resolved by (first-line) managers
or supervisors.”

35.09%

3

“Decisions on operative activities are made by operative
employees (within the group). Information to support the
decision-making process are provided by IT systems.
Uncertainties are clarified and conflicts are resolved by
(first-line) managers or supervisors.”

45.79%

4

“Decisions, including those on operational activities, are
made by the employee with the most expertise. This is not
necessarily a supervisor or manager. A holocratic approach
is taken.

3.92%

5 No scenario defined
6 No scenario defined

At least level 3 is required to use data democratization. Decisions concerning op-
erational activities must be able to be made by operators. In addition, however, there
must also be support from IT systems that hold data relevant to decision-making. We see
that just under half of the factories studied meet these requirements (49.71%). Among
them, 3.92% even choose holocratic approaches for decision-making. In around 35% of
the factories surveyed, decisions are made as a team (level 2). However, this group lacks
the necessary IT support. Only slightly more than 15% still rely on distinct hierarchical
decision-making structures.

Both capabilities studied show that we are at a turning point. It is apparent that orga-
nizations want to involve employees more and are increasingly granting them freedom to
do so. Based on the available data, it can be seen that both capabilities can still be expanded
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in the majority of the factories surveyed. The most important factors include employee par-
ticipation in the implementation of measures and the creation of organizational conditions
for the use of data in decision-making processes. The potential of employee participation
in terms of data democracy still relies on the maturity of the data dimension, though.

4.3. Culture

Hypothesis 4. The culture among the associates in factories encourages data-driven decision-
making and an open sharing of knowledge and insights.

Besides formal processes, organizational structure and assigned responsibilities, the
culture among the associates has a paramount influence on how the concept of data
democratization is embraced in a factory. In general, we see culture as the commonly
accepted set of values within the organization that guides the actions of employees [17,42].
Specifically focusing on the concept of data democratization, these values need to comprise
the “willingness to share information” [11] (p. 5). For that reason, the capability “knowledge
and knowledge responsibility” is selected from the data set. In addition, the capability
“data-based decision processes” was analyzed to understand to what extent the companies
base their decisions on data [43].

In Table 7, the possible scenarios for the capability “Knowledge and knowledge
responsibility” are listed. With every level, the importance to formalize and to share
knowledge increases. Thus, this capability describes to what extent “tacit knowledge” or
“explicit knowledge” guide the course of actions of the employees. “Tacit knowledge”
solely exists in the minds of individuals and, thus, is not shareable and available to the
rest of the organization [44]. For the idea of data democratization, the willingness to share
knowledge is crucial. Due to that, the minimum level of this capability is level 3. At this
level, a company collects and shares knowledge in a structured way. In nearly 30% of the
assessed companies, such a culture can be observed. However, about two-thirds of the
companies have a culture that does not actively encourage the formalization and sharing
of knowledge.

Table 7. Results for the capability “Knowledge and knowledge responsibility”.

Level Scenario Answers

1
“Knowledge is not shared, as it helps the individual to
become indispensable. Thus, employees typically rely on
their own experience.”

4.75%

2

“Employees network within their respective areas and from
expert groups. Employees are not overly willing to
formalize their knowledge and make it available to the
entire company.”

63.87%

3

“Experience and practical knowledge are systematically
collected and transformed into explicit knowledge.
Employees are willing to share their knowledge in a
formalized way with the company.”

29.80%

4

“Knowledge guides the actions of all employees.
Employees are willing to participate in an intensive
exchange of information and voluntarily seek to understand
relationships and generate new knowledge, even outside of
work. The provision of knowledge is supported by
appropriate IT solutions, such as knowledge management
systems and collaborative platforms.”

1.58%

5 No scenario defined
6 No scenario defined

The results in Table 8 for the capability “data-based decision processes” confirm the
impression of the previous capability: About 40% of the companies already use data as
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the basis for their decision-making. Still, around 60% rely on intuition and individual
knowledge or only partly consider data in their decision-making processes.

Table 8. Results for the capability “Data-based decision processes”.

Level Scenario Answers

1 “Decisions are made on the basis of the knowledge of the
intuition of individual employees.” 14.17%

2

“Data from IT systems is taken into account in the
decision-making process, but decisions are adapted case by
case on the basis of personal knowledge or the intuition of
individual employees.”

45.08%

3 “Current and historical data are used to support the
decision-making process.” 27.05%

4 “Data analyses are made to support the
decision-making process.” 11.86%

5 “The decision-making process is supported by simulations
and scenarios.” 1.83%

6
“Decision-making processes are largely automated;
employees supervise the decisions and intervene in
exceptional cases only.”

0%

Based on the analysis of the two capabilities, the hypothesis cannot be confirmed.
Even if around two-thirds of the companies have already adopted a culture of data-based
decision-making and of an initiative-taking sharing of insights, still, most of the evaluated
companies are lacking such a culture. Other studies partly confirm these findings. For
instance, Lanza et al. found that in five out of nine analyzed case studies on digital shopfloor
management, there is an exchange of knowledge, but it is an analog exchange without
the support of digital tools [33]. A recent study of YouGov, with more than 3500 surveyed
decision-makers, found that 56% of the companies consider themselves as data driven,
which is a significantly higher share than in the analyzed data set [45]. Another study with
more than 1000 participants, conducted by Capgemini in 2020, found that 50% consider
their decision-making as data driven [16]. However, the results in the present analysis
are based on external, independent observations, whereas the cited studies rely on a
self-evaluation of the surveyed participants.

As a conclusion, it is a central field of action for these companies to create such a
culture on their way towards a democratization of data, to not only have the technology
ready, but also create a “pull” for data in their workforce.

4.4. Resources

Hypothesis 5. The employees have the appropriate capabilities to work with data and interpret
them in the context of their domain.

As Belli et al. state in their definition of data democratization, it is the “ability of
users to access all data using well-defined and easily used analytic patterns to answer
unexpected questions” [12] (pp. 1362–1368). The definition implies, besides organizational
aspects, such as the access to data, and technological aspects, such as the easily used
analytic patterns, that the users themselves need to be capable. To examine the necessary
skills of the employees, the two capabilities “IT competencies” and “Interdisciplinary skills”
were analyzed.

As depicted in Table 9, the surveyed scenarios range from a rudimentary utilization
of existing system functionalities with manual bypasses to the system to a full utilization
of the features and an independent covering of information needs. In only 3.69% of the
companies, the employees can cover their information needs themselves, which would
be the required level for the concept of data democratization. The vast majority are only
capable of handling basic system features. Still, in around one-quarter of companies, it can
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be observed that the associates are able to understand the logics and dependencies of the
systems they are using. This leads to the conclusion that, at least in this group of companies,
a certain awareness for the multiple data in their IT systems and its value exists.

Table 9. Results for the capability “IT competencies of employees”.

Level Scenario Answers

1

“Employees can only partly handle the functions that are
necessary for their operational activities. This leads to an
avoidance of systems or using Excel-solutions although
application systems exist.”

9.02%

2 “Employees can only handle functions that are necessary for
their operational activities.” 59.36%

3 “Employees are aware of the logics and dependencies of the
used system functions.” 27.94%

4

“Employees are able to independently operate systems
beyond their standard functionalities in order to satisfy
their information needs, e.g., analytical applications
required for their daily work.”

3.69%

5 No scenario defined
6 No scenario defined

Table 10 contains the scenarios for the capability “interdisciplinary skills of employ-
ees”. The scenarios range from employees having a very limited scope for their own
considerations to employees who understand the dependencies with and their impact on
other processes and activities in the company. This capability is important for a successful
implementation of a data democratization approach, as the whole idea is based on accessing
the relevant data from the whole organization and not only from their own limited domain.
In order to make sense of these data, it is inevitable that the context the data is sourced
from is understood.

Table 10. Results for the capability “Interdisciplinary skills of employees”.

Level Scenario Answers

1 “Employees focus on subject- or domain-specific questions
and problems.” 24.59%

2 No scenario defined 3.04% *

3
“Employees know about neighboring process
steps/activities, include them in their considerations and
exchange information.”

61.67%

4

“Employees are aware of the impact of their activities on
neighboring process steps/activities, include them in their
considerations and proactively address interdisciplinary
problems and questions on their own.”

10.70%

5 No scenario defined
6 No scenario defined

* Due to revision questionnaire.

The results show that the associates of only around 25% of the companies strictly focus
on their own domain. A large group either is aware and considers neighboring processes
or even proactively involves them in their activities.

Looking at these two capabilities, a slightly higher readiness can be observed compared
to other examined capabilities in this study. In addition, it is not visible in the data
whether the capability “IT competencies of employees” would be on an even higher level
if the companies were to provide their employees with more capable systems. After all,
employees were not able to demonstrate the capabilities required for the higher levels,
even if they had had them. It is obvious that the competencies required to work with data
effectively rely on the data itself being available and structured, which cannot be considered
true, as already mentioned earlier.
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The comparatively high maturity level in the capability “Interdisciplinary skills of em-
ployees” might be related to an increasingly high maturity level in lean methodologies [46].
The concepts of interdisciplinary collaboration and process-oriented thinking are core ideas
of lean management [47]. This, once again, supports the importance of considering Industry
4.0 and Lean Management or comparable approaches in an integrated way [48].

5. Discussion

The presented study was conducted to answer the question “To what extent do
industrial companies today have the necessary capabilities to apply the concept of data
democratization?” We translated the overall concept of data democratization in the first
step to a set of hypotheses on the existence of the relevant capabilities in manufacturing
companies. Theses hypotheses were evaluated by utilizing an existing data set containing
detailed data on the current digital maturity of 259 factories from multiple industries and
regions of the world. The results of this study were related and compared with existing
studies (see description of results per examined capability). In most of the cases, other
studies could confirm the findings. However, in general, the findings of other studies were
slightly more optimistic regarding the existence of certain capabilities in the industry. We
relate this difference to the fact that many other studies rely on a self-evaluation of the
surveyed person. We believe that the used data set for this study provides a much more
realistic view on the status of manufacturers, since all data were collected from an external
team of assessors.

Still, this study has its limitations. The used data set was collected over the period of
four years and, thus, does not, for all evaluated companies, reflect the latest development
stage. In addition, the evaluation process requires a certain investment of time and money
from each company. Due to that, companies who feel the need themselves to improve
in terms of digital maturity would typically go through the process in order to identify
opportunities to improve. Companies that already perform at a high level tend to not go
through the evaluation. Due to that, the data set might be biased. Furthermore, there might
be capabilities that are relevant for the concept of data democratization but that are not
part of the used data set.

Thus, further research can focus on finding and filling these potential existing gaps
and, with this, complement the results of this study. In addition, the results of this study
can be used as a starting point for the development of a more detailed concept of “Data
Democratization for Manufacturing” that is closely aligned with the current state of relevant
capabilities in the industry and, thus, is tailored to the needs of practitioners.

Lastly, the results can be used directly in manufacturing companies to benchmark
their status quo and to start shaping their own roadmap towards a democratization of data
in their own factories.

6. Conclusions

The conducted analysis clearly observed a strong interdependency between the matu-
rity of a company in terms of Industry 4.0 and the ability to utilize data in a democratized
manner. Considering this fact, it becomes an obvious ambiguity to think of data democracy
as an enabler for monetizing data in terms of business cases, on the one hand, and having
many aspects of Industry 4.0 as a prerequisite, on the other hand. In short terms: structured,
consistent and available data are necessary to start a data democracy—an initiative of
which the business value can hardly be estimated ex ante. Therefore, we suggest a set of
essential capabilities based on our studies (Figure 4).

We suggest starting the process from the dimension “culture”, in order to first create
a “pull” from the organization instead of first developing the technology with the risk
of missing essential user requirements or overengineering. Based on the findings, most
companies still base many decisions on individual experience and intuition and not on
data. Thus, procedures to obligatorily base decisions on data need to be established. To
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initiate this cultural change, an option might be to let the executives serve as role models
for this kind of decision-making and let a data-driven culture grow from this nucleus [49].
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Another finding of the study is that the motivation to formalize and share knowledge
can become a roadblock for the democratization of data. Therefore, a field of action is to set
specific incentives to foster a mindset of knowledge sharing. For instance, existing practices
to incentivize the participation in suggestion programs or in lessons-learned programs can
be used as a reference [50].

As a second step, we recommend considering the dimension “resources”. Here,
the study shows that in most companies, the employees are able to use the existing IT
systems to perform their day-to-day work but lack the capabilities to cover their individual
information needs. Thus, capability building to so-called “citizen analysts” might be a field
of action to enable the associates. These are employees who are qualified in self-service
analytics tools to cover their data needs own their own [10]. In addition, the results indicate
that the existing awareness of the importance of cross-functional problem solving can be
capitalized on. It is, for instance, part of many problem-solving techniques to involve
experts from multiple domains to contribute to the process. Such groups may provide
fertile ground for promoting the concept of data democratization.

After having a first set of associates selected and qualified, the capabilities of the IT
systems have to be expanded. The examination of the related capabilities points out that
the relevant data on the factory’s operations are not of sufficiently good quality, nor can
they be easily accessed, nor are data from different domains logically linked. That leads, on
the one hand, to the conclusion that companies need to launch initiatives to improve the
data quality. These initiatives might include organizational measures in the field of data
governance [51] but also measures to collect data in an automated way, for instance, directly
from the machine PLCs [52]. Furthermore, the accessibility of the data in the systems seems
to be another roadblock. Typical measures in this field comprise the implementation of a
middleware or an enterprise service bus [53]. In order to logically link data from multiple
sources in an automated way, it is necessary to have a unified data model across all domains
that defines the database schema for the data platform and builds the basis to map the data
from various sources.

Besides the mentioned fields of actions related to data quality and data access, the
analyses of the dimension IT systems show that the roll-out of social software and collabo-
ration platforms is another field of action. They are supposed to catalyze the distribution of
and communication about insights in the organization.

In order to utilize the insights from the “citizen analysts” the examined capabilities in
the dimension “organization” can serve as a basis. The results indicate that many companies
already have procedures in place to involve employees in the continuous improvement
process. The insights gained through the analysis of data are another source to identify
opportunities to improve the mentioned existing procedures to channel and route these
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opportunities and build a solid foundation. The field of action here would be to enable
the integration of both initiatives, the continuous improvement programs and the data
democratization program.

Another examined capability in the dimension organization is the decentralization
of decision-making. The rationale here is that if associates are able to gain insights on
their own, they also need to be able to act on these insights on their own. The results
indicate that many companies are organized in a way that enables these decentralized
decisions. Thus, this is another capability that acts synergistically on a successful data
democratization program.

In total, as Figure 4 shows, an organization will iterate multiple times through these
fields of action. An iterative approach that starts in a limited area of the organization and
from there, is scaled to other domains, helps to avoid risks and generates the first tangible
results earlier.
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Abstract: Technical systems generate an increasing amount of data as integrated sensors become
more available. Even so, data are still often scarce because of technical limitations of sensors, an
expensive labelling process, or rare concepts, such as machine faults, which are hard to capture. Data
scarcity leads to incomplete information about a concept of interest. This contribution details causes
and effects of scarce data in technical systems. To this end, a typology is introduced which defines
different types of incompleteness. Based on this, machine learning and information fusion methods
are presented and discussed that are specifically designed to deal with scarce data. The paper closes
with a motivation and a call for further research efforts into a combination of machine learning and
information fusion.

Keywords: scarce data; machine learning; information fusion

1. Introduction

In modern industrial applications, data are generated in increasing amounts due to
better availability, accessibility, and cost-effectiveness of technical sensors. In fact, modern
methods for data analysis often assume the availability of big data. Many machine learning
methods not only assume big data but also require it. This is also the case in many industrial
use-cases [1], such as predictive maintenance [2] or machine fault diagnosis [3].

However, the reality—also in industrial applications—is that data is not always avail-
able in sufficient quantities. It may also be that data is recorded in large quantities, but
the data are repetitive containing the same information repeatedly. The presence of only a
few data sources or data points is summarised by the term scarce data or data scarcity [4].
The goal in dealing with scarce data must nevertheless be to obtain as much information
and as much knowledge as possible from the little data that is available. Causes of scarce
data are, for example, measured variables that are difficult to collect, costly measurement
methods, or a low number of measurement objects that need to be collected. However, an
explicit definition and detailed specification of different types of data scarcity is rare in
the current literature. For example, Wang et al. [5] define two types: scarce data due to a
limited number of samples and sparse data (e.g., sparse time series or matrices).

The problem of scarce data is recognised in the state of the art of machine learning [6,7].
Approaches to addressing data scarcity include inherently data-efficient algorithms and
methods for enabling data-hungry algorithms to be used on scarce data—as identified
recently by Adadi [8] in their survey on data-efficient algorithms. Regarding the former, it is
generally considered that low-complexity models, such as decision trees or linear regression,
require less data than high-complexity models, such as deep neural networks. Regarding
the second, various methods have been devised and proposed for highly complex models
that are intended to be applicable to scarce data, such as data augmentation [9] or transfer
learning [10].

In current machine learning approaches, data scarcity is often only implicitly taken
into account by extending and adapting existing algorithms [11–13]. Another research area
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which focuses on data scarcity is information fusion. Information fusion has developed
independently from machine learning. Fusion methods specifically expect data to be
uncertain due to scarcity (as well as other data imperfections) [14]. In case of multiple
uncertain information sources, e.g., sensors, experts, or machine learning models, fusion
aims to create a single output with increased certainty. To achieve this, uncertainties based
on data scarcity are explicitly modelled, quantified, and considered.

This article addresses scarce data due to its frequency of occurrence in industrial
applications and the implications for data processing methods. The aim of this article is
(i) to more specifically detail scarce data in its causes and subtypes, and (ii) to provide an
overview of both machine learning and information fusion methods that address scarce
data. Towards this end, the following contributions are presented in this article:

• A closer look into the causes and implications of scarce data is provided. A typology
is presented which categorises the subtypes of scarce data.

• An overview of data augmentation, transfer learning, and information fusion methods
is given.

• A combination of machine learning and fusion techniques is discussed and further
research efforts in this area are motivated.

The further structure of this paper follows these contributions.

2. A Typology of Scarce Data

Scarce or incomplete data is a form of data imperfection that affects the ability of
algorithms, machine-learned models, or human engineers to extract information and
induce knowledge. Incomplete data represents uncertainty in the data, but also leads to
uncertainty in the process of induction. In this sense, it is closely related to uncertainties—
especially to the notion of epistemic uncertainty. It follows an introduction of epistemic
uncertainty together with its counterpart aleatoric uncertainty.

Definition 1 (Aleatoric Uncertainty). Aleatoric uncertainty refers to the inherent variation of
an object, concept, process, or phenomenon. It is random and non-deterministic in nature [15].
Even if data is complete and the underlying process is completely understood, the outcome of this
process cannot be predicted with absolute certainty [16,17]. Consequently, gathering more data—or
adding new data or information sources—does not reduce aleatoric uncertainty. Take, for example, a
classification problem. In such a problem, aleatoric uncertainty is the intra-class distance or variance.

Definition 2 (Epistemic Uncertainty). In contrast, epistemic uncertainty results from a lack of
knowledge about a phenomenon. This lack is caused by incomplete—not available—or inconsistent
information. Epistemic uncertainty is, in principle, reducible by gathering additional information.
In practice, reducing epistemic uncertainty is often not possible, feasible, or valuable [15–17]. In
technical or industrial systems, this is due to one or more of the following reasons.

• Sensors are not available or limited in their functionality. They are technically infeasible,
too costly, or not obtainable. The engineering effort to design and plan sensor systems is too
complex or too expensive. The sensors’ properties are limited, for example, their sampling rate
or operating range.

• The observation period or sampling size is insufficient. Observations do not cover certain
concepts or phenomena (Data does not capture the Black Swan [18]). The operation of a sensor
is too costly, takes too much time, or is destructive.

• Blind ignorance of human engineers prevents all potential data from being obtained. Missing
knowledge about real-world phenomena or the availability of sensors limits the amount of
data gathered.
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Scarce Data is, therefore, itself a form of epistemic uncertainty. Handling epistemic
uncertainty is one of the major challenges in data analysis. This is also recognised in
machine learning research very recently [19–21]. To overcome this challenge, it is crucial to
understand the various types of scarcity, their causes, and their interactions.

Several taxonomies and typologies have been proposed in the literature to categorise
and relate data or information imperfections, uncertainties, and quality [15,22–26]. An
overview of taxonomies and typologies is given by Jousselme et al. [27], which includes
some of the works just mentioned. An overview of data quality in databases provided
by de Almeida et al. [28] is also of interest. The authors identify data completeness as
a major data quality issue. However, work limited to databases will not be discussed
further here. Instead, we summarise taxonomies and typologies which focus on or at least
address incompleteness, missing data, or missing information in Table 1. Most of the works
referenced in Table 1 rely on the term incompleteness which is used interchangeably with
scarcity in the table.

Table 1. Taxonomies of uncertainty, imperfection, ignorance, and quality which address the topic
of data or information incompleteness (in the sense of missing data or information, i.e., scarcity).
Incompleteness is recognised as the main concept of imperfection throughout the referenced works.
However, a categorisation of the various kinds of missing data or information is not carried out.

Authors Focus Builds Relies on Details Subcategories of Incompletenessupon Incompleteness

Smithson [22] Ignorance - yes Partially. Incompleteness is subcategorised
into Uncertainty (including Vagueness, Prob-
ability, Ambiguity) and Absence. Absence of
information is not further detailed.

Smets [23] Imperfection - yes No
Krause and Clark [29] Uncertainty - yes No
Ayyub and Klir [15] Ignorance [22] yes Partially. Similar to Smithson.
Bosu and MacDonell [24] Data Quality - yes No
Rogova [25] Information Quality [23] yes No
Raglin et al. [26] Uncertainty - yes No

This survey shows that incompleteness is recognised broadly as a type of data im-
perfection, a kind of uncertainty, and a source of ignorance. In nearly all referenced
taxonomies, incompleteness is not further subcategorised. A detailed look into various
forms of incompleteness and missing data is not provided.

In the following, we present a more detailed typology of incompleteness as a form
of imperfection (see Figure 1) based on Smets’ [23] taxonomy. This typology perceives
incompleteness as a form of data imperfection along with imprecision and inconsistency.

The proposed typology subdivides incompleteness into six categories.
Undersampled: Data points always represent only a sample of a distribution or the

characteristics of a phenomenon. Sensors only provide a window into the real world.
Their observations are a fragmented representation. A phenomenon is undersampled
if there is insufficient data available to make sound and significant findings about its
characteristics. Due to undersampled data, information remains partially hidden. The
aleatoric uncertainty of a phenomenon can only be described inadequately. Figure 2
illustrates two cases of undersampling using a scatter plot in a one-dimensional and a
two-dimensional feature space.

As a consequence, training with machine learning methods does not lead to satisfactory
results. The generalisation ability of the trained models is questionable at best. Probabilistic
methods rely on the availability of statistically sound data or knowledge about prior
distributions [30]. Kalman filters, for example, assume zero-mean Gaussian distributed
data [31]. In the case of undersampled data, this knowledge cannot be derived from the
data itself. Few data points also increase the risk of finding spurious correlations in the
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data [32]—especially when many features or data sources are involved. Another threat of
undersampled data is that machine-learned models tend to easily overfit [33].

Imperfect

Inaccurate

Vague

Approximative

Ambigious

Random

Conflicting

Incoherent

Redundant

Sparse

Low-dimensional

Non-representative

Drifting/Shifting

Without Context

Imprecise

Incomplete

Inconsistent

Undersampled

Figure 1. A typology of data and information imperfection with a detailed subcategorisation of
incompleteness. The typology is based on the work of Smets’ [23]. It recognises incompleteness as
one of three major sources of imperfection – besides inconsistency and imprecision. Imprecision
captures deficiencies that prevent unambiguous statements from being made based on individual data
points. Inconsistency refers to situations in which a piece of information is contradictory to existing
knowledge or with other information sources. Incompleteness is lacking, absent, or non-complete
data and information.
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Figure 2. Two examples showcasing undersampled data: (a) an ill-represented one-dimensional
distribution and (b) an ill-represented two-dimensional distribution. A two-dimensional scatter plot
showcasing undersampled data. The plots show the distributions of phenomena in feature space
(red). The distributions are unknown and represent the aleatoric uncertainty of the phenomena.
In both examples, the sampled data points (blue) are insufficient to draw conclusions about the
distributions. The missing data points are a form of epistemic uncertainty.

Non-representative: Data or information is non-representative when only certain
parts or subconcepts of a phenomenon are observable or represented in the data. Other
subconcepts may be very well represented. Take, for example, a bi-modal distribution of
a phenomenon’s characteristics. One of the modes may be very well sampled, whereas
the other is absent in the data. In extreme cases, complete concepts are missing. In less
extreme cases, subconcepts may merely be undersampled. Data in which subconcepts are
undersampled are often also referred to as biased. The observation of industrial machines
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(condition monitoring) often produces non-representative data. Machines are specifically
built to run as smoothly and faultlessly as possible. Consequently, data obtained during
normal operation is often available in abundance. In contrast, data on fault states or
unusual operating conditions are often rare. Reducing this kind of epistemic uncertainty
is difficult in practice since running a machine in fault states is either costly or infeasible.
Figure 3 shows the multi-modal and condition monitoring examples as a form of non-
representative data.
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Figure 3. Two cases of non-representative data. In (a) a bi-modal distribution is shown (red, un-
known). One mode is very-well sampled; the second is missing in the data. Plot (b) shows a
multi-class classification problem, in which certain classes are missing in the data. Such missing data
can, for example, be due to unseen fault states of a machine.

Low-dimensional: Real-world processes can only be observed by a finite number of
sensors. Data may be incomplete due to missing data sources – in this case, the data space is
too low-dimensional. A low-dimensional space may be insufficient to handle the aleatoric
uncertainty of the phenomenon at hand. Figure 4 illustrates a case where data is scarce
with respect to the number of available sources.
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Figure 4. A classification example in which the addition of a new data source allows us to distinguish
two classes perfectly (b). In the two-dimensional space shown in (a), the aleatoric uncertainty prevents
a clear separation of classes. Low-dimensional data is still a form of epistemic uncertainty as it is
unknown how the class distributions evolve with new sources.

This epistemic uncertainty is reducible by adding new sources although it is crucial to
carefully select new sources that are meaningful.

Sparse: Sparse data is caused by sensors or data sources which do not provide data
continuously. For example, data is missing over certain time periods or data from different
sources cannot be synchronised with each other. Missing data can be caused by defective
sensors. This leads to data gaps. Take, for instance, data which is organised in a two-
dimensional table. Its rows represent data instances and its columns are data sources.
Sparse data is then characterised by missing entries throughout this table (think of a
sparse matrix).

Without Context: Context is needed to extract information and knowledge from data.
Roughly speaking, context is itself information that surrounds the phenomenon of interest
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and its data-generating process [34]. Context aids in understanding the phenomenon. It
can be provided by domain knowledge. Examples of context are labels in classification
applications or maps in applications of autonomous driving. Context, and specifically
labels, are often costly to produce or provide. If in large datasets only a fraction of data
instances are labelled, then the problem relates to undersampled data.

Drifting/Shifting: The effectiveness of machine learning algorithms relies heavily
on the assumption that training and test data are taken from the same or at least similar
distributions [35]. In reality, concepts and phenomena often drift in their distribution over
time, e.g., data clusters move through feature space. As a consequence, models which have
learned from training data are outdated as soon as significant drift occurs. Adaptation
or retraining is usually necessary. Because the drifting data distribution over time is not
known, drift is categorised as a form of incomplete information.

These six types of incomplete data have different causes, characteristics, and effects
on machine learners or other data-processing algorithms. To overcome the associated
challenges, algorithms have to specifically consider each type. This has to be kept in mind
in designing data analyses.

3. An Overview of Methods for Working with Scarce Data

The challenges associated with scarce data have been known and intensively discussed
in the research community for some time. Various methods and approaches exist that can
deal with scarce data. In the following, we discuss methods of transfer learning, data
augmentation, and information fusion that act in very different ways on scarce data. This
survey is closely related to the work of Adadi [8], who studied machine learning methods
for scarce data. We extend this survey with an insight into information fusion methods. We
mainly focus on the problem of undersampled data and non-representative data. In the
ensuing discussion, we motivate further research efforts on the combination of machine
learning and information fusion methods.

3.1. Transfer Learning

Transfer learning is a machine learning method in which a model that has been trained
in one domain is reused in a related domain. The model is not completely retrained but
only adapted by post-training [36,37]. The purpose of transfer learning is to be able to
use machine learners even with scarce data. Transfer learning requires a model which
has learned as many basic concepts of a domain as possible. For example, these may be
geometric shapes in image data, basic patterns such as a Mexican hat in time series, or
basic pronunciations or sounds in human speech. Once basic concepts are known to a
model, few training examples are required to adapt to a new domain—even zero-shot
learning is possible under specific circumstances and depending on the application [38].
Most commonly neural networks and convolutional neural networks are used to transfer
learning, but other machine learning methods have been adapted for transfer learning,
such as Markov logic networks [39] and Bayesian networks [40]. Transfer learning has been
applied to many domains. A survey on machine diagnostics in industrial applications is
provided by Yao et al. [41].

Transfer learning comes with several drawbacks and pitfalls. Because a source model
is required to know as many concepts as possible, large datasets and resources are necessary
to train the source model in the first place. Such a model needs to be trained on a general
dataset, which is at best not domain-specific. Secondly, the target domain is still charac-
terised by scarce data. Therefore, some risks remain even if the transfer is learned. Models
are still at risk to overfit or detect spurious correlations [37,42]. Finally, performance is
affected negatively if the source and target domain do not cover the same concepts or focus
on different concepts. This is referred to as negative transfer [43,44]. For example, recent
studies have shown that models trained on the ImageNet (https://www.image-net.org/,
accessed on 9 November 2022) dataset favour texture over shape [45]. Transferring these
models into domains in which textural information is less important and objects are mostly
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defined by shape—such as object recognition of machinery parts, screws, or nuts [46–48]—
will not result in optimal performance.

3.2. Data Augmentation

Data augmentation refers to methods that artificially increase the amount of available
data. The aim is to facilitate machine learners to train on even small amounts of training
data. Augmentation creates slightly modified copies of existing data or completely new
synthetic data [49]. Data augmentation techniques have been successfully applied to
image [49,50], text and natural language [51–53], and time series data [54]. Augmentation
has a regularising effect on machine learning models, helps to reduce overfitting, and can
improve the generalisability of models [50]. Industrial applications of data augmentation
are, for example, given by Dekhtiar et al. [46], Židek et al. [47,48], Parente et al. [55], or
Shi et al. [56].

Additional data instances are usually created by applying various transformations to
data. In image datasets, these are, e.g., rotations, scaling, cropping, colour transformations,
distortions, or erasing random parts of an image [50]. In natural language, parts of a text
are randomly swapped, inserted, deleted, or replaced synonymously [52]. Time series
transformations take place either in the time or frequency domain. These include cropping,
slicing, jittering, or warping among others [54]. These transformations aim to teach a
machine learner which information is important for defining a concept. For example,
additional rotated images teach that rotation is not important to a concept or class. It is still
the same class. By replacing the background in images, models learn to focus on objects in
the foreground. Thus, augmenting data by selected transformations allows us to integrate
expert knowledge into the machine learning process. However, it is crucial to apply the
right transformation for a particular application in order for the data augmentation to be
useful. Often data augmentation seems to be carried out in an “ad-hoc manner with little
understanding of the underlying theoretical principles”—as stated by Dao et al. [57].

Another approach to data augmentation is to create additional data automatically by
generative models such as generative adversarial networks [58]. The expectation is that
expert’s knowledge will no longer be necessary or will be at least less crucial. A major
drawback of generative augmentation is that it is susceptible to perpetrate bias in data [59].

With all these methods, there is a risk of losing important information in the aug-
mentation process. Information may be discarded, e.g., by cropping an image, or may be
overwritten by erasing parts of a text randomly [50,52]. It follows that patterns or classes
are not correctly preserved. The data instance and its label may then no longer match (The
label is not preserved). This problem is aggravated if small details in a data instance are
crucial for a concept. Slight changes to the original data may then already be enough to
distort or destroy concepts.

3.3. Information Fusion

Scarce data and epistemic uncertainty are intensively addressed in the research field
of information fusion. Information fusion has been researched since the midst of the 20th
century as a distinct field in parallel to machine learning [60,61]. While information fusion
has similar goals and applications as machine learning—such as classification, regression,
detection, or recognition—its focus differs. The aim of information fusion methods is to
extract and condense high-quality information from a set of low-quality data sources [62].
Information fusion explicitly assumes that sources provide incomplete or imprecise in-
formation. The task of information fusion is to make the best of what imperfect data is
available [14]. Fusion methods include a strong focus on modelling uncertain, error-prone,
imprecise, and vague information [63]. For instance, fuzzy information is modelled via
fuzzy set theory. Missing information or ignorance are modelled via evidence theories, such
as the Dempster-Shafer theory. Fusion methods address scarce data with possibility theory.
In direct comparison to probability theory, possibility theory is characterised by the fact that
incomplete information is represented qualitatively [64]. The possibility theory requires
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a smaller amount of data but is less expressive in the final analysis [63,64]. Established
methods of machine learning, on the other hand, rarely model missing information or
epistemic uncertainty explicitly. Instead, they rely on a quantitative evaluation of data. In
the following, we provide an overview of the mathematical tools fusion relies on, that is,
the Dempster-Shafer theory, the fuzzy set theory, and the possibility theory.

3.3.1. Dempster-Shafer Theory

The Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence (DST) has been proposed by Shafer [65]
on the foundation of Dempster’s works on a framework for expressing upper and lower
probabilities [66]. In the DST, available evidence forms the basis to express a degree of
belief in a proposition that quantifies incomplete knowledge [67]. In this basic sense, it is
comparable to Bayesian probability theory. It is motivated by the fact that probability theory
is not able to distinguish between ignorance (epistemic uncertainty) and well-informed
uncertainty (aleatoric uncertainty) natively [65].

Probability theory (ProbT) operates on a frame of discernment Ω which includes all
given propositions or hypotheses X as singletons, i.e., Ω = {X1, X2, . . . , xn}. Each proposi-
tion is given a probability 0 ≤ p(X) ≤ 1 to be true with the restriction of ∑X∈Ω p(X) = 1.
In the case of total ignorance, one tends to distribute probabilities uniformly over Ω but
this is arbitrary. A uniform distribution is not distinguishable from a situation in which it
is known that propositions are actually equally likely. DST allows us to assign evidence
to sets of combined propositions. It operates on the power set of the frame of discern-
ment, i.e., P(Ω) = {∅, X1, X2, . . . , {X1, X2} . . . , Ω}. By assigning evidence m to combined
propositions (e.g., {X1, X2}), a state of incomplete knowledge is expressed. In case of
{X1, X2}, it is unclear whether evidence favours X1 or X2. Belief in a proposition is then
obtained by Bel(X) = ∑A⊆X m(A). The usage of the power set allows DST to handle
incomplete knowledge due to scarce data better and more properly than probability theory.
An example of the difference between ProbT and DST is given in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Probability theory versus Dempster-Shafer’s theory in a condition monitoring example.
The basic propositions are h: the monitored object is healthy and f1, f2: the object is in one of two
fault states. The distribution modelled with ProbT (a) is ambiguous since it cannot distinguish
between ignorance (epistemic uncertainty) and well-informed uncertainty (aleatoric uncertainty).
Using DST (b), it turns out that the expert or model is indeed partly ignorant. This is expressed
by m({ f1, f2}) = 0.4 (a fault occurred but it is unknown which one) and by m(Ω) = 0.2 (nothing
is known).

DST is designed with a fusion of independent multiple sources in mind. Having mul-
tiple partially ignorant and uncertain sources, the aim is to get to a single estimation with
reduced ignorance and increased certainty. To achieve this, most fusion rules involve a re-
inforcement effect. If, for example, m1(X) = m2(X), then the fused mass m12(X) > m1(X).
Several fusion rules have been proposed over the years, for example, Dempster’s rule
of combination [66,68], Yager’s rule [69], Campos’ rule [70], or the Balanced Two-Layer
Conflict Solving rule [61], to name just a few.

DST fusion achieves that—if a group of sensors, experts, or machine learning models
is uncertain in their assessments because of scarce data—to increase certainty. A popular
approach in machine learning is to apply ensemble learners [71]. In ensemble learning,
multiple weak learners are trained simultaneously. Their outputs are fused into a single
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one. An example of an ensemble is random forests. Although this seems to be an exemplary
area of application for DST fusion, most ensemble learners rely on majority votings or
averaging functions [72–74]. This motivates further research efforts in combining DST and
machine learning methods as a way to handle the effects of scarce data.

3.3.2. Fuzzy Set Theory

Fuzzy set theory (FST) was proposed by Zadeh [75] motivated by the intrinsic vague
nature of language. The fuzzy set theory facilitates the modelling of imprecise and vague
information (cf. Figure 1). Although FST is not focused on incomplete information, it
brings benefits when it comes to scarce data. Zadeh introduces sets with vague boundaries
in contrast to crisp sets known from probability theory or Dempster-Shafer theory. In
a crisp set, an element either belongs to this set or not. Its membership function µ is a
mapping of all elements belonging to the frame of discernment Ω to a boolean membership
µ : Ω→ {0, 1}. Fuzzy sets allow degrees of memberships, that is, µ : Ω→ [0, 1].

The inherent vagueness of fuzzy membership functions can be exploited to learn class
distributions from only a few data instances [76]. If class borders are only needed to be
modelled imprecisely and vaguely, then less effort has to be put into a training process than
learning precise class borders. The fuzzy membership of a data instance is then interpreted
as the uncertainty of the classification model. This blurring of class borders results in
weaker models with the upside of less data demand.

An approach for this kind of classification is fuzzy pattern classifiers (FPC). Fuzzy
pattern classifiers have been introduced and advanced by Bocklisch [77,78]. An FPC learns
a unimodal potential function for each data source. This function serves as a membership
function. Each membership function is a weak classifier in itself. Seen as a group, the
membership functions are similar to an ensemble. They output each a gradual estimate
for the predicted membership. This allows to apply fuzzy aggregation rules to fuse the
outputs into a singular class membership (see for example previous works by Holst and
Lohweg [79–82]).

Unimodal potential functions were proposed by Aizerman et al. [83] as a pattern
recognition tool. It was only later that they were applied as membership functions for
fuzzy sets. Unimodal potential functions are used to model the distribution of compact
and convex classes. Lohweg et al. [84] described a resource-efficient variant optimised for
limited hardware:

µ(x) =

{
2−d(x,pl) if x ≤ x ,
2−d(x,pr) if x > x ,

with d(x, pl) =

( |x− x|
Cl

)Dl

,

d(x, pr) =

( |x− x|
Cr

)Dr

, and

x a data instance (measurement value).

The unimodal potential function has several advantages for the use of scarce data.
The function is parameterizable with few parameters. The number of parameters scales
with data sources linearly. The parameters are relatively easy to train in data. Training
methods can be found in [76,81,84]. The parameters are intuitive to interpret. Therefore,
expert knowledge can be integrated easily. On the other hand, FPCs require unimodal
and convex data distributions. In this regard, Hempel [85] proposed a multi-modal FPC,
although his approach requires more training data in general.

3.3.3. Possibility Theory

The possibility theory (PosT) was introduced by Zadeh in 1978 as an extension of
fuzzy set theory [86]. It is designed as a counterpart to probability theory because of its
limited ability to represent epistemic uncertainty.
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Possibility theory is based on possibility distributions π—similar to probability dis-
tributions p. The possibility 0 ≤ π(x) ≤ 1 conveys how plausible the event x is. A value
π(x) = 1 means completely plausible; π(x) = 0 completely implausible. At least one x is
required to be fully plausible (normality requirement). But more than one x can be fully
plausible. This leads to ∑x∈Ω π(x) ≥ 1 or

∫
x∈Ω π(x) ≥ 1.

Possibility distributions are similarly defined as fuzzy membership functions, that is,
π(x) = µ(x) [16]. This has the advantage that mathematical operations defined on fuzzy
sets can be directly applied to possibility distributions [87]. Though it has to be verified
first if this is sensible. Fuzzy membership functions and possibility distributions differ in
interpretation. Let x be an alternative for an unknown value v and A be a fuzzy set. The
π(x) expresses the possibility of x = v knowing that x ∈ A. In contrast, µ(x) expresses the
degree of membership of x to A knowing that x = v.

Possibility distributions are also a less expressive and weaker model than probability
distributions. Roughly speaking, it is easier to conclude that a proposition is possible
rather than probable. Moreover, for a proposition to be probable it must preliminarily
be possible. This leads to the probability/possibility consistency principle stating that
π(x) ≥ p(x). In return, possibility distributions] require less effort – meaning training
data or expert’s knowledge – to construct [88]. They do not require statistically sound data
because they model incomplete information qualitatively; whereas probability distributions
model random phenomena quantitatively. This distinction is highlighted in Figure 6.

0

1

X
x

p(x)

(a)

0

1

X
x

π(x)

(b)

Figure 6. A continuous probability (a) and a continuous possibility distribution (b). The proba-
bility distribution models a random phenomenon quantitatively; the possibility of distribution of
incomplete information qualitatively. The following applies:

∫
x∈Ω p(x) = 1,

∫
x∈Ω π(x) ≥ 1, and

π(x) ≥ p(x).

This leads to the conclusion that possibility theory is well-suited to be used in the case
of epistemic uncertainty and scarce data.

3.4. Discussion

Scarce data and epistemic uncertainty remain major challenges to machine learning and
data analysis approaches. Missing information in data obstructs inherent aleatoric uncertainty.

In the area of machine learning, several techniques for coping with few training data
have been thoroughly studied. Some of the most important are data augmentation, transfer
learning, and interpretable models. While data augmentation and transfer learning focus
on undersampled data mainly, interpretable models address also non-representative data.
But only recently has epistemic uncertainty come into focus. Researchers have begun to ex-
plicitly define and quantify epistemic uncertainty of machine learning models [17,20,21,89].

In contrast, the research field of information fusion focuses on scarce data and epis-
temic uncertainty since its emergence in the mid-twentieth century. Fusion methods apply
evidence theories such as DST, fuzzy set theory, and possibility theory to either quantify
epistemic uncertainty or reduce its impact on performance.

However, combining fusion and machine learning methods is rare in the state of the
art, although research need has been recognised recently [90–92]. Several works have
been published that attempt to fill this open research topic. Among these are approaches
which apply fusion techniques as a preprocessing step before machine learning [93,94].
These works focus on providing a machine learner with a more robust and condensed data
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basis through prior fusion. They do not focus on incomplete information though. Further
works devise classifiers based on the Dempster-Shafer theory [95–97]. Finally, machine
learning in a possibilistic setting exists but is very rare. A small survey is conducted by
Dubois et al. [98]. This leads to the conclusion that further research is needed to more
successfully and formally address scarce data in machine data analysis.

4. Conclusions

Despite the increasing number of sensors and measuring devices, data is often scarce
in industrial applications. The scarcity of data stems from limited sensor availability and
functionality, limited observation periods, hidden concepts, and the inevitable blind ig-
norance of engineers. This leads to challenges in data analysis. In this paper, we have
typologized missing data and information in more detail based on the works of Smets [23].
According to this new typology, incomplete data is categorised into (1) undersampled,
(2) non-representative, (3) low-dimensional, (4) sparse, (5) without context, and (6) drifting
data. Existing typologies did not or only insufficiently detail the category of incomplete-
ness [15,22–26,29]. In this respect, we have filled an open gap in existing works.

This paper also explored machine learning and information fusion methods that deal
with scarce data and incomplete information. As such, this paper complements Adadi’s
survey [8], which is limited to machine learning methods. Regarding machine learning,
we focused on methods enabling data-hungry algorithms to be used on scarce data. Such
methods are data augmentation [9] and transfer learning [10], among other methods. The
idea behind transfer learning is to reuse and adapt models which have been trained on large,
preferably general, datasets. However, efforts for training a source model are substantial
and the risk of negative transfer has to be considered. Data augmentation creates new data
points artificially by modifying existing ones. Data augmentation can reduce overfitting at
the risk of destroying information.

Information fusion, on the other hand, relies on evidence theories, fuzzy set theory,
and possibility theory to model, quantify, and cope with epistemic uncertainty [14]. This
paper motivates and calls for further research efforts in combining fusion and machine
learning approaches.
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Abstract: This article depicts the role of the Digital Calibration Certificate (DCC) for an end-to-end
digital quality infrastructure and as the basis for developments that are designated by the keyword
“Industry 4.0”. Furthermore, it describes the impact the DCC has on increasing productivity in
the manufacturing of products and in global trade. The DCC project is international in its scope.
Calibration certificates document the measurement capability of a measurement system. They do this
independently and by providing traceability to measurement standards. Therefore, they do not only
play an important role in the world of metrology, but they also make it possible for manufacturing and
commercial enterprises to exchange measurement values reliably and correctly at the national and at
the international level. Thus, a DCC concept is urgently needed for the end-to-end digitalization of
industry for the era of Industry 4.0 and for Medicine 4.0. A DCC brings about important advantages
for issuers and for users. The DCC leads to the stringent, end-to-end, traceable and process-oriented
organization of manufacturing and trading. Digitalization is thus a key factor in the field of calibration
as it enables significant improvements in product and process quality. The reason for this is that the
transmission of errors will be prevented, and consequently, costs will be saved as the time needed
for distributing and disseminating the DCCs and the respective calibration objects will be reduced.
Furthermore, it will no longer be necessary for the test equipment administration staff to update the
data manually, which is a time-consuming, tedious and error-prone process.

Keywords: D-SI; DCC; digital signature; calibration; Industry 4.0

1. Introduction

The analogue calibration certificate is currently still used and issued in paper form or
as a closed PDF document. These closed documents hardly contribute to improving the
production process of a company. The reason for this is that using analogue calibration
data from a calibration in subsequent processes is very time-consuming and prone to
errors as these data have to be converted once again into the digital formats of the specific
manufacturing plant. The DCC [1] overcomes this disadvantage of its analogue counterpart.
The objective was to create an internationally recognized DCC format which acts as an
interface (exchange format) in the whole field of metrology, and especially in the field of
machine-to-machine communication. On the basis of the DCC, we will be able to develop
further exchange formats in the future. These might be in the field of legal metrology,
for digital type examination certificates, for the Digital Twin (DT) or for developments
in many other fields—for example, the Digital Calibration Request (DCR) format or, in
the field of automated accident notification, in the format of the “International Standard
Accident Number (ISAN): Linking data in accidents and emergencies.“ The DCC serves
for the electronic storage, the authenticable and—if necessary—the encrypted and signed
dissemination and the uniform interpretation of the calibration results. Due to the DCC
schema to be applied, the DCC is thus both machine-readable and machine-interpretable
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when using Good Practice (GP) DCCs. Further information on machine interpretability
can be found in [2]. The DCC has been developed and agreed upon in a broad community
and is constantly being developed further in order to achieve worldwide acceptance. The
target groups are all those bodies, authorities and companies worldwide which require
proof of the metrological traceability of their measurement results and use these results in
modern manufacturing processes in the field of IIoT/Industry 4.0. These bodies, authorities
and companies include the metrology institutes, designated institutes, national calibration
centres, calibration laboratories and the many companies in industry that require traceable
measurement results for their quality management systems.

According to the International Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM), the term “calibration”
is defined as follows [3]:

“Operation that, under specified conditions, in a first step, establishes a relation
between the quantity values with measurement uncertainties provided by measurement
standards and corresponding indications with associated measurement uncertainties and,
in a second step, uses this information to establish a relation for obtaining a measurement
result from an indication” [4], p. 3.

The ISO IEC 17025 standard [5] describes the general requirements that are placed
on qualified calibrations. Section 7.8 of this standard deals with “reporting on results.”
Although digitalization is increasing worldwide, calibration certificates are still mainly
issued in analogue form, meaning that they are generated in paper form. This does not only
lead to numerous problems, but it also prevents, in many fields, the complete digitalization
of the value chain, not least due to the fact that analogue calibration certificates are often
designed differently, even if the calibrations are the same. A uniform design for certificates
for calibrations which are basically equal in nature is shown in a Good Practice (GP)
DCC. Work on the GP-DCC is currently in process in the most diverse fields (temperature,
humidity, ambient pressure, mass, weighing instruments, force, torque...). By means of the
GP-DCC, the results are becoming machine-interpretable (as explained above) as, thanks
to the GP-DCC, it is exactly known what has been stored, where it has been stored and in
which way it has been stored.

Calibrations—and thus also calibration certificates—play an important role in many
branches of industry (e.g., in the automotive industry and the pharmaceutical industry).
A pharmaceutical company may require several hundreds of thousands of calibrations
certificates every year. It is easy to imagine which efforts currently have to be made to
archive analogue calibration certificates (either exclusively in paper form or also in other
forms). In this publication, the DCC concept is presented. It will solve the abovementioned
problems and will bring about many additional advantages for companies and other users.
Furthermore, it will allow machines to communicate with each other (M2M). All of these
aspects are described in more detail below.

2. The Role of Calibration and Calibration Certificates
2.1. Quality Infrastructure

The quality infrastructure of a country is of fundamental importance for the services
that are provided to the public as well as for consumer protection. This was published for
the first time in 2007 in a report of the World Bank [6]. Meanwhile, various contributions have
been issued which were developed on the basis of this report (see also [7–10]). Figure 1 shows
the general set-up of an arbitrary national infrastructure, and it also shows digitalization by
means of DCC. From this figure, it becomes obvious what an important role calibration
certificates play.

Calibration certificates appear several times in Figure 1. It should be stated that
besides the “normal” digitalization effect which normally occurs, for example, in the field
of eGovernment, an exorbitant increase in quality can be observed, which is due to the
fact that the calibration information is more precise and can be used in an automated
way. The data are transferred in M2M communication without any transmission errors.
The step in which data are transferred manually according to the four-eyes principle and
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which so far has been necessary, for example, in the pharmaceutical industry, can then be
omitted. Thereby, the time expenditure can be substantially reduced, and errors during
data transmission will thus be ruled out.
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After the data have been transferred, the reject rate in manufacturing can immediately
be reduced and products can be manufactured in a more resource-saving and more sus-
tainable way. Manufacturing is increasingly helping to save many raw materials, as well
as time and energy, and thus often reduces CO2 emissions to a high extent. This, in turn,
will contribute essentially to environmental protection and to achieving the global UN
sustainable development goals not only in the industrial countries, but also in developing
countries and in countries in transition. The latter can often even skip an innovation cycle
(which would normally still be based on a paper-based calibration system) and thus partici-
pate more quickly in an international economic system. In addition, they could contribute
effectively to the conservation of nature especially in their own countries.

The topic of “data as economic goods” has become particularly important in the value
chain of industrial companies and will become more and more important in the future due
to the advancing digital transformation. In this regard, the quality of the data which have
been gained, among others, via sensors and actuators and the verifiability of the statements
and conclusions derived from this data are of central importance especially for industry. It
will only be possible to use data successfully as economic goods if the quality of the data is
reliably verified and safeguarded.

For more than 125 years, maintaining the high level of quality of German products
has been one of the fundamental pillars of the quality label “Made in Germany” which is
recognized worldwide today. One of the fundamental challenges of the national quality
infrastructure (QI) is to transfer this quality label to the digitalized world and to establish
it there. This includes, in particular, the development of safe and robust calibrated mea-
surement systems to be able to ensure data quality and the trust people have in the data.
Metrology plays a decisive role in gaining the trust people have in measurements and in
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ensuring the quality of the measurement data and measurement results. Figure 1 shows
how the different elements of QI interact with each other.

The quality infrastructure of a country consists of seven elements. The National
Metrology Institute (NMI) disseminates the SI units to the national standardization insti-
tute. The standardization institute ensures that the level of the enterprises (see the level
“enterprises” in the diagram above) is provided with norms and standards. At the same
time, it determines the norms and standards for the national accreditation body. The
accreditation body has the task of accrediting calibration and testing laboratories, inspec-
tion bodies and certification bodies and of supervising the accreditation. In this way, the
accreditation bodies are able to supply the level of the enterprises with verified expertise.

The second task of the national metrology institutes is to provide the accredited cali-
bration laboratories with traceable systems. In this way, it is ensured that the measurement
standards of the accredited calibration laboratories are linked up with the national measure-
ment standards. The accredited calibration laboratories will then ensure the traceability
of the measurement standards of the test laboratories, of the inspection bodies and of the
other calibration laboratories. Calibration thus has a special position in the national quality
infrastructure (see the red arrows in Figure 1).

So far, the certification bodies have not been particularly active in the field of digital-
ization. However, it has turned out that especially in the field of software development,
considerable damage has occurred. This is due to the fact that different systems of units are
used. The software certification bodies will therefore play a particularly important role in
this field.

DCCs have not yet been the subject of considerations. However, using DCCs, and
thanks to the fact that the error-free transmission of data becomes possible using DCCs, a
high increase in quality will be achieved as the transmission problems will be eliminated.

In addition, there is the advantage that in a DCC, larger amounts of data can be
transmitted, and that the calibration information can be integrated in a Digital Twin (DT)
in an automated and secure way.

2.2. Task of the Calibration

The calibration of measurement instruments is the main pillar of measurements which
are comparable with each other and whose contents are correct. It is also one of the
main pillars of the distributed manufacturing processes that are common in industry
today. Without calibration, it is impossible to make a sound statement on the quality of a
manufactured product. The calibration is based on the measurement standards provided by
the NMIs and the Designated Institutes (DIs). These measurement standards are embedded
in the SI system of units [11]. Figure 2 illustrates this relationship. In many calibration
fields, the factors indicated in the figure are clearly higher. It can be assumed that in
Germany alone, several millions of calibrations are carried out every year. Via large-scale
comparison measurements (called “interlaboratory comparisons”), as well as via audits
and other procedures, the NMIs and the DIs ensure the provided measurement standards
agree within the scope of the conventional and/or stated measurement uncertainties. In
addition to this, the NMIs and the DIs of different countries stay in close contact with each
other in order to ensure there are harmonized measurement standards worldwide. The
calibration pyramid shows that the measurement uncertainty increases from the top to
the bottom.
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3. Research for Practical Applications

Both industry and the economy are waiting for—and urgently require—a successful
and lawful digital transformation so that data, information and certificates can securely
and robustly be transmitted throughout the QI processes. Such a digital transformation
is the precondition for both industry and the economy to be able to keep their promise of
quality also efficiently and effectively in a digitalized world. Since August 2020, a project
consortium has been established in Germany which is known as GEMIMEG-II [12] and
is funded by the BMWK (Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action). It
consists of 12 partners as well as of further institutions (the latter in a consultative capacity).
The partners are contributing research achievements in the field of DCC [13,14] and are
setting up a digital calibration infrastructure. The overriding objective and the central
challenge of the GEMIMEG-II project is to bring the framework requirements of QI and
the practical demands of industry together in a joint, holistic approach which is applicable
in practice.

The focus of this project is on metrology (calibration, referencing, measurement,
i.e., on trustable information on the quality of measuring instruments, sensor networks,
digital twin and data analysis methods). The overall objective is to make information for
the realization of reliable, connected measuring systems available in a secure, lawful and
legally compliant end-to-end way. The results of the research fields are implemented in four
so-called “RealBeds” (i.e., demonstrators which are geared to different fields of application),
and these demonstrators thus take on the status of a prototype. The four RealBeds are
connected calibration facilities, Industry 4.0 applications, the pharmaceutical/process
industry and autonomous driving. The legal questions of the research fields and of the
RealBeds will be investigated in addition in a legal simulation study.

In these investigations, two aspects are important: (1) In how far is reliable and trust-
worthy information on measuring instruments and measurement data digitally available,
and (2) how can a secure and robust orchestration of the measuring systems be achieved?
The investigations also include the development of a digital metrology system in the sense
of an end-to-end, digitalized, traceable and legally secure measuring and calibration chain
for complex sensor networks. Thereby, the sensors—which, so far, have been considered
individually—will increasingly be connected with each other in a network by the IIoT
(Industrial Internet of Things) in Industry 4.0. A basic set-up of a generic, massive, con-
nected sensor system is shown in Figure 3. The processing of the sensor data follows the
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fog/edge computing approach. This allows computing functions and memory assignments
to take place on suitable nodes of a network, but completely decentralized solutions for use
in mobile systems are also possible by means of identical stack and software technologies.
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This technical and automated interconnection in a network significantly increases the
requirement to determine the quality of data and their availability if, on the one hand, the
integrity of the citizens and of the environment and, on the other hand, the economic success
of the companies is to be ensured. It can thus be expected that the need for developing
and setting up sensor networks as holistically calibrated, digital measuring systems will
continuously increase.

At this point, special requirements will not only arise for the quality of data, but also
for the communication infrastructure and for the management of data sources and data
sinks. Figure 4 shows a schematic overview of the GEMIMEG-II concept.
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This concept extends from the sensor measurement values, including calibration and
the characteristic numbers QoS (QoS: Quality of Sensing), via sensor fusion and data
aggregation with the characteristic numbers QoD (Quality of Data) to data application
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(e.g., in the digital twin) with the characteristic numbers QoI (Quality of Information).
The quality characteristic numbers can also be described as QoX, where the X stands for
Sensing, Data, or Information.

That step of the measurement process which contains the sensor measurement values
and the calibration of the sensors is supposed to abstract the measurement values (by
exploiting the domain knowledge during the measurement process) and to decouple them
from the specific characteristics of the actually used sensor. The qualified measurement
values and the quality characteristic numbers which have been obtained in this way in
the subsequent step (sensor and data aggregation) can be processed without the concrete
measurement system being known any further. The measurement values are thus de-
coupled from the corresponding measurement modalities in the best possible way and
associated QoS trust measures have been determined. After these input quantities have
been processed during the sensor and data aggregation step, new data are generated as
output quantities—after data fusion, or via software-based sensors, or via data analysis
using neural networks, or via artificial intelligence—which, in turn, can then have the
quality characteristic numbers QoD. This step can be available several times. It can be ar-
ranged in parallel (for different measurement values) and/or in a cascaded way (multi-step
processing). The data with QoD can be used in different digital twins which, in turn, can
access the data with QoD from the multi-step sensor and data aggregation.

If pieces of information are then derived from these data (in an application such as a
digital twin), this information can also be supplemented by means of quality characteristic
numbers for the QoI information—where the QoI describes, for example, a level of trust or
the reliability of this information.

The DCCs, which have already been addressed several times in this article, bring
about several conceptual advantages for the project. Avoiding changes between different
media—and thus ruling out transmission errors—is an obvious advantage. The calibration
results are immediately available for further processing. It is thus, for example, possible to
extract different measuring uncertainties automatically in the areas that are important for
the manufacturing process.

4. The DCC Concept

In its digital form, the DCC is defined via an XSD schema [13]. For the information
obtained in a calibration, the schema contains clearly defined fields for entering mandatory
specifications, as well as open text fields in which the calibration laboratory can enter further
information. In this way, the entire information content obtained during a calibration will
be included in the DCC and transmitted.

The Digital System of Units (D-SI [17,18]) is used to express the units for the measure-
ment values. It supports both the seven base units and the measurement units derived from
these—including decimal multiples or dividers, among others—as well as the disseminated
imperial units. Even unusual systems of units are possible as long as they have been clearly
defined. Actually, this is necessary today in order to ensure, on the one hand, international
acceptance, and to be able, on the other hand, to cope without difficulties with all the
applications that exist today.

Figure 5 shows an initial rough generic view of the way in which the DCC is embedded
in the existing environment of norms, standards, terms and technical regulations.

In addition to the DCC, Figure 5 also shows the Digital Calibration Request (DCR).
This is a standardized digital document by means of which a desired calibration can be
requested and specified. Furthermore, Figure 5 shows a document named the Digital
Calibration Answer (DCA). In the DCA, the calibration laboratory can enter further infor-
mation on the calibration which—for formal reasons (e.g., according to the ISO IEC 17025
standard [5])—is not supposed to appear in an official calibration document. The aim is
that all documents should be based on a joint structured document schema DX which, in
turn, must take the norms, standards, nomenclatures and technical regulations into account
which are shown in Figure 5 below the level “Digital Document Schema DX.” The purpose
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of this is to ensure that the calibration is documented digitally in a way that is legally valid
and in compliance with the norms and standards.
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4.1. Structure of the DCC Files

Technically, the DCC is a text document which has an XML structure. XML documents
are stored as plain text files, based on the Unicode character set (UTF-8 format [19]), and
are thus suitable for long-term storage. The files can be opened and processed with an
arbitrary text editor. Version 1.0, which is used for DCC, is widespread and has been
standardized for more than 20 years now, which is why XML is ideally suited for the use
of such important documents as calibration reports. The calibration reports can be ported
from XML to other data formats (e.g., JSON).

More information on the structure of a DCC can be found on the DCC homepage [20].

4.2. Prologue including a Processing Instruction

Every XML document must start with a single-spaced prologue. The prologue is an
instruction which has the form (<?xml...?>) and is named XML Processing Instruction (PI).
The prologue gives the reading program instructions on what must be observed during
reading. Apart from the version (which can be indicated via the “version” attribute), it is
also the agreed character set which can be stored in the document file. The characters in
documents are encoded according to various ISO standards. The ISO 8859 standard [21]
specifies the characters of different languages in ten subdivisions. Further characters are
defined in ISO standard IEC 10646 [22]. DCC uses the character set UTF-8. This character
set can map all official languages in the world.

One of the main advantages of XML is that it can be read and interpreted by machines.
In addition, it is also readable by humans. A decisive factor is furthermore that XML is a
data format that is suitable for long-term storage. This is of special importance as it must
still be possible to read the files in several decades. Further information on data formats
that are suitable for long-term storage can be found, for example, in [23,24].

4.3. Cryptographic Signatures in the DCC

In order to ensure the authenticity and the originality of each calibration certificate,
the XML document can be provided by the issuing body (the calibration body) with a
corresponding hash value and can be signed digitally. According to ISO standard 17025,
adding a signature is not mandatory. As a measure to create trust between the calibration
institute und the customer, however, adding a signature is recommended. As the signature
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can be verified at any time, the recipients of a DCC are in a position to verify the authenticity
of the content of a DCC as well as the issuer of a DCC themselves. For this purpose, public
software tools are available free of cost [25]. The cryptographic procedures can be applied
to XML data structures in a robust and probative way [23,26]. Further information on
XML is to be found in the literature, e.g., in [27]. The VDI/VDE has already developed a
very broad approach for data exchange [28] and—although this is a national standard for
Germany—it is already used in various other countries. In this approach, the workflow in
industry, in which the DCC can be integrated without any problems, is taken into account.
On the one hand, the integrity and authenticity of a DCC must be ensured. On the other
hand, however, electronically stored data can easily be changed and/or copied as often
as desired. The use of cryptographic security procedures for the DCC is therefore highly
recommended. Good summaries on the topic of cryptography can be found in [29,30].

Unfortunately, this report cannot describe this concept in more detail.

5. The DCC within the Scope of the Manufacturing Process

In this section, we, first of all, show the processes which take place within the scope of
discrete manufacturing. In Figure 6, the logic relationship between the “parts supplier,”
the “machine” and the “factory” is shown in the form of models. All models include, in
particular, commissioning and production processes.
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For these processes, calibrated measurement components are required. However,
different pieces of information on the calibration are currently only available as calibration
certificates in paper form (Figure 7).

When discrete or continuous manufacturing processes are automated, this offers
considerable potential for using a DCC. Whereas in conventional automation with static
hierarchies, it is sufficient to manage the calibration data of process sensors analogously
and/or decentrally (Figure 8). Due to the fact that there are only a few clearly defined input
points for this information, the situation in an Industry 4.0 architecture is different.
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on a Cyber Physical System (CPS) based on [32].

CPS-based architectures [33] react adaptively and continuously if it becomes necessary
to change manufacturing processes, and this is exactly what is stipulated for Industry
4.0 or IIoT networks. The consequence of this is as follows: The process sensors, which
are also used in automation, must not be able any longer to only make the generated
measurement values but also—as an independent element—the sensor information (such
as calibration certificates) available to other process components independently and in
changing architectures. The massive sensor networks, which have already been presented
above, might be an option for this and—together with the DCC—fulfil the requirements
which have been discussed here.

Figures 7 and 8 clearly show that the calibration information that is contained in a DCC
is not only available in the immediate manufacturing processes in which the calibrated
measuring components are used. As the DCCs can be seamlessly integrated into the digital
infrastructure of a factory, the calibration information can also be used in other processes
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such as in enterprise planning, commissioning or quality management. The VDI/VDE
has already developed a very broad approach for data exchange [28] and—although this
is a national standard for Germany—it is already used in various other countries. In this
approach, the workflow in industry, in which the DCC can be integrated without any
problems, is taken into account.

Within the scope of the GEMIMEG-II project, we are currently working on a software
library in the programming language Python (PyDCC). The aim of PyDCC is to facilitate
access to the contents of the DCC and their processing so that the advantages of the DCC can
be prepared for digital manufacturing in a simple and easy way. As soon as the GEMIMEG-
II project has been concluded, this software package, which will be an open-source software,
will become generally available. Figure 9 shows the current development and planning
status of this software project as well as the focal areas of the future development tasks.
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PyDCC—a Python module for the DCC” [34], p. 101).

In this way, a basic functionality is also available for using the DCC on edge and smart
field devices. The idea is to grant all users easy access to the information contained in
the DCC by making this software functionality (which is non-competitive) available as
an open-source version that includes the standardized DCC, which is provided with an
unambiguous version identification and with the respective XML schema. Publishing the
approach as an open-source version, which will reach many users, is supposed to minimize
the effort that is needed to implement the basic functionalities in such a way that the DCC
can be used by a specific company and/or can be connected with the Enterprise Resource
Planning/PLM (Product Lifecycle Management).
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6. Conclusions & Outlook

In this article, we showed that all aspects of calibration are of great economic interest.
The end user often does not realize how many components have contributed to the quality
assurance for a product. Establishing the use of DCCs is a task for both the industrial and
trade partners and should be achieved all over the world. When the approach of the digital
calibration certificate is recognized and used internationally, the DCC will play a central role.
For example, language barriers which still exist today can be eliminated by means of the
digital document as the contents will be standardized and can automatically be transferred
to the respective language. In this way, the DCC will make an important contribution to
the internationalization of measurement technology and the calibration system.

In principle, the DCC system suggested here can also be used for other applications in
measurement technology. These range from legal metrology to qualification measurements
that are carried out on a system in order to prove its functionality or after it has undergone
maintenance work. For this purpose, only the type or level of the issuing authority must be
mentioned in the DCC document. Here, the end-to-end use of a DCC would bring about
great advantages for all process partners.

Currently, establishing the DCC as a component in an asset administration shell
(AAS [35]) in a sub-model is envisaged.
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Article

Industry 4.0 from An Entrepreneurial Transformation and
Financing Perspective
Kai Lucks

Bundesverband Mergers & Acquisitions e.V., 82131 Gauting, Germany; kai.lucks@merger-mi.de

Abstract: This paper addresses the management of digital–informational transformation of industrial
enterprises. Any transformation requires the coordinated action of several independent actors.
Similarly, the digital–informational transformation required for the fourth industrial revolution (i.e.,
Industry 4.0) requires the involvement of multiple actors from the public and private sectors. This
applies to an individual company as well as to the entire sector, regardless of the desired level of
transformation. The increasing dissolution of boundaries between industrial and non-industrial actors
is therefore essential for Industry 4.0. This paper addresses the above dissolution activities, focusing
on cross-company networks and management issues. The management aspects of the following
factors are examined: culture change, strategies, degree of digitalization, degree of networking,
Internet of Things, digital ecosystems, human resources, organizational development, hierarchies,
cross-functional collaboration, cost drivers, innovation pressures, supply chains, enterprise resource
planning systems and corporate acquisitions/mergers. Based on the findings on the above factors, a
management-driven model of the “transformation to Industry 4.0” for manufacturing companies is
presented and discussed. This work thus complements the existing literature on Industry 4.0, as the
majority of the literature on Industry 4.0 deals with technical problem solving at the field level.

Keywords: digitalization; business transformation; Industry 4.0; industrial implementation; mergers
and acquisitions; knowledge management; networking; process management; informational change;
digital ecosystems

1. Introduction
1.1. General Remarks

This essay provides a complementary view to the analyses focused on technologies
and sciences. The perspective presented here is that of the industrial practitioner and thus
focuses on the challenges to managing (!) industrial transformation.

The guiding thesis underlying this paper is that the successful, on-target and on-time
implementation of Industry 4.0 is less about the availability of necessary technologies
than it is about management competencies, the use of adequate processes, appropriate
organizational structures, capabilities for profound cultural and structural change, as well
as the involvement of the diverse competence bearers required for this.

1.2. Nomenclature

The term “transformation” is understood here as a fundamental reorganization of
structures and processes. This sets it apart from the more or less constantly ongoing and
mostly marginal reorganizations.

In the broad public discussion, the term “Industry 4.0” is equated with “digitization”.
However, this is conceptually incorrect, because according to the German Academy of
Science and Engineering (acatech), digitization can be attributed to the “Industry 3.0” de-
velopment phase. The development spurt, referred to as the “fourth” industrial revolution
of modern times after acatech, is characterized by all-encompassing networking. The
corporate transformations taking place today include both the complete implementation of
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digitization and all-encompassing networking. In order to avoid any misunderstandings,
the somewhat cumbersome term “digital–informational transformation” is used in this
essay as a keyword-like explanation for the implementations according to “Industry 4.0”.

1.3. Logic of the Sequence of Steps in This Paper

In view of the variety of major changes that our society is currently undergoing, this
paper starts with a classification of the digital–informational transformation in the transfor-
mation landscape that is dominant today (Section 2). Section 3 deepens this consideration
through a more precise analysis and presentation of the overarching processes and the
industrial participation that takes place in them. Building on this, Section 4 deals with
the actual implementation management, i.e., the industrial transformation as such, and
explains how this is based on the preceding technology and knowledge management.
Section 5 can thus conceptually focus on the purely industrial transformation of “Industry
4.0”. Section 6 builds on this, dedicated to the experiences with digital–informational trans-
formation in industry. For this purpose, a generic model is presented that has its origins in
the systematic management of corporate functions. In addition to the management of trans-
formations, their costs, financing and risks must be dealt with, as announced in the title of
the article. Section 7 is dedicated to this aspect. This highly exploratory essay implies that a
prospective outlook on the further development of the digital–informational transformation
is necessary, especially since the present presentation can also demonstrate the previously
insufficient performance in corporate restructuring with the help of individual available
data. This is covered in Section 8 under the title “Outlook”. The final Section 9 provides
summarizing results and their evaluation. The most important findings are that (1) com-
pared to the technical–scientific knowledge about the digital–informational transformation,
the empirical knowledge for implementation is far behind; (2) the previous performance
in the digital–informational transformation is not satisfactory on average; (3) there are
a number of generic models for corporate transformation towards Industry 4.0, which,
through combined use, make it possible to develop specific models for implementing the
transformation as required; and (4) in view of the unsatisfactory data and study situation, a
statistically valid study of failures and success factors in the operational implementation of
“Industry 4.0” in companies is recommended. This could support the further orientation of
the transformation practice and contribute to a sustainable improvement in performance.

1.4. Radical Change in Management Systems

The change from “classic” corporate management to entirely new management con-
cepts that correspond with the vision of Industry 4.0 is one of the most profound changes
that a company can undergo. Thus, the depth of the changes, the all-encompassing readi-
ness of the measures, is most comparable to the fundamental restructuring measures
familiar from mergers and major corporate takeovers. As remains to be shown, the degree
of verticalization, for example, and the associated concentration of power play a major role.
This must be contrasted with new approaches to more horizontally structured management
models, which also imply decentralization of power. This primarily involves questions
about the degree of autonomy of national organizations and subsidiaries which, according
to the “classic model”, tend to be “controlled” by the CEO or corporate headquarters.
IT-based structures and networks open revolutionary opportunities through rapid data
dialogs based on the “countercurrent principle”—i.e., no longer just “direct top-down”
but also bottom-up on an equal footing: based on decentralized market and customer
proximity, with their specific requirements. The associated innovation potential for new
networked management systems cannot be overstated, because ultimately, a company that
was previously managed “as a general staff” can be transformed into an “internal digital
entrepreneurial ecosystem”.
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1.5. Professionalization through Transfer of Experience

From large M&A projects, especially after their professionalization phase since the
turn of the century, we have a lot of experience to draw on [1,2]. Thus, for the field of
Industry 4.0 transformation, for which there is significantly less documented and validated
experience, the opportunity to draw on M&A experience is given. After a critical view of
their “fit”, basic M&A leadership elements can be transferred to digital transformation.
However, due to many specifics concerning the reported cases on “digital transformation”,
we are not yet able to offer generally applicable generic “transformation management
models” despite borrowing from the M&A world of today. In this respect, the approaches
presented in this paper are to be understood as attempts and working theses, combined
with the invitation to develop them further.

Accordingly, the methods underlying this essay deviate from the deductive technological–
scientific approach underlying the essays on the fundamentals of Industry 4.0. As was
the case with M&A in the 1990s, today’s implementation on “managing Industry 4.0” is
based less on scientific management research and more on management experience that is
strongly aligned with the success and value of business outcomes. To substantiate this with
a buzzword, we would have to speak of an “art” of transformation management rather
than a science, i.e., heuristics [2,3].

2. Localization of the Digital–Informational Transformation within the Current
Transformation Areas

As established in the introduction, the thematic treatment starts at this point with a
classification of the digital–informational transformation (“Industry 4.0”) in the transfor-
mation landscape to which our society is exposed today.

In the following, particular attention is paid to the fact that industrial companies not
only represent the “owners” of entire processes, but are also participants in processes in
which other partners such as the public sector and private individuals participate. In terms
of process optimization for society as a whole, the “non-industrial participants” mentioned
would have to be involved in the digital–informational transformation. Industry is to be
assigned the role of a pioneer and driver in the digital–informational transformation of our
industrial society.

Digital transformations now subsumed under the buzzword “Industry 4.0” involve
the most urgent and immediate tasks that industry must address today to secure its future
position in international competition. However, the problems facing today’s entrepreneurs
go far beyond digital-driven transformation. We are in a phase of the greatest upheaval in
the history of modern times. The challenges facing business in particular, in its role as a
value-generating force in social society, are manifold and severe. Catastrophes, tensions,
wars and mega-accidents of all kinds are accumulating and becoming ever more serious,
followed by social and economic crises, some of which are moving around the globe
in waves [1–3].

The countermeasures required in each case must be taken promptly and, if necessary,
simultaneously. Thus, the digital transformation must be integrated into a larger field
of transformations.

In Figure 1, the more detailed relationships are shown using examples. We distinguish
between influencing factors, (mediating) levers, fields of action (“sectors”) and effects. The
factors that are occurring simultaneously today include climate change with environmental
consequences, social problems (poverty . . . ), finances (inflation . . . ), world economy
(inequalities, economic cycles . . . ), refugees (from crisis and war zones, economic refugees
. . . ), as well as crises (and disasters of different kinds). The influencing factors can overlap
regionally or worldwide and build on each other. All influencing factors can have an
immediate effect on companies, and they can also change their mechanisms of action. For
example, environmental disasters can result in a national economic crisis. Thus, there are
“intermediary” forces between the influencing factors, referred to here as “levers”. The
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catastrophe theory has a wide variety of explanatory models ready, which are not discussed
in detail here.
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For the purposes of application and explanation in this essay, the terms “connectivity”
(in the sense of all-encompassing networking) and digitalization, which are associated
with “Industry 4.0”, were used. These factors have a certain role at this point in the sense
that there must be a connection (“connectivity”) for switching and that every form of
data and information must be available digitally in order to be able to transmit it via our
networks. This is how they are found in the sectors presented here as examples. The most
important ones for the industry are currently the management of the energy transition and
the supply chain problem, which are addressed in the present picture with the keywords
“Semiconductor + IT” (information technology). The effects alone from the combination
of energy change (including energy shortages as a result of the Ukraine war) with breaks
in supply chains and (!) the claim to also manage the transformation to Industry 4.0 at
the same time shows the dramatic situation industrial companies in particular are in, and
how high their existential threat is. A single number may illustrate this: the share of
intermediate consumption in the production value in the German industrial sector is “very
high” at 63 percent. A large part of this is integrated into the supply chains at various
points around the world. This size also shows that the necessary restructuring of supply
chains is of unprecedented importance in corporate change. According to our definition,
this area alone is a matter of real entrepreneurial transformations. These relationships and
the variety of transformation fields to be mastered must be taken into account when we
implicitly demand the improved implementation of Industry 4.0 models at this point.

These are undoubtedly enormous challenges for entrepreneurs, who are probably
facing the greatest pressure since the Second World War. Digitalization and informational
restructuring have cross-cutting functions, without which overarching crises cannot be
overcome [4]. The digital transformation is not just a matter for the economy, but a task for
the whole of society.

The entrepreneurial answers of our time are shown in the right column of Figure 1, such
as digital business models. Special liabilities and bottlenecks have a restrictive effect, which,
when combined, bring about changes in entire sectors, such as consolidation movements.

With major transformations and downright disruptive changes, the world’s economies
are trying to take control over existing ecological, social and economic problems and to
counteract escalations that seriously endanger our future.

It is also a favorable circumstance that in the phase of greatest upheavals and radical
changes of the modern era, we have those instruments at our disposal, without which none
of the pending transformations can be mastered: digitalization and the all-encompassing
networking of people, organizations and machines.
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Timely deployments of technical solutions are not coincidences but results of extensive
research and development. In this paper, we address the challenges, hopes and setbacks to
which such processes are fundamentally subject.

In this essay, it is to be shown that “Industry 4.0” not only offers tools for manufac-
turing industries and specifically their manufacturing processes, but that the so-called
fourth industrial revolution encompasses all processes and all stakeholders because all-
encompassing communication goes beyond companies. The Internet and data centers, as
the informational backbone, connect everyone and everything.

At its core, this paper is dedicated to the drivers of the industry and explores questions
about change, deployment factors and structures—but the processes at issue here do not
end at virtual “perimeter lines” or “outer boundaries” around commercial enterprises. They
extend far beyond that and encompass all organizations, administration, consumption
and private citizens, utilities and infrastructures. Thus, if we consider the processes
holistically (“end-to-end”), we would have to call them “total societal”. However, even this
characteristic does not adequately describe our interconnectedness and process landscape
unless the aforementioned infrastructure is also explicitly included—or, more expansively,
“all things that surround us and are capable of interconnection.” To express the totality of
society and “its networked things”, we choose as working terms the “Integral Processes”
that run on the “integral networks of people and things” (i.e., primarily the Internet).
This definition also takes into account the basic consideration that needs to maximize
benefits while minimizing the use of resources which are not only concerns of the economy
but also apply to any organization, the administration, the private citizen, utilities and
infrastructure. Integral processes running on integrated digital infrastructure (networks
and data processing) promise the greatest benefit for all. Experiences and rules from
“Industry 4.0” can be transferred to the aforementioned integral processes. In this respect,
we must also deal with our time-typical delimitations of digitalization and networking and
not view “industry” in isolation [5,6].

3. On the Embedding of Industry 4.0

After classifying the digital–informational transformation in the overall landscape
of transformations, with the driving role that industry plays in the digital–informational
transformation (Section 2), the following consideration analyzes the cross-society processes
with the industrial processes taking place therein in detail. We begin with a presentation
of the overall entrepreneurial situation. This aims to clear up the misunderstanding that
“Industry 4.0” only affects the product provision area (procurement, production . . . ).
Rather, the company’s internal processes go beyond this and involve all contributors to
overall corporate performance, namely management, strategy, purchasing, administration,
finance, accounting and human resources.

Administration: Digitalization and networking within a company encompass all activ-
ities and do not stop at administration. In this respect, administrations within companies
are inseparable parts of “Enterprise Models 4.0”. Nor does the concept of cross-company
ecosystems end at industry boundaries or in the form of a perimeter line around industry.
Rather, the hallmark of our highly developed industrial society is that the public sector
with its offices, administrations and ministries is also part of the “all-encompassing net-
work”. It is common practice for companies to forward their relevant data directly to the
tax authorities which use automated processes to calculate taxes and send notices—all
paperlessly over the Internet. In this respect, it is time to reinterpret the term “Industry 4.0”
in the direction of an “Industrial Society 4.0”.

Public sector ecosystem: In this way, public administration can act as a pioneer for a
data-based digital ecosystem that will bring companies and citizens the hoped-for efficiency,
effectiveness and reduction in bureaucracy. A number of concepts and projects have been
developed to achieve this goal. If it is possible to link this preliminary work across levels and
sectors, end-to-end process chains and innovative services could be created at the interface
between administration, business and civil society. Data play a key role in this process,
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enabling synergy potential to be tapped and innovative services to be developed. Concepts
for data-based service platforms for public administration already exist. Approaches from
Industry 4.0 are being taken up and developed further, for example, under the slogan
“Smart Data for Public Services”. Building on this, administrative ecosystems can be
developed in which, for example, city halls are connected, whereby a wide variety of
services can be harmonized and provided centrally at different locations [7,8]. So much for
concepts and potential. Implementation, on the other hand, looks rather critical.

Dangerous backlogs: Compared to the economy, the public sector is still years behind
in digitalization, its networking and the standardization and provision of its services. Ger-
many is finding it particularly difficult to innovate because of the diversity of stakeholders
(federal states, administrative levels . . . ) due to overregulation, rigidities and fears. All
our neighboring countries are further along. Approaches agreed throughout Europe, such
as the “once-only principle” agreed 10 years ago, according to which it should be sufficient
to give a basic personal information only once to an authority, after which all offices can
access this basic information, are not implemented in our country. Optimistic programs
for the economy are published at the highest political level. The implementation within
their own ranks is often diametrically opposed to this. This also has a knock-on effect
on the business community, which must cope with slow administrative procedures and
bureaucracies that still largely work with paper and fax [9]. Recent attempts to standardize
processes throughout Germany and to get the responsible administrations to work in a
network have failed [10].

4. From Knowledge to Implementation

This section describes the decisive step from “advice to action”, namely from the
technical–scientific treatment of the digital–informational transformation with its technolo-
gies and concepts, to operational implementation. As can be shown, the decisive hurdles
today lie in the choice of implementation paths and the actual operationalization. The focus
here is therefore the implementation management (in contrast to knowledge management)
with the further questions, where do we stand, and where are you going? While knowl-
edge and knowledge management about “Industry 4.0” are dealt with extensively in the
literature, we are entering largely new scientific territory with the challenges and solution
approaches for the operational implementation of corporate transformations. We do not
come across representative scientific investigations. Data are sparse and we have to rely
on data published in the trade press. In this inadequate situation, demands for scientific
work-up must be made, as they are made at the end of this paper. We start with an analysis
of the status quo.

4.1. Political Assessment of the Current Situation

The migration of a classically functioning company to an operation with end-to-end
intelligent networking of all processes [11–13], with comprehensive integration of people
and machines, still poses a major challenge for most players, even if the IT background is
already advanced. This applies both to the extent of change to comprehensive information
penetration of the processes and to the associated resources required for conversion and
risk prevention.

Thanks to the work of acatech, the German government has also recognized the
importance of information technology and digital networking as crucial levers for further
development of our economy and for safeguarding our prosperity. In its spring 2022 report
on “Industry 4.0 for Germany as a business location”, the German Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Climate Action stated that:

• 95% of companies see Industry 4.0 as an opportunity;
• 6 out of 10 companies already use Industry 4.0 applications;
• 91% of industrial companies see Industry 4.0 as a prerequisite for maintaining the

competitiveness of German industry; and
• 75% of industrial companies believe that Industry 4.0 will reduce CO2 emissions [14].
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These opinions raise hopes and ignore implementation hurdles. We may be rich in
concepts and technologies—but we are weak when it comes to implementation. Despite
all the inventiveness and research funding, the “capitalization” of ideas, concepts and
inventions that can be attributed to “Industry 4.0” is taking place primarily and much
more quickly among our competitors, especially in the U.S. and China [9,14]. This is
particularly critical for the further development of our economy because, as a result of the
economic boom and low interest rates, companies were able to remain in the market that
would have long since been squeezed out of the market under more difficult boundary
conditions. As a result of the COVID-19 waves (at the beginning of the waves, an additional
100,000 company insolvencies were expected), there was also entrepreneurial damage which
has not yet taken the form of business closures [15,16].

Projections by economic institutes predict that the pressure to transform and the large
wave of insolvencies still to be expected in the medium term, which we are experiencing as a
result of a boom in the economy combined with capital costs that are too low for the market,
can only be compensated for by new business approaches that are closely linked to high-
tech innovations, far-reaching digitalization and all-encompassing communications based
on the latest infrastructure technologies (current expansion to 5G; currently, preparatory
research and development for 6G in international consortia, mainly from companies in the
U.S., Europe and Asia).

4.2. Diagnoses from the Business World

The dimensions of change can be mapped in highly diverse ways. Frequently men-
tioned are optimization of processes, flexibilization of activities, fundamental changeability,
increase in customer value and minimization of the use of resources. To measure change and
ensure reproducibility and sustainability, processes and products must be comprehensively
mapped and backed up with data.

A more far-reaching concept calls for virtual images of real products and processes.
This concept also generates concern among those affected—especially from the older
generation—since they mostly come from real, tangible worlds of action and products.
Resistance from the ranks of experienced plant foremen against transformation officers
only erupts relatively late, when the depth of the change and the personal consequences
only really become clear to the representatives of the “old world” after a series of in-depth
discussions. By then, however, considerable effort and time have already been invested,
which must be practically written off until the disputing parties diplomatically agree on
changes in direction that can be supported jointly.

The fact is, consequently, that implementing change in the field of opposing forces
will cost much more time, tie up many more resources and involve much greater risks than
the preachers of change could have imagined. This also requires coping with setbacks, as is
currently being reported by the chemical industry, for example.

Discrepancies: Surveys among larger companies on the international stage reveal
discrepancies between high expectations and practical implementation experience in the
transformation toward Industry 4.0. In most companies, there is certainly enthusiasm for
transformation and ambitious plans for future investments. At the same time, however,
gaps in the networking of plans and measures are conspicuous. “While digital transforma-
tion is already taking concrete shape in companies, there are lags in terms of strategy, supply
chain transformation, workforce preparation and drivers for investment. Inconsistencies
between theory and practice are an indication that while there is a pronounced willingness
to address digital transformation, organizations are for the most part still struggling to find
a way to balance the optimization of their current business with the opportunities created
by technologies in the context of Industry 4.0 [17].”

Individual comments corroborate this:

(2019) “Companies tended to focus on steady evolution such as the gradual
networking of machinery, a focus on cost reduction and on increasing efficiency—
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rather than on a disruptive revolution, for example, in the form of complete
networking and the implementation of new business models.” [18]

(2020) “Although manufacturing companies recognize the importance of digital-
ization, there are only a few that have managed a successful digital transformation.
Many companies stall in the pilot phase or struggle to achieve enterprise-wide
scalability.” [19]

(2020) “digital transformation is still weak at four-fifths of companies in the
German economy and is thus still in its infancy.” [20]

(2021) “Overall, the industries have become only slightly more digital compared
to the previous year . . . . The strongest growth is recorded by tourism . . . . The
strongest decline is recorded by the basic materials, chemicals and pharmaceuti-
cals industry group. Its index score drops from 100.6 to 94.5 points.” [21]

(2021) “German SMEs have so far made only slow progress with the digitalization
of their business processes. Even the government-provided support programs
have only been comprehensively used by around five percent of companies to
date.” [22]

(2021) “Even in 2021, processes in small and medium-sized enterprises are still
characterized by paper, makeshift solutions, distributed IT tools and a lot of man-
ual intervention . . . . This means that companies not only give away competitive
advantages, but sooner or later even jeopardize their own ability to survive and
leave their employees intellectually drained”. [22]

As the quotes make clear, the discussion essentially focuses on the concept of digital-
ization, but not on comprehensive networking, which—according to the creators of the
term—represents the core of “Industry 4.0” [23–28].

All-encompassing networking, as the defining criterion of “Industry 4.0”, was made
possible by the Internet, which is capable of connecting all people, all things (“Internet
of Things”) and all organizations through unique addresses. The basic element is the
cyber–physical system (CPS, see Figure 2), which is composed of mechanical components,
electronic components and informational components (hardware and software) and in-
cludes the data interface to the network. These prerequisites distinguish this element
from its predecessors from the previous industrial generation “3.0”, which (like the CPS)
have the basic interfaces for energy supply as well as sensors and actuators, which there-
fore characterize an automaton (robot . . . ) even without integration into a higher-level
communication network—just functioning autonomously [29].
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5. Industrial Implementation

Building on Section 4, which explains the actual implementation management, i.e., the
industrial transformation as such in the context of the preceding technology and knowledge
management, Section 5 can now focus conceptually on the purely industrial transformation
of “Industry 4.0”. We will deepen the definitions given in the introduction to this paper
on transformation in general and on “Industry 4.0” in particular. In doing so, we direct
our attention to the inter-entrepreneurial networking that is particularly under discussion
today, which is closely linked to the dissolution of entrepreneurial boundaries that can be
observed today. Then, we go into the main challenges and levers.

5.1. Definition and Basic Understanding: What Does “Industry 4.0” Entail—What Should
It Encompass?

“Industry 3.0” characterizes the development thrust of the years from 1950 to 1960
with the resulting implementations [9]. Industry 4.0, on the other hand, refers to the
phase toward all-encompassing networking, starting with the spread of the Internet, the
foundations of which were laid from the mid-1960s [9]. In today’s common linguistic
usage, the two development phases are smeared together, and the term “digitalization”
is used as a quasi-generic term—as is the case in particular with the German federal
government, which mostly speaks of “digitalization” in its presentations, although our
current industrial–social upheaval is much more strongly characterized by end-to-end
communication encompassing all protagonists. Digital technology in the infrastructure
(hardware and software infotech in data centers and networks . . . ) provides the technical
basis for this. One must be careful here: we may not speak of digital basic technologies if
we refer to the informational social transformation.

The networking of companies with each other is to be understood as any form of
informational and operational collaboration between companies and thus to be backed
up with recommendations drawn from the implementation of “Industry 4.0”. This conse-
quently includes:

• Service chains, for example, from the supplier via production and assembly operations
to the logistics provider.

• Competitive relationships: opposing in direct competition, cooperation in associations,
committees and across organizations such as chambers of industry and commerce.

• Inclusion of service providers at every stage of the value chain and for all processes.
• Service providers and infrastructures for data and communications technology, data

hosting and processing (such as cloud, fog and edge computing).
• Dissolution of boundaries between companies, which are increasingly acting as a com-

bination of manufacturers and customers, so-called prosumers or Xsumers (Xsumer
stands, for example, for consumers who step in as manufacturers when demand
peaks, such as when electricity generators are switched on by the grid operator via
photovoltaics), for example.

• Digitalization of industrial projects with their processes, which are simultaneously
backed by networks. Example: Company mergers as the most complex project ap-
proach in the economy [12,13].

• Emergence of so-called digital ecosystems, where every emerging market niche in
supply and demand is occupied in a short time, both by diversifications of existing
players and by new entrants such as startups, stationary and online-based founders.

• Permanent, temporary and regional forms of entrepreneurial cooperation such as
consortia, project companies, purchasing alliances—mostly without capital backing.

• Capital-backed forms of entrepreneurial mergers such as joint ventures.
• Forms of cooperation between business and the public sector, such as public–private

partnerships (PPP).

5.2. Levers and Challenges to Digital–Informational Transformation

Important levers and challenges to digital–informational change are discussed below.
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Culture change: The digital transformation of organizations requires significant and
often painful behavioral changes from those affected. Entire “operating models” (pro-
cesses, setup, networking, competence management . . . ) are affected as new forms of
collaboration and leadership need to be implemented in organizations to keep up with
the competition of change. Sustainable changes as well as new demands on strategies,
technologies, people and processes require more dynamic and flexible tools to manage,
evaluate and track progress of transformation. This should be carried out step by step, with
milestone controlling, and iteratively to practice the new ways of doing things. Indeed,
experience shows that changing behaviors that add up to a cultural transformation is
particularly time-consuming (time, cost . . . ), and that the risk of falling back into old
behavior patterns and of reviving old insider relationships is extremely high.

Strategies: The message of the importance of digital transformation has been received
by most companies. Most executives state that digital transformation is one of the most
important strategic goals in their organization. However, this does not necessarily mean
that they are fully exploring the strategic opportunities that digital transformation offers.
Indeed, surveys revealed that around two-thirds of executives see the transformation to
“Industry 4.0” merely as a means of increasing profitability [30].

Degree of digitalization: Digitalization is gaining massive importance in companies.
More than half of the companies report that responses to the COVID-19 pandemic have
brought a significant boost in digitalization. Three-quarters of companies are convinced that
companies with a digitally driven business model are in a more stable position and state
that companies that have already digitized their business processes will better deal with
the COVID-19 pandemic [30]. However, if companies continue to focus only on how digital
technologies can accelerate digital transformation, cross-functional collaboration is likely
to fall short. Entrepreneurs who have successfully implemented digital transformation,
however, rank low-friction inter-functional collaboration as elementally important. Along-
side efficiency and productivity, this is becoming an increasingly important barometer of
success, especially in economically difficult times.

Degree of networking: Industry 4.0-oriented strategies often do not yet fully target the
potential of networking. Capabilities to bundle information from interconnected assets and
use it to make informed decisions are critical for full implementation of Industry 4.0, but
many organizations are not yet able to fully realize this competency in practice. Referring to
the fundamental need to restructure management structures—in a departure from general
staff planning from headquarters and enforced by the executive board down to the regional
units—reference has already been made to the enormous potential offered by IT-backed dig-
ital networking, with its fast bi-directional communication options between headquarters
and the periphery. As a result, regional units and special business segments, for example,
gain many more opportunities to implement their ideas on management, which, after all,
know the needs of their particular customers much better and can consequently deviate
from central specifications according to the “fit for all model”.

Internet of Things: All-encompassing networking—as mentioned above—includes
networking of things. The Internet of Things (IoT) has become a reality in industry and
the consumer sector, revolutionizing the entire economy. More and more Internet-enabled
“things” such as parts, components, plant areas, finished products and resources are
providing automated, efficiency-enhancing control and optimization of manufacturing and
logistics processes. “Smart” working factories in Industry 4.0 produce faster and are more
resource-efficient, more flexible and scalable.

Digital ecosystems: In a global and highly competitive environment, companies no
longer operate autonomously. Instead, they are becoming part of complex, networked and
growing ecosystems in which there should be permanent cooperation with the best and
most innovative partners. All of this requires new ways of thinking and working: agile
and open, flexible and forward-looking. Reference has already been made to the internal
digital-backed ecosystems to be formed within the company.
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Personnel: Executives are generally confident that suitable personnel are available to
shape digital transformation—but they acknowledge that the personnel issue is an ongoing
challenge. In fact, only a small minority of top management of internationally active com-
panies see the need to fundamentally change the composition and skills of the workforce in
the course of an Industry 4.0 transformation. At the same time, however, the executives
rate finding, training and retaining suitable personnel as the greatest organizational and
cultural challenge [31].

Organizational development: Traditional inter-functional competition within indi-
vidual companies inhibits growth and works against the overarching goals of digital
transformation. Therefore, digital transformation is also primarily about breaking down
functional silos to collaborate better and to be able to drive innovations with higher pres-
sure. Research shows that higher digital transformation investments have seen significantly
higher revenue increases than their more conservative competitors. Such “champions”
invested 1.1 times more (20.5 percent of their total revenue) than others in digitally trans-
forming their functions. As a result, they achieved twice as much revenue growth as the
other companies: 23.7 percent compared with 10.3 percent [31].

Hierarchies: Surveys typically reveal breaks between corporate management and
downstream management levels. For example, the management level, which is responsible
for managing day-to-day operations, often has little say in the fundamental design of
processes. However, during digital transformations, these are quite decisive for success.
With increasing informational transformation, hierarchies are becoming less important [32].
Digitalization requires flat hierarchies in which network-like work structures in partic-
ular can be implemented. The order of the day is teams with clear role assignments
that are not thwarted in their effectiveness, speed of decisions and implementations by
hierarchical behaviors [33].

Cross-functional collaboration: It would be a misunderstanding to look for networking
under “Industry 4.0” only in the IT infrastructure and the software solutions running on it.
The new industrial generation is also based on new forms of interpersonal collaboration
as well as on the IT-backed possibilities of human–machine communication. However,
cross-functional collaboration is still difficult in many companies. In most companies,
different business functions (such as R&D, engineering, production, marketing and sales)
are still competing with each other instead of driving the IT transformation forward in a
unified and seamless way.

Cost drivers: The problem of functional specialization, with little development of
cross-functional careers, which can be observed particularly in Germany (so-called silo
structures), is a burden on the informatics transformation. It impairs sales and the success of
operational expenditures. This was also reflected in a survey conducted by the management
consultancy Accenture for the DACH region:

• Competition between different functions in companies causes superfluous investments
in digital projects. In the period studied from 2017 to 2019, actual costs in DACH
companies increased by 4.4 percent.

• The digital investments made by function leaders should increase the company’s
revenue by 12.9 percent annually. In fact, annual revenue increased by an average
of 4.2 percent from 2017 to 2019—only one-third of the expected revenue growth in
DACH companies.

• According to three out of four DACH companies (74 percent), digital investments do
not increase revenue growth [30].

Innovation pressure: With global networking, access to the Internet, and the lowering
of market entry costs via online activities, the pressure on national industry players to
perform has increased significantly. This is because national market barriers protect them
less and less against companies that attack with innovative service offerings from abroad.
This is the critical side to competition. However, anyone who makes full use of the op-
portunities for digitalization and networking in conjunction with smart data technologies,
for example, by virtualizing products and processes, can accelerate their product delivery
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process by a factor of two to four and reduce costs accordingly. This can take place by
working on a virtual twin of the future “real” product and can also be reflected in local-
ized, relatively freely “movable” manufacturing value creation. This can be achieved, for
example, by having globally distributed design partners and production service providers
who have access to the digital twin via the network. Their designs and productions can
be used on a demand-driven basis and in compliance with regulations across the globe.
Manufacturing modules must be connected with each other and meet regulatory require-
ments for compliance with technical standards and for localization of value creation [17].
IIoT [34] applications, as the central core of Industry 4.0, play a fundamental role for digital
transformation in this context.

Supply chains can be understood as typical extensions of internal company process
chains in value generation. Thus, they should also be included as elements of “Industry
4.0”-based management models. The digital transformation provides decisive impetus for
the efficiency of the supply chain. As a result, the interaction between the procurement
departments of suppliers and manufacturers is gaining momentum. Thus, the implemented
ERP systems should be put to the test, for example, whether they still meet the requirements
of production plans, quality criteria and budgets of the purchasing departments in the
future. The goal is a fully networked supply chain with which the production status can be
viewed in real time at any time [35].

Merchandise Management Systems (MMS): control the flow of goods in terms of
quantity and value and can thus be designed as complementary solutions for supply chain
management. Purchasing, sales and warehousing must be integrated. A digital MMS
offers operational improvements and savings potential through links with finance and
accounting, human resources and marketing. To this end, all relevant employees must have
access to a common MMS data pool, which they can use to track changes in the flow of
goods and values in real time. Thus, a digital MMS is a solution approach that can fulfill
the requirement criteria according to “Generation Industry 4.0” [36].

6. Approaches to and Experience with Comprehensive Digital–Informational
Transformations in Industry

Following the challenges and levers for the operational implementation of the trans-
formation to organizations according to “Industry 4.0”, explained in Section 5, we take
the next step in this section by investigating the question of what the status of digital–
informational implementation is today and how it is about the opportunities and barriers
to further implementation. We explore this with individual examples. Above all, these shed
light on management models and international contexts, which are crucial for successful
implementation. A generic framework model for the transformation of manufacturing
companies towards “Industry Generation 4.0” is presented for further discussion. In this
context, the typical paths for the implementation of “Industry 4.0” are also presented.

As explained, entrepreneurs’ own assessments of the status of their level of digi-
talization and their ideas about what still needs to be achieved are strongly subjective.
Since companies use IT equipment and, as a rule, accounting software, they all believe
they are “already somehow in the digital world”. The conceptual impurities in everyday
language usage encourage this. For example, the blurring between “digitalization” and
“all-encompassing networking”.

6.1. Chances and Limits for the Reorganization of Entrepreneurial Leadership Models

One of the classic leadership conflicts that a board of management faces is the question
of the power with which it wants to and must enforce its fundamental experience and
ideas on the management of all business and activities in the business units, right down to
the periphery (e.g., regional units, business segments). Or, thinking the other way around,
how much autonomy (disobedience?) does it concede to peripheral activities in shaping
their businesses? After all, these could have good reasons to deviate from the company’s
“standard model” because their business partners have different expectations than, say,
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the “standard customer at the head office”. The resulting leadership dilemma must be
recognized and endured by a demanding corporate leader, who must then weigh which
direction to take, not just according to one of the two polar basic models, but varying it
according to the specific needs to be met.

Reference has already been made to the connection with the “Industry 4.0” approach
because decisions made by the management board and executives are directly dependent
on each other and require the closest possible bidirectional coordination, which can only be
achieved with the help of the latest communication and IT systems. These, in turn, must be
embedded in the planning and controlling systems of the company concerned, including,
for example, the aforementioned merchandise management system.

Regional peculiarities naturally increase the complexity of planning and controlling
processes enormously, especially when one considers that regional peculiarities can be
found at several locations and each time in a different form. These would also have
to be mapped in higher-level IT systems, unless the corporate headquarters decide that
deviations are only to be recorded gradually at headquarters and are to be managed
from there.

In addition to the need to keep the complexities of management and controlling low,
there are other reasons for (gradual) decoupling the periphery. These include economic
policy circumstances, such as tendencies toward deglobalization. In concrete terms, this
can result in the decoupling of entire regional markets and countries from the international
network. This may be due, for example, to local content requirements, political risks,
national technology standards or local purchasing regulations.

Despite all such barriers, internationally valid regulations could take effect, such as
the Supply Chain Due Diligence Act, according to which a company based in Germany
must also ensure responsible management of supply chains for its local subsidiaries abroad
and compliance with human rights, safety and protection of employees also in the locally
supplying plants. The fact that this also requires the collection of a great deal of data
and that the associated processes should obviously be carried out in accordance with
standards that apply uniformly to all regional units worldwide is imperative for reasons of
the company’s legal responsibility for all its activities and for the economic application of
the procedures [37].

6.2. Dissolution of Boundaries

As shown, the currently observable dissolution of corporate boundaries must be
reflected in the fact that the appropriate “dissolved” corporate models must be included
for the respective case.

The most important ones are listed here again in the form of buzzwords: digitally
driven ecosystems, data-driven services from procurement to the point of sale, including
forecasting from the purchasing market to consumer behavior, online business models (B2B,
B2C . . . ), new solution businesses (which can displace product manufacturers from their
direct relationship with their customers), role changes (such as manufacturer vs. agency)
and function changes, such as between producer and consumer (prosumer, xsumer . . . ).

The involvement of third parties, from whatever organization, plays a special role as a
driving force for the innovation capability and flexibilization of the respective company. As
shown, stability and change are the two poles between which a company must constantly
recalibrate itself. The CEO who makes things easiest for himself is the one who always
pursues “business as usual . . . ” and thus falls prey to the assumption that his/her company
will remain stable. Especially in times of great change, and when new business models
driven by Industry 4.0 are being pushed forward, the effect can go exactly in the opposite
direction: the market and competitors change, and the company in question loses touch in
its seemingly stable position and goes down.

Studies have shown that in-house strategy analyses whose results recommended
“continuing as before” were followed in most cases, while studies that concluded that
fundamental changes in direction were recommended were factually questioned in large
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numbers and consequently failed due to internal resistance. (The author, for example,
had carried out such investigations in the context of his assignments at Siemens AG and
was able to prove such acceptance and implementation resistances.) Navel-gazing and
inside views typically obscure rather than reveal new findings, sometimes dramatically.
(An example: the Siemens communications division, which required a strategic market
analysis after German reunification, provided a negative example of a misleading national
internal view. To this end, the leading market supplier Siemens teamed up with its market-
dominant customer, Deutsche Telekom. The “consensus result” of the two partners ignored
the emerging Internet-based package switching technology. The U.S. competitor Cisco
prevailed on the world market with this technology and Siemens had to withdraw from
the communications industry.) In this respect, it is particularly important to install early
warning systems, to know early alerters and to listen to them. Such “alerters” are most likely
to be found in companies positioned quite differently in the (relevant/related) market and
pursue highly innovative concepts. For this purpose, it is advisable to set up appropriate
networks staffed with “external” people. These can also be researchers [38].

6.3. Modeling Informational Transformation

In the following, a generic model framework for transformations to “Industry Genera-
tion 4.0” for manufacturing companies is presented for discussion. This is an attempt to
place the paths to this transformation in an operationally oriented system.

A management cockpit consisting of six instruments is used as a basis for steering and
controlling. These instruments are used in parallel:

(I) Scope and Goals [39]

A project for the transformation to “Industry Generation 4.0” belongs to the category
of fundamental corporate restructuring projects that encompass process organization,
organizational structure, competence management, leadership structures, (hard) action
programs and cultural change.

Before deriving the goals, the perimeter of the company under consideration must be
defined, because size, business breadth and depth of value creation define the earnings
potential. Uncertainties in this determination and subsequent changes must be eliminated
or corrected during the ongoing work process. (Experience shows that there are often
serious omissions here because corporate activities are not recorded correctly. For example,
non-core business and regional specifics are often not recorded.)

Before the start of the project, the objectives must be derived based on an outside-
in analysis, i.e., in concrete terms, on the basis of a dynamic analysis of the following
environment:

• Market today (customers, competitors, suppliers . . . ).
• Drivers for change (technologies, behaviors, market definitions, new players, mergers,

fundamental power shifts and changes in the environment, e.g., environment, energy,
new evaluation criteria such as ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance) and new
evaluation methods [40]).

• Extrapolations to a thus “dynamized” future scenario for the period in which the new
corporate model is to be applied (i.e., determination of the period, e.g., time horizon
5–10 years, determination of the dynamizing factors with their size and insertion of
the same in the calculation of the future scenario).

• Scenario-based determination of the forces and market positions of leading players in
the future market.

• Derivation of the own forces and market positions to be achieved in the dynamized
future scenario.

(II) Business Plans

Dynamized top-down objectives in milestones according to time horizon, for the
business activities defined according to the perimeter. Nota bene: This can also be used to
specifically exclude non-relevant activities. (Hiding is useful where management authority
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has been relinquished, e.g., outside the scope of consolidation, contract manufacturing
based on external specifications, joint ventures in minority positions, support functions
performed by third parties.)

Segment plans, where appropriate, each with objectives as above, so that the segment
objectives can be consolidated “bottom-up” to the overall objective mentioned above.

(III) Action Plans

Action plans per segment and as needed below. This includes the action plan, consist-
ing of “hard” (thus also financially assessable) measures.

(IV) Culture and Communication

So-called “cultural alignment”, which means motivating and driving behavioral
change at all levels and in all functions so that the action plans to be developed ideally
become self-perpetuating. This includes a high degree of identification of the participants
with the goals, with company-wide and cross-functional overall goals taking precedence
and functional sub-goals and support goals being put behind.

Any cultural change requires preparatory and follow-up communication at all levels
and in all sectors. In all cases, this needs to be multi-directional, i.e., top-down versus
bottom-up and across the organization in different directions. The respective “communica-
tion campaign” is not considered complete until all stakeholders have agreed. Forms of
unalterable digital documentation should be found for the approval and person-specific
commitment. The priority is to achieve the highest possible quality of the goal and the
consensus. The time and effort required for this are secondary. In this respect, the time
intervals between the defined milestones should be flexible. Priority is given to quality,
consensus and securing commitment (documented voluntary commitments).

(V) Teams and Terms

In terms of the transformation discussed here, this is the most important instrument of
the cockpit presented. Figure 3 presents a highly simplified “generic” picture of a company
organization according to its structure, core process, management structure, value streams
and data streams.
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Preparatory fit of the organization: The circular shapes indicate the levers to be typi-
cally applied for transformation. This is to be determined and combined differently from
company to company. As already mentioned, companies with a lower degree of vertical-
ization are better suited to implementing transformations. Consequently, organizations
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that are as flat as possible are to be preferred. If there is a need for preparatory action in
this regard, opportunities for horizontalization should be sought, such as the juxtaposition
of organizational units that were previously nested. The resulting increase in manage-
ment span of top management with the corresponding increase in work and presence in
the company can be compensated for by hierarchical mergers at the top levels as well,
such as harmonization of the executive board and management. Certain differences in
rank and function should be regulated in employment contracts, but these should not
permit renewed “verticalization through the back door”. Rather, the top management team
should be emotionally and contractually bound to each other by a common “mission &
vision document”.

Disruption management: Disruptions can occur at any time, but they should be
resolved to the best of their ability in the processes of struggling for the new. In the case
of an accumulation of disturbances, however, it can become unavoidable that disruptors
and disruptive structures (also insider relationships . . . ), which oppose the agreed change,
must be eliminated before too much energy is wasted and perhaps even the agreed overall
goal is corrupted. For this purpose, rules and instruments must be kept ready in advance
to lead such forces out of the “organization of change” without loss of face and injury.

Crystallization cores: The circular shapes shown in this figure localize most of the
drivers of change to be found in today’s world. These can be used in almost any com-
bination and can also be reconfigured over time as needed. There is a lot of individual
experience available on which crystallization cores were used in which cases, in which
form and how successfully. The specifics of the reported cases, however, only reveal certain
measures of generally valid rules for success. Interestingly, these experiences are similar to
those made in completely different types of reorganization projects:

• The more far-reaching the conversion, the more difficult it is.
• The more far-reaching the conversion, the higher the increase in value and the longer

the positive prospects.
• Project types based on experience patterns and the more common ones have higher

potential for success and involve lower risks.
• The more dissimilar the partners to be brought together, the more difficult and the

higher the risk of a later rupture. (These are transferred results after evaluations at
Siemens AG from strategy projects at the corporate level and mergers and acquisitions
(M&A), for which the author had worldwide responsibility until 2008.)

The forces for change described as “crystallization cores” in the figure are briefly
characterized below.

Add-on, e.g., startup

A typical path to change is to merge with a startup. The main reasons for this are
found in activity types (overlaps/additions/complementary competencies . . . ) for resource
bundling (access to funding for startup/access to competence bearers, especially to IT staff
for the company to be transformed/strengthened to improve the position in the race
for new developments vis-à-vis the competition . . . ) and for cultural learning (learning
promising behaviors and work structures from each other/exploring stress limits through
differences/developing migrations to new and promising work models . . . ).

In most cases, this model is applied in the form of test projects and individual projects
which, in the best case, turn out to be promising and can be “attached” to the existing orga-
nization. In the optimal case, this model can also be transferred to the wider organization
of the company in transition and penetrate the entire organization more or less deeply.

Experience shows that the proportion of such pilot projects that lead to sustainable
success is relatively low, because working methods, motivations and the forms of incorpo-
ration into the organization do not fit. A central reason for failures are “imposed” goals
and milestones that correspond to the basic pattern of the parent company but do not meet
the expectations of the “young entrepreneurs”. (A few years ago, the author was called
in to assess M&A projects by a leading German IT group. Out of 10 “classic” acquisitions,
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all 10 were classified as “successful”. Of 10 mergers with startups, all 10 were classified
as “not promising”. Here it turned out that the success criteria for the startup collabora-
tions were borrowed from classic M&A and were therefore inappropriate. After changing
(fitting) the criteria, half of the startup cooperations could be classified as “promising in
perspective”. At the same time, the time horizons for the necessary migrations had to be
extended considerably.)

The “hype” about startup mergers with medium-sized companies has died down in
the meantime. In contrast, successful direct transfers of startup founders and employees
to medium-sized companies are more common. In addition to the rather weak success
rate of this migration model, the time required to penetrate an entire company is high,
so this model is only suitable as a pilot and as a supplement to a top-down approach to
managing change [41].

Buying-in digital business

This describes the “classic M&A path”, namely the acquisition of a digital-driven
company by a strategically operating company with a long-term focus (so-called corporate,
i.e., less applicable to private equity, which is usually already planning its exit at the time
of the acquisition).

Here, the typical M&A processes and work stages come into play. The most important
is the entry into the project with the help of a candidate screening, which in the field of
digital business approaches is extremely broad, time-consuming and highly updating.
Thus, M&A databases can contribute rather little. Most of the data gathering and analytics
must be executed in a timely manner by in-house teams. Frequent buyers generate their
own target data beacons, which must be constantly updated and adapted to the changing
target search. The number of candidates to be captured in an international search can range
in size from tens to hundreds of thousands of potential companies.

Integration usually follows the “hang-on” model in the existing organization. Because
of cultural and national differences, such integrations are not easy and are “lost” if the
hang-on is too low and if management pays too little attention.

A special case is when, due to the low availability of free IT specialists on the labor
market, entire IT companies are purchased to then completely dismantle them and assign
the individual employees to various organizational units. In terms of costs, this can pay off.
However, the risks of dismantling are high, legal hurdles (e.g., § 613a) must be considered
and the risk of loss of employees who feel deprived of their colleague network is high.

Regional acquisition

This is another M&A path, directed at a target region where digitally driven business
models are more entrenched and where a suitable pool of companies can be found to
choose a target. Strategically, this path would be classified as “diversification or business
expansion on a regional level” and typically applied in the Far East, for example.

From such a newly attached unit, which can also be launched as a “trial balloon”
according to size and orientation, a new core business can be gradually developed—as in an
upgrading process—which even has the potential to substitute older business approaches.

Such a path can turn out to be tolerable for the company because initially it is suffi-
ciently far away from potentially threatened established businesses in the parent company’s
region and because such a business can develop well under special “digital-ecological”
circumstances. Once this has reached a certain size and a certain threshold of earning
power, the proof of success is also given to critics within the company. Once this model has
proven itself, further attempts can follow.

Developments ex IT competencies

Another direction of development is offered by IT competence centers. These can be
close to the CIO, more likely to be assigned to IT administration (e.g., for master data),
to hardware and software development or to IT service providers. In all of these cases,
the key lies with the IT specialists already embedded in the company, who (a) on the one
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hand, bring specific competencies with them that experience in recent years has shown to
be suitable for new management approaches, and (b) are most likely to be able to build
bridges between “old” (knowledge of and understanding for outdated business approaches)
and “new”: through their own visions and ideas, as well as through their connections to
developers and founders.

The specific use of this resource enables simultaneous “Industry 4.0” penetrations
of companies at various points—including the possibility of using such IT competence
carriers specifically as ambassadors across the company.

Crystallization centers

In addition to IT, there are many crystallization centers that are suitable for highly
innovative business approaches. These include permanently established specialist and
staff departments that are predestined for innovations due to their degree of specialization.
Temporary project organizations are also suitable—especially if they bring together different
competencies from different organizational units, for example, for business development,
investment fields, venture capital and basic research. These are particularly noteworthy
when it comes to completely new approaches to solutions. These often hold the key
to business innovations. They can be triggered by the overall organization committing
to higher innovation frequency and having the appropriate tools in place to do so (e.g.,
measurement at departmental levels, innovation competitions, publication of benchmarks,
bonuses, team building across the organization, linking top-down to bottom-up initiatives
. . . ).

Board and management levels

The aforementioned solutions can be used individually or in combination, triggered
by senior management, at workshops in factories or through the operational improvement
system. Ultimately, the lead-up to an “Industry 4.0” organization is the responsibility
of the top management levels. Depending on the size and breadth of the company’s
setup, this means the board level plus its managing directors as the second and those
responsible for the operational business (divisions, regions . . . ). Because of the many
special transformation tasks, this team should be of a certain size, conceivably at least 5
to 15 people, to be able to assign the necessary responsibilities personally. The operative
management level must ensure access deep into the organization and thus also prevent (!)
that detached decisions are made far away from the business.

Ideally, a coach is appointed for this purpose and assigned a corresponding initiative
and leadership role. The CEO can “take” this role (in accordance with management
regulations). The entire executive board can dedicate itself to this task as a “top team” and
also appoint a “transformation coach” who will be actively and continuously involved
personally and at the same time serve as a central contact person in the company. Because
of his/her professional qualifications, it makes sense to entrust the chief information officer
(CIO) with such a task. The CIO should be a member of the top-level transformation
committee, whose members work together as colleagues on an equal footing.

Network organization

The top team presented, consisting of the aforementioned management levels, should
see itself as the driver of a network for implementing the transformation, which is placed on
the company as a flexibly positioned “overlay organization”. This network must permeate
the entire enterprise by having its named members drive transformation workshops and
other initiatives at all levels of the enterprise, in all business segments, at all stages of
the value stream. The named (primary) network members ensure that working groups,
workshops and other activities occur. The “primary circle” should be allocated a contin-
gent of their working time in which they dedicate themselves to the transformation task.
Additional members should be brought in so that larger teams and initiative groups can be
formed and meet regularly.
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The transformation network must link all transformation activities with each other
and can also present individual of the presented paths/models (e.g., startup cooperations)
as examples for discussion.

As a brace function and for overarching cohesion, regular town hall meetings for the
entire workforce should be scheduled by the management level. A milestone program
could provide the clocking for this.

All channels and media of communication should be used; in addition to the face-to-
face meetings mentioned above, in-house newspapers, programmatic notices in plant halls,
an intranet site, Q&A forums, videos and podcasts are all suitable for this purpose. A special
editorial department should be created in the communications and press department for
this purpose, in which all productions are coordinated, timed and their content coordinated.

A comprehensive and coordinated stakeholder management system must be devel-
oped. This covers not only all internal forces, friends and families but must (!) also be
directed to the business partners (customer, suppliers . . . ) and to the general public (press,
local representatives, politics, . . . ). Depending on the size and importance of the company,
higher levels (district associations, federal state, federal government, international alliances)
should also be addressed.

This is not just about informing the immediate or wider environment, but to a much
greater extent about a kind of reflection: employees want to know how “their” company is
seen from the outside. A positive external image reinforces and confirms their commitment,
and they feel appreciated as fellow activists. Pride in one’s own company is an important
motivator.

Highly differentiated time management also contributes to success. Messages must
first (!) be exchanged within the respective innermost circle, then across the breadth of the
company, and only then (!) externally—possibly in cascades to meet external expectations.
For example, the mayor might want to be informed about important information firsthand
before the department heads are involved. All this can be exercised with military precision
with hourly cycles and under role allocation (e.g., who contacts who on the board?). For
this to be safe and repeatable, the processes should be standardized and backed up with IT.

Evaluation

The model presented here should be understood as a generic framework and adapted
to each individual case. A fundamental transformation belongs to the most demanding and
highest project category that a company can undertake—on a par, for example, with a full
takeover by and merger with another company. The change can lead to a kind of “rebirth”.
The highest level of attention, the most precise target management, high commitments, the
involvement of everyone and the use of a complete set of instruments are called for.

7. Comparison: Empirical Values and Recommendation

This section supplements the operational side of the digital–informational transfor-
mation discussed so far with its financing and the management of risks. Because with
every fundamental reorientation of a company, special risks arise as a result of temporary
uncertainties. After all, the entrepreneurial principle of maintaining the balance between
stability and change must always be observed. Stability is often understood as maintaining
the status quo. However, in times of great upheaval in the environment, this can pose
existential threats to a company. Too radical change can cause losses of corporate identities,
employees and established customer relationships. Therefore, even so-called disruptive
changes should be approached with caution. The timing is crucial: both when fundamental
changes are initiated and at what speed they must be implemented. As shown in Section 6,
various generic management models are available.

Potential for improvement: Digitalization in conjunction with networking undoubt-
edly unlocks enormous potential in terms of cost savings, acceleration and avoidance of
work that does not create value. In a recent survey of European companies, most cited in-
creased efficiency as an important benefit resulting from the use of innovative technologies
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in production. European decision makers also cited potential cost reductions and improved
product and service quality as other benefits.

Hurdles: When asked about reasons for the progress of transformation to date, the
majority of decision makers in all European survey countries cite the factors of time and
money. This assessment cuts across all company segments and is mentioned in every third
survey. Around one in four also cite IT security concerns, incompatibility with existing
machines and data protection regulations as major challenges in their own company
transformation.

Costs and pricing: Motivated by the realization that they cannot bring Industry 4.0
into their own organization on their own due to a lack of expertise, budget or capacity,
European company leaders are consciously relying on partnerships. When selecting tech-
nology providers, flexible and simple pricing is the most important criterion for one in
five companies. The focus is on the ability to flexibly adapt services to specific needs at
comprehensible prices. Also particularly important are the aspects of security and the
provision of advice and support as well as professional services.

Return on investment expectations: Organizations that focus on innovation or inter-
nal transformation report increases in their return on investment. Companies in advanced
stages of transformation had invested just over one-fifth of their total revenue in digital
projects. The result was profitable growth. Their EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization) grew by 12.2 percent from 2017 to 2019. By contrast, the
EBITDA growth of the other companies in the DACH region shrank by 6.2 percent [41].
Cross-functional collaboration is neither a goal nor a means to an end. Rather, it should be
a key organizational and strategic imperative for leaders who want to drive digital transfor-
mation. Effective collaboration across functional boundaries not only reduces unnecessary
effort and costs—it also leads to measurable improvements in returns [33].

It is almost impossible to put a general figure on the potential savings from the trans-
formation of companies. Nevertheless, individual consultants dare to make overarching
statements. According to Accenture, “The optimal technology mix could save large compa-
nies up to $16 billion. And yet, only 13 percent of companies have realized the full impact
of their digital investments, achieving cost savings and creating growth [41].”

Rules: Companies that have successfully restructured according to Industry 4.0 criteria
differ significantly from their non-transformed competitors in several ways:

1. They make it clear to function holders what digital transformation means for the
organization and why all functions should work together.

2. They hold executives accountable for how well they collaborate across organizations
in digital transformation projects.

3. They prioritize projects that foster cross-functional collaboration.
4. They invest in platforms that enable seamless collaboration and scale them rapidly. IT

island solutions have become a thing of the past.
5. They define clear rules for their information technology and operational processes

and make transparent how the two mesh [41].

Risk assessments: The implementation of “Industry 4.0”-based leadership and man-
agement concepts to date revealed that the problem lies not in recognizing the benefits and
not in the lack of “golden rules” and the lack of advice disseminated via relevant institu-
tions, via ministries and consulting firms. Rather, the crucial problems lie in operational
implementation, from the board to the store floor. In addition, it can be observed that
mistakes and dead ends that companies run into lead to disappointment and frustration at
a variety of levels and across organizational units, so that companies abandon the digital
transformation due to exceeding deadlines and budgeted resources, even after part of the
implementation process, and even row back when they have to recognize that there are
signs of division in the company, that values are being destroyed and that the operational
business is being jeopardized.

Two-level approach: For this reason, a fundamental set of rules for implementing
industrial transformation is recommended. Progress must be measurable, risks and threats
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must be perceived at an early stage, and ways and means to counteract them must be
constantly identified and, in the event of dead ends, redeveloped in a timely manner as a
substitute [42]. Thus, we need (“Level 1”) a competence group from industry practice to
advise the federal government specifically on implementation issues. This must be closely
interlinked with (“Level 2”) the companies in industry. For companies in transformation,
the basic rules can be summarized as follows.

Basic recommendations

I. Appoint a board of management that acts as a coach at the top management level to
drive the digital transformation forward and is responsible for its success.

II. This person also acts as a top decision maker for organizational adjustments, with the
aim of getting the most out of the relevant investments.

III. Sustainability takes precedence over short-term effects.
IV. Prioritize projects that promote cross-company collaboration: across organizational

units, involving different functions, and along the entire value chain.
V. The aim should be to harmonize the various technology platforms that are to be

introduced and stored in the cloud.
VI. To achieve optimal results, it is necessary to ensure that the various platform protago-

nists cooperate optimally by practicing close exchange.
VII. Develop cross-activity standards for IT and operational governance.
VIII. Their consistent application must always be checked and thus ensured in the long term.

8. Conclusions

This section provides, in addition to preliminary considerations “where do we come
from”, a perspective (i.e., limited in its temporal preview) of “where is it going (probably or
with the best will in the world) to”. We are pursuing an exploratory approach here, because
scientifically sound process descriptions require that the processes have been experienced,
are completed and can therefore also be scientifically recorded in toto. However, if we find
ourselves in the midst of current development processes, as here, then, strictly speaking,
these are “open-ended” and cannot be precisely predicted until they are completed. Thus, at
least in part, they elude a scientifically verifiable description. This presents itself as follows:

“The traditional value chain is evolving toward hyper-personalized experiences,
products and services, driven by innovative business models and new revenue
streams [42].”

Just as the transition from digitalization (“Industry 3.0”) to comprehensive networking
and automation (“Industry 4.0”) was a smooth one, further development will take place in
a kind of progressive process, with special thrusts that can probably also have a disrup-
tive character.

New technology generations always include entire waves of fundamental develop-
ments and inventions whose appearance is often difficult to predict. Some of them lie
within the shorter horizon of expectation, such as in the energy sector with new battery
generations. Others we seem to be pushing ahead with a constant lead time, such as
economically viable energy conversion via nuclear fusion, which is not expected until
beyond the target horizon we have set for implementing the energy transition (2050 . . . ).
How quantum computing, neural networks, machine learning for higher forms of artificial
intelligence will be reflected in the industrial value stream remains unknown.

Nevertheless, the purely technological potential can be predicted quite well on the
basis of fundamental knowledge and the statistically expected variety of new solution
offerings. On this basis, former Chancellor Merkel was able to say time and again, with
some justification, “We’ll manage (meant: somehow)”.

However, our challenges lie above all in implementation, in the ability to generate
value from new concepts, ideas and technologies: cash, business value, job value (through
sustainable ability to pay salaries) and value for the state community (in the form of tax
payments)—all of which, after all, can be traced back to entrepreneurial activity. This is
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specifically where our German crux lies: we must compete with the leading industrial
nations such as the U.S., China, Japan, South Korea and a few others, while also establishing
new global leadership positions. “Industry 4.0” is the main battlefield. If we fail here, we
will not be able to catch up with our numerous backlogs. We will not be able to pay for the
ecological energy transformation and will not be able to close the COVID-19-induced gaps
and the open flanks in security policy. Our affluent society will be at risk.

9. Summary Results and Their Evaluation

Strictly speaking, this essay is only an attempt to bring together and structure the previ-
ous and mostly isolated project experiences for the implementation of digital–informational
transformations. The quasi-intermediate results that this paper provides are as follows:

• Compared to the technical–scientific knowledge of the digital–informational transfor-
mation, the practical knowledge of the implementation is far behind.

• The previous performance in the digital–informational transformation is not satisfac-
tory on average.

• A systematic cross-company, industry-specific or region-specific transfer of experience
is not recognizable.

• There are a number of generic models for corporate transformation towards Industry 4.0.
• Through individual or combined use, these allow a wide variety of models for the

implementation of the above-mentioned transformation, which also correspond to the
different requirements in terms of time and range.

• Basic experiences from comparably profound transformations are available and can
be transferred to a certain extent to the digital–transformational transformation.

• The current data situation is unsatisfactory. In order to provide practice with scientific
assistance in the implementation of the above-mentioned transformation, further
research is recommended.

• This includes a statistically valid study of failures and success factors, ideally broken
down by industry, type of company and region.
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Abstract: Industry 4.0 is one of the most influential trends in manufacturing as of now. Coined as the
fourth industrial revolution it promises to overthrow entrenched structures opening new pathways for
innovation and value creation. Like all revolutions, it is accompanied by disruption and uncertainty.
Consequently, many manufacturing companies struggle to adopt an Industry 4.0 perspective that
benefits their performance. Hence, our goal was to develop a method for increasing firm performance
through Industry 4.0. A key factor was to focus on the entire company as a socio-technical system
to depict the numerous interactions between people, technology, and business/organization. To
realize the method, we combined consortium research, design science, and method engineering. We
gathered comprehensive data from workshops, interviews, and five case studies, which we used
to develop the method. It consists of four phases: a maturity model to determine the status quo, a
procedure to derive a target position, a pattern-based approach to design the socio-technical system,
and a procedure to define a transformation setup. Our approach is the first to combine maturity
models with foresight and extensive prescriptive knowledge. For practitioners, the method gives
orientation for the future-oriented planning of their transformation processes.

Keywords: Industry 4.0; maturity model; transformation; methodology; Industry 4.0 strategy;
socio-technical system

1. Introduction

The root of Industry 4.0 is a German strategic initiative; the term itself was first
mentioned during the Hannover Fair in 2011 [1]. Based upon the emergence of the internet
of things, data, and services, it is anticipated to describe a fourth industrial revolution [2].
Fundamental concepts of Industry 4.0 include smart factories, cyber-physical systems,
self-organization, new distribution and procurement systems, new systems for product and
service development, adaptation to human needs, and corporate social responsibility [3].
Industry 4.0, hence, fosters radically new, highly dynamic, ad hoc networked, and real-time
modes of collaboration within and between companies [4]. This is associated with a wide
range of advantages, e.g., the production of custom products with minimal use of time and
resources [5]. Consequently, Industry 4.0 will transform value creation, value capture, and
value offer of manufacturing companies, and thus the whole business model [6].

While technology represents the origin, it is critical for the implementation of Industry
4.0 to recognize it as a socio-technical endeavor [7]. Socio-technical systems are instan-
tiations of social and technical elements engaged in purposeful goal-directed behavior,
where both, social and technical factors, are responsible for successful performance [8].
This thinking is derived from the insight, that any production system requires technology
and a social structure linking human operators with the technology and to each other [9].
Ulich (2013) introduces the so-called “MTO” concept, which considers the dimensions
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“people”, “technology” and “organization”, hence explicating the relevance of organiza-
tional structures [10]. In this paper, we follow a further extension of the concept and replace
organization with business to further emphasize the value orientation. Simplified, business
represents organization and earning money [11]. Following the initial understanding of
socio-technical systems, we consider business, technology, and people as responsible for
the successful performance of Industry 4.0 approaches.

These linkages can be illustrated by a simplified example: machines and end devices
are increasingly equipped with sensors in the context of Industry 4.0. As intelligent cyber-
physical systems (technology), they collect and process data, which is made available to
networked systems via web technologies (e.g., via a digital platform). The analysis of the
provided data leads to new value creation opportunities such as complementary services
or new revenue models, e.g., pay-per-use (business). However, these possibilities demand
reflections on the work organization within the company (business) and the necessary
competencies (people).

While the overall potential of Industry 4.0 has been recognized by companies, the
actual implementation imposes major, heterogenous challenges (c.f., [12,13]). Given the
multitude of possibilities and their associated challenges, companies should not strive
for the introduction of the highest possible Industry 4.0 level, but rather concentrate
on what is beneficial in their current position. Hence, the first step for the beneficial
introduction of Industry 4.0 should be the individual determination of the company’s
current performance [14]. This should be contextualized compared to the competitors [15],
to strive for a competitive advantage. Therefore, the performance level of the company
needs to be systematically determined and expressed in an objectively measurable way.

Next, companies need to determine the direction they want to take. This is not
trivial and has to be chosen conscientiously taking the company’s contingencies into
account [16]. However, one study finds in its sample that although 73 percent of companies
specify that digital transformation has a major influence on their corporate strategy, more
than 50 percent do not yet have a comprehensive and, above all, holistic implementation
strategy [17].

Based on the initial situation and the target position, a coherent set of solutions that
address the gap between both is needed. Implementation projects for Industry 4.0 often
involve an uncertain and non-sequential strategic approach [15]. According to a McKinsey
study, 70 percent of the companies have already introduced a pilot project for Industry
4.0, but at the same time, only 29 percent have been able to generate added value as a
result [18]. Comparing large companies to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), it
seems to be a particular challenge for the latter to identify and select individually suitable
solutions. According to another study, 65 percent of SMEs (compared with 19 percent
of large companies) indicated the selection of solutions that meet their needs as a major
obstacle concerning Industry 4.0 [19].

Concluding the challenges above, it becomes clear that companies need a method to
support the implementation of Industry 4.0 to increase their performance. Hereby, a socio-
technical approach should be adopted. The method should answer the research question
“How can companies identify and attain an individual and performance increasing Industry 4.0
target position?”. Based on the considerations above and supported by our practice partners,
the method should cover four fields of action:

1. Maturity Check: To evaluate the performance of the considered company, Industry
4.0 has to be depicted in detail as a socio-technical system in the areas of technology,
business, and people. An objective evaluation scheme, i.e., a maturity model, is
required to make the company’s initial position measurable.

2. Target definition: Based on the individual initial situation, an appropriate target
maturity level is to be determined for the company, taking into account the actual and
future contingencies of the market, technology, and environment.

3. Implementation planning: To select suitable solutions to reach the target position, it
is promising to draw on the experience of Industry 4.0 pioneers. The target is to enable
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companies to participate in the dynamic development of Industry 4.0 with relatively
little effort. For that, implementation patterns need to be identified. They allow to
tackle typical Industry 4.0 tasks. The selection and combination of implementation
patterns must be supported, taking into account the effects on people, technology,
and business.

4. Transformation setup: For the concrete implementation of Industry 4.0 the status
quo, target position, and implementation solutions must be integrated into a coherent
view, which can be communicated to the employees. Measures must be defined that
translate the plan into action.

In this paper, we reflect on one of our recent research projects concerning this problem.
The paper unfolds as follows. Next, we investigate the relevant body of knowledge in the
literature. After that, we describe our research setting and methodology. Then, the results
of the project are described according to an abridged and revised excerpt from our final
project report [20]. A discussion of the results follows before we close the paper with a
short conclusion.

2. Literature Review

Chapter 1 has introduced the four major fields of action in the course of our research.
To further clarify the research gap, we address with our method, the literature for the fields
of action is analyzed. While Industry 4.0 is a manufacturing-centric concept, in general, the
term digital transformation is also used quite often [21]. Hence, in the following first the
main concepts of the field of action and then both frameworks and methods for Industry
4.0 and digital transformation are considered.

2.1. Maturity Check for Industry 4.0

To investigate the maturity (or competency, capability, level of sophistication) of
companies regarding certain domain so-called maturity models are used, which comprise
a set of more or less comprehensive criteria [22]. Maturity models consist of sequences of
maturity levels ranging from an initial state to an optimal stage following an evolution
path of discrete steps. To this end, criteria and corresponding characteristics that need to be
fulfilled for a certain maturity level are provided [23]. Using maturity models managers
can determine (1) the actual performance of the company today, (2) the current status of
the industry (benchmark), (3) targets for improvement, and (4) required changes between
the status quo and the target [24]. There are numerous maturity models in literature today.
In terms of Industry 4.0/Digitalization new maturity models keep appearing. Wagire and
colleagues for example recently introduced an Industry 4.0 maturity model emphasizing
organizational awareness and emerging technologies like cobots [25]. Gökalp and Martinez
propose a digital transformation maturity model (DX-CMM) that allows for a process-
centric, holistic, and integrated view for companies across all sectors [26]. Other approaches
proved to be very successful in practice. The Industry 4.0 Maturity Index for example is
continuously used in different industries by the Industrie 4.0 Maturity Center consultancy.
It is structured along the four capabilities for industry 4.0 resources, information systems,
organizational structure, and culture [14]. From our point of view existing Industry 4.0
maturity models are already very sophisticated but lack depth regarding the business
perspective of Industry 4.0. Furthermore, they lack methodological support to define
meaningful goals for Industry 4.0. Deriving concrete measures from the gap between two
maturity levels is also associated with high cognitive demands.

2.2. Defining Target Maturity Levels for Industry 4.0

Defining a target position is one of the major activities during strategy develop-
ment [27]. It is also an essential component of many methods for the Industry 4.0 transfor-
mation, whether they are based on a maturity model or not. Oleff and Malessa for example
distinguish between visionary goals and operational goals. Visionary goals are derived
from a maturity model investigating which maximum maturity level might be reached
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within a limited project. Operative goals are derived iteratively matching current problems
and potentials [28]. Tüllmann and colleagues on the other hand recommend defining
the targets by consolidating the expectations of the involved stakeholders [29]. Other
approaches simply recommend conducting expert workshops to define targets within a
maturity model [30–32]. Another approach that utilizes expert workshops is by Jodlbauer
and Schagerl, who recommend defining the target position considering strategy, (company)
goals, maturity, and economic and technical restrictions [33]. The Industrie 4.0 Maturity
Index defines two consecutive generic targets: first, equalize the maturity levels, then raise
the maturity levels [14]. Summarizing the findings from the literature, it is clear, that most
methods use only rudimentary tools to determine the target position for Industry 4.0. This
does not seem to do justice to the importance and the necessary investments in Industry 4.0.
Moreover, no approach even considers thinking ahead the future contingencies in which
the company has to flourish in the future, which is paramount since the transformation
towards Industry 4.0 is a long-term project. A future-oriented target definition for Industry
4.0 is therefore needed.

2.3. Solution Pattern as a Means to Close the Gap between Maturity Levels

Even when meaningful goals for industry 4.0 as defined by a target maturity level are
formulated, closing the gap between as-is and should-be situations is not trivial. Suitable
measures must be defined and enacted. Since Industry 4.0 is a widespread phenomenon,
there are already vast amounts of solutions for typical problems of companies. How-
ever, these so-called “Best Practices” are difficult to identify and structure for individual
needs [15]. Solution patterns describe recurring problems and the core to their solutions
so that they can be used over and over again, without ever leading to the same result [34].
Hence, solution patterns for Industry 4.0 implementation are a suitable approach to over-
come the gaps. Each solution pattern has a name and is described by context, problem,
and solution [35]: (1) The name is a descriptive representation of the solution contained in
the pattern. (2) The context classifies the underlying problem into the situation in which it
occurs. (3) The problem describes the challenges or issues addressed by the pattern. (4) The
solution provides appropriate ways and means to solve the problem. Besides that, the
notation can be adapted to the application context.

Anacker synthesizes six major benefits using solution patterns from literature [36]:
(1) transferability across disciplinary boundaries, (2) improvement of communication
through explicit knowledge representation, (3) long-term documentation of solution knowl-
edge, (4) reduced complexity by breaking down extensive problems, (5) increased efficiency
through targeted reuse, and (6) promotion of creativity.

Solution patterns have been discussed for almost 50 years, starting with Alexander’s
book “A Pattern Language—Towns, Buildings, Construction” [34]. Since then, their appli-
cation can be investigated in numerous disciplines like software engineering, product
engineering, and business model development [37]. This shows the extensive uses for
solution patterns. Compared to other forms of knowledge representation solution patterns
seem to be especially promising for Industry 4.0 because they (1) are focused on problem-
solution-combinations and hence allow for an easy transfer into practice, (2) externalize
and generalize knowledge to close knowledge gaps, (3) allow for the creation of individual
solutions, (4) are comparable to each other, and (5) can be continuously extended by new
patterns, which is necessary given the rapid evolution of Industry 4.0.

There are only a few solution pattern approaches for Industry 4.0. Weking and col-
leagues for example propose a business model pattern framework [38], while Gausemeier
and colleagues describe a pattern system for Industry 4.0 business models [39]. Many other
approaches can be seen as enablers for Industry 4.0, e.g., Dumitrescu’s design patterns
for cognitive functions [40]. However, patterns that take into account the socio-technical
transformation of the enterprise are not existing in literature as of now.
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2.4. Transformation Setup

Adopting Industry 4.0 in a firm requires a deep transformation. A transformation
involves the “redefinition of mission and purpose, and a substantial shift in goals, to reflect
a new direction and therefore encompassing a fundamental shift in the business model
of the organization, touching all cultural, structural, and processual aspects” [41]. This is
reflected in many approaches for the introduction of or the transformation towards Industry
4.0. Merz for example includes the management of processes, technologies, organization,
and employees in her method [42]. Hennegriff and colleagues define concrete projects and
responsibilities and include a controlling phase for the transformation [43]. The acatech
Industry 4.0 maturity index recommends defining measures, which are then clustered
into action streams and are planned in a factual-logic sequence [14]. However, despite a
transformation being a high-risk endeavor, no approach considers a holistic, sociotechnical
management of risks within the transformation towards Industry 4.0, leaving a research
gap from both theory and practice [44].

2.5. Summary

The analysis of the existing literature in Industry 4.0 leads to the conclusion, that
besides numerous existing maturity models, there are still many open questions regarding
the utilization of the maturity models to define and reach meaningful goals. Solutions to
define the target maturity are needed as well as approaches to transfer a maturity level
towards concrete measures. Furthermore, looking at the transformation itself, managing
the risks for Industry 4.0 transformation seems to be a significant research gap.

3. Materials and Methods

Our research approach is inspired by Otto and colleagues (2015) [45], who combine
consortium research and method engineering to develop an approach for digital business
model design. This can be considered as an analogous research endeavor and, thus, it
provides a first indication of what our research approach might look like [45]. Next, we
describe the research process in general before we elaborate on data collection and artifact
design in detail.

3.1. Research Process

The research need implies that the desired resulting artifact is a method. Methods can
be considered design artifacts [46]. Developing a method to increase firm performance in
the context of Industry 4.0 is a complex task that requires comprehensive data from the
field. When we planned the research project, Industry 4.0 was still in its infancy. Hence,
we chose a strong focus on case study research, which is suitable for investigating new
phenomena that cannot be separated from their organizational context [47]. To this end,
suitable cases had to be identified and organized.

Given these boundary conditions, we chose consortium research (CR) as an overar-
ching research process. It especially suits research projects, where the desired result is an
artifact designed to solve practical problems (e.g., a method) and where close long-term
cooperation of researchers and different companies (i.e., the case companies) is necessary
for data collection, artifact design, and artifact evaluation in real business settings [48].
CR gives guidelines to organize the collaboration and allowed us to create a stimulating
research setting for theoretical and practical insights. A CR project follows four phases:
analysis, design, evaluation, and diffusion [48]. The concrete activities and methods used
in each phase during our research project are shown in Table 1. The resulting research
process, hence, comprises a multilayered approach: The general research setting follows the
CR approach, while the method engineering approach, which is a subdiscipline of design
science research, was utilized to develop the concrete artifact.
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Table 1. Research process with activities and methods.

Consortium Research
Phase Activities and Methods

Analysis
Literature review
Interviews and consortium workshops
Best practice analysis (e.g., platform Industry 4.0, it’s owl)

Design

Rigor: Review of Industry 4.0 and Business Transformation (in
Manufacturing) literature
Relevance: Interviews and workshops with consortium partners
Method Engineering as design paradigm for the development of
the method
Action research to solve real-world problems within the
consortium, check the relevance, and iterate toward the solution

Evaluation
Case studies
Pilot application
Review via workshops

Diffusion
Knowledge transfer workshops
Homepage, Online-Tool
Research papers

It becomes clear, that a strong involvement of practitioners was the condensation point
of our research process. We integrated their knowledge through case studies, interviews,
and cross-case workshops. The next chapter describes how we collected the necessary data
in detail.

3.2. Data Collection

The nature of the five main case studies was predominantly participative. Hence,
the researchers were actively involved in the solving of the concrete problems within the
companies [47]. In addition to the researchers, a consultancy for digital transformation
and innovation worked on the cases. Data was collected through hundreds of informal
interviews and talks, internal and external documents, site visits, and workshops. Table 2
shows the case studies considered in our research. Overall, we conducted 50 workshops
and 69 jour fixes within the CR project.

Table 2. Case Study Overview.

Case Industry Size
(Empl.)

Collection Period
and Setting Key Experts Type of Case

Study

A White Goods 800
July 2016–
June 2019,
12 workshops

Industrial
engineers, strategic
planning, and
project
management

Explorative,
participatory,
application
company

B
Electronics and
intelligent technical
systems

40
July 2016–
June 2019,
10 workshops

Business
management

Explorative,
participatory,
application
company

C Engineering for
printing machines 60

July 2016–
June 2019,
6 workshops

Technical director,
technical
engineering team

Explorative,
participatory,
application
company

D Engineering for HVAC 130
July 2016–
June 2019,
9 workshops

Research and
development team

Explorative,
participatory,
application
company
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Table 2. Cont.

Case Industry Size
(Empl.)

Collection Period
and Setting Key Experts Type of Case

Study

E
Engineering for
security and access
solutions

7.000
July 2016–
June 2017,
6 workshops

Senior manager
strategic
innovation

Explorative,
participatory,
application
company

X Cross-case Workshops -
July 2016–
June 2019,
4 workshops

Project leads from
the consortium

Explorative,
interviews

Z Individual third-party
transfer -

July 2016–
June 2019,
3 workshops

Diverse
Explorative,
participatory,
partial application

In addition to the case studies, we conducted focus group workshops to challenge
our findings with third parties from outside the consortium (see Table 3). The participants
of the workshops and interviews were predominantly from the German manufacturing
industry, whereby the companies themselves served a wide variety of industries (e.g.,
mechanical engineering, food, advertising, preliminary products, etc.). Many experts were
located within the state of North Rhine Westphalia. Company sizes ranged from SMEs
to international enterprises with tens of thousands of employees. In general, one expert
per company attended. Only in a few cases, two or more experts from one company
participated.

Table 3. Focus Groups.

Date Topic Method Participants

22 June 2017,
13:00–17:15

Change of the company as a
socio-technical system (technology,
business, people)

World Café
28 experts from
industry and
research

26 June 2018,
13:00–17:00

Increasing firm performance: prototypes
of Industry 4.0, patterns for Industry 4.0,
use cases with the firm

World Café
34 experts from
industry and
research

27 June 2019,
14:00–18:00

Industry 4.0 Expert Group: From
digitalization strategy
to implementation

Presentation
and Workshop

85 experts from
industry and
research

3.3. Method Engineering

The envisioned result of our research was a method to empower companies to adapt
an individually beneficial maturity regarding Industry 4.0. A method in this context can be
understood as guidance for projects employing a certain way of thinking through directions
and rules structured in a systematic way applying activities and techniques to realize certain
deliverables [49]. Such a method must meet three quality criteria: it has to fit the situation,
consist of sufficient components to deliver the results, and its components themselves have
to be proven to work [50]. To ensure this, we followed the guiding principles of method
engineering (ME), which is defined as the engineering discipline to design, construct and
adapt methods [51]. ME considers five concepts: metamodel, results, activities, techniques,
and role. The metamodel describes relevant concepts and relationships of the application
domain (e.g., organizational structure). Results are the artifacts to be delivered by the
application of the method (e.g., transformation setup). Activities (or phases) describe
how results are created, e.g., determine the degree of maturity. All activities as a whole
form the procedure model. Techniques describe in detail, how a result is created within
an activity, e.g., using a maturity model. Furthermore, activities are carried out by roles
within the project team, e.g., software developer [45,52]. Such a method should always
follow a distinct method rationale explicating the values and goals behind the method. The
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method rationale structures the requirements for the method derived from practical needs
(relevance) and an existing knowledge base (rigor) [53].

According to the method rational, the method was developed in close collaboration
with the practitioners. First, the key results were defined. Then, the procedure model
was drafted, roughly defining the method phases (i.e., general activities). Following, the
concrete activities and techniques for each phase were chosen or developed when no
suitable technique was available. Activities and techniques were discussed within the
consortium and tested within the case studies. Learning from the experiences during the
application, they were further improved until they fit the requirements regarding usability
and usefulness.

4. Results

The result is a method for the improvement of firm performance through the adoption
of Industry 4.0. In the following, we will first introduce the method rationale as the
basis for our method. Then, an overview of the method components is given before the
components are described in detail. As stated in the introduction, the results shown here
are a shortened and revised excerpt from our final project report to which we refer for
further information [20].

4.1. Method Rationale

The research process is guided by the so-called method rationale, which includes the
arguments complementing the method to be developed. In that way, the method rational
gathers requirements from theory and practice for the research [53]. The requirements
fall into four categories: maturity check, target definition, implementation planning, and
transformation setup. Table 4 gives an overview of the relevant requirements identified
through literature review and workshops with the consortium.

Table 4. Method requirements.

Cat. Req. Description Supporting
Literature

Maturity Check

R1 Consideration of the relevant aspects of
Industry 4.0 [54,55]

R2 Objective evaluation criteria for Industry 4.0 [56]

R3 Benchmarking with similar companies [15,57]

Target defini-tion
R4 Integration of foresight into target definition [58]

R5 Internal and external consistency of the target [59]

Implemen-tation
planning

R6 Inductive development of Industry 4.0
implementation patterns [35,60]

R7 Interdisciplinary notation scheme [61,62]

R8 Identification of consistent pattern paths [63,64]

Transfor-mation
setup

R9 Socio-technical view on transformation [10,65]

R10 Transparent and holistic transformation set-up [66–68]

4.2. Method Overview

An overview of the resulting method is shown in Figure 1. The method is structured
into four major phases: (1) Industry 4.0 Maturity Check, (2) Industry 4.0 Target Definition,
(3) Industry 4.0 Implementation Planning, and (4) Industry 4.0 Transformation Setup.
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Figure 1. Method for improving firm performance through Industry 4.0 adapted from [20].

(1) Industry 4.0 Maturity Check: The first phase aims to determine the actual state of
Industry 4.0 in the focal company. For that, an Industry 4.0 quick check is used. It allows
assessing the maturity utilizing 59 criteria, spanning the categories technology, business,
and people. The 59 criteria are then evaluated to determine the most relevant fields of
action for the company at hand. Analyzing those criteria in-depth with a tool kit leads to
concrete improvement potentials.

(2) Industry 4.0 Target Definition: This phase aims to define adequate goals for Indus-
try 4.0 maturity of the firm. Using foresight methods, the future of markets, technologies,
and business environments is anticipated. Based on these insights, the target maturity is
determined.

(3) Industry 4.0 Implementation Planning: The third phase leads to generic solutions
for the implementation of the envisioned target position. To that, solution patterns for
Industry 4.0 are used. The solution patterns characterize the socio-technical system, that
realizes the target position of the firm. Fields of action are prioritized. Then, pattern
combinations are built and arranged.

(4) Industry 4.0 Transformation Setup: The implementation of Industry 4.0 is a com-
plex task, that must be set up comprehensively. Socio-technical risks of each implementation
project are determined and managed. At last, the insights are consolidated within a master
plan of action, that summarizes the transformation setup.

Table 5 gives a detailed overview of the corresponding method components and their
concrete goals.
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Table 5. Method components and goals for each phase.

Phase Method Components Goal

Maturity Check

Quick check Industry 4.0 Determine the current maturity level

Relevance ranking Find the most important
maturity criteria

Derivation of fields
of action

Find fields of action for
further investigation

In-depth analysis
Identify concrete potentials for
improvement within fields of action
and rank them

Target definition

Anticipation of the future Gain an idea of the future
environmental conditions

Impact analysis
Find out how the future environment
influences the different maturity
criteria and levels

Target position definition Define medium- and long-term target
maturity levels

Implementation planning

Implementation patterns
for Industry 4.0

Provide generic solutions for
recurring problems/potentials within
Industry 4.0, that can be concretized
for the specific company

Identification of relevant
implementation fields

Narrow down the solution space
according to the concrete
transformation needs

Assessment of
implementation patterns

Find established solutions that
contribute to reaching the
target position

Combination analysis
Build a set of solutions that support
each other and sort them in a
meaningful way

Transformation setup

Definition of measures Break down general solutions into
concrete work packages

Risk assessment
Identify risks associated with the
implementation and measures to
mitigate them

Masterplan of action
Condense the previous results into a
document, that can be used
for communication

Transformation controlling

Continuously check if the
assumptions are still correct and if the
transformation is going according
to plan

4.3. Method Phases

Next, the four method phases (1) Industry 4.0 Maturity Check, (2) Industry 4.0 Target
Definition, (3) Industry 4.0 Implementation Planning, and (4) Industry 4.0 Transformation
Setup are described in detail.

4.3.1. Phase 1: Industry 4.0 Maturity Check

For the successful introduction of Industry 4.0, it is first imperative to determine the
current performance level regarding objectively measurable criteria. Only then, a realistic
transformation setup may be developed. When assessing the current Industry 4.0 level, it
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is important to understand Industry 4.0 as a socio-technical endeavor [8]. Therefore, the
dimensions people, technology, and business must be considered integratively.

A socio-technical maturity model is employed for this task. Its’ application and
analysis are conducted in four steps. First, the maturity model “Quick Check Industry
4.0” is used to determine the current performance profile (status quo). Then, the criteria
of the maturity model are prioritized. Within the most relevant criteria, fields of action
for improving performance are identified. At last, an in-depth analysis leads to concrete
improvement potentials. Below, the individual activities are explained in more detail.

Quick Check Industry 4.0: The basis for deriving customized fields of action is the
determination of current maturity in the context of Industry 4.0. This results from using a
so-called “Quick Check Industry 4.0”, which is structured according to the socio-technical
dimensions technology, business, and people. It allows the assessment of a company using
59 criteria. For each criterion, one of four performance levels has to be chosen, with the
fourth performance level reflecting the ideal vision of Industry 4.0. They are based on
established literature, existing maturity models, and empirical values. The final criteria
were selected in workshops within the consortium, taking into account the perspectives
of researchers and practitioners. The criteria selected were those that both parties agreed
would have the greatest impact. Within the technology dimension it is sometimes necessary
to differentiate criteria regarding product and production (e.g., data storage for products
and data storage for production). Table 6 shows an overview of the criteria of the Quick
Check Industry 4.0.

Table 6. Criteria of the Quick Check Industry 4.0.

Technology Business People

T1 Horizontal Integration B1 Industry 4.0 Strategy P1 Scope of activity and
autonomy

T2 Vertical Integration B2 Strategy Controlling P2 Variety of requirements

T3 IT Process Support B3 IT Security Concept P3 Flexibility of Working Hours

T4 Tool Landscape B4 Value-creation Cooperation P4 Co-dependency

T5 Systems Engineering B5 Access to capital P5 Performance Feedback

T6 Sensor Technology
(production)

B6 Approach to New Product
Development

P6 Collaboration and Social
Interaction

T7 Actuator Technology
(production) B7 Customer Integration P7 Ergonomics

T8 Information Processing
(production) B8 Pioneering Spirit P8 Continuing Education

T9 Human Machine Interface
(production) B9 Technology Transfer P9 Documentation of Experiential

Knowledge

T10 Data Storage (production) B10 Participation in Innovation
Networks P10 Availability of Support

T11 Data Usage (production) B11 Innovation Organization P11 Leadership Transparency

T12 External Data Integration
(production)

B12 Approach to Business Model
Development P12 Employee Participation

T13 Digitalization of production
processes B13 Product-Service-Systems P13 Strategy for Change

T14 Connectivity (production) B14 Penetration of Digital Services P14 Software Usability

T15 Intralogistics B15 Data Collection and Analysis P15 Assistance Systems
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Table 6. Cont.

Technology Business People

T16 Organization of Production
Planning and Steering B16 Data Exploitation P16 Human-technology

Dependency

T17 Production Flexibility B17 Digital Customer Channels

T18 Assistance Systems in
Assembly

T19 Sensor Technology (product)

T20 Actuator Technology
(product)

T21 Information Processing
(product)

T22 Human Machine Interface
(product)

T23 Data Storage (product)

T24 Data Usage (product)

T25 External Data Integration
(product)

T26 Connectivity (product)

For the assessment, a workshop with representatives from various disciplines is
conducted. To avoid misinterpretation, the assessment is supported by a question for each
criterion and an explanatory text for each performance level. After the completion of the
Quick Check Industry 4.0, a database with results from over 250 companies allows for a
benchmark with a comparative collective. Based on this and the organizational framework
conditions, a first estimation of the target position in five years is requested.

Relevance ranking: To reduce the number of criteria to investigate in detail to a
manageable extent, a relevance ranking of the criteria is conducted. The relevance of the
criteria can depend on the difference between the actual and target position, resources,
organizational structure, customer requirements, or further aspects. Hence, an individual
evaluation of different stakeholders is necessary to integrate different perspectives. For
that, a workshop is held in which each participant is asked to identify the five most relevant
criteria from their point of view. The quantity of five has proven itself to be manageable in
practice and was chosen for this reason. It is recommended to select at least one criterion
from each one of the dimensions people, technology, and business. The resulting criteria
are those, that the experts agree to present the greatest need for action.

Derivation of the fields of action: Based on the relevance assessment, the prioritized
criteria are to be checked for synergies and dependencies. The goal is to determine relevant
fields of action that support the selection of suitable methods for Industry 4.0 in-depth
analyses. In total, 17 fields of action are available—five fields of action in the dimension
technology (digitalization of processes, human-technology-interaction, process organization, value
chain, self-optimization), six fields of action in the dimension business (I4.0 strategy, innovation
culture, data management, digital services, strategy controlling, business models), and six fields of
action in the dimension people (work design, communication and change, usability, qualification,
human–machine-interaction, ergonomics). Selecting the fields of action is facilitated for the
company via guiding questions and investigating the assigned Quick Check criteria. An
example is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Example of a derived field of action from the Quick Check criteria [20].

Industry 4.0 in-depth analysis: A toolbox of methods is provided for the in-depth
analysis of the selected fields of action. It includes both, already established methods and
specifically developed methods, which are used during workshops. Experts from different
disciplines and management levels should be involved to obtain the most comprehensive
discussions possible. The toolbox includes methods like OMEGA (method for business
process modeling and analysis) [69] or a modeling language for value creation systems [39].
Applying the methods allows to identify concrete potentials for improvement in the context
of Industry 4.0 (e.g., complicated resource planning due to lacking predictions for upcoming
orders). This serves as the starting point for improving the performance. Generally,
speaking from our experience, companies should invest three to six months for in-depth
analysis. This results in many potential improvements, which are then prioritized with
the help of a bubble chart (Figure 3). The chart considers the two evaluation dimensions
benefit and development effort. Improvement potentials at the bottom left of the portfolio
have a low benefit and at the same time require a high development effort. Hence, they
should be neglected at first. Potentials in the middle of the portfolio should be reviewed on
an individual basis to determine whether the potential should be exploited immediately or
put on hold for the time being. Potentials at the top right of the portfolio should be given
priority as they offer considerable benefits while requiring little effort. These so-called
“low-hanging fruits” help to significantly boost the Industry 4.0 performance within a
short period.
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4.3.2. Phase 2: Industry 4.0 Target Position

The aim of the second phase is the Industry 4.0 target position for the considered
company. The target position is a strategic long-term commitment to change and, hence,
must consider forging a fit [70]. The term fit in this case means the consistency of multiple
contingencies and structural aspects [71], i.e., the fit of the target position to the future
business environment. To ensure that, this phase involves three activities: (1) anticipate the
future, (2) analyze the impact, and (3) set the target position.

Anticipation of the future: To anticipate the future of markets, technologies, and
the business environment for Industry 4.0 two foresight methods are combined: trend
analysis and scenario technique in combination allow for the envisioning of a medium and
a long-term view.

The trend analysis (c.f., [58]) is suitable to anticipate medium-term developments (i.e.,
approx. five years into the future). A trend is a possible trajectory into the future that
can be observed to a certain degree today. Trends can be identified by scanning relevant
business-specific and global sources like studies and publications or conducting expert
interviews. The trend identification should consider trends that influence the technology,
business, and people dimensions of the firm. Identified trends are documented using trend
profiles that include a first firm-specific analysis of the trend (i.e., chances and risks) as well
as further information (e.g., drivers of the trend). This allows assessing the trends regarding
their probability of occurrence and foreseeable impact strength. To communicate the results
of the trend analysis, a trend radar is a suitable tool. Each trend is represented by a bubble
on the radar. Trends with a high probability of occurrence are placed in the center and the
bubble size indicates the impact strength of the trend. Furthermore, the trends can be sorted
into one of the three socio-technical dimensions. Trends with a high impact and a high
probability of occurrence should be considered in developing the Industry 4.0 strategy.

Scenarios describe possible situations in the future which are based upon a complex
network of influence factors and a plausible explanation of the progress from today to
that situation. The scenario technique is a suitable tool to develop these kinds of scenarios
(c.f., [58]). The results of the scenario technique are multiple, internally consistent scenarios.
For the development of the Industry 4.0 target position, one must be chosen as a reference
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scenario that serves as an orientation. Usually, the scenario with the highest perceived
combination of the probability of occurrence and relevance is chosen.

Impact analysis: The impact analysis delivers insights on the effect of future devel-
opments on the Industry 4.0 maturity. This allows for an assessment if a higher maturity
might be achieved. For that, an influence matrix and an impact matrix are used. This is
done on the one hand for the trends and on the other hand for the reference scenario. In
the following, the procedure for the analysis of the trends is described. First, the influence
matrix is filled out. It answers the question of how a trend (column) influences a criterion
of the maturity model (row). For the assessment, five evaluations are possible ranging from
−2 (trend hinders the performance improvement significantly) to +2 (trend benefits the
performance improvement significantly). For example, the trend “market penetration of
cyber-physical systems” benefits a performance improvement of the criterion “horizontal
integration” and is, hence, evaluated with +2.

Building upon the influence matrix, the impact matrix is filled out. Here, the overall
impact of a trend (row) on a maturity criterion (column) is assessed. That means, in addition
to the influence matrix, the individual assessment of trends from the firms’ point of view is
included. The impact of each trend is calculated by multiplying influence strength (InS),
probability of occurrence (PO), and impact strength (ImS). Now, for each maturity criterion,
the line sum is calculated. This allows the estimation of the influence of all identified trends
on the considered criterion. Figure 4 shows the matrices and their relations.
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Building on these insights, a recommendation for the medium-term target maturity
level can be derived. This is done using an interval scale, which must be created depending
on the considered trends. One possible solution might be to divide the criteria into quartiles
according to the row total. A criterion that falls into the first quartile would then allow
for an improvement of three levels, a criterion from the second quartile would allow for
two levels, and so on. The medium-term target maturity level (e.g., level 2) can then
be calculated by adding the current maturity level (e.g., level 1) for a criterion and the
performance improvement possible through the Industry 4.0 trends (e.g., one level).

Finding the long-term target maturity level is conducted similarly. Instead of trends,
here, the future projections of the descriptors within the reference scenario are considered
in the influence and impact matrices.

Target position definition: The results from the impact analysis allow the creation
of mid and long-term target profiles. The profiles summarize the results and show the
necessity to act. Figure 5 shows the profiles from one of the case studies within the project.
First measures and projects can be derived and structured, e.g., using a high-level road
map. To detail the necessary transformation process, the target position has to be translated
into an implementation plan.
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4.3.3. Phase 3: Industry 4.0 Implementation Planning

When the status quo and target position are known, the implementation of Industry
4.0 within the company can be planned. The goal of this phase is, hence, a suitable
implementation path. Since this is a complex and challenging task, solution patterns are
utilized to integrate existing knowledge about Industry 4.0 into the method. First, the
patterns are described, then it is explained how they can be assessed, combined, and
structured to drive Industry 4.0.

Solution patterns for Industry 4.0 Implementation Planning: There is already a large
body of knowledge regarding options for action in the context of Industry 4.0 through
pioneers. As argued, this knowledge can be made accessible for companies following the
solution pattern approach. In our case, the term Industry 4.0 implementation pattern is
used. The use and proficient combination of several Industry 4.0 implementation patterns
enable the successive transformation of the company’s status quo (maturity level) today to
its desired target position (target maturity level) in the future (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Pattern-based transformation planning [20].

The patterns stem from different so-called implementation fields. An implementation
field is composed of the criteria of the quick check and includes criteria from up to all three
socio-technical dimensions. In this context, an implementation field represents a thematic
alignment of options for action and company-specific goals. A short profile with a concise
description and criteria for performance evaluation relevant to the implementation field
supports the subsequent selection of relevant implementation fields. The number of criteria
per dimension determines the direction of impact of the implementation field. A total of
12 implementation fields have been identified (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Industry 4.0 implementation fields [20].

Within 12 implementation fields, 83 Industry 4.0 implementation patterns were identi-
fied. This was done analyzing successful examples, i.e., best practices. In addition to this
approach, there are two other widely acknowledged ways to identify patterns: observation
and analysis of unsuccessful examples and the derivation of patterns based on abstract
arguments [35]. For Industry 4.0, the best practice approach is best suitable since the field
is still young, but old enough that many interesting solutions have been discovered. The
analyzed knowledge base consisted of the following four sources:
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1. Practical project examples: In the context of this study, best practices represent
Industry 4.0 projects that have been successfully implemented by pioneers—mostly
large companies. This allows identifying both, problems and associated solutions. A
comprehensive list of projects is for example provided by the Industry 4.0 platform
initiated by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research as well as by
acatech (www.plattform-i40.de (accessed on 14 July 2020)).

2. Studies: Publications that deal with challenges and successfully implemented solu-
tions or with future developments provide direct or indirect indications of potential
implementation patterns. An example of this is the accompanying research for AU-
TONOMIK, an Industry 4.0 technology program carried out by the German Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy [19].

3. It’s OWL transfer projects: Within the cluster of excellence it’s OWL 171 so-called
transfer projects were successfully carried out. Solutions for Industry 4.0 problems
were developed in 8-to-10-month project collaborations between research institutes
and SMEs on various cross-sectional topics such as self-optimization or systems
engineering. Both the problems as well as the associated solutions represent a valuable
source of knowledge [55].

4. Industry 4.0 demonstrators: Representations of prototypical solutions in smart fac-
tories (e.g., SmartFactoryOWL) internal, and external exhibition demonstrators also
represent suitable sources for implementation patterns.

134 Best Practices were analyzed regarding repetitive problems and associated solu-
tions to identify patterns. The resulting 83 implementation patterns were then visualized
in the form of so-called pattern cards. They comprise a detailed description of the estab-
lished components of a solution pattern—name, problem, solution, and context (Figure 8).
Based on the implementation field, each implementation pattern is assigned to a direction
of impact.
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Identification of relevant implementation fields: To narrow the solution space, first,
the relevant implementation fields are identified. This is done based on the current and
target maturity levels. Because every implementation field is characterized by a bundle
of criteria of the maturity model, the implementation fields can be ranked based on their
contribution to bridging the gaps. In most of the considered case studies, this allowed to
focus on three or four implementation fields, drastically reducing the number of patterns
to be considered (to around 20), and, hence, allowing us to master the complexity.

Assessment of Industry 4.0 implementation patterns: The implementation patterns
within the chosen implementation fields are then evaluated in a two-stage process. First,
restrictions are examined regarding the feasibility of implementing the patterns in the
respective company. Such restrictions are, e.g., the type of production (pure assembly),
the market offerings, or the average age structure of the employees of a company. For
example, a purely mechanical product is difficult to use for the introduction of data-based
services. Second, the feasible implementation patterns are systematically evaluated. For
this purpose, an utility analysis is applied. Five evaluation criteria are used for assessing the
implementation patterns, they can be weighed individually for each company (Figure 9).
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Following the assessment, the highest-rated implementation patterns are selected for
further consideration.

Combination analysis: In the context of socio-technical systems theory, the three
dimensions people, technology, and organization are to be considered as independent
subsystems, but their mutual dependence and interaction always have to be taken into
account [10]. In addition to the socio-technical dependencies, there are also dependencies
between implementation patterns themselves. The application of a pattern usually leads
to other patterns that have to be considered upstream or downstream. Therefore, when
the Industry 4.0 implementation patterns are used, they must form a consistent whole
and be put into a meaningful sequence. For this purpose, the implementation patterns
are investigated with dependency and combination matrices. The matrices show, which
patterns require other patterns as prerequisites, and which patterns can be combined for
mutual benefit. Depending on the evaluations within the matrices and starting from an
individual initial pattern (which resulted from the pattern assessment), an algorithm for
topological sorting is applied and an individual pattern system is derived (Figure 10).

The pattern system maps the dependencies between the patterns and puts them in
order. This results in multiple implementation phases, from which possible socio-technical
implementation paths are generated.
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4.3.4. Industry 4.0 Transformation Setup

After the status quo is known, a target position is determined, and a desirable imple-
mentation path is derived, the concrete transformation must be planned. For that, measures
are defined. Since the transformation is associated with many demanding changes, the
risks of the transformation have to be taken into consideration as well. Only then, the
transformation setup can be specified within a master plan of action.

Definition of measures: The general prescriptions documented in the chosen patterns
must be concretized. Individual measures have to be derived, that are necessary to realize
the patterns. Usually, this is done within a workshop setting. Here, the insights and
documents from the in-depth analysis should be considered. The workshop results in a
first concrete implementation roadmap.

Risk assessment: Various issues arise for companies, especially regarding the smooth
introduction of the use cases. These are often less technical, but rather risks that are
difficult to assess concerning the organization, e.g., economic viability, and in terms of
people. Even if the installation of new technologies is successful (e.g., assembly assistance
system), the beneficial operation depends to a large extent on investment costs, accurately
fitting processes, adequate competencies, and employee acceptance. The resulting socio-
technical risks and their interdependencies are difficult to manage and should be considered
systematically at an early stage. For that, workshops for risk identification, analysis, and
mitigation should be held. This results in a prioritized list of measures for the mitigation
of risks.

Masterplan of action: Current maturity, target maturity, implementation paths, and
measures and risk assessment are combined in a master plan of action. This is elaborated on
and discussed in an interdisciplinary workshop. On the one side the master plan comprises
the company’s initial situation described by the fields of action from the maturity check.
On the other side, the target situation is included in the form of the identified target profile.
The iterative transformation process is documented connecting both. For this purpose,
the intended use cases and critical risks are listed in accordance with the implementation
path. Then, both, implementation activities and risk mitigations, are defined in the form of
measures, after being differentiated into the socio-technical dimensions people, business,
and technology. Existing activities should be considered, and synergy potentials should be
exploited. The transformation setup summarizes all the results of the method and translates
them into a gradual plan of action for the company. Furthermore, it serves as a transparent
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means of communication within the entire company regarding digitalization efforts and as
a basis for the capacity planning of subsequent pilot projects.

Transformation controlling: Since a transformation process is dynamic in nature, the
master plan of action should be reviewed regularly in terms of the underlying premises
and the progress made. For this purpose, it is first necessary to monitor the trends and
scenarios to ensure the plausibility of the perception of the future. This review is necessary
because changes in the assumptions about the future may lead to changes in the target
maturity levels. Depending on the identified effects, the implementation controlling then
checks whether the implementation is going according to plan or needs to be adjusted.

5. Discussion

This chapter will reflect on the results mentioned before. First, we shortly emphasize
the main results and highlight peculiarities compared to literature. Then, we will provide
insights from the application, show limitations, and elaborate on further research paths.

5.1. Main Results

In summary, our research delivers a comprehensive method for socio-technical perfor-
mance improvement in the course of Industry 4.0. It combines a maturity model, future-
oriented target definition, pattern-based implementation planning, and transformation
setup to enable companies to plan their transformation from a socio-technical viewpoint
and to realize their intended performance improvement. The method components provide
consistent support for the companies, hence answering the research question “How can com-
panies identify and attain an individual and performance increasing Industry 4.0 target position?”.
The application within five use cases showed that the method is both useful and usable
for companies.

5.2. Peculiarities Compared to Literature

Maturity models are nothing new as per se. According to research by De Bruin, for
example, more than 150 different maturity models were already in place by 2005 [22]. Estab-
lished Industry 4.0 specific approaches in practice include the acatech Maturity Index [14]
or the VDMA Guideline [74]. Knowing the degree of one’s digitalization in comparison to
the competition is an essential prerequisite for the successful digital transformation of a
company [15]. However, the numerous existing maturity models are often very generic
reference systems with only descriptive characters. Therefore, it is difficult to adapt them
to the individual needs of companies, especially SMEs. Furthermore, the focus of most
maturity models is on the technical perspective. The maturity level of digitalization is
assessed based on the use of technology in the company. Especially, aspects of business
in the sense of socio-technical perspective are often neglected. The method presented in
this paper solves these challenges and hence extends the existing knowledge base. In
addition to this, our method is—to the best of our knowledge—the first to combine a matu-
rity model with foresight approaches. Since the transformation towards Industry 4.0 is a
long-term endeavor, this seems appropriate and promising. Additionally, there is a lack of
prescriptive solution proposals for achieving a targeted maturity level. Deriving knowledge
about concrete solutions associated with a problem is therefore very difficult [75]. Hence,
our method offers significant added value compared to the state of the art. At last, our
method integrates first risk management aspects into the transformation towards Industry
4.0 extending the perspective.

5.3. Insights from Application

In the course of validating the instrument, it was possible to gain further insights
into Industry 4.0. Besides the application within the case studies, the quick check was
made accessible online, which allowed identifying commonalities between companies,
particularly with regard to the performance assessment. The online quick check resulted in
a database that includes a sample of over 250 companies that can be used for comparisons
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between companies. A cross-company evaluation yields the following exemplary findings
in the socio-technical dimensions as of 2020 [20]:

In the dimension technology, it can be recorded that digitalization is not yet far ad-
vanced. For most companies (54%), the exchange of information is aggravated by media
breaks. Only a small amount of information is digitally available. Horizontal integration
across different IT systems is a major challenge for companies. A total of 75% of com-
panies state that there is no or only partial networking of the IT systems of individual
value-creation steps within the company (e.g., production and logistics). After all, 51% of
respondents state that so far only selected data is stored. However, in 39% of the cases,
there is no further processing and use of the data by upstream or downstream systems.

Investigating the business dimension, 59% of companies pay attention to Industry 4.0
during the strategy process, but a concrete strategy has not yet been formulated. Challenges
lie in the transformation of the entire organization to form more flexible and open struc-
tures. Most of the companies surveyed maintain long-term, contractually bound (“rigid”)
relationships (26%) or short-term adaptable (“flexible”) business relationships with a few
selected partners (45%). In most companies, there are no clear (24%) or clear but rigid
responsibilities within the company for incremental and radical innovations, as well as
rigid innovation processes that are independent of projects (41%). In addition, business
model development within the company is also often unstructured (38%).

For the people dimension, rigid structures still prevail among employees. Only
8% decide completely independently on the design of their activities or the planning
of their work schedule, and only 10% have irregular daily schedules with ever-changing
requirements. This impression is also confirmed regarding the flexibility of working hours,
even though this might have significantly improved in the course of the Corona pandemic.
Most respondents have clearly defined attendance and break times for employees (31%) or
flextime with flexibly scheduled breaks (35%). Overall, digitalization and people are not
yet ideally synced. Still, 26% of the companies surveyed state that the disruptions regularly
lead to delays because people and technology are waiting for each other.

A further fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis of the data from the quick check
by Schneider and colleagues (2022) revealed two success paths for technological maturity:
intensive training and strong worker participation combined with strong entrepreneurial
culture or with strong customer-oriented innovation in larger firms [76].

The results presented here show the commonalities among companies in Germany
about the status quo of Industry 4.0. However, even if many share the same problems, the
respective target positions and the solutions depend on their individual requirements and
contingencies. To validate that our method is suitable to help companies define and reach
those, the method was conducted with the five early adopters from our case studies.

In our case studies, the initial situations and the relevant problems regarding Industry
4.0 were quite similar. Topics included eliminating analog documents, reducing media
breaks, and increasing the competencies of employees. However, while the topics were
similar, the concrete solutions created were quite different since the contingencies of the
companies had to be taken into account. The strive to eliminate analog documents, for
example, led one company to digitalize their order documents in the production, while
another company focused on machine documents and the use of data from machines. This
shows that companies must focus on what is specifically necessary and not on what is
fundamentally possible. Despite the generalized content of the solution patterns, it was
possible to tailor them individually to the different companies.

5.4. Limitations

Although our results stem from a comprehensive consortium research project, there
remain some limitations. First, qualitative research per se is limited in terms of general-
izability. We applied the method in multiple cases in practice, but further studies on the
application of the method are necessary to further prove the validity. Furthermore, in
our work, we focus on the intellectual perspective of the transformation process without
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addressing the social dimension. The people participating in the application of the method
and their relations are not considered in detail (c.f., [77]). The third limitation is a temporal
one: Our results reflect the insights on Industry 4.0 as of today. Hence, our method should
be continuously reflected on, and new insights must be integrated. At last, regarding the
insights from the quick check, it must be stated, that the companies participating through
the online tool are not a representative sample because they were not randomly selected
but participated because of their interest.

5.5. Future Research

Research on Industry 4.0 is not exhausted yet; there are still myriads of open questions.
Especially driven by the socio-political discourse, sustainability is becoming more important
for Industry 4.0. Research should emphasize an integrative view. The socio-technical
dimensions technology, people, and organization/business of Industry 4.0 should be
aligned to the social, ecological, and economic views of sustainability. Implementing
Industry 4.0 in a company is also associated with risks. Our method delivers a first
approach to deal with these risks that suits the scope of the method, but further research
into this topic seems promising and necessary (c.f., [44,78]). Future research should focus
on methods and approaches, that support these tasks.

6. Conclusions

Our study investigates how companies can adopt an individual, suitable approach to
Industry 4.0 to increase their firm performance. The resulting method was developed and
validated within a consortium research project of three years employing design science
research and method engineering. The method comprises four phases: (1) Industry 4.0
maturity check, (2) Industry 4.0 target definition, (3) Industry 4.0 implementation planning,
and (4) Industry 4.0 transformation setup. The first phase helps companies to determine
their current performance level regarding Industry 4.0 using a socio-technical maturity
model. Relevant fields of action are analyzed using a set of distinct methods. The second
phase allows companies to determine their target position utilizing corporate foresight
techniques. During the third phase, the implementation of the target position is planned
by building combinations of established solution patterns. The last phase transfers the
implementation path into a transformation setup comprising a gradual plan of action. The
findings contribute both to theory and practice. For practitioners, we deliver a method
they can use for the transformation of their own company. At the same time, however, we
advise using the support of consultants in this regard. Comprehensive data regarding the
performance level of other companies, that participated through the online tool, give them
orientation regarding their peer group. For the scientific community, we provide one of
the few socio-technical approaches to Industry 4.0 maturity models and the first approach
to combine maturity models with foresight and extensive prescriptive knowledge for the
transformation process.
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Abstract: In recent years, a complex set of dynamic developments driven by both the economy and
the emergence of digital technologies has put pressure on manufacturing companies to adapt. The
concept of servitization, i.e., the shift from a product-centric to a service-centric value creation logic,
can help manufacturing companies stabilize their business in such volatile times. Existing academic
literature investigates the potential and challenges of servitization and the associated development of
data-based services, so-called smart services, with a view to external market performance. However,
with the increasing use of digital technologies in manufacturing and the development of internal
smart services based on them, we argue that the existing insights on external servitization are also of
interest for internal transformation. In this paper, we identify key findings from service literature,
apply them to digital factory transformation, and structure them into six fields of action along the
dimensions of people, technology, and organization. As a result, recommendations for designing
digital factory transformation in manufacturing companies are derived from the perspective of
servitization and developing internal smart services.

Keywords: servitization; digital factory transformation; smart services; IoT; AI; internal services

1. Introduction

In recent years, the manufacturing sector is facing profound changes [1]. In addition
to the changes posed by technological advances themselves, primarily by digitalization,
there are several other challenges for the manufacturing industry to overcome [2]. These
difficulties could be an effect of the digital transformation itself. Still, they could also be the
outcome of regulation or recent international events that are fundamentally altering the
market situation. This applies, in particular, to manufacturing companies’ production and
logistics areas as their effectiveness and efficiency are crucial when they want to remain
competitive, even if the production plants are located in high-wage countries, such as
Germany. Selected challenges that can be observed in different companies and sectors are
listed below:

• Difficulties with international supply chains: Recently, partly due to the COVID-19
pandemic, global supply chains have faltered. As a consequence, for example, a
seamless supply of spare parts and components is not always guaranteed. This has
disrupted even particularly well-optimized JIT and JIS production processes. Sourcing
and supply chain issues dominate the planning and management of manufacturing
processes, making it difficult to fully assemble products and requiring improvisation,
as well as ad hoc decision-making. Supply constraints in some industrial sectors have
become so severe that they call into question the flexible mass production’s prior
achievements [3]. Energy supply and price have recently forced companies to adjust
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their manufacturing processes. Overall, this will lead to a re-evaluation of their supply
chain strategies [4].

• Sustainability: Sustainability is a challenge with several origins, such as the need
to stay cost competitive while energy costs are increasing. Additionally, there is an
increasing focus of the customers on the impact of their own consumption. The most
obvious and most controversially discussed cause are regulations, for example, the
European Green Deal or the restriction of internal combustion engine vehicles. As a
result, the manufacturing industry has to rethink the whole life cycle of its products,
starting from the design to how they are produced or even their whole business
models [5,6].

• New global players: In addition to the growing international pressure of existing
competitors and the advance of new technologies, new companies are increasingly
entering the markets, putting pressure on established manufacturers. These companies
do not have a production history stretching back decades but instead, build their
manufacturing processes closely based on procedures and processes previously only
known to the digital economy. The most prominent example is Tesla, which is focusing
everything on software and digitalization and whose manufacturing plants are literally
being built as greenfield projects [7].

• Digitalization of brown-field factories: Although traditional companies have advan-
tages due to decades of experience, efficient product design, and deep knowledge of
production processes, they must face challenges originating in the organic growth of
factory layouts, processes, and technology. Most notably, this organic growth also
took place in IT systems and led to a fast number of different systems that are not
well-connected, hard to maintain, and difficult to replace. This brown-field burden pre-
vents companies from benefiting easily from adopting and scaling new technological
advances and, therefore, they are not able to react flexibly to changing conditions [8].

• Skilled labor shortage: In recent years, the labor market in industrialized countries
is favoring the employee’s side. In addition to the rapidly expanded demand for
specialized skills in IT and engineering, the obvious factor is the ever-increasing age
of the average worker. This leads to a competitive environment where, in addition
to the financial incentives, the working conditions in the form of work–life balance
play an increasingly more prominent role [9]. These changes will have the added
benefit that older workers can extend their working life [10]. The downside is that,
especially in manufacturing, predominant shift models adapting to more flexible
working conditions is difficult.

Even though some generally recognizable challenges have been listed here, the actual
set of barriers is always multi-faceted and can vary depending on the particular company.
This is accompanied by major economic risks, but these challenges also point to signifi-
cant opportunities. These include creating intelligent and adaptive production structures
that make it possible to manufacture high-quality products in series under competitive
conditions, even under massive uncertainty. However, this will only be possible if produc-
tion processes are fully digitized, from capacity and demand planning to delivery. The
associated change process can also be described as digital transformation [9]. Therefore,
the ability to implement digital transformation will be a key factor for the future competi-
tiveness of companies and for overcoming the challenges described above. In the context
of industrial manufacturing, this fundamental change can also be referred to as digital
factory transformation.

The increasing use of digital technologies, such as artificial intelligence (AI) and the
Internet of Things (IoT), is accompanied by high investment costs. In order to be able
to amortize these, it is necessary to develop services that use digital technologies and
the resulting data for concrete added value, such as automated and flexible production
steps [10]. The resulting increase in the importance of services and a service-oriented value
creation logic in manufacturing companies is discussed under the term servitization. In
recent years, scientific research has produced a wide range of findings on the concept
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of servitization but is particularly concerned with the question of how products can be
enriched with services and marketed to external customers in service-oriented business
models [11]. It has been shown, for example, that companies can increase their resilience
and flexibility in turbulent times by switching from a product-oriented to a service-oriented
business model [12].

Against the backdrop of the challenges and need for change outlined above, as well
as the availability of digital technologies, the importance of developing internal services
for manufacturing companies is increasing. We argue that the approach of servitization
and its dimensions are worth transferring to production and other internal processes. In
our paper, we, therefore, want to explore how existing insights from the servitization
literature and a service-specific perspective can be applied to key action areas of digital
factory transformation and provide a new impetus.

2. Servitization and the Development of Internal Smart Services
2.1. Digital Servitization: The Changing Character of Value Creation

Changes in industrial value creation structures have been observed at the global level,
increasing the importance of services in the industrial sector, not only in an end customers’
context but also between partners of an industrial value chain [13,14]. With the ongoing
digitalization, seizing data-related opportunities gains significance [15]. As a result of
technological developments, the increasing relevance of value co-creation and customer
centricity can be observed in the manufacturing environment [16]. Research shows that
the implementation of data-driven services in a manufacturing environment can provide
opportunities for a firm’s long-term competitive advantage [15]. Industrial firms that
consequently seize the existing opportunities for digitally enabled service growth could be
more resilient to global crises [12]. Moreover, following a structured servitization strategy
can improve a firm’s internationalization and increase its competitiveness [17]. Improving
the quality of internal services can result in higher external customer satisfaction [18]
and improvement in financial performance [19]. Most of the work to date has a focus on
external offerings when considering servitization in the context of digital transformation.
We argue that due to the increasing use of digital technologies and the changing demands
on processes and employees, the approach of servitization and its dimensions are worth
transferring to internal production processes.

Taking the path of servitization in a traditional, product-driven industry comes with
various business opportunities but also poses several challenges. To unveil the manifold
potentials of digital servitization, firms need to undertake a series of transformational
steps, including processual, organizational, and ecosystem changes [15,20]. Companies
that want to achieve digital servitization are faced with a variety of tension within the
organizational boundaries inherent in their business relationships, including performance
priorities, organizational identity, and data utilization [20]. Other challenges include
inappropriate culture, a lack of customer focus and resources, and poor processes [21].
Digital servitization also demands a change in business logic. To become digital, a firm
must adjust its organizational identity and culture [15]. To develop resilient businesses,
it is crucial to build service-led strategies and design product-service offerings while
maintaining the existing expertise in the engineering domain [12]. At the center of digital
servitization stands the development of data-based services that create added value and
allow new business models. The following section, therefore, describes the special features
and characteristics of so-called smart services.

2.2. Characterization of Smart Services

Being researched in several domains (e.g., marketing, management, and information
systems) and from different perspectives (e.g., customer perspective, company perspective),
the phenomenon of smart services emerges from the fields of service science and service
engineering [22]. In general, smart services can be defined as data-based, individually
configurable bundles of intelligent products, digital services, or personally delivered
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services that are organized and performed via integrated service platforms [23]. One
technological core component of smart services is the IoT. Data collected by sensors is
combined with other data on digital platforms and analyzed to gain insights into the
condition, use, or application-specific environment of networked physical objects. Based on
these insights, digital and personally delivered service modules are combined and adapted
to situational needs in a specific context. In addition, machine learning methods represent
the second core technological component of smart services [24]. Trained with appropriate
data, machine learning processes are able to independently perform tasks described in
advance without having to reprogram each step. Smart services are, therefore, characterized
by their ability to deliver individualized value propositions in a highly automated and
scalable manner [25]. In addition to these special characteristics, which result from their
“smartness”, smart services also have traditional characteristics of services that distinguish
them from physical products. To understand the shift in the offerings’ nature during
servitization, the following three dimensions can be considered [26]:

• First, services exhibit a high degree of immateriality, which means they are also
represented by intangible elements. This can refer, on the one hand, to the resources
used by the provider and, on the other hand, to the service outcome, for example,
in the form of generated knowledge or customer experiences. Looking at smart
services, data as a core characterizing element that is of an immaterial nature in the
first place enables interaction between different actors, setting the fundament for value
co-creation activities.

• The second dimension, “interactivity”, describes the integration of the customer and its
resources into the value-creation process, in which an intensive exchange of resources
occurs between the supplier and the customer. This can mean either the exchange of
data, ideas, and information or the integration of physical resources of the customer
(e.g., a physical machine component) that is processed by the supplier.

• The third dimension addresses the degree of individualization, i.e., the adaptation of
service offerings to the needs of the customer in a specific situation. In the context
of smart services, individualization is based on the availability of data on individual
actors or individual activities. Allowing a case-by-case distinction, the execution of a
service can be adapted to its specific requirements in each case.

Along the dimensions, different value propositions can be classified and characterized
according to the degree of proficiency. While simple physical products have a low profi-
ciency in the three dimensions, it is relatively high for many service offerings. Against the
background of the three dimensions, it is clear that successful internal servitization requires
the development and management of capabilities for dealing with immateriality, interactiv-
ity and individualization, as well as a high degree of automation and scalability. This holds
true, in particular, for the development of internal smart services. In the following section,
an example of such a service is provided, in order to make the features easier to grasp.

2.3. AI-Based Quality Control as an Example of an Internal Smart Service

As already described, digitalization is an essential driver for service transformation
in the industry. AI technologies are particularly highlighted here, as they contribute to
optimizing production processes and factories in a wide range of areas. Industrial AI
has the potential to improve productivity and quality throughout the entire value stream,
as it can help manufacturing companies improve efficiency, reduce errors, and optimize
processes [27]. The application for industrial AI-based solutions can be found, for exam-
ple, in the maintenance of systems, capacity control, and internal quality assurance [28].
Industrial AI-based solutions may initially seem like completely automated IT systems,
but they have a stronger service component than one might initially think. The three core
characteristics of services, (1) immateriality, (2) interactivity, and (3) individualization, are
also reflected in AI applications in the industrial environment. From a service-specific
perspective, AI-enabled services can be understood as intelligent and, thus, “smart” digital
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service products [29,30]. This can be due to their varied application potential views as an
archetype of smart services.

A particularly instructive example of a smart service using industrial AI is image
recognition (industrial computer vision) for quality assurance. This is one of the key areas
where industrial computer vision (ICV) is used to ensure that products meet the required
quality standards. ICV systems typically consist of a camera or multiple cameras that
capture images or videos of the product or process, software algorithms that analyze the
images or videos, and a user interface that displays the results of the analysis. Algorithms
can be trained using machine learning techniques to recognize specific features and defects
in images or videos. For example, sheet metal components for machine housings or car
bodies can be inspected for damage, such as cracks. ICV applications are not merely
technical products but can be understood as smart services. This becomes clear once the
three characteristics of services are considered in the context of the development and use
of ICV. A key component of an ICV application is the output delivered through software
algorithms that analyze images or videos of products, which are then interpreted by
humans. These outputs are intangible and cannot be physically touched or experienced.
This means that the value of an ICV solution is not in the physical product but rather in the
insights and information provided by the computer vision system. Therefore, they can be
considered immaterial.

Furthermore, ICV solutions are characterized by interactivity, as their value only arises
in the collaboration between the ICV system and the user. The ICV system can detect
potential damage and flag it to alert employees to a possible defect. They can then make
informed decisions about whether to reject or refinish a product based on the information
provided by the system. In addition, ICV-based services are individual because they can
train and evolve on their own. Thus, they adapt to the specific needs of a particular
manufacturing department in an application context and meet their unique requirements
and processes. Thus, if the input changes permanently, this leads to different output results.
Second, system decisions are dependent on environmental factors. For example, in image
recognition systems, minimal changes in hardware setup or the environment of the system
(light, dust, etc.) can affect the results.

If AI-based smart services are provided internally, for example, by the IT department,
they are referred to as internal smart services. To successfully shape the digital service
transformation in companies internally, it is essential to adopt a service-oriented perspective
in the development, implementation, and roll-out of industrial AI-based applications. This
service-oriented understanding is leading to changes in how business units within a
company work together and between partner companies in ecosystems. However, the fact
that AI services are frequently delivered through digital platforms, cloud frameworks, and
edge computing capabilities also results in structural adjustments within an organization.
Against the background of the three dimensions, successful servitization requires, in
particular, the development and management of capabilities for dealing with immateriality,
interactivity, and individualization.

3. Taking a Service Perspective on Digital Factory Transformation

The development of internal smart services is increasingly important in digital factory
transformation to generate added value from data. Against this background, digital
factory transformation in manufacturing can also be understood as internal servitization.
By digitally linking all manufacturing processes in conjunction with data-driven service
products, the production process itself is organized as a service system. Production sites
develop, productize, and market their own manufacturing know-how in the form of
internal smart services and thus create added value for upstream and downstream areas,
other company sites, or even external cooperation partners who obtain and use these
digital service products. It is important to take a holistic view of the service system in order
to move from a local optimum for individual services to a global optimum for the entire
production. A concerted strategy and management of intra-factory services is thus essential.
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To provide new insights, we look at fields for digital factory transformation from
a service perspective. Therefore, the framework of socio-technical systems is adopted,
which is well-established when it comes to the analysis of production systems [31]. The
framework distinguishes three levels of consideration: people, technology, and organization.

It is widely accepted that people play a decisive role in technological change processes.
Technologies are used by people, and people work together in organizations. The growing
importance of digital technologies further enhances the significance of the human factor
in that the technologies influence human interaction. Technology is the basis for new
production methods and manufacturing processes. What is new is the speed at which
technology is developing, which is also a consequence of the fact that digital technologies
have significantly shorter development times and life cycles. On the organizational level, a
holistic and systemic view of rules, processes, and decisions with data and data analytic
systems is increasingly providing the basis for these decisions.

A systemic view implies that levels are not considered separately. It is often at in-
terfaces and overlaps the levels that are particularly relevant as design fields arise. The
following simplified analytical grid with six design fields emerges for considering digital
factory transformation from the internal smart service perspective (see Figure 1). The six
fields of action are described in the following sections.
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3.1. Developing Business Models for Internal Smart Services

The development of new, service-oriented business models is at the center of the dis-
cussion about digital servitization with a perspective on external customers. The increasing
use of data and the application of machine learning methods support everything-as-a-
service (XaaS) business models and, in particular, use- or outcome-based revenue models
in which products are not sold but rather their use or result of use are evaluated and billed
on the basis of empirical data. The use of digital technologies, such as AI and the IoT,
can increase the number of parameters considered, automate the evaluation of product
performance, and thus create mutual transparency, which reduces the economic risk of
these business models [32].

The concept of thinking and acting in business models also provides potential for
manufacturing companies regarding internal value creation. On the one hand, manufac-
turing companies can benefit from equipment-as-a-service business models of suppliers,
in which not machines and equipment parts but their usage or results are purchased. The
advantages here arise from transferring risks from the factory to the equipment provider.
These include, for example, the investment risk since the manufacturer assumes the fi-
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nancing and the costs of production, the availability risk since the supplier keeps the
machine available and guarantees its performance, or even the market risk, which arises
from potential fluctuations in demand and the associated low-capacity utilization [33].
Especially in times of high volatility, this can create an advantage. However, potential
risk transfer is also countered by potentially negative effects. These include, in particular,
the necessary sharing of data from the production process with equipment providers, the
outflow of production-relevant knowledge, and the associated dependence on external
suppliers. Therefore, from the factory operator’s point of view, it is essential to identify the
non-critical process steps and to critically reflect on the advantages and disadvantages of
such business models for each case and production step individually. On the other hand,
considering business models and especially evaluating profitability also plays a central role
in developing internal smart services. Establishing digital infrastructures for collecting and
using data must be translated into added value for the company via these services, which,
at best, can be expressed in monetary terms.

However, assessing the economic benefits of smart services is not always easy. For
one thing, the costs of acquiring data of appropriate quality and the resulting benefits are
difficult to estimate before implementing and training appropriate algorithms. In addition,
many digital technologies have marginal costs close to zero due to their scalability, which
makes a precise cost analysis at the level of individual services in the production process
even more difficult. On the other hand, the result is also not always easy to evaluate
in monetary terms. It is easy, for example, in the case of quantifiable targets, such as
productivity gains or energy savings, which are measured using the data. In other cases,
the outcome is less easily quantifiable, such as generating new insights or increasing process
transparency, the value of which depends on the recipient and the application context.
Here, indirect benefit measurements, such as conjoint analysis, can help to supplement
a purely cost-driven view with indirectly unfolding potential benefits. A problem that
often exists is that the necessary data for developing smart services is collected at one point
in the supply chain, but the added value from the data unfolds at another point in the
process, or one department focuses on maximizing its own value from the service instead
of considering its effects on the whole service system. One answer to this challenge could
be the collaborative business and operating model development methodology presented in
the service literature. Based on a common value proposition (e.g., saving resources by a
certain percentage), the various players can jointly classify their expenditures for this and
the revenues from it and develop rules and compensation mechanisms.

In order to monetize data through additional revenues, in addition to cost savings, the
developed services can also be offered to other production sites within the company or
even to external partners or competitors with similar production processes. The advantage
of innovative companies is that they collect data early on and train algorithms and analysis
models that are needed to offer smart services. For other production sites or external com-
panies, the question later arises as to whether they want to carry out this effort themselves
or use the existing “as-a-service” offerings. The development of innovative internal smart
services and suitable business models thus contains the potential to soften the image of
production sites as pure cost centers and generate independent revenues.

3.2. Digital Platforms and Data Ecosystems

One of the central value propositions of smart products and services lies in the acqui-
sition, merging, and automated evaluation of different data streams with the aim of being
able to offer situational and customer-specific solutions and thus increase the value of the
services [34]. In this context, the potential for innovation in developing smart services
also increases with the number and variety of available data sources, as the corresponding
application context can be mapped more completely by the data. The inclusion of data
across domains and departments, therefore, opens up new value-creation potential through
services in production. In addition to data from a single production step, data from up-
stream and downstream process steps, from the physical environment of a machine, or
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even external data outside the factory (e.g., logistics or incoming orders) can be included.
The aim is to break down data silos and use the available data for a wide range of internal
smart services.

The technical core for this is provided by software-defined platforms, in which the
data collected in various networked physical objects can be stored, merged, and combined
with other data [35]. To promote the breaking down of data silos between departments,
domains, and production plants, central storage forms that simultaneously enable individ-
ual data use for the development of smart services are gaining importance. An exemplary
concept is represented by “data lakes”, in which raw data is stored and only analyzed
when required [36]. In addition to storing, various steps of data pre-processing and data
preparation are needed before data can be analyzed. For example, data must be converted
into suitable formats, and attention must be paid to data quality management at this point
to feed the AI later with valid and meaningful data.

In addition to the technical core, the ecosystem of participating actors is also an
integral part of the platform concept, which is responsible for supplying the data. Applying
platformization principles on an organizational level, coordinating, and interacting across
several organizational entities (e.g., departments), platform-based technical infrastructure
can ease the flow of information and data. In order to promote the exchange of data across
domains and company divisions, specific governance has to be established, including
organizational aspects such as rules, structures, and access rights of platform value creation.
As an example, clearly defined processes and steps for the collection and classification of
data can be mentioned to ensure the highest possible data quality. The potential gains
are to be shared between the actors, as suggested in the collaborative development of a
business model in Section 3.2.

3.3. Data Analytics

The development of successful smart services fundamentally depends on the ability
to collect relevant data and generate added value from it. In addition to data collection,
cleansing, and merging, the key capability for developing and delivering value-adding
smart services lies in applying intelligent analytics [37].

In order to develop and deliver value-adding smart services, data needs to be grad-
ually transformed from raw data into insights and knowledge by applying analytical
measures [38]. Using appropriate analytical methods, information and recommendations
can be obtained from raw data to derive actions or recommendations. This process is often
referred to as an information value chain or the data, information, knowledge, and wisdom
(DIKW) hierarchy [39]. Raw data, which connote the properties of objects, events, and their
environment as simple signs, signals, and symbols, form the basis. Combining and extend-
ing the data with meta-data requires meaning and becomes structured information [40].
If the information is put into context by incorporating experience, skills, and knowledge,
knowledge is created from which decisions for action can be derived. At the top level of the
information hierarchy, wisdom emerges. Here, in addition to a comprehensive understand-
ing of the relationship between knowledge elements, ethical and aesthetic aspects are also
taken into account, which can lead to an increase in the attractiveness and effectiveness
of smart services [41]. Wisdom in this context can also be understood as the system’s
judgment to provide actions and decisions not only efficiently but also taking into account
collective and individual values. Only in this way can users perceive this information as
appropriate and beneficial. In general, however, actions and decisions that lead to the
added value of smart services can already be derived from information and knowledge.

In order to prepare data for developing and delivering smart services, different meth-
ods of data analysis can be applied. Methods of descriptive data analysis allow historical
data to be evaluated and condensed into manageable information [42]. Aggregated reports
or cumulative visualizations clarify which events have occurred. In contrast, diagnostic
analytics help determine why certain events occurred and thus support people in building
knowledge and making better decisions. Predictive data analysis methods represent in-
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ductive approaches that lead to predictions about what will happen in the future based
on historical data [43]. They play a central role in deriving smart actions and measures
based on collected data. Methods of prescriptive data analysis go even one step further
and provide recommendations about what should be performed and why [44]. Thus, they
play a key role in bringing “smartness” into service offers.

Moreover, different types of analytics also make different contributions to the imple-
mentation of smart services (see Figure 2). While descriptive, diagnostic, and predictive
procedures support the acting persons by providing information and knowledge, prescrip-
tive analytics enables a level of automation in which decisions or actions can be made or
triggered autonomously by information systems [45]. This increasing automation and, in
some cases, even autonomization of situation-adaptive service provision represents a cen-
tral feature of smart services [22]. However, predictive and prescriptive analytic techniques
also have higher data quantity and quality requirements that must be met. Companies
should, therefore, carefully consider which level of the DIKW hierarchy is possible with
the existing data and capabilities of the company.
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Figure 2. Contribution of analytics for implementing smart services (source: [45]).

The analysis of large volumes of data and the increasing automation of smart ser-
vices is often made possible by applying technologies and methods of AI, as described
in Section 2.3 [46]. Particularly in the case of smart services that use black-box artificial
intelligence methods for decision-making, aspects of traceability and transparency often
pose a problem. Some machine learning methods (e.g., decision trees or Bayesian classifiers)
enable general traceability due to the limited number of paths, rules, and features consid-
ered. In contrast, other methods, especially deep learning algorithms (e.g., convolutional
neural networks), represent a class of machine learning that prioritize predictive accuracy
and, thus, the quality of results of the digital service, sacrificing (at least in part) trans-
parency and traceability [47]. By independently linking mathematically defined entities
on a multitude of layers, neural networks can increase the quality of the output, but the
exact procedure remains hidden even from data specialists. Here, too, companies should
critically weigh which procedures offer the best trade-off between high predictive quality
and the need for assurance and acceptance among users.

3.4. Perceived Quality and Acceptance

Internal intelligent services of manufacturing companies are often used to support
human work. For example, automated analysis in quality control or AI-supported pro-
duction control can relieve employees of routine tasks and promote the making of good
human decisions (see Figure 2). However, this implies that employees have a high level of
acceptance toward the corresponding systems, and smart services are not perceived as a
threat [48].

A central prerequisite for the creation of accepted smart services is the knowledge
of factors influencing the perceived quality of users and their consideration during de-
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velopment. As a direct determinant of value-in-use and acceptance, a higher perceived
quality represents a critical variable for successful smart services [49]. Many companies are
currently facing challenges in this respect, as little is known about the quality requirements
of smart services [50,51]. However, knowledge regarding perceived quality factors is es-
sential, as the potential benefits are also accompanied by possible risks, such as a lack of
protection for sensitive data, a loss of privacy, or the perception of surveillance [52,53]. In
addition, increasing automation and the associated loss of personal relationships or the use
of complex algorithms may reinforce customer-based uncertainties [25].

In order to gain high-quality perceptions and build acceptance of smart services, the
involvement of stakeholders and especially users during all development phases play a
central role [54]. Recurring validation cycles in different development stages, from idea
generation to the marketing of smart services, can systematically address and ensure a
positive perception of quality by users [55]. The so-called quality characteristics of smart
services and their influencing factors can provide the basis for a structured assessment
with stakeholders. Eight generic quality characteristics are known as smart services for this
purpose [56]. The quality characteristics refer to the dimensions of resources and processes
and results along the service provision.

With regard to the resources provided, it is apparent that a function-supporting role
and an aesthetic appearance of the physical, digital, and personal artifacts are key drivers of
a positive quality assessment. In addition, the capabilities of networked physical objects,
digital services (e.g., functionalities), and service staff (e.g., competencies) build a basis for
evaluation. Furthermore, the consideration of security and privacy represents an important
quality characteristic in the design of smart services. Security addresses freedom from haz-
ards, risks, and doubts, such as electromagnetic radiation, data access, complex solutions,
or interaction with autonomously acting systems. Especially when collecting, storing, and
processing personal or sensitive data, ensuring privacy also plays an important role. For
example, only data directly related to the value proposition should be collected. The degree
of desire for privacy is significantly influenced by the trustworthiness of technologies and
acting persons.

In the process dimension, integration quality addresses the perception of how well
and with how little effort the provided resources can be integrated into the environment
and processes of a user during provision. Another characteristic is the ease of interaction,
which refers to simple, natural, and empathetic interactions between people, technologies,
and objects. In the context of smart services, for example, the factors of empathy and
naturalness gain relevance in the design of a virtual agent’s voice and dialog [57].

Since the value generation of a smart service depends on how well the service com-
ponents adapt to the situational context of a user, adaptability must also be considered as
a process quality characteristic [58]. High adaptability is characterized by the degree of
flexibility, automated personalization, learning ability, and speed of adaptation. The last
quality characteristic of the process dimension addresses the perception of control. This de-
scribes users’ perception of the extent to which they can actively influence service delivery
and are not controlled by data collection or automated decisions, or even monitored by
sensors [59]. Key influencing factors of a positive perception of control are, for example, the
transparency and traceability of service provision, the clear regulation of responsibilities
between humans and machines, and the controllability and comfort of using the smart
service [55].

In the outcome dimension, the perceived benefit of individual service components,
as well as their interaction, is evaluated. The valuable contributions of personal interac-
tion include, for example, the deepening of the customer relationship. In contrast, the
contribution of digital services is evaluated along with the improved information situation
through data visualization. Since the value proposition of smart services can take very
different forms depending on the use case, only the functional and additional benefits can be
distinguished in a generic consideration. The functional benefit addresses the effectiveness,
i.e., a customer’s effective and holistic task fulfillment or problem solution. Smart services
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aim to achieve both greater effectiveness through the data-based configuration of service
components and to increase efficiency through the targeted use of resources. In addition to
being functional, smart services can add value by satisfying emotional, epistemic, or social
needs [60]. Emotional value addresses the evaluation of a user’s affective state during or
after service delivery. For example, through data-driven customization, smart services can
satisfy hedonic needs and thus evoke joyful or playful emotions [61].

Furthermore, the use of data to derive evidence-based decisions can contribute to
the emotional security of acting individuals. The collection and analysis of data can also
lead to novel findings and insights. This can satisfy the epistemic curiosity of users and
trigger a change in habitual processes. Another important aspect of added value is social
value, which results from the recognition and respect of third parties and positively impacts
the self-image and self-confidence of users. For example, the degree of technological
innovation or their contribution to a more environmentally friendly solution contributes to
social recognition.

The perceived quality has a significant influence on the acceptance of internal smart
services in production, which is why the stated quality characteristics should be taken
into account during the development of smart services. Moreover, it is highly relevant
to emphasize that internal smart services and technologies are not intended to replace
employees but to support them. Therefore, user-centered development and design should
be of high importance.

3.5. Competence Shift

In particular, the use of the IoT and AI technologies, as well as the increasing service
orientation, lead to changing competence requirements in companies [62]. Employees need
more diverse competence profiles, which include digital and data-specific skills, such as
the effective use of digital tools and different forms of human–machine interfaces [63].
Moreover, employees need a fundamental awareness of the roles, potentials, and limits of
AI-driven smart services and knowledge of which data can be collected and converted into
added value.

Changes are also occurring in the area of methodological competencies, which include,
for example, flexible decision-making and problem-solving skills, process, and systems
thinking. Innovative smart services with a high degree of complexity require methodolog-
ical competencies such as the analysis of large volumes of data, the control of complex
processes, and the solution of rapidly changing problems. Since internal smart services
require a cross-domain and cross-departmental perspective and the integration and coordi-
nation of mutually dependent work processes, systems thinking and a distinctive service
mindset are also essential areas of competence [64]. Collaborative work on smart services
across departmental and domain boundaries requires distinctive social skills, influencing ef-
fective and efficient collaboration and communication. Since, in many cases, not all service
components of a smart service are fully automated and often involve personal interactions,
social competencies such as empathy, emotion, and creativity also remain important. Since
core technologies, such as AI, have short innovation cycles and are rather untransparent,
flexibility, tolerance of ambiguity, and reflectiveness are helpful organizational skills [65].

The competencies required at the organizational level are not needed at the individual
level by every employee to the same depth and extent. Service literature, therefore, speaks of
T-shaped competence profiles, which individual employees should possess [66,67]. Here, a
distinction is made between horizontal and vertical competencies. Horizontal competencies
describe the skills required to exchange information on a topic with other knowledge areas,
specialist departments, or customers and thus be able to connect and engage in dialog.
Vertical competencies, on the other hand, describe the in-depth, specialized expertise
that is of central relevance to the performance of their activities. As job profiles demand
increasing inter-disciplinarity due to the growing thinking and interacting that are involved
in smart service ecosystems, interweaving the types of competencies mentioned in the
previous section is becoming increasingly important, especially at the horizontal level [34].
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This requires, for example, a broader understanding of AI and IoT technologies and their
application, service orientation, and overall understanding of processes. Consequently,
employees should have technical and service-specific knowledge and be able to translate
this into smart service business models. In a dynamic environment with rapidly changing
technologies and trends, they are able to move between different disciplines and systems,
as well as cross boundaries between disciplines and link them [68].

3.6. Culture and Incentives

Internal smart services can help generate added value from data at different points in
the manufacturing process. In principle, they can be applied wherever large amounts of
data are generated. Digitization is not a process taking place solely within the organiza-
tional boundaries and processes of a company’s IT department. In fact, digitization is a
transformational process, taking place across all entities of a firm and, therefore, needs the
support of many stakeholders (e.g., process owners, affected employees). On the one hand,
making it as easy as possible to get started using digital technologies and analytics, for
example, using marketable multi-sensor devices connected to low-code platforms, can help
employees gain a positive experience and get excited about digital transformation. On the
other hand, a successful shift toward more service-oriented value creation in manufacturing
companies also depends on the extent to which a corresponding corporate culture, as well
as a comprehensive service-oriented mindset, can be achieved among employees [69,70].
This corporate culture is characterized by the following three characteristics.

First of all, the increasingly relevant software elements of physical objects, which are
not necessarily developed by a central IT department, require greater agility in production
areas themselves [71]. This will also require an open approach to not-yet fully developed
solutions, a change in thinking regarding what is possible, and quick short loops to fail and
learn quickly for the next releases. In addition, a greater opening of the innovation and work
culture is needed, in which internal stakeholders jointly develop new service offerings, and
exchange across departmental boundaries and data silos is made possible [17]. A service
mentality requires a high degree of user-centricity, where gains and losses of internal
customer groups are the starting point for developing data-based services [70]. This also
includes, for example, the consideration of emotional and social customer needs, which
strengthen the overall experience and increase acceptance of smart services.

In order to maintain the necessary high data quality for the development and provision
of smart services, appropriate monetary and non-monetary incentive systems are required,
in addition to a corresponding corporate culture and the mindset of the employees. Up to
now, many incentive structures in production have been oriented toward cost efficiency,
which means that saving costs leads to rewards. However, collecting data and improving
its quality often requires time and money, and the benefits of improved data quality may
not become apparent until later or elsewhere. Here, holistic and process-oriented incentive
systems are needed to overcome such conflicts of interest. Holistic incentive systems to
improve data quality and data consistency along the manufacturing process are important
areas of digital factory transformation.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

The increasing implementation of digital technologies is accompanied by the need for
manufacturing companies to develop smart services in order to create added value from
the generated data in the form of quality or productivity benefits and to outweigh necessary
investments. This development has been discussed for several years under the term digital
servitization with a view to external products and business models of manufacturing
companies. However, the digitization of production machines and plants also requires
companies to address the central mechanisms and capabilities of internal service-oriented
value creation. Against this background, our paper aims to transfer findings from the
servitization literature on digital factory transformation to derive impulses.
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By focusing on challenges and fields of action in the development of smart services,
we adopted a service-specific perspective that broadens the understanding of value cre-
ation, where added value is generated not only through industrial factor combination but
also through interactive exchange processes and the mutual provision of knowledge and
resources by service providers, customers, and cooperation partners [72,73]. The factory of
the future is thus transforming itself into a service-oriented factory. In this understanding,
the highly flexible series production of quality products forms the basis for developing
internal smart services that continuously optimize the manufacturing process and, at the
same time, turn the factory into an innovation center for the development and operation
of data products and services. Based on the fields of action outlined above, the following
recommendations can be derived:

1. For internal servitization to succeed, the smart services developed must be developed,
implemented, and operated as professional service products from the outset. It is
essential that companies address the question of profitability, i.e., whether smart
services can be monetized directly or indirectly, how these effects can be evaluated,
and how profits are shared among those involved. In addition, the professional
development of smart services also offers the possibility of scaling them beyond the
boundaries of the company’s production plant. Companies can, for example, offer
data, trained algorithms, or fully developed value-added services to other production
sites or external companies in outlined XaaS business models that are known for
external servitization and thus generate independent revenues. In order to reduce
investment and fixed costs against the background of market fluctuations and external
uncertainties, companies should also examine the possibility of using XaaS offerings
of equipment suppliers themselves for less important and lower-risk production steps.

2. A service-oriented focus on internal value creation in production requires the estab-
lishment of integrated and scalable IT infrastructure that supports a high level of
data continuity across new and existing systems. In addition, the added value of
the individual smart services, as well as the whole service and production system,
can be better and more holistically captured by data. The focus should, therefore, be
on breaking down and merging internal data silos. This requires digital platforms
in the technical sense, but also appropriate data governance and processes in the
company that strengthen the sharing of data, and the creation of consistently high
data quality is an important component of all departments. In addition, compensation
mechanisms for contributions to high data quality should be created and incentive
mechanisms for the efficient use of IT infrastructures should be developed to prevent
limited resources from not being used efficiently and being threatened by overuse
(tragedy of the commons) [74].

3. For shifting toward service-oriented value creation and developing internal smart
services, building up suitable technical capabilities for analyzing and processing
data into insights and recommendations is necessary. Companies should consider
the opportunities and risks of descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive
analytics. Early consideration in the light of available data, in-house capabilities,
and the need for certainty and transparency can help set realistic goals for service
development. Particularly in the production environment, where errors can have
critical consequences, companies should take appropriate measures to safeguard the
use of prescriptive processes in AI-based smart services.

4. To ensure that the increasing number of smart services within the production site is
accepted by the workforce, users of the applications should be regarded as internal
customers from the outset and involved during development, testing, and continuous
optimization. This also includes focusing on the subjective perception of quality
instead of objective quality. In the context of data-intensive, automated, and adap-
tive services, new quality characteristics must be considered during development,
considering smart services’ unique character to ensure acceptance.
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5. To enable active engagement in service-oriented value creation for many departments
in production, additional competencies are needed in the workforce. Following the
concept of T-shaped competency profiles, horizontal competencies should be created
that promote collaboration across divisional and departmental boundaries, problem-
solving thinking, and a basic understanding of data and digital technologies, as well
as services. Vertical, in-depth knowledge of the application domains should not
be neglected.

6. In addition, the internal service transformation also requires an adjustment of the
corporate culture and corresponding incentive systems. This includes, for example,
an open approach to errors that is often untypical for manufacturing and the use
of data products and services that are not fully developed. Establishing a close
and solution-oriented collaboration between departments, a high level of agility in
software development processes in various departments, and a constant ability to
innovate and adapt are central pillars of an internal service culture. This should be
flanked by holistic and process-oriented incentive and motivation systems so that
all employees continuously contribute to optimizing data quality and smart service
quality along the manufacturing process.

In our paper, we presented selected central findings from the servitization literature
and applied them to in-plant applications in manufacturing. Due to the diversity of the
topic, our paper does not claim to be exhaustive of the relevant topics and should, therefore,
be understood as a first impulse. For example, one important topic is the design of data-
based services for the implementation of dynamic manufacturing processes, which are
controlled automatically by data and AI applications [75]. We were also unable to consider
the process of internal services transformation, i.e., which steps need to be taken in which
order and with what intensity. Future research should take up these central questions and
empirically investigate the impulses mentioned here in the six fields of action. Finally, it
should be noted that the findings and recommendations presented here cannot be applied to
all companies in the manufacturing sector to the same extent. Nevertheless, it is hoped that
looking at the digital transformation of the factory from a service perspective will provide
new insights and support successful implementation for as many companies as possible.
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44227 Dortmund, Germany; hartmut.hirsch-kreinsen@tu-dortmund.de

Abstract: This contribution deals with the diffusion of Industry 4.0 technologies and their conse-
quences for work. Additionally, design options for work in Industry 4.0 are discussed. The following
are outlined: First, since there are as yet no concrete future prospects for digital work, different devel-
opment perspectives can be envisioned. Second, the development of Industry 4.0, therefore, has to be
regarded as a design project. One theoretical basis for this is the “sociotechnical systems” approach.
Third, this approach enables criteria for the design and implementation of human-oriented forms
of digitized work to be systematically developed. The empirical basis of this contribution derives
from research findings on the implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies and the development of
digitized work in German industry. The research results are based on qualitative research methods
such as company case studies and expert interviews.

Keywords: Industry 4.0; development of work; sociotechnical systems approach; human-oriented
work design

1. Introduction

The diffusion of Industry 4.0 and digital technologies are changing the world of
work in the industrial sector. These changes will become commonplace in the future, but
predicting the consequences for jobs and skills is a much more difficult task. In the scientific
and public debate, the economic and social consequences of Industry 4.0 are still the subject
of intensive discussions, and clear trend statements hardly seem possible.

From a sociological point of view, at least two economic and societal consequences of
the now more than ten-year discourse on the vision of Industry 4.0 [1] should be singled
out: It has underscored the enormous structural economic importance of the industrial
sector for many countries, and with this vision, forward-looking and innovative prospects
have opened up for industry. Furthermore, Industry 4.0 puts the long-forgotten question
of the future of industrial work back on the political agenda. It can be assumed that
Industry 4.0 will by no means offer clear—negative or positive—consequences for jobs and
qualifications. However, Industry 4.0 opens up a wide scope of development possibilities
for work that can and should be used in its qualification- and human-oriented design.

Following this, the contribution draws on research findings on the development
of industrial work as a result of the diffusion of Industry 4.0 systems. Especially, the
prerequisites and chances of a human-centered design for industrial work will be outlined.
These considerations refer to the approach of the “sociotechnical system”, which assumes
that new technologies entail both personnel and organizational changes. On this basis, the
different and sometimes contradictory perspectives of human, technology and organization
are brought together to develop a complementary design approach to industrial work
under the conditions of a progressive digitization of industrial processes.

The goal of this article was, therefore, to emphasize design options for industrial work
under the conditions of Industry 4.0. This should make clear that the process of change in
work is by no means just a technologically caused process. Rather, it is strongly determined
by economic and social factors, especially by the decision makers in companies involved in
the introduction of digital systems.
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2. Materials and Methods

Methodologically, the contribution is based on theoretical considerations and the
findings of empirical studies analyzing the diffusion of Industry 4.0 and the development
of work in industrial sectors in Germany during the last few years. These are social science
studies with a special focus on issues in the sociology of work and labor [2–4].

In detail, the methodical-empirical basis of the contribution includes information
that the author and his research group have gained through the digitization discourse at
various levels of politics and companies in recent years, secondly, the results of a continuous
document and literature research on the digitization of work, and thirdly, research results
from relevant, methodologically qualitative empirical research projects that were carried
out between 2014 and 2019 at the TU Dortmund University on the change in work in the
context of digital technologies.

The examined sample comprised around 23 company case studies. As a rule, expert
talks were held with management representatives and works councils, as well as through
detailed and sometimes repeated company visits. These were companies in the metal
and furniture industry, companies from sub-sectors of the process industry, and logistics
companies. The majority of these were medium-sized and small companies. The technical
digitization solutions examined are diverse. There were applications from all functional
areas of digital technologies in the case-study companies. These ranged from data-based
applications, e.g., for process management in real time, to assistance systems for order
picking and production planning and various forms of human–robot collaboration and
largely autonomous floor conveyor technology to advanced cyber-physical production
systems. The digital systems were in different stages of development. Some were still in
the pilot phase or were operated as isolated solutions, while others were future-oriented
implementation projects that had been approached rather cautiously for technical, economic
or work and personnel-related reasons.

3. Divergent Perspectives on Industrial Work

The current debate suggests that digital technologies will change the nature of work
in many sectors, especially in manufacturing—from the the shop floor to related areas such
as planning, control systems and product development [5,6]. Therefore, leadership and
management practices may also change significantly [7,8]. Although studies predicted
thorough change in concrete processes of work, they did not agree about how industrial
work and employment will change and what this will mean in terms of job structures,
worker qualifications and skill requirements [9–11]. This was also shown in our own
detailed research results. Companies will follow different approaches to work design and
personnel strategies as they introduce Industry 4.0 technologies. No definitive prospects
for the development of digital work can be identified, and one has to speak, therefore, of
different development scenarios. On the base of our research findings, the development
scenarios can be summarized as follows:

One scenario can be characterized as pessimistic about how the future development
of industrial work will affect workers. On the one hand, this scenario contends that the
demand for many tasks and qualifications will decline and the number of available jobs
will be reduced dramatically. In particular, many jobs consisting of routine tasks will be
replaced by the new technologies [12,13].

Our empirical findings show also that an increasing diffusion of technology will re-
duce jobs requiring only medium-level skills, while jobs demanding higher qualifications
or low-skilled jobs that cannot be easily automated will benefit. Therefore, this scenario can
be interpreted as an increasing “polarization” of high- and low-skilled jobs. In particular,
trends towards distinct operational structures were elucidated in our research in the context
of intelligent networked logistics systems—automated supply and distribution manage-
ment systems that leverage digital technologies, such as self-checkout storage systems used
by manufacturing companies. A clear polarization of the work is underway: on the one
hand, more complex and skilled occupations such as those of managers and supervisors
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have been established to operate new technology systems. On the other hand, low-skilled
tasks and simple operations such as packaging and assembly have been retained, since
the cost of automating these tasks has always been higher than the cost of paying cheap
labor enough. As our findings show, companies often avoid fully automated systems due
to their high technological complexity and high cost, but the tasks they automate are tasks
that should be performed by skilled workers. The British sociologists Goos and Manning
describe this trend as the emergence of “lousy and lovely jobs” [14].

Another scenario suggests more positive consequences of Industry 4.0 for work: job
creation, higher levels of skill requirements, and a general revaluation of jobs, so that a new
and more humane turn in work will be take place [15]. This optimistic scenario suggests
that efficiency gains, new products, new markets and new employment opportunities will
compensate for the short-term negative effects on jobs [16].

In our findings, many company management representatives predicted for Indus-
try 4.0 high productivity gains and higher economic growth rates as well as a positive
development in jobs. A majority of experts expect the share of the employed workforce
to remain relatively stable and significant over the next few years, with no significant
negative employment effects. With respect to skills, the perspective is that Industry 4.0
will bring a growing revaluation of qualifications and skills, the result of an increasing
substitution of routinized simple jobs (such as machine monitoring or assembly work)
by digital technologies. In line with this trend, nearly all other employee groups will be
affected by increasing qualification requirements. The reason for this is that digitization
makes a wide variety of information about ongoing processes available to the workers.
The resulting complexity and potential applications of new technologies could result in
fundamentally new and as yet unknown requirements for all job-related activities.

For example, under these conditions, skilled machine operators can make decisions
about workflow sequences based on optimized information and control systems. The new
technology provides data and assessment capabilities that allow for a much higher level
of transparency in the manufacturing process. The optimistic outlook emphasizes that a
general improvement in qualifications in the future is not only possible, but inevitable. In
view of this, the pattern of work in manufacturing industries can evolve towards a model
that can be characterized by a very limited division of labor, high flexibility, and increasing
levels of competence. Therefore, this scenario can be characterized as the “upgrading” of
jobs, qualifications and skills.

4. Industry 4.0 as a Design Project

To sum up, while there are no direct consequences of new technologies for work,
alternative development perspectives on work in Industry 4.0 should not be overlooked.
Of course, the pessimistic outlook presents a possible scenario. Still, our research provides
good reasons for optimism, particularly about skills upgrading. The argument is that
collaborative work processes, especially characterized by a high degree of autonomy at
work, can help skilled workers effectively harness digitized systems to their advantage.
However, there are opposing perspectives on how the digitization of work will affect
workers of different skill levels and the nature of the work. In other words, there is no
linear relationship between new technology and work, but alternative perspectives for the
development of work.

This argument can be linked to the common wisdom of labor research, that one
cannot speak of “technological determinism”, i.e., that technology influences directly the
development of work. Rather, the development and design of work are clearly complex
and reciprocal relationship shaped not only by technology, but also by multiple economic,
social and labor-political factors. Especially, specific company conditions strongly influence
the path taken by the technology deployment and work design in each case. The influence
and the concrete constellation of these factors determine in what way the new technologies
will actually be used and how work will be redesigned [17]. Therefore, Industry 4.0 has to be
regarded as a design project.
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5. Sociotechnical Systems Approach

On our analytical and theoretical considerations, this perspective can be concretized
within the “sociotechnical systems” approach. The basic assumption of this approach is that,
in any case, both efficient and human-oriented forms of digital work can be realized. There-
fore, the “sociotechnical” approach brings together the interactions and interdependences
between the technological, human, and organizational dimensions of a work process. Thus,
a sociotechnical system can to be regarded as a work unit consisting of interdependent
technology, personnel, and organization subsystems [18,19]. The subsystem technology
includes the new digital technologies, the human subsystem refers to the employment
structures and skill requirements, and the organizational subsystem comprises workplace
structures, new management functions, and innovative business models. Furthermore, the
sociotechnical system is embedded in strategic and normative framework conditions and
societal context factors such as politically established regulations (Figure 1).
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In the sociotechnical approach, it is not a question of either technology or work,
but rather a complementary design of the three subsystems adjusted to one another in a
total sociotechnical system. In other words, the specific strengths and weaknesses of the
technology and human work should be equally considered to meet the concrete demands
of production. Hence the basic principle of the sociotechnical system approach is the joint
optimization of work, organization, and technology. However, the leading priority should
be to exploit as well as possible the potential advantages of a human-oriented work design.

This aspect is also addressed in the catchy formula of the necessary complementary
innovation (of the organization and personnel) that should be an element of the digital
innovation. The argument goes as follows: “Organisations can only fully benefit from
technological innovation if it is embedded in a proper work organisation” [20] (p. 138).
This criticizes the technology-centered understanding of digital technologies observed
among many decision-makers, which relies on the most far-reaching algorithmization
of processes without taking into account the organizational and personnel context and
necessary adjustments.

Criteria based on these considerations can be systematically deduced for the design
and implementation of human-oriented forms of digitized work. The design criteria should
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not focus on the single subsystems, but rather on the interdependencies between the
technology, personnel, and organization, a matter of designing the interfaces between the
technological, the human, and the organizational subsystems of the entire sociotechnical
system. Design options for these interfaces may be highlighted as follows [3,4,21,22].

6. Design Options
6.1. Technology–Human Interface

The technology–human interface is, firstly, a well-known issue of the criteria for
ergonomically oriented dialogue design, and secondly, a matter of new criteria for man–
machine interfaces. This is because with Industry 4.0 systems, new patterns of function-
distribution and interaction between machine and man are made possible. Their design must be
assumed as one of the key issues in the implementation of digital technologies and Industry
4.0. There are currently two alternative solutions to the design of the technology–human
interface: First, digital systems can provide strict instructions to workers in order to limit
their space for action, and to reduce qualification requirements. This solution can be termed
“technology-centered”; second, digital systems can be assistance systems that support
workers, allow a variety of work, promote on-the-job learning processes and thereby raise
qualification levels.

Of course, from a human-oriented perspective, the second design solution is desirable.
In particular, this solution should be based on the following design criteria:

• Context sensitivity and adaptivity—These criteria include aspects of the ergonomic
adaptation of digital systems to specific load and working conditions, which can be
monitoring system loads or automating particularly difficult processes. In addition, it
is a matter of optimally delivering situation-specific data and information to ensure
uninterrupted workflow and avoid costly and stressful interruptions and delays.
Intelligent ability is required to tailor information and support systems to individual,
varying levels of competence on the part of workers, to ensure continued learning and
enhanced process staff levels. Finally, the implementation of support systems must
implicitly support the actual knowledge of employees.

• Complementarity—This criterion focuses on two central aspects of human–machine
interaction: first, the flexible and situation-specific allocation of functions between
humans and machines, and second a sufficiently transparent and controllable system.
The relevant design aspects here are: ensuring human–computer interaction through
intuitive and fast-learning hardware as well as targeted and situation-specific access to
real-time digital information, to enable employees to make decisions and implement
digitally supported behavioral preferences in a secure and editable manner.

Generally, an interface design must make possible, above all, a satisfactory func-
tional and economic capability of the total system. This requires a holistic view of the
human–machine interaction and the identification of the specific strengths and weaknesses
of human work and digital technologies. Importantly, a central prerequisite here is that
human work attain and secure control over production processes by gaining and build-
ing on the often indispensable practical experience and knowledge supported by smart
assistant systems.

This form of interface design leads to broadening the scope of employees’ tasks,
meeting the demands of challenging and learning-friendly work, and opening up new
possibilities for employee engagement in design and decision making. Therefore, the work
situation is characterized by an expanding field of tasks and the need for new skills. The
interaction between intelligent systems and worker behavior can generally be described
as hybrid. Contrary to the traditional view of technology as a passive object, in digital
technology the role of a behavioral agent is assigned, with the consequence that not only
the division of labor but also the decision-making skills in a particular way must be
constantly reinvented.
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6.2. Human–Organization Interface

The human–organization interface deals with changes in the scope for actions, work-
time models, and new demands on skills, qualifications and modes of training. A key issue
is how the readily available skills, competencies and experiential knowledge of employees
can be used for an optimal utilization of Industry 4.0 systems and a human-oriented work
design. The current discourse on Industry 4.0 very often overlooks the organizational
design of digitized work that is decisive for the completeness of operational tasks, as well
as for the development of scope of action, learning, and qualification opportunities.

From a human-oriented perspective, the human–organization interface can be de-
signed to achieve a sustainable revaluation of activities and skills. There are options for
efficient patterns of work organization as well as work situations with particular qualifica-
tion demands, a high degree of scope for action, the polyvalent deployment of workers, and
a multitude of opportunities for “learning on the job”, where skills and competencies can be
self-acquired. Individual as well as collective learning can take place through job rotation
as well as in forms of “learning islands” or “learning factories”. Learning-promotive work
organization and training measures should take into account the various levels of (existing)
experience and skills of the employees. An additional aspect is that the tasks will rarely
address only individual workers, but rather teams. That means that “work collectives”
should have the scope to act in a self-organizing way and be highly flexible in addressing
the problems to be solved in the technological system.

The main criteria for designing work activities at the human and organizational
interface can be summarized in the following keywords:

• Holism—This criterion means all activities in a dual sense: on the one hand, an activity
includes not only operational tasks, but also equipment tasks (organization, planning,
and control). On the other hand, this criterion is geared towards a suitable and light
mix of tasks that require more and less. For example, this design goal can be realized
in the context of new forms of robotics or robot cooperation. Furthermore, the totality
of activities is a central requirement for greater freedom of action as well as the ability
to self-organize work.

• Dynamics—With this criterion, the following issues are addressed. First, the ability to
organize work to exchange tasks systematically, in order to create workable learning
processes and encourage them. Second, the new social media functions promote
interdisciplinary communication and collaboration among employees with different
expertise and thus increase creativity in work. Here, it is especially important to be
able to “try it out in the workshop” to cope with the rapid development of technology.
At the same time, in the context of loosely structured work patterns, it becomes
possible to deploy employees with different capacities and production capacities,
e.g., in mixed workgroups. Third, loosely structured and dynamic workflows are
often a prerequisite for decisions and interventions to effectively deal with emerging
unexpected disruptions.

Therefore, such an organizational structure can be described as a “holistic work
organization” or metaphorically as a “swarm organization”—a loose network of employees
with different qualifications and expertise. The central feature of this organizational model
is that there are no defined tasks for each employee. In contrast, the “working collective”
operates in a very flexible manner, self-organizing and deciding according to the situation,
adjusting its behavior to suit the problems to be solved around the technological system.

6.3. Organization–Technology Interface

At the organization–technology interface, new design options are given due to re-
designing the overall work process and even the re-organization of the whole company.
This includes changes in the production chain in terms of function and hierarchy, as well
as in the structuring and linkage between the direct processes and the indirect planning,
engineering, management and support processes. Because of their decentralized and simul-
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taneously networked intelligence, the new digital systems allow a far-reaching departure
from the centralized IT systems of previous years.

Therefore, a general shift towards decentralization and de-hierarchization is possible—
often in the framework of already relatively “flatly” structured company organizations.
Furthermore, the company organization need not be only decentralized, since the digital
technologies offer also the option of making the organization (even) more flexible. This
suggests a highly individualized production, which is why an organizational structure
based on autonomous, self-controlling systems with far-reaching decentralized control and
intelligence should seriously be taken into account.

This concerns not only the manufacturing sector but also the hierarchical aspect of the
company’s entire organization, as well as logistics. The features of social media and with
them, new forms of communication, also affect indirect areas such as planning, control,
and engineering as well as leadership and management functions. In addition, there
is a reorganization of management functions, such as in the production and business
divisions, due to the change in decision-making power of these divisions and the transfer
of responsibilities to subordinates.

Finally, new forms of value-chain structures and new business models become possible.
In the “networked smart factory”, industrial value creation is no longer limited to what
happens within traditional organizational boundaries. In contrast, decentralized control is
required, and the intelligence is—however—still controllable. As a result of this digitization,
new business models are used to address technological and organizational challenges and
their interrelationships. Therefore, changes are conceivable in entire value-chains that may
significantly transcend previous forms of inter-company division of labor and outsourcing.
With that are given the organizational prerequisites for overcoming company barriers to an
extended service and customer orientation as well as to change in business models.

7. Conclusions

The findings show that there is no “one best way” or “one single way” in digital work.
There are as yet no clear, deterministically derivable consequences for work as Industry 4.0
systems are implemented. Thus, the shape of a framework for the design of digital work
becomes recognizable. Following the above-outlined criteria of human, technology and
organization and their interdependencies under the requirements of Industry 4.0, forms
of work that are characterized by the design of each of the interfaces are conceivable. To
sum up, basic criteria for the development of a human-oriented design of work should
include: far-reaching monitoring and regulation capabilities, intelligent assistance systems,
complete and well-generalized tasks, learnability, high maneuverability, as well as new
forms of self-organization with decentralized control. This framework can be applied to
social and organizational requirements for high system transparency to human actors,
controllability of complex system processes, and thus optimal functioning of the system as
a whole. Of course, a successful diffusion and implementation of human-oriented digital
work depends on additional conditions on the company level that support this process.
Several aspects need to be emphasized here.

First, the acceptance of the new system and its work design capabilities, both on the
workforce side as well as management side, must be ensured. The fact that this factor
plays an important role has been confirmed many times in the course of our research. To
alleviate workforce reticence towards new features of job design—e.g., the need to address
concerns about job loss. New sources of stress with the requirements for flexibility are
increasing, and the problems arising from data protection as well as the ability to monitor
work performance are becoming crucial issues. Anticipated reorganization processes can
mask many new and somewhat contradictory demands from workers for flexibility and
self-organization. If there is a mismatch between current needs and resources, stressful
behavioral dilemmas can arise for employees due to the need to manage immediate needs.
Effective approaches to solving these problems can lie in process methods that involve
employees and represent their interests in the introduction, design, and implementation of
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Industry 4.0. On the management side, there can be frequent protests, especially against
far-reaching measures that alter established practices within the hierarchical organization
and the company. To overcome these limitations, targeted transfers of knowledge and
experience should be introduced accordingly and further developed, presenting exemplary
and successful good practice cases and communicating the success potential of human-
oriented forms of work.

Second, there are challenges posed by changing management functions and leadership
styles. It must be assumed that, in the face of the general challenges of new technology and
especially the establishment of human-based forms of work, the traditional hierarchical
structures and methods of management will become dysfunctional and outdated. The
direction of change needed shows the increasing importance of “soft skills” as well as
high ability to communicate and work in a team. Instead of control, now leadership and
“motivation from afar”, and instead of hierarchical leadership, “coordination” of colleagues
and “peer-to-peer” communication and employee participation are now key features of
successful management. In general, company leadership, through awareness of the new
status quo, must account for trends through digitization and transformation of working
forms, as functional and social boundaries between leadership and collaboration members
will be eroded, or even reversed. In any case, the distinction between “blue collar” and
“white collar” will become increasingly blurred. The aim is to establish new forms of
self-organization and control, geared towards corporate goals, of course, but characterized
by flexible and problem-oriented forms of management. Admittedly, this fragmentation
of past management models and emphasis on bottom-up processes will lead to a certain
contradiction: that digital transformation is successful and sustainable companies emerge
simultaneously through top-down functional processes. However, because there are still
many open questions, this issue needs more in-depth research in the future.

At the societal level, certain factors play a role in coping with change and further
developments in regulatory forms of labor and social policies that at least indirectly influ-
ence the introduction of human-oriented digital forms of work. This includes, for example,
the regulation of flexibility, working hours, co-determination and further training. These
areas often require a new alignment of labor policy interests. This is the only way to avoid
obstacles and reservations about work transformation arising from unresolved conflicts
and objections. The importance of numerous further training measures as well as the devel-
opment of skills for spreading human-centered forms of work in the context of Industry 4.0
cannot be overestimated.

A central goal of such measures should be to overcome multiple “digital divides”.
First, there is a need to balance skill differences between technology-intensive and non-
technology-intensive firms. Second, differences in skills and performance between different
employee groups (qualifications, age, etc.) must be balanced. Low-skilled jobs in particular
must be taken into account so that these employees are not cut off from the general
development of their qualifications. Overall, however, “capacity development” should
be understood to mean the central means of education and social policy necessary to
implement competence-oriented and people-oriented forms of work across a wide range of
social levels.

All in all, a socially responsible development perspective on “Industry 4.0” is also the
best way to ensure that future industrial work is suitable for an aging workforce. Further-
more, this design perspective can increase the attractiveness of industrial work and thus
counteract the urgent demographic shortage of skilled workers in many industrialized
countries. To overcome these pressing social challenges, key players in business, science
and politics are investigating the social and organizational conditions necessary to realize
the potential of people-oriented “Industry 4.0” designs and integrate them into compre-
hensive perspectives of sociotechnical integration. The EU’s new Industry 5.0 concept [23]
systematically addresses these requirements. In particular, it puts worker well-being at the
center of the production process and uses new technologies to create wealth beyond work
and growth.
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Abstract: The latest technological development called Industry 4.0, like the previous industrial
revolutions, has also brought a new challenge for people as a labor force because new technologies
require new skills and competencies. By 2030 the existing generation in the labor market will have a
skill gap threatening human replacement by machines. Based on bibliometric analysis and systematic
literature review the main aims of this study are, on the one hand, to reveal the most related articles
concerning skills, competencies, and Industry 4.0, and on the other hand, to identify the newset of
skills and competencies which are essential for the future labor force. Determining the model of new
skills and competencies in connection with Industry 4.0 technologies is the main novelty of the study.
A survey carried out among the workers of mostly multinational organisations in Hungary has also
been used to explore the level of awareness about those skills and Industry 4.0 related technologies,
and this can be considered the significance of the empirical research.

Keywords: Industry 4.0; skills; competencies; bibliometric analysis; survey; Hungary

1. Introduction

The economic structure has changed over time because of technological development.
This development started with the dawn of the first industrial revolution (1760–1840). After
that, the world witnessed two more revolutions at the end of the 19th century and between
the 1970s and 1990s [1,2]. The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR), which started at the turn
of the millennium, is also called Industry 4.0 (I4.0), and it has been accelerated in the last
decade. The term Industry 4.0 was originally mentioned as Industrie 4.0 at the Hannover
Fair in 2011 and indicated a programme for the digitisation and strategic development
of the German industry [3,4]. Since then, it has been widespread, although it has several
definitions. For example, “Industry 4.0 is nothing more than a digital transformation” or
“The next phase in the digitalisation of the processing industry”. According to a different
view, “Industry 4.0 is a vision sponsored by the German government for a more advanced
processing industry”. In a narrower sense and most often, as can be seen from the above
definitions to some extent, it is related to industry and includes the new technologies
that will result in a radical transformation of industrial production [5]. According to
Reischauer [6], Industry 4.0 represents a major technological revolution, which takes place
primarily in industry, factories, and production. This is why Industry 4.0 and thus the
Fourth Industrial Revolution are often referred to as “smart factory”, “intelligent industry”
or “advanced manufacturing”.

The use of Industry 4.0 emerging technologies to fulfill the requirements of production
has caused a rapid change in the labor market which has been defined as a digital influence
on the labor market. Industry 4.0 has affected many jobs, replacing humans with machines,
as we can see e.g., during the check-in process at the airport and many other routine jobs.
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Previous studies have confirmed that only highly skilled and qualified human resources
will be able to control Industry 4.0 technologies [7–11].

Industry 4.0 emerging technologies require more than just performing a task or re-
solving a problem in each field, which is exactly the definition of the skill. Rather, the
capability to meet complex demands, including interpersonal attributes to be self-driven for
lifelong learning in each field as the competency definition states [12,13] and to be able to
understand what the required skills and job profiles are, as well as having an understanding
of the emerging technologies of Industry 4.0 is important. Therefore, Industry 4.0 has ten
main technologies which are the driving forces of this revolution as follows:

1. Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a communication technology which makes the
connectivity between the things possible. “Things can be anything like an object or a
person.” [14].

2. Cloud Computing (CC) is an alternative technology which enable sharing the storage
of each data using on the internet for the companies which are outsourcing IT services
as well as individuals [15].

3. Big data is a huge amount of data generated in a homogenised way as objects on the
network. This data can be structured, semi-structured and unstructured. The value of
big data is that it is organised with accessibility [16].

4. Simulation is an essential element of Industry 4.0, as it is a powerful tool to draw and
evaluate many scenarios, not only in the manufacturing systems. It is also a powerful
tool in the field of knowledge sharing and training [17,18].

5. Augmented reality is a system able to process information by combining real and
virtual objects in a real environment in an interactive way combining 3D in real-
time [4,18,19].

6. Additive manufacturing can be described as a rapid prototyping, solid freeform
manufacturing, layer manufacturing, digital manufacturing or 3D printing [20,21].

7. Horizontal and vertical systems integration: I4.0 systems integration has two ap-
proaches, [22] which are enabling real-time sharing [18].

8. Autonomous robots refer to Artificial Intelligence (AI) [3,23].
9. Cybersecurity (CS) may serve as a new term for a high level of information security,

and through the word “cyber” it spreads to apply also to industrial environments and
IoT [4,18].

10. Cyber-physical systems (CPS) can be viewed as an innovative technology that permits
control by integrating physical and computational environments of interconnected
systems [18,24].

In the operation of these, Industry 4.0 technology operators play an important role.
The concept Operator 4.0 became popular among studies referring to the qualified persons
for those technologies. Operator 4.0 is also known as a smart operator, and it defines this as
“a smart and skilled operator who performs not only ‘cooperative work’ with robots, but
also ‘work aided’ by machines and if needs employing of human cyber-physical systems,
advanced human-machine interaction technologies, and adaptive automation towards
human-automation symbiosis work systems” [11,25,26]. In order to achieve the concept of
Operator 4.0, which represents the future of workplaces, a set of skills is needed to integrate
the workforce into I4.0. This integration can be called human-cyber-physical systems
(H-CPS). Those systems are created to enhance the human-machine relationship [27].

Operator 4.0 knowledge transfer methodologies are aimed to create an environment
to reach the concept (CPS) to improve the abilities of the workforce by allocation of tasks to
machines and operators overseeing the ructions to the machine, which can be programmed
into a machine, as an aid to handle uncertain events [11,28]. That can sum up the abilities
of the human and machine in optimised manufacturing. To infer the cognitive states
and emotions associated with the decision-making and operator behavior, the Operator
4.0 concept requires precise chronological time-harmonisation of the operator actions,
sensory data and psychophysiological signals [29]. Moreover, the study aims to upskill and
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train the existing labour to be able to use the Industry 4.0 technologies in an innovative
way. In the future, the number and composition of employees will also transform [30,31].

The most visible consequences of the use of new technologies can most likely be
expected in industrial employment. On the one hand, the increase in automation, digitali-
sation and robotisation will reduce the demand for living labour in industrial production;
thus, a smaller number of people will work in the manufacturing industry. On the other
hand, thanks to new technologies, the quality of the workforce is also changing. Among the
few industrial employees, there will be fewer low-skilled, physically employed and more
qualified, intellectually skilled employees. According to a survey conducted in 37 countries,
as the use of industrial robots increases, the proportion of people doing routine work among
the employees, who are usually less educated, decreases [32]. Some 80 million low-skilled
workers in the EU could lose their jobs as a result of automation and robotisation, while in
the US, it is estimated that 47% of jobs could disappear [33,34]. Not only are old jobs and
occupations transformed or eliminated, but new ones (e.g., data scientists) appear. Some of
the new jobs will have different requirements on the workforce than the current ones. That
is why new or different knowledge, abilities and skills will be needed more than before, and
this will also place a heavy burden on education at all levels. It is likely that there will be
high demand in the labour market for those who have adequate competencies in software
development and information technology, as well as in info-communications, because the
use of software, connectivity and analysis will increase [35]. In addition, many other skills
and capabilities (e.g., flexibility, creativity, problem solving, decision-making, etc.) are
needed to meet the labour market challenges of the coming decades. This also shakes the
world of work to its foundations and may lead to serious problems [36]. Consequently, it is
very important to identify the new skills and competencies, which can be relevant in the
future. That is the research gap that this study intends to fill by replying to the following
study questions:

RQ1: What are the top-cited articles concerning Industry 4.0 jobs related to needed
skills and competencies?

RQ2: What are the trends of required skills and competencies in Industry 4.0 jobs
among the different sectors of the economy according to the top-cited articles in relation to
the topic?

RQ3: What is the level of awareness about Industry 4.0 emerging technologies among
the employees of mostly multinational companies in Hungary?

The replies to these questions contribute to set up a new model for Industry 4.0 skills
and competencies, and this can be considered the main novelty of the study. The empirical
research is significant because it makes an attempt from a practical viewpoint to reveal the
level of current awareness of skills and competencies related to Industry 4.0 technologies.

The study has five major parts. After the “Introduction”, the “Materials and Methods”
are presented with particular regard to the major steps of the research process. Section 3
demonstrates the results of the bibliometric analysis, which describes the database of the
study and the results of the survey concerning the level of skills and the awareness level
concerning Industry 4.0 technologies and needed competencies. Section 4 is the discussion
of the results, and, finally, the conclusions follow.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Process of the Research

Reaching the study aim requires going through study goals. Thus, reaching the best
profile fit for the human workforce to meet the requirement of Industry 4.0 needs to explore
the most related scientific studies on the given topic. Therefore, a hybrid method of a
bibliometric analysis on the Scopus database and systematic literature review (SLR) was
applied on the most cited articles. After reaching the results of the conducted search, a
survey was carried out mostly among employees of multinational organisations in Hungary
to reveal the awareness level concerning Industry 4.0 technologies and the new required
skills. The major phases of the research work were the following:
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The first step was to formulate the study questions, which allowed us to screen the
data sets and include and/or exclude the desired documents.

The second step was data collection. Study data were collected from the Scopus
database using the following query in the advanced search: TITLE-ABS-KEY ((“human
factor”) OR (“operator”) OR (“smart operator”) OR (“workforce”) OR (operator 4.0)) AND
((“Industry 4.0”) OR (“4th industrial revolution”) OR (“smart factories”) AND (“training”)
OR (“education”)) AND ((“skill*”) OR (“Competenc*”)) AND (EXCLUDE(PUBYEAR,2022))
AND (LIMIT-TO(LANGUAGE, “English”) OR LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, “German”)) to
create illustrative maps. Then, other searches were also conducted to reveal data more
related to the topic to avoid excluding important research from the discussion and con-
clusion. Those search queries were made concerning the job advertisements of Industry
4.0-related technologies. Also, a search query took place in the normal search instead of the
advanced to compare the results with the study search. The last search was made to ensure
the information novelty. Only one study was found in a peer reviewed journal which
adopted a similar concept and method in terms of Industry 4.0 skills and competencies
as well as using a bibliometric review. That research, however, used a different software
together with different inclusion and exclusion approaches.

The third step was to apply the above-mentioned search query in the Scopus database
and download the data sets for further analysis.

As a fourth step, exclusion and inclusion criteria were defined. Exclusion criteria
were: (1) not English and/or German; (2) not related to Industry 4.0 related skills and
competencies; (3) articles related to chemistry, biology, hydrology, medical and psychology
aspects; (4) no full text available. Inclusion criteria were the following:

1. Peer reviewed manuscript in an impact factor journal or conference proceeding.
2. Related keywords have occurred at least three times in the title, abstract and keywords.
3. The document has been cited at least three times.

It is also necessary to note that the information for the documents that meet the
requirements were the year of publication, language, journal, title, author, affiliation,
keywords, document type, abstract and counts of citation which were exported into (CSV)
format for the Scopus data set (This data set is compatible with VOS-viewer software.).

The fifth step was reporting the results using descriptive analysis. The software VOS
viewer and Excel was used for bibliometric analysis.

As a sixth step, a small survey was carried out in 2022 among expats working in
national and multinational organisations in Hungary to reveal the level of awareness
concerning Industry 4.0 requirements for the new labor market using Google forms and
Microsoft excel. Testing the awareness level in practice is also a new kind of approach in
this topic.

The time span of the search was 2015–2021. The search was conducted from the middle
of January with continuous updates until the beginning of April 2022.

2.2. Justification for the Methodology Used

VOS viewer (version 1.6.18) was used to analyse the co-authorship, co-occurrence,
citation, bibliographic coupling, co-citation and themes. The research questions have been
set up to make a bibliometric investigation of the needed skills and competencies in the
Industry 4.0 paradigm. Using these methods and software such as VOS viewer helps
to explore the relationships through visualising and mapping that can help in reaching
the answers to the study questions in a logical way [13,19]. VOS viewer and equivalent
software can supply a clustering mapping that can be a powerful tool for reaching the
most important studies by knowing the citation strength, which explains the document’s
importance. Why have the top cited articles been used for the analysis? Studies have
proved that concrete answers are more likely to be found in the top cited articles [37,38].
The stronger the citation position is the more valuable information the document holds in
regard to the chosen topic.
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The study objective is to find the most related set of skills and competencies that
must exist in the workforce of the existing generation to cope with Industry 4.0. For those
reasons, many keywords concerning the topic have been reviewed to reach the most related
keywords. The explanation for choosing them is that the concept of Industry 4.0 is known
in a decent number of studies as the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The other variable
of the study is the human factor, which is known in most of the studies as the Operator
or Operator 4.0. Sustainability was chosen as a keyword combined with the rest of the
keywords because the studies which are concerned with the replacement of humans by
machines (human-centered studies) have the keywords of training and education. The last
variable is the skills and competencies combined. The reason for choosing, for example
(Competenc*) is to relate all the studies that have competence or competencies all at once.
Those areas of research will help in revealing the most related skills and competencies that
are needed for Operator 4.0 in the era of Industry 4.0 [39]. They will form the skills and
competencies model of the study.

3. Results
3.1. Bibliometric Analysis Results

In this section, first, the results will refer to the first RQ1. Running the search on
the Scopus database, 588 documents were found, covering the years of 2015–2021 in all
the fields, except for those mentioned in the exclusion criteria. Then, their number was
decreased to 266 using the condition of exclusion (three citations at least per document).
Dates of the search were in January 2022.

After that, using VOS viewer software, the citation analysis of the documents was
conducted to determine the top cited articles in the given topic and to create a map depicting
how much they are connected by the citation links of the documents and authors. Then, the
articles were examined to help to create an image of what are the most suitable skills that
can be built through training to reach the efficiency of the competencies in the workplace
to cooperate with Industry 4.0. The final result of the top 20 cited articles in concern of
Industry 4.0 skills and competencies is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Top twenty cited documents in relation to skills and/or competencies, training, and Industry
4.0 emerging technologies.

Ref.
Number Document Title Number of

Citations Links Journal Name
Journal
Impact
Factor

Journal
Cite Score

[14]
Scanning the Industry 4.0: A

Literature Review on Technologies
for Manufacturing Systems

378 0

Engineering
Science and

Technology, an
International

Journal

4.336 9

[9]
Holistic Approach for Human

Resource Management in Industry
4.0

297 21 Procedia CIRP 0.6 3.3

[10]

Smart operators in industry 4.0: A
human-centered approach to

enhance operators’ capabilities
and competencies within the new

smart factory context

249 29
Computers &

Industrial
Engineering

5.431 7.9
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref.
Number Document Title Number of

Citations Links Journal Name
Journal
Impact
Factor

Journal
Cite Score

[16]

Big data analytics as an
operational excellence approach to
enhance sustainable supply chain

performance

126 1
Resources,

Conservation
and Recycling

10.204 14.7

[19]
Supporting Remote Maintenance

in Industry 4.0 through
Augmented Reality

119 5 Procedia
Manufacturing 1.794 1.39

[24]

Placing the operator at the center
of Industry 4.0 design: Modelling

and assessing human activities
within cyber-physical systems

107 5
Computers &

Industrial
Engineering

5.431 7.9

[11] Enabling Technologies for
Operator 4.0: A Survey 85 6 Applied

Sciences 2.679 3

[30]

Industry 4.0 and the human
factor—A systems framework and

analysis methodology for
successful development

71 4

International
Journal of

Production
Economics

7.885 12.2

[40]

Influences of the Industry 4.0
Revolution on the Human Capital

Development and Consumer
Behavior: A Systematic Review

71 10 Sustainability 3.251 3.9

[31]
Empowering and engaging

industrial workers with Operator
4.0 solutions

71 3
Computers &

Industrial
Engineering

5.431 7.9

[39]

A training system for Industry 4.0
operators in complex assemblies

based on virtual reality and
process mining

69 0

Robotics and
Computer-
Integrated

Manufacturing

5.666 12.5

[37] Text mining of industry 4.0 job
advertisements 68 4

International
Journal of

Information
Management

14.098 18.1

[41]
Ageing workforce management in
manufacturing systems: state of

the art and future research agenda
62 3

International
Journal of

Production
Research

8.568 10.8

[42]

Rethinking Human-Machine
Learning in Industry 4.0: How

Does the Paradigm Shift Treat the
Role of Human Learning?

57 4

8th CIRP
Sponsored

Conference on
Learning

Factories (CLF
2018)

N/A N/A

[43]
Estimating Industry 4.0 impact on

job profiles and skills using text
mining

55 2 Computers in
Industry 7.635 12
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref.
Number Document Title Number of

Citations Links Journal Name
Journal
Impact
Factor

Journal
Cite Score

[44]
Augmented reality-assisted robot

programming system for
industrial applications

54 0

Robotics and
Computer-
Integrated

Manufacturing

5.666 12.5

[45]

A framework for operative and
social sustainability functionalities
in Human-Centric Cyber-Physical

Production Systems

53 2
Computers &

Industrial
Engineering

5.431 7.9

[46] Visual computing technologies to
support the Operator 4.0 49 0

Computers &
Industrial

Engineering
5.431 7.9

[47]

Social Factory Architecture: Social
Networking Services and

Production Scenarios Through the
Social Internet of Things, Services
and People for the Social Operator

4.0

48 1

IFIP
International

Conference on
Advances in
Production

Management
Systems

N/A N/A

[48]

Dynamic task classification and
assignment for the management of
human-robot collaborative teams

in work cells

44 0

The
International

Journal of
Advanced

Manufacturing
Technology

3.226 N/A

Source: based on Scopus database edited by authors.

According to the Scopus database, the most cited article had 378 citations, while the
least cited one had only 44. However, the article published in the journal International
Journal of Information Management with the highest impact factor had only 68 citations.
At the same time, the second most cited article had the lowest IF. Thus, it seems that there is
no close correlation between the number of citations and the value of impact factor. Figure 1
of the database shows the connectivity among the documents using the document citations
as the unit of analysis because the software has excluded some documents and shows only
the connected ones. Bigger dots or circles represent more cited documents (Figure 1).

The following results refer to RQ2: What are the required trends of the skills and
competencies concerning Industry 4.0 that can fit different professions among the different
economic sectors?

VOS viewer was used for mapping the data extracted from Scopus and the top twenty
cited articles to help to create the most adaptable skills and competency attributes model. A
competency model is a descriptive tool that identifies what are the required competencies
to perform a job effectively [1,8,9,37,43,49–54]. Therefore, these four sets of competencies
are the most used and accepted in the related studies of the study database (Table 2).
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Table 2. A model for Industry 4.0 competences.

Competency Category Competencies Related Studies

Personal

(Flexibility, ambiguity
tolerance, motivation to learn,

ability to work under
pressure, sustainable mindset)

[1,8,52,54,55]

Social/Inter-personal

(Intercultural skills, language
skills, communication skills,
networking skills, teamwork,
ability to transfer knowledge,

leadership skills)

[1,8,51,54,55]

Technical (Technical skills, media skills,
coding skills). [1,8,54–57]

Methodological
(Creativity, research skills,
problem-solving, conflict

solving, decision making).
[1,8,54–57]

Source: based on Scopus database edited by authors.

The competencies mentioned in Table 2 are required by many companies for the new
jobs, which are related to Industry 4.0, for example, supply chain analyst, supply chain
engineer, CPS and IoT for a robotised production engineer. More results on the new jobs
which have been created by Industry 4.0 can be found in only four studies [37,58–60]. The
bibliometric analysis has revealed the top twenty countries in this field of the research using
citation as the basis of comparison. It is presumable that the majority of these countries are
advanced in the application of Industry 4.0 technologies and/or in their research (Table 3).
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Table 3. Top twenty contributed countries in the given field.

Country Documents Citations Total Link Strength

Italy 78 1311 133

United States 77 604 46

Germany 49 399 53

India 37 224 12

United Kingdom 35 381 9

Spain 29 348 37

Malaysia 24 78 8

Australia 23 217 13

Austria 22 112 10

Sweden 22 277 36

Portugal 21 451 16

Poland 20 54 12

Russian Federation 19 64 2

South Africa 19 85 11

Brazil 17 182 43

Turkey 15 83 6

China 14 230 15

Canada 13 161 17

France 13 178 16
Source: based on Scopus database edited by authors.

Most of the publications were published in Italy, the US and Germany, and the number
of citations was also the highest in these countries. The total link strength means the
connection between one document and another by a different author/s in Industry 4.0 topic.
The stronger it is, the more citations it has from more than three authors in more than three
documents.

A special spatial pattern of countries can be created by the database using the citation
links between the documents as the unit of the analysis as well as the authorship analysis
concerning Industry 4.0 skills and competencies (Figure 2).
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The most important keywords which were mentioned in each document at least
3 times and the connectivity among them also have a special pattern (Figures 3 and 4).
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All keywords are connected to a big dot, which is Industry 4.0. This is probably
because of the popularity of the word itself. Augmented reality is the other, most common
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keyword, which takes the second place in the intensity of connections and the third is the
Operator 4.0, and the reason for this is that most of the studies were related to skills and
competencies.

3.2. Industry 4.0 Awareness and Its Impacts on the Labor Force Based on a Survey

To answer RQ3 (What is the level of awareness about Industry 4.0 emerging technolo-
gies?), a survey was conducted in March 2022 among expatriates working primarily at
multinational organisations in Hungary. The survey was shared using Google forms, which
is a popular method as it makes it possible to create and share the questionnaire as the
study requires.

The questionnaire consists of four major parts: respondents’ personal data, Industry
4.0 concept, impacts of Industry 4.0 and skills and competencies. The survey had open and
close questions and Likert scale questions to reveal the awareness level and the skills and
competencies level among the sample. Also, the sample was asked about the relationship
between technology and the COVID-19 crisis.

Only twenty expatriates took part in the survey. Their number or this sample is
too small to generalise any of the results, but they are sufficient to indicate the level of
awareness concerning I4.0. The participants of the study were selected because they were
occupying positions related to I4.0 technologies in different sectors of the economy, and the
reason that the employees of multinational companies were asked is that those companies
attract talent from all countries. They are also known for their innovation, research and
development, which makes them the best place for such technologies and have already
started using these new technologies.

The major characteristics of the respondents are the followings:

− Gender: 25% female, 75% male.
− Age: 75%, 25–34 years old; 20%, 35–44 years old; 5%, 45 years and older.
− Education level: 50%, postgraduate; 35%, graduate; 15%, non-graduate
− The respondents worked in different positions in different fields of the economy. They

were the following: marketing, computers, discrete elements methods, English litera-
ture, crisis management, senior submission and information specialist management,
industrial control systems, transportation mechanics, mechanical engineer, architect,
English studies, philologist, medicine, electrical engineering, structural engineering,
communication, mathematics, environmental engineering (composting). These fields
can give some ideas about their knowledge regarding Industry 4.0.

− Work experience: 50% of them had more than 3 years of experience in the given field.
− Twenty percent of the sample had not heard about the Fourth Industrial Revolution

before.

Responses to the different questions are the following:

− To measure if COVID-19 crisis has accelerated the dependency on related Industry 4.0
technologies: 70% strongly agreed with the statement that “COVID-19 pandemic has
increased the level of dependency on IT-related systems among the people”.

− For the question “Whose responsibility is it to educate the people in order to meet
the new requirements?” 40% replied and strongly agreed that it is the government’s
responsibility, while 45% agreed it is a lifelong learning and it is the people’s own
responsibility.

− When the sample was asked about robots replacing humans in the labour market and
whether it is in the initial stages to say so, respondents estimated positively with the
statement, “Robots are replacing humans in the routine jobs (for example: self-check-in
at the airport, self-checkout at the supermarket), with 50% strongly agreeing, while
45% agreed on replacing humans in complicated jobs”.

− The next question considered which set of the four skills is more important. Re-
spondents estimated that Technical (technical skills, media skills, coding skills) and
Methodological (creativity, research skills, problem solving, conflict solving, decision
making) are the most important.
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− As most of the new jobs related to Industry 4.0 require and/or prefer coding and
programing skills, the study sample was asked about the ability of programing.
Fifty percent responded that they cannot use programing languages, but the other
50% indicated the knowledge of more than one programing language.

− The responses for the question “How do you imagine your work 10 years later in terms
of these technologies?” show that the majority of respondents imagined working from
a home office and/or in hybrid form. However, someone wrote for the open-end
question that:

“I work in a multinational company in technology business as a Service Desk Analyst,
some parts of the system are already automated, I can imagine that my work will be less
and less important”. This reply also calls attention to the fact that in the future, not only
will new skills and competences be required, but several jobs may also disappear. At the
same time, new jobs, although in smaller numbers, will also emerge [34]. Some employees
may also not be able to work because they cannot meet the requirements or because there
will not be enough jobs as machines take over more work.

4. Discussion

This study has made an attempt to determine what kind of new skills and competencies
will be required by Industry 4.0. Based on the bibliometric analysis and the questionnaire
survey, it has become obvious from theoretical and practical viewpoints that the labour
force has to be trained in order to be able to use the new technologies. For that reason,
previous studies have focused on putting humans at the center of Industry 4.0 [9].

There is no doubt that having humans at its center is the key to the success of
Industry 4.0. Thus, Operator 4.0 has a minimum requirement of the skills that those
studies discussed [8,9,11,13,24,25,49,60–62], and they all agreed on a similar model de-
scribed clearly in [9], which divided the skills into four main categories. They are the
following:

− Personal (flexibility, ambiguity tolerance, motivation to learn, ability to work under
pressure, sustainable mindset),

− Social/Interpersonal (intercultural skills, language skills, communication skills, net-
working skills, teamwork, ability to transfer knowledge, leadership skills),

− Technical (technical skills, media skills, coding skills),
− Methodological (creativity, research skills, problem-solving, conflict solving, decision

making).

Different studies have discussed more than the four categories of skills considering
scenario-based learning (SBL), Education 4.0 and vocational training [1,52,63]. In connection
with these, the main question is: Which of them is believed to be the most suitable way
of training the new workforce to meet the requirements of the labour market? Another
study besides the ones which used the text mining techniques [37,43] compared most of
the models resulting in “Five dimensions of worker readiness competencies model” [8]
discussing most of the studies which have proposed other models of competencies to meet
the requirements of Industry 4.0 [1,8,9,37,43,49–54], and all those studies agreed on the
model used in this study. At the same time, other studies’ models have focused on the skills
needed to enhance the machine-human relationship [46]. The need for new behaviours
in the machine-human relationship is important, and at the same time, the trust in the
machine, the system and their connectivity can be challenging for the communication
infrastructure in the era of cybersecurity.

Finally, we also have to mention that many studies highlighted how important it is to
have the skill of decision-making as it appears in most of the studies as a soft skill, while
other studies find it more related to AI systems. The question remains on what is the most
important skill to have: programming or decision-making. As this study can conclude
that both are indeed needed, decision-making can be more accurate and effective with
the use of machine learning (ML) as one of the AI applications, as well as the use of the
ML, which needs the ability to work with the cloud systems and big data that both require
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programming languages. This study has not mentioned anything related to programming
so far; the needed programming languages for use in I4.0 applications, based on a study
made on the LinkedIn database, were C, C++, assembly and JavaScript [37,64]. The results
of the survey also highlighted the importance of using programming and coding skills in
the age of Industry 4.0.

Parallel to the spread of Industry 4.0 technologies, a marked transformation will
occur in all areas of life. New technologies first appeared in the manufacturing industry
and continue to spread throughout the economy and society as a whole. The use of
new machines and IT tools will require many new skills and competencies. This will
most likely be a challenge for the workforce. Those who will have these new skills and
competencies, which the study also revealed, will be in a more advantageous position in
the labour market. There may be more to these in the future, as Industry 4.0 is constantly
developing and making demands on the workforce. However, it is not only the workers
and subordinates who have to constantly adapt to the new expectations through the
development of their various skills and knowledge, but also the managers of the enterprises.
In the age of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, a particularly large responsibility falls on
managers, who are responsible not only for the training of the workers, but also for the
development of their own expertise and skills. A great variety of knowledge, skills, abilities
and competencies are necessary for them in order to be successful and for their business to
function effectively. It is likely that, thanks to new technologies, certain skills (e.g., digital
skills, communication skills, quick adaptation, system-level thinking, problem solving)
will become more valuable, the absence or modest level of which may have unfavourable
consequences for the development and future of the enterprise.

The empirical research also confirmed that the new skills and competencies will not be
needed to the same extent in different sectors of the economy. Those interviewed considered
technical and methodological skills to be the most important. The COVID-19 epidemic
probably also contributed to the former, because the use of ICT increased, which required
the development of technical skills. In the following years, in line with new technologies
and the transformation of education, not only the number of the workforce, but also its
quality (training, skills, competences, knowledge, etc.), will change. The labour market, the
operation of enterprises and the management of human resources, as well as the economy
as a whole, are being transformed.

The result of the study was narrow because of the inclusion criteria of the research,
which resulted in excluding many of the most important documents on the topic of
Industry 4.0. These articles were mostly in German and discussed the technologies rather
than the skills and competencies. Examining [9] in relation to the most crucial citations
for the definitions of Industry 4.0 as well as [14], which led this study to elaborate the
definitions of Industry 4.0, another finding is that the citation score could be related to
the name of the author and the connections between the authors rather than the in-depth
information of the document. A further result is that most of the highly cited documents
are not necessarily in high impact factor journals. It is probably because non-IF journals are
used in a larger circle than the journals with impact factor.

The theory of the study that claims the COVID-19 crisis accelerated and increased the
dependency on IT-related systems and Industry 4.0 emerging technologies is supported
by the fact this crisis has opened our eyes to the ability of those technologies as crisis
response and contingency plans as those studies have discussed before [65]. However,
the remaining important issues and questions are related to the education of the coming
generation: Is Education 4.0 in developed countries enough? Will the Operator 4.0 be able to
control Industry 4.0 technologies according to the risk assessment of volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity? Answering the questions and applying Industry 4.0 necessitates
the development of education and training. In the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
a significant transformation of the structure of education will be necessary at all levels
(e.g., new subjects must be introduced, new methods must be used, the role of the teacher
will change). This is a huge challenge for the current education system everywhere because
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it is necessary to provide trainings that provides marketable and competitive knowledge
and professions, while it is impossible to know exactly what occupations there will be and
what knowledge, skills and competencies will be required in the next years and decades.

5. Conclusions

Since the First Industrial Revolution, the labour force has had to adjust to the re-
quirements of the labor market. In each industrial revolution, a new set of skills and
competencies had to be developed. Since the Fourth Industrial Revolution has already
begun, it is important to explore what the new expectations of the labour market are and
what new human resource capabilities are necessary for the workforce to meet them. Based
on bibliometric analysis and systematic literature review, this study determined the most
related articles concerning skills, competencies, and Industry 4.0, and identified the new
set of skills and competencies which are important for the future labour force. It has also
evaluated several skill and competency models referring to the top-cited articles in the
topic and more models referring to more recent articles published in 2020 that did not have
enough time to reach a high citation score.

According to the models which have focused on interpersonal and technological skills,
the most important skills and competencies are interpersonal skills, as many studies have
confirmed that these are necessary in the workforce on all levels [23,31,38]. Interpersonal
skills are important because they are the crucial area where human can surpass the machine.
This study also focuses on the innovation competencies. These kinds of competencies
can enhance the ability of the human to use the machine relationship to create and invent
using the AI and ML at the maximum application, which will make a place for the human
workforce in the workplace [62].

Fewer studies have focused on the technical and domain skills, which are more
important in regard to the programming language, which is the way to communicate with
the computer. It is presumable that in the upcoming ten years, these competencies will be
categorized as communication skills and considered as a language, not a technical skill.
Moreover, interpersonal skills and programming competencies will be necessary in all job
profiles in the future, and the technical and domain skills to be developed based on the job
profile. The question here is: What are the most important interpersonal skills? It can be
found in the model of [52,66,67]. The experiences of the survey also confirmed that technical
and methodological skills are the most important, the significance of which will probably
continue to increase in parallel with the spread of Industry 4.0. For the latter, however,
significant infrastructural, especially info-communication technology, developments are
also necessary. In the future, what we cannot ignore is that the real application of this
industry on all levels would need the glue of communication, which cannot be provided
without the fifth generation of communication. Although humans will play the key role
in the success of this transition, ensuring the material availability that helps in producing,
for example, the chipsets of the computers theyalso have to face several other challenges
(e.g., shortage of energy and water, climate change, different epidemics, economic crisis,
digitalised world), the effects of which affect all fields of life and people’s skills and
competencies to varying degrees, encouraging them to continuously develop and adapt. In
order for humans to cope with and adjust to them, it is extremely important to see clearly
what kind of new skills and competencies will be important in the future, and this study
has made an attempt at this.

The results of this research, on the one hand, draw attention to the new skills and
competencies, which should be emphasized more at different levels of education. On the
other hand, they can contribute to the development of human resources of enterprises
and the elaboration of new training programs of educational institutions. Based on the
lessons learned from the research, the study recommends that more attention be paid to
the development of analytical skills in education and vocational training, which may be
important in the adaptation of Industry 4.0, as well as to the teaching of subjects related to
information and communication technologies.
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There are several options for continuing the research. One of these could be to use
another database (e.g., WOS) and make a comparison to confirm and refine the current
results. Another possibility to continue the research is to widen the scope of the participants
in the survey and to examine how much the various sectors and enterprises of the economy
are prepared for the new challenges posed by Industry 4.0 technologies to the skills and
competencies of the workforce. These studies can also contribute to defining the necessary
structural changes in the economy, labour market and education in the age of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution.
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Abstract: Industrie 4.0 has stirred turbulences in China since its birth in 2011. The struggles of the
Chinese manufacturing enterprises towards realizing and adapting Industrie 4.0 in their production
processes have given us many new perceptions. These insights and findings can in turn serve as inputs
for academics and policy makers to structure or fine tune the development of the next generation of
Industrie 4.0. The authors of this paper summarize the knowledge and understandings from their
personal engagement assisting the Chinese manufacturing enterprises with digitalization in their
production processes. A real-life example shows how a typical Chinese mid-size manufacturing
enterprise ended up with new business models when they started out the digitalization journey with
a simple goal to increase efficiency. We conclude that the Chinese market will continue to be relevant
for the future development of Industrie 4.0.

Keywords: Industrie 4.0; intelligent manufacturing; China Manufacturing 2025; Industrial Internet;
Cloud Manufacturing; digitalization; small-medium enterprises; new business models

1. Introduction

The birth of Industrie 4.0 has incurred a lot of thoughts and discussions in both
Germany as well as in China. From the western point of view, trying to grasp the grand
old Chinese culture alone will take some effort. Since “openness” and “integration” are
the major philosophies of Industrie 4.0, how does one integrate these with China, which
is one of the most important manufacturing bodies in the world? From the Chinese point
of view, the concepts and philosophies of Industrie 4.0 have inspired them in their search
for better living, but the question of how to deploy these concepts to suit their mentality
and environment remains a field that requires further investigations from academics and
the market.

This paper reviews the development of Industrie 4.0 in China. We look at Industrie 4.0
in China from a macroeconomic point of view, as well as looking into concrete digitalization
projects to discuss the problems that enterprises encounter. We also look at the history up to
the present situation and discuss the possible future development of Industrie 4.0 in China.
Through a better understanding of the market and how it would further develop, each
enterprise or individual could have a better judgement of its/their strategy of engagement
with China.

We make our observations and conclusions on the Chinese market based on en-
gagements with large state-owned-enterprises (SOEs) and small-and-medium enterprises
(SMEs) predominantly in automotive discrete manufacturing (OEM and supplier). We dive
into deeper insights to the SMEs as they define to a higher degree the phenomenon of the
Chinese economy. We feel that more attention should be directed to the SMEs than the
huge conglomerates.

The authors intentionally used the term “Industrie 4.0” in its original German spelling
throughout the paper. The intention was to stress the affinity of the Chinese to the German
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technologies and philosophies in its authentic form. As Prof. Henning Kagermann, co-
Father of Industrie 4.0, once remarked after his visit to China, “The Chinese spell Industrie
4.0 with ‘ie’.”

Methodology

This paper presents research results from a market perspective, the paper therefore
does not represent research in a narrow sense. This practice-oriented paper provides
important and helpful insights for applied research on smart manufacturing.

The results come from real-life customer projects, customer surveys and personal
experiences of the authors as experienced IT/OT managers and entrepreneurs with long
years of industry experiences in both Germany and China. The insights to the market need
for digitalization in China are concluded from over 150 cases of customer engagements at
the pre-sale phases between 2018 and 2022.

We have carried out dozens of digitalization projects in the manufacturing industry in
China. We conducted surveys, collected feedbacks and carried out discussions with the
customers during and after every project. The observations, conclusions and recommenda-
tions are also made from this specific industry (industrial software) point of view but most
of them are generally applicable to any other industries.

For a topic like Industrie 4.0, the problems and feedback from the market and politics
very much build the foundation to shape its development. Therefore, the case studies
presented in this paper can be valuable to both researchers and practitioners of the field.
The conclusions derived from these projects can also be generally applicable to many other
similar fields of studies and regional applied research.

2. Overview of Industrie 4.0 in China

Industrie 4.0 represents the interconnection of people, intelligent objects and machines,
the use of service-oriented architectures and the composition of services and data from
different sources into new business processes. Industrie 4.0 is the basis for the future of
industrial value creation. The focus is on data-based value creation, digitally enhanced
business models and forms of organization, but also new solutions in areas such as energy,
finance, health, and mobility. Economically, it initially involved a shift from traditional
automation with predetermined outcomes to learning and self-adapting machines and
environments that react in real time to changes in customer demand as well as to unexpected
disruptions. This is accompanied by a move from mass production to customization, i.e.,
the competitively priced production of individual, tailor-made products [1,2].

In 2013, with the publication of the revolutionary white paper “Recommendations for
implementing the strategic initiative INDUSTRIE 4.0. Securing the future of German manufactur-
ing industry. Final Report of the Industrie 4.0 Working Group” [3], Prof. Henning Kagermann
and Prof. Wolfgang Wahlster introduced the concept of “Industrie 4.0“to the world. The
beauty of Industrie 4.0 to the Chinese was that it initiated them to begin pondering the
question “What is the future of manufacturing?” and gave the answer “Digitalization and
new business models create values” at the same time [3,4]. Since then, Industrie 4.0 has
become a hype word in China. There has been a rush to learn, implement and practice
Industrie 4.0 technologies and methodologies in the industry. Figure 1 shows the growth of
the market for intelligent manufacturing in the past few years.

Lately, compared with the rush and the attempts for a radical change in manufacturing
a few years back, the major players of Industrie 4.0 in China are becoming calm and
thoughtful about their endeavor. After numerous explorations from different angles, it has
become obvious that this road would not be an easy one. Patience, experience, accumulation
of technology foundations and knowledges, as well as sufficient monetary investments are
critical factors for the success.
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Figure 1. Output scale of China’s intelligent manufacturing industry; unit: 100 million RMB. (Source:
Forward Industry Research Institution).

2.1. Variants of Chinese Versions of Industrie 4.0

A paradigm like Industrie 4.0 is bound to be influenced by the practical deployment
of relevant projects in the market. Problems and issues encountered in the market provide
feedbacks to help reshape the development of Industrie 4.0. In China, where the economy,
technological progress and cultural environment are very much different than in Germany,
implementing Industrie 4.0 in the Chinese market demands constant modification to the
model and adapting the local needs, what is commonly called “localization”. Parallel to
deploying Industrie 4.0 in the Chinese industrial environment, several variants of Industrie
4.0 have emerged to suit different market demands at different stages.

Figure 2 shows the timeline of the emergence of the variants of Industrie 4.0 in China.
These variants of Industrie 4.0 dominated the major philosophy of smart manufacturing in
the Chinese market at the different stages.

Figure 2. Variants of Industrie 4.0 and the respective time of market emergence in China.

2.1.1. China Manufacturing 2025

“China Manufacturing 2025” was a strategic initiative brought out by Prime Minister
Li Keqiang. An official document was issued by the State Council in May 2015 meant to
strengthen the manufacturing capability of the Chinese economy.

The China Manufacturing 2025 Plan is also known as the “China Version of The
Industrie 4.0 Plan”. The concept of “China Manufacturing 2025” was first proposed by the
Chinese Academy of Engineering. Under the overall planning of the State Council, the
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) took the lead in working with
more than 20 ministries and commissions such as the National Development and Reform
Commission, the Ministry of Science and Technology and more than 50 academicians to
formally compile the “China Manufacturing 2025 Plan” [5].
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The core goal of “China Manufacturing 2025” was to transform China from a manufac-
turing supplier to a manufacturing driver. The year 2025 was chosen after careful analysis
of China’s status of manufacturing capabilities and the overall market environment at
that time (2015). It was set as a goal to transform, in 10 years, its capability from simply
providing low-cost labor for manufacturing outsourcing, to the form where demands of
the new era will challenge the supply end and thus bring added value to the industry by
driving innovations in the supplier technologies.

2.1.2. Industrial Internet

The concept of “Industrial Internet” actually originated in America. It was first pro-
posed by General Electric (GE) in 2012 through the release of the white paper “Industrial
Internet: Pushing the boundaries of minds and machines” [6], which elaborated on the connota-
tion and future vision of the Industrial Internet from the aspects of technical architecture,
development opportunities, potential benefits, application conditions, etc. In essence, in-
dustrial interconnectivity is the integration and innovation of industrial and IT capabilities.
Subsequently, five industry giants in the United States joined forces to form the Industrial
Internet Consortium (IIC), which vigorously promoted the concept of Industrial Internet
and set off a wave of Industrial Internet movement in the world.

In 2015, MIIT issued the documents “Implementation of the State Council on actively
promoting the Internet + Guidance action plans (year 2015–2018)” [7], clearly stating the
guidelines for the internet to be widely integrated into the entire process of production
and manufacturing, the entire value chain and the whole life cycle of products, cultivating
and developing an open innovative R&D model, and accelerating the development and
application of industrial big data.

In February 2016, China established the Alliance of Industrial Internet (AII). Jointly
initiated by the China Academy of Information and Communications Technology and
related enterprises such as manufacturing, communications industry, and the Internet, the
alliance actively carries out work in the research of major issues of the Industrial Internet,
the development of standards, technical test verification, and industry promotion. In the
same year, AII released version 1.0 of the Industrial Internet Architecture.

Since then, hundreds of industrial internet platforms have been founded and have
entered the market, providing solutions and services to the manufacturing industry.

2.1.3. Cloud Manufacturing

In 2009, the research team led by Prof. Li Bohu, an academician of the Chinese
Academy of Engineering and Professor Zhang Lin, then deputy dean of the School of
Automation Science and Electrical Engineering of Beihang University, realized that the
deep integration of advanced information technologies such as cloud computing and
the Internet of Things with the manufacturing industry will bring profound changes to
the manufacturing industry and they took the lead in proposing the concept of “Cloud
Manufacturing” [8]. They pointed out that “cloud manufacturing was a kind of network
and service platform, organizing online manufacturing resources according to user needs”,
to provide users with a variety of on-demand manufacturing services.

Cloud manufacturing provides a new model and means for China to move from a
manufacturing outsourcer to a manufacturing driver. The initiative was jointly supported
by more than 300 researchers and developers from 28 organizations of universities, research
institutes and enterprises across the country, and achieved a number of pioneering research
results [9,10].

Prof. Li Bohu, Prof. Zhang Lin and their team members have publicized and intro-
duced the concept and research results of cloud manufacturing by organizing international
conferences or forums, publishing academic papers, carrying out academic exchanges and
other forms, which have made important contributions to the recognition and attention
of international counterparts for cloud manufacturing research, and gradually forming a
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new research direction in the world. Cloud manufacturing is one of the very few academic
directions initiated by China that attracted the attentions of international academies.

3. The Need of Digitalization

In the eyes of most people, a factory has the means to receive orders, manufacture
and ship produced goods. In this process, the business owners and the employees made a
certain profit out of it. A need for digitalization was not very straight forward.

However, in the past few years, especially after the 2008 financial crisis, a higher level
of perception to the means of a factory became more and more widespread. In the entire
industrial chain, the raw materials were processed and turned into finished products to
complete the value-adding. A factory was beginning to be perceived as the means of value
discovery, value creation and value transmission.

In the past over 30 years, the economic environment in China has favored the growth
of a manufacturing market [11]. Most manufacturing businesses founded have encountered
relatively low founding hurdles and most of them lacked core competitive technologies.
Thus, they would compete in the market with product cost performance (mainly price).
Businesses with better management gradually outperform their competitors and those with
poor management faced the threat of being discarded by the market competition. With the
continuous rise in labor, rent and raw material prices, as well as intensive homogeneous
competition, the pressure of efficiency in factory operation was increasing. The COVID
pandemic has also made many traditional manufacturing practitioners understand the
importance of digital operation. At the same time, international trade war, the financial
crisis, fluctuations in exchange rates or other unpredictable factors threatened the future of
manufacturing businesses.

Huge conglomerates have the expertise and capabilities to take measures to mitigate
the risks of uncertainties. However, a large majority of the Chinese businesses came in
existence simply because the market has been generous. These companies grew in an
environment without much risk, and they have not been able to build up the necessary risk
mitigation capabilities [12]. They are facing challenges today that were never encountered
in the past 30 years. This is an obvious driving factor for a growing need to seek for
solutions to ensure their survival in the market.

3.1. China’s SMEs in Urgent Need of Digitalization

Digital transformation of SMEs in China is a very important aspect of the overall
digital transformation in China’s economy. The big enterprises alone will not be able
to bring forward the entire economy to a digitalized one. Therefore, it is crucial to look
into and understand the problems and difficulties of the SMEs in their digitalization
transformation endeavor.

One point to note is the difference in perception of the different cultures and markets.
This very often leads to differences in usage of vocabularies and semantics for mutual un-
derstanding. For example, when we mention “Small and Medium Enterprises” in Germany,
we envision companies which the ownership, management and liability are traditionally
in one hand. The German SMEs can be strong partners for large companies worldwide,
and they bear responsibility for the skilled workers of tomorrow and stand for innovative
strength, sustainable growth and job creation [13]. In an associated recommendation of the
Commission of the European Communities from 6 May 2003, SMEs have up to 249 employ-
ees and make a yearly turnover of less than 50 million Euros [14]. Many German SMEs are
even world leading in the technologies of their field, the so-called “hidden champions”.
However, the perception of SMEs in China is a completely different concept. Very often, a
company with several thousand employees will still be regarded as an SME. The majority
of SMEs in China have not overcome the phase of struggling for survival. Such concep-
tional differences increase the difficulties for communication and critical messages are very
often misinterpreted.
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According to the “Analysis Report on the Digital Transformation of Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (2020)” [15] published by the Chinese Electronics Standardization Institute,
89% of China’s SMEs are exploring digital transformation, but only 3% of SMEs are in the
stage of more extensive applications of digital transformation. This number, according to
the research done by ZEW (Leibniz-Zentrum für Europäische Wirtschaftsforschung) and
Infas (Institut für angewandte Sozialwissenschaft), sits at 21% in Germany [16]. These
figures highlight the expectations and dilemmas of current SMEs in China regarding
digital transformation.

Through the digital transformation of manufacturing enterprises, the Chinese man-
ufacturing industry aims to achieve cost reduction and an increase in efficiency, energy
saving, improve product quality, improve product added value, shorten the time for
products to go to market, address the customization needs of customers, and seeking
profitability from providing services, etc., and ultimately enhance the core competitiveness
and profitability of enterprises. The demands fall mainly in the following three aspects.

3.1.1. Adapting to Rapidly Changing Market Conditions

China’s manufacturing industry has roughly gone through three periods. In the
1980s, there was generally a shortage of goods, and thus the manufacturing industry only
focused on “producing” to meet market demand; from 1990 to 2010, commodities became
abundant, customers began to have a higher demand of goods, and enterprises began to
pay attention to marketing, branding, quality and service. To achieve this, it needed the
support of information technology. Since 2010, with a general surplus in production, there
began the need for upgrading in consumptions. Customers began to be more focused on
customization, user experience, and posed high demand on the supplier’s rapid response
to products and services. Thus, enterprises needed to constantly innovate to meet the needs
of consumers, and they had to quickly adapt to market changes, improve work efficiency
as well as improve the customer experience.

3.1.2. Improve Product Quality and Production Management Efficiency

Although China’s manufacturing industry is large in scale and complete in offerings,
it has been relatively weak in terms of innovativeness for a certain period of time, and there
are still great inefficiencies in the management of the production processes. With the drastic
changes in today’s manufacturing environment where the costs of labor and raw materials
are rising rapidly, the Chinese manufacturing industry must focus on improving product
quality and production management efficiency in order to regain a competitive advantage
in the global market.

In addition, with the increasing popularity of the Internet, the rapid development
of computing and storage capabilities, the wide application of the Internet of Things
and sensor technology, and the continuous evolution of industrial software, the technical
foundation has been laid for the acquisition, storage, transmission, display, analysis and
optimization of data. At this point, digital transformation supported by technologies such
as mobile internet, cloud computing, big data, and artificial intelligence is an important
way to increase the competitiveness of the manufacturing industry.

3.1.3. Reduce Cost of Labor and Shortage of Skilled Workers

In the past years when there was a surplus of workforce in the labor market, it was
a common practice for enterprises to rely on adding human workforce for scaling up
their businesses. Therefore, many enterprises, especially in the manufacturing industries,
developed on the foundation of labor-intensive business models.

However, the “one child policy” that was implemented in the 1980s has taken effect
and made a drastic impact on the overall population and thus on the supply of the labor
workforce. The Chinese economy turned from a market with a labor surplus to a market
with a labor shortage within a decade. The business models that were working very well
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just a few years ago suddenly broke down, and the enterprises are facing challenges that
they had never experienced before.

On the one hand, the problems of blue-collar recruitment difficulties and the shortage
of high-skilled workers in the production workshop are frequent; on the other hand, there is
a high demand for skilled talent to accomplish challenging tasks like digital transformation
of enterprises. In many locations it becomes harder and harder to hire qualified workers.

Software developers in China with a relatively demanding skill level are already very
expensive. Many of the SMEs cannot afford this cost. Even if they are determined to
cultivate their own talents, it will take a long time until their problems are solved.

3.2. The Difficulties for SMEs in Digital Transformation

Industrie 4.0 has clearly shown the path for the development of the manufacturing
industry. The core and basic part are the digitalization that brings changes to the way
enterprises do business, as well as the intelligence that came along with it, built on the
foundation of digitalization.

However, there are many concepts surrounding the idea of digitalization. For example,
big data, cloud manufacturing, internet, AI. There are even more complicated concepts like
“Integration of IT & OT”, “Smart Manufacturing Total Solution”, “Internet + Manufactur-
ing”, “Industrial Big Data”, “Industrial APP” etc. The multitude of hype words enveloping
the digitalization paradigm has been very confusing, and the industries have not been able
to standardize their vocabulary. This creates even more obstacles for SMEs, who are trying
to find ways into the digitalization world.

Unlike big enterprises, which have extensive resources of professionals for production,
IT, for internet platform and for services, the SMEs generally face the problems of lack of
financing and expertise. When the SMEs turn to look for assistance from third parties, for
example, by outsourcing or engaging external consultants, they find that the market has
not developed such experience and expertise sufficiently.

For most of the SMEs in manufacturing industries in China, there are many semi-
mechanized, outdated technologies, processes and equipment, and traditional management
methodologies and mentalities that are still dominating a large proportion of the businesses.
Due to the shortage of funds and talents, many of their immediate pain-points are about the
survival, so much of the efforts invested in digital transformation have to be short-termed
and produce immediate results. There is little tolerance for ambiguity of the returns they
can expect.

On top of that, due to the nature of the manufacturing industry itself, where standard-
ization in the business processes has been difficult, a lack of standardized methodology in
digital transformation poses a dilemma to the SMEs. On the one hand, they are educated by
the big companies through pilot and lighthouse projects which demand huge investments
that they can never afford; on the other hand, the success stories they see from the market
are difficult to duplicate, and learning of countless failures they hear in the market make
them hesitant to go forward in their attempts at digital transformation.

3.2.1. Sales—The Major Stumbling Block of the Chinese SMEs

For many of the vendors, their Industrie 4.0 solutions originate from the manufactur-
ing end. Many solution providers believe that the owner of the businesses would need
efficiency in the production processes. This is of course true. However, it is also important
to understand that in reality, the boss is not the only deciding factor for the success of a
digitalization program.

Making changes in an enterprise is normally painful, because there are always existing
mechanisms or interested parties that are affected by the change. Thus, very often, we came
across projects where the boss was very enthusiastic, but the employees would not have
the matching passion to support the projects. In fact, they felt that the introduction of the
solutions brought more troubles to their work.
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Therefore, some Industrie 4.0 solution providers in China came into the market with
very innovative offerings. They bundled shop floor digitalization solutions together with
B2B sales platform solutions. The logic was to address the greatest pain of the business
owner. The business owner could have access to the sales channels if they deployed the
shop floor solutions as well, which were fully integrated into the sales platform.

3.2.2. Lack of Expertise in IT Strategy

Unlike in the mature western countries, China has a short history of cultivating
experts well trained in IT strategy. This leads to the phenomenon that most of the CIOs
(regardless of company size) tend to look for vendors who can provide total solutions to
their digitalization needs. In other words, the capabilities in integration are demanded, and
there is a tendency to shift the responsibility of integration to the vendor.

Figure 3 shows the talent gap for intelligent manufacturing in China. The gap will
persist through 2025. Because of the lack of expertise in IT strategy, it is very common
that the enterprises, especially the SMEs, carry out digitalization projects without proper
consideration for long and short-term goals. Therefore, they very often run into difficulties
in the middle of the projects.

Figure 3. Talent demand and talent gap in intelligent manufacturing field in China; unit: 10,000 per-
sons (Source: China Ministry of Human Resource and Social Security).

3.3. Pursuing for New Business Models—Small Lot Manufacturing and Mass Customization

The introduction of Industrie 4.0 gives the Chinese economy the hope of reformation
in its economy. With digital transformation, many new business models become possible.
The emergence of new business models gives key players (especially the investors) hope,
and thus patience for the future.

One of the biggest dreams of manufacturing enterprises is to connect directly to the
end consumer market. If one can connect directly to the end consumer, one can maximize
the efficiency of customized production, thus increasing value and profitability. In terms
of a business model, the biggest wish of manufacturing companies is to use factories to
directly connect to end-consumers as this is the only way to maximize the efficiency of
customized production.

The Chinese adopted the first experience with C2B (Customer to Business) from the
USA in 2006. As the concept that was very successfully driven by Groupon in USA spread to
China, Groupon-duplicate companies like Meituan emerged and flourished in the Chinese
market as well. At that time, the C2B model was more or less restricted to the consumer
market. Most players did not have the confidence to migrate the business model to the
manufacturing end.
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The concept of C2M went a step further than C2B, bringing the end consumer directly
to the manufacturer. Here, there was a huge emphasis in “dis-intermediary”, i.e., bypassing
the need of agents, distributors, resellers, thus reducing the cost of the value chain.

Many manufacturing enterprises were ambitious to achieve a breakthrough with
the C2M model. They firmly believed that future consumers would pay less attention to
product branding. Instead, the trend was that consumers would look for “uniqueness” of
customized products and were willing to sacrifice the branding values. Therefore, their
weaknesses in marketing and attracting sales traffic would no longer be an obstacle to their
success in business.

So, for many years, there was a rush to establish their own portals for end consumers,
wechat shops, webshops etc. There was a movement where the manufacturers insisted on
building their own sales channels and setting up their own banners.

However, realities are often crueler than dreams.
Except for big brands like Haier, Midea, Huawei or such, who had a huge man-

ufacturing capacity and had established their own sales channels, the majority of the
manufacturing enterprises had no or very limited influence at the sales end. They had no
access to the end consumers, and the effort in trying to do so became too much of a burden.
The ideal C2M did not arrive as promised.

The lessons learned were painful. The field of attracting traffic and sales was a totally
different business than that of manufacturing. Even big brands like Haier with killer
platforms like COSMOPlat would still rely on third party sales channels for their sales
processes. Professional businesses should be handled by professional people. Bypassing
the sales value chain was fated to fail from the very beginning.

In contrast, the internet giants that owned a large wave of consumer traffic began to
penetrate the manufacturing end at a very high speed.

In the years between 2016–2018, internet giants like Netease, Alibaba, and JD.com
launched their own C2M platforms. These platforms introduced to the consumer market the
concept of ODM (Original Design Manufacturer). These internet giants took advantage of
their consumer-end traffic to get into a preliminary exploration of the C2M business model.

The returns were not very promising. After engaging in uncountable price competi-
tions among the internet giants, they finally returned to the more profitable platform model.
The internet platforms began to probe the OBM (Original Brand Manufacturing) model,
where the manufacturers were allowed to promote their own brands on these platforms.
Alibaba went further to deploy simple technologies like bar codes, RFID, cameras etc., in
the factories, attempting to integrate the factories’ production data with the sales orders in
order to realize the model of “Manufacture to Order”.

These were courageous attempts to probe the new business models with the SMEs.
Values were created for both the customers as well as the platforms. The SMEs who were
thirsty for sales traffic welcomed such platforms as they brought additional values targeted
at their immediate pain points—sales. And furthermore, these internet companies were
eager to learn and reacted very fast to the market. Starting from the SMEs, successful test
pilots could be iteratively developed into more mature solutions and finally penetrate the
bigger enterprises. This could be a different path to achieve a country-wide penetration of
Industrie 4.0 solutions and practices.

A more detailed description of this part of C2M history can be found in [17].

4. Case Study: Experimenting Industrie 4.0 of a Chinese Manufacturing Enterprise

The following is an overview of a typical Chinese SME in its journey throughout a
digital transformation. The example given here comes from a very typical medium Chinese
manufacturing enterprise, with a kind of “mass customization” production model.

4.1. Background of GuoMao Reducer

Founded in 1993, GuoMao has grown into a mid-size company with 2200 employees,
making a revenue of almost RMB 3 billion (about Euro 450 million) in 2021. Since its public
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listing on the stock market in 2019, GuoMao has achieved strong growth, even amidst
the COVID pandemic. It is now a market leader in the China’s market of general reducer
machine industry.

GuoMao is headquartered in Changzhou City in the Jiangsu Province. Its main
products are industrial reducers with many product models. GuoMao produces more
than a dozen series of varieties of transmission machineries, tens of thousands of varieties
such as standard, customized, large and medium-sized non-standard, new products, high-
precision transmission, etc. At the same time, GuoMao is developing its business overseas
such as Southeast Asia, Europe and the United States.

4.2. Challenges and Motivation for Digital Transformation

GuoMao has the ambition to become a “world class transmission producer”. After
careful analysis and considerations, it is decided that digitalization would be the means
to achieve this goal. GuoMao believes that the long-term goal of digital transformation
is to capture growth and drive value, and the adoption and implementation of all digital
technologies should also revolve around this goal.

The immediate pain point that GuoMao wanted to address was the bottleneck to
achieve large scale personalized customization of the customer orders. Due to the nature of
the business, GuoMao intended to seek solutions to customize on demand plus a certain
degree of flexible manufacturing. The ultimate goal would be to be able to deliver on a large
scale, while ensuring that the quality and cost of each product unit were well controlled.

For GuoMao, gaining a competitive advantage in the market required improvement
in the following capabilities: individual customization, agile planning, precise logistics,
production transparency, flexible manufacturing, full traceability and energy savings.

The targets that GuoMao set for the digitalization programs were as follows:

• Making a change in the existing production management model.
• Achieve transparent and traceable production processes.
• Improve productivity and operational efficiency in the production process.
• Achieve reliability and efficiency in warehouse logistics, in combination with

lean logistics.

4.3. The Struggle for Digital Transformation

The road through the digitalization transformation was not without challenges. First
of all, there were few or no success stories similar to the GuoMao case which the task
force could learn from. CIO Kong Donghua saw the greatest challenges coming from the
lack of expertise and experience in the IT team to realize the desired targets, whereas the
operations departments mentioned that it was generally difficult to understand the large
number of professional jargons that appeared in the context of digitalization.

4.3.1. Designing the Overall Roadmap and Looking for Solutions

After defining the overall targets with the management, the task force set out to define
the overall roadmap for the digitalization program. There were 3 possible lines of thoughts
to meet a variety of “smart manufacturing” system architecture requirements:

1. The traditional architecture: ERP on the top floor + MES on the shop floor;
2. Advance architecture: middleware + professional system architecture with “connec-

tivity” as the focus;
3. Ultimate architecture: business applications running on an IOT enabled scenario.

Unable to determine what was the most suitable way for itself, the digitalization task
force decided to probe each possibility and learn on its way. GuoMao started seeking for
solutions in the market. From his personal previous experience, CIO Kong Donghua knew
that interfacing and integration among systems would be the most challenging part of the
technology implementation. Therefore, special attention was given to the completeness
and feasibilities of integration of the solutions.
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4.3.2. Top Floor—Implementation of a Pricing System

The digitalization task force defined the implementation program into two phases and
defined the tactical targets for each phase.

The pain points to be addressed in the first phase of implementation were:

1. Huge amount of manual work for the calculation of product pricing; GuoMao had a
total of 1.3 billion individually customized products. Considering freight, insurances
and such, there were billions of pricing calculations that it was no longer possible
to build price lists in the traditional way and manage them in the traditional way of
a database.

2. Historical product pricing and the management of current pricing policies were not
conformed. Multiple versions of the pricing were left unmanaged in the field.

3. Lack of product pricing life cycle management, this resulted in difficulties to analyze
the pricing fluctuation.

In the second phase of the projects, the pain points to be addressed were split into
business and IT scenarios.

Pain points in the business scenario:

1. The overall production plan and cycle time were not fast enough to respond to the
market demand.

2. Lack of end-to-end tracking of the materials (from procurement to warehousing and
production and then to shipping).

3. Material allocation and logistics were managed manually, error prone and high cost.

Pain points in the IT landscape:

1. Efficiency and cost in operation of the data center.
2. The capabilities of designing architectures for both cloud native and non-cloud na-

tive systems.
3. Ensuring the end-to-end definition for cloud native systems, as well as the delivery

and operational capabilities.
4. Leading the partners to reduce cost while ensuring quality during collaborative delivery.

The digitalization task force started to get in contact and learned from the different
cloud infrastructure vendors in 2019. In the beginning, it was not easy for them to clearly
differentiate which of the providers would be the best choice to solve their problems.
However, during the long engagement of communication and market research, they were
convinced by the consultants of the Amazon Cloud Technology team. Other than technical
expertise and the positive and responsible attitude which were also visible with other
vendors, the ultimate deciding factor was the feeling of the willingness of the Amazon
consultants to understand and learn from GuoMao’s business. Furthermore, the Amazon
consultants were also willing to impart their expertise to enable a traditional machining
production enterprise like GuoMao. This was very important as the task force was aware
that the road ahead would not be smooth, and a vendor who positioned itself as a partner
could help to overcome unforeseen difficulties and ensure the smooth implementation of
the project. After careful analysis, the digitalization task force decided on AWS to be their
cloud backbone architecture. AWS provided the foundation platform to enable cloud-native
applications and infrastructures from scratch.

With the help of the implementation partner, GuoMao deployed the flexible and
extensible architecture for multiple quotation. They implemented the cloud-native price
management solutions with the corresponding APIs. For the infrastructure, the project team
used the Amazon VPC, EKS, DynamoDB, S3 and cloud-native safety and security measures,
among other technologies. They integrated the CI/CD lines and deployed the monitoring
and logging functionalities of the infrastructure. For the people empowerment, the project
team introduced the trainings of the management tools and coached the workers in the
usage of the applications. In addition, further trainings had been given to employees for
agile product design, architecture, development, testing, process documentations, as well as
trainings for cloud-native applications, infrastructure, coding, testing and system security.
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The project team sought for an application with the minimal delivery value (so called
MVP) as the entry point for the digital transformation. The project was divided into phases,
each phase gradually carried out, making full use of the advantages of microservices
and cloud services. At the same time, the consultants worked with GuoMao employees
hand-in-hand to implement the project, meanwhile empowering the GuoMao employees
in the implementation capabilities. The IT staff were trained in several fields, such as basic
operations of cloud technology, business driven methodologies, project implementation
methods and tools usage. During this time, communications to the management was crucial,
this was the way to close the gaps with between the management and the employees for
such traditional, large-scale manufacturers.

The project team encountered various problems of technical difficulties. For example,
the problems of integration among the systems, the synchronization of the master data,
and so on. The capabilities of the consultants were very crucial, not only must they be
able to resolve the technical problems, they must also have the capabilities to empower the
customer to resolve the problems on their own in the long run.

4.3.3. Shop Floor—Implementation of a MES System

The pain points on the shop floor were very much different than those on the top
floor. In the shop floor, GuoMao was confronted with an outdated existing production
management model. There was generally a lack of transparency in the production process
and the production efficiencies could not be properly measured. At the same time, it took a
lot of manpower to collect the data necessary for financial accounting. The managers of
the shop floor could not perceive and understand the problems and actual situation of the
production line in time, this resulted in poor management performances and a huge loss to
the company’s resources. For a traditional discrete manufacturing enterprise like GuoMao,
where there is high labor intensiveness and low level of automation, data acquisition and
reporting on the production front were done mostly manually, the accuracy and integrity
of the data in the reports were very much questionable.

Searching for a solution for the shop floor was a lot more challenging than that for
the top floor. The countless number of solutions offered in the market made it difficult to
distinguish what the best solution could be. The road to digitalization on the shop floor
was not as smooth as that on the top floor, GuoMao had to suffer setbacks and learned
from its mistakes before it could find the most suitable solution for itself.

Stage 1: Realizing MES Functionalities with ERP
In the first stage, the digitalization task force chose to extend the shop floor digital-

ization from the existing ERP system. The task force established a team internally and
assessed the shop floor situation, defining the necessary MES functionalities. Then a project
was defined, budget allocated, and the MES project implementation started.

The project implementation took several months, and finally failed. There were
fundamentally two reasons for the failure.

Firstly, because of the nature of the business (mass customization of the products), the
system had to process a huge amount of data on the shop floor. Attempts were made to
extend the shop floor functionalities from the ERP but it ended up with the performance
of the entire ERP system deteriorating. The application extended from the ERP systems
were generally not meant to process data of such volumes. The team could not resolve the
performance issue with any ERP technology which was very frustrating for them.

Secondly, the fundamental conflict of the ERP logic to the production logic was more
or less the showstopper. This was a general issue that occurred in many cases and so far,
it was not obvious that such conflicts could be reconciled. GuoMao had to terminate the
project and look for other solutions.

Stage 2: Implement MES Functionality Using Customized Development from Scratch
Since realizing MES functionalities through ERP extensions did not work, the digi-

talization task force turned to the idea of developing the functionalities by customized
development. As the requirements had already been determined in the first stage, they
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just needed to convert the requirements into detailed functional specifications and engage
programmers to realize the functionalities.

The attempt failed again after one year.
The task force analyzed the reasons for the failure and drew the following conclusions:

1. For a project in the field of MES, a platform was indispensable. The MES solution
would not be scalable without a development platform. A simple issue like program
version control could easily grow into a nightmare caused by the diversification of
the business processes.

2. Functionalities were developed from scratch. The long development cycle resulted in
the sponsors losing faith in its success.

3. Lack of professional bug handling mechanisms posed too many risks, especially when
the MES systems were to be deployed at the production sites.

4. Lack of transparency in the production processes resulted in difficulties to track
the products.

Overall, instability in the system that was developed, poor scalability, long develop-
ment cycle time, high development costs resulted in the failure, and a loss to all stakehold-
ers involved.

Stage 3: Engaging Professional Shop Floor Solutions
Summarizing the lessons learned from the previous failures, the digitalization team

realized that a professional MES solution would be needed to solve their problems on the
shop floor. Thus, they began looking in the market for such a solution.

After communicating with several MES vendors in the market, GuoMao decided to
select FORCAM as their partner for the shop floor digitalization. The product FORCAM
FORCE® IIoT (FORCAM GmbH, Ravensburg, Germany) was deployed in different phases
of several projects.

The major reasons for a decision in favor of the FORCAM solution were:

1. Clear and simple user interface. User friendliness of the solution was an important
factor as it had direct impact on the willingness of the workers to use the system in
their daily work.

2. Productized solution with modular design. This made it convenient for users with
various needs for individual selection.

3. The system parameters were configurable and flexible enough to address varying
customers’ needs, furthermore, quick implementation was desired.

4. Powerful reporting functions, the team was looking for best practices that were
verified by other customers. GuoMao could learn from the various dimensions of
reporting how other users used the data to manage their production processes.

5. Customizable reporting functions to cater for diversified management reporting needs.
6. B/S architecture for the solution. This largely reduced the operational and mainte-

nance costs of the IT team.
7. The overall architecture of the IIoT platform was suitable for the expansion of enter-

prise needs, and it was convenient to hook up new application software and realize
information exchange between application software through API.

GuoMao began implementing FORCAM FORCE® IIoT in March 2019. A total of
5 production lines (gear and tooth axis lines of the pre-heating workshop, grinding lines of
the post heating workshop) were chosen for the pilot project. The pilot was completed and
went live after three months of project implementation.

4.3.4. Results and Achievements

The first phase of the project was the implementation of a pricing system. Traditionally,
the quotation was done manually, the workload was huge, the result was error-prone
and difficult to scale. Without proper product pricing life cycle management, it was not
possible to analyze the pricing strategies. The new system enabled the automation of
price calculation processes, ensured the consistency of the product prices globally, and
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saved an estimated 16 h/person/month of the workload. GuoMao was able to increase
the frequency of product releases and upgrades from quarterly to at least once a week.
GuoMao planned to further integrate the quotation system with other systems such as
WMS, APS and the MES.

After the completion of the second phase of the project, the following problems
were solved:

1. The cycle time of production planning and capacity was shortened from T+7 to T+3.
2. The number of order-taking personnel in one of the final assembly lines was reduced

from 5 to 0.
3. The flow of materials was fully traceable from end to end.

After the pricing system went live, GuoMao has even constructed a new service
offering to the market, providing a price management service to its suppliers and end
customers. This new business model became GuoMao’s target for the next phase of digital
transformation. This is a very strong supporting argument for the original decision for the
digital transformation.

The implementation of the MES solution on the shop floor achieved the following benefits:

1. Realization of an IIoT platform integrated with open APIs.

This subverted the conventional production management model. Deploying a MES
system that meets the characteristics of GuoMao’s business and products, plus an open
IOT architecture platform that meets the ultimate needs of “smart manufacturing”, helped
to achieve real-time transparency and availability on the shop floor.

2. Realize transparencies in equipment availability and visualization in production processes.

The actual operation status and product order information of each machine became
clear at a glance; the production data was collected in a real-time manner and was accurate.
The managers on the shop floor could keep abreast of the actual situation on the production
lines, which greatly improved the efficiency of management and provided a reliable basis
for accurate and correct decision-making. The cycle time for the transmission of production
instructions, on-site confirmation and production preview was reduced from originally
4–8 h to the current 10 min.

3. Various production KPIs were refined and optimized.

Based on the “true availability” data collected, managers could better calculate down-
time and maintenance costs. Control and calculation of production indicators such as OEE,
availability, performance, quality, production cycle time) on the shop floor were optimized.
Not only was the production efficiency increased by over 30%, the digitalization of the shop
floor production process also generated an impetus to the surrounding systems. These
indirect gains in efficiency were invaluable to GuoMao because they allowed GuoMao to
gain an overall competitive advantage when producing similar products.

4. Continuous CIP reduced the manufacturing costs for GuoMao

Using digital monitoring of the machines in production, the digitalization task force
continuously deployed lean management to make improvements in a timely manner when
abnormalities were discovered. At the same time, the introduction of continuous improve-
ment mechanisms, improvement of bottlenecks in production management, shortening of
time to delivery, ultimately reduced the total manufacturing costs.

4.4. Lessons Learned

The GuoMao case study shows an example of a fast-growing Chinese manufacturing
enterprise that has a very dynamic culture. Though GuoMao is a very typical mid-size man-
ufacturing enterprise in China, the digitalization journey it went through was extraordinary.
Even without a clear roadmap ahead, it took the courage to take the first steps to test out
different possibilities. It was not afraid to fail and kept readjusting its strategy by learning
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from the mistakes. These were characteristics that were seldom found in manufacturing
enterprises of its size.

The digitalization transformation was just at the beginning. There were still many
plans ahead. Nevertheless, it was already worth the effort to summarize the lessons learned
so far.

4.4.1. Short-Term ROIs Are Very Important

It is important to focus on the problems one wants to solve with digitalization, and also
to analyze in advance one’s own capabilities. SMEs normally have relatively low tolerance
for making mistakes, so short-term ROIs are very important. It is crucial for the sponsors
to see what the returns are in a timely manner. Though there has been a rush for “Dark
Factories” where full automation throughout the production processes was anticipated,
GuoMao chose the path to move forward in phases, weighing the pros and cons of each
phase, and analyzing the investment-benefits ratio. Thus, even after the first phases of
digitalization, one can still see a lot of manual processes in GuoMao where workers still
enter some data onto dashboards manually. This is the result of careful consideration of the
benefits and investment needed to turn it digitalized.

4.4.2. Digitalization Does Not Equal Informatization

There are many IT providers who are vigorously promoting the concept of “digitaliza-
tion”. However, some of them are simply driven by selling IT solutions that turn offline
business processes into online processes.

GuoMao learned during the exploration that informatization is just one of the means
used in the digitalization process. It mainly uses software systems to achieve process
optimization and efficiency improvement within the organization, which is still one of the
technical paths of management improvement. For example, GuoMao implemented ERP,
but only used it to solve the problem of financial accounting, invoicing and inventory; it
went to the MES to solve the problem of on-site production management.

In the past, management in the factories were done with huge amount of manual
workload, it was error-prone, and the processes were not clear. It was difficult to analyze
the KPIs from the results as the processes were not transparent. Furthermore, the inhouse
IT team was comparatively weak in digitalization know-how, but all these underwent a
great change after the projects.

4.4.3. Digitalization Does Not Equal Data

A common misconception in the Chinese SMEs was that through deployment of IOT
technologies, enterprise hard- and software systems, digitalization can be achieved by
means of various large-screen dashboards and explicit BI visualizations.

GuoMao learned from the digitalization process that such visualizations are just a
different way that business data is presented. Analogous to the manufacturing processes,
the data collected from the business processes is like the “raw materials”. If GuoMao
could not change the way the company’s business are operated, then this change of data
presentation will remain at the “raw material” stage. What GuoMao as an enterprise needed
was to process these “raw material” into finished products which it can then consume.
Only then was value created, and only then transformation occurred.

Digitalization is the “digitization of business”, and the starting point of transformation
is the integration of business and IT, which cannot be separated from business application
scenarios. GuoMao learned that digital transformation only occurred when new business
opportunities are created under the support of new technologies, leading to access to
incremental markets. There should be significant changes in corporate strategies, business
processes, organizational capabilities and profit models.
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4.4.4. People Are the Most Important Success Factor

Generally, in the Chinese market there exists IT solutions that are still built on outdated
architectures from decades ago. When GuoMao began looking for solutions in the market,
they were worried about this and paid special attention to the technological background of
the vendors. During the projects, they realized that it makes a big difference to the final
result whether one learns from the projects, so a good teacher taking them alongside and
teaching them hand-in-hand became a very critical requirement. All project development
is also the process of developing the people, and the cultivation of digital talents will yield
very high benefits, even if a project might not have fully achieved its targets in the short run.

Furthermore, the digitalization processes introduced a lot of flexibilities in the business
operations [18]. For example, the prices of each product were encapsulated in the product
definitions in the past. After the digitalization, GuoMao is now able to change and amend
the prices anytime. This gives them a lot of freedom and they even introduced agile
methodologies to manage the processes. The people are thus empowered, and their
capabilities grow together with the business.

The purpose of intelligent manufacturing has to be people-centric, i.e., to solve the
problems for people. Whether for managers or for front-line workers, it is a person’s
common desire to pursue a better life, and intelligent manufacturing is a means to assist
people to achieve this goal.

4.4.5. Management Methodology of Software Products and Integration Projects Is
Generally Applicable to Enterprise Management

By introducing the agile development methodology and actively learning from the
professional software providers how to build good products, GuoMao found that the
management philosophy of software products and integration projects could be applied to
any area of the enterprise management. This was a windfall benefit for GuoMao in this
digitalization transformation journey.

4.4.6. Creation of New Business Model as a Highlight for Industrie 4.0

A major highlight of digitalization was the creation of a pricing management system
which GuoMao is currently incubating into a new business model. This pricing manage-
ment is very useful in dealing with very complex quotation scenarios.

Guomao has always invested efforts in the product quality and cost control, but
the quotation process has always been done manually, relying on spreadsheets and staff
experience. When GuoMao developed more and more new products, the customers began
to doubt the inconsistencies of the price quotations. An example was the criticism that two
reducers with very different functionalities had the same price simply because they looked
similar, or because they had the same cost of production.

With digitalization, GuoMao was able to integrate the rules, conditions and logic of
the pricing mechanism into a rule engine. Adding visualization with a web interface to the
rule engine, GuoMao was able to offer its customers and suppliers a pricing management
system. This not only created a new profit center, but also strengthened the image and thus
market leadership of GuoMao.

5. Discussions on Future Development of Industrie 4.0 in China

Being one of the largest manufacturing economies in the world, China will inevitably
move forward into the smart manufacturing world. We have seen from the above examples
that enterprises on both end of the industrial chain are striving towards the next level
of Industrie 4.0. We summarize here some of our observations of the Chinese smart
manufacturing movements, especially in the discrete manufacturing market.

Observation 1. China local customized solutions necessary to address the market requirements.

An interesting observation with the industrial software market is that the market is
split in two directions. In the market where specific professional technologies are dominant,
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this market is dominated by technologies from the western countries where the few global
leaders take up the absolute majority of the market. This we see in the field of ERP and in
specialized industrial software like Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), Computer-aided
Design/Engineering (CAD/CAE), etc. On the other hand, the market for general-purpose
industrial software like Warehouse Management System (WMS), Manufacturing Execution
System (MES), etc. is full of local competitions. The foreign software and platform providers
face very often the challenge of the requirement of “China only” solutions.

The market challenges are two-fold. In the specialized industrial software field, the
market leaders will have to expect to face intensive competitions from big major players in
China. It is necessary on the national strategic consideration to have a certain level of local
providers on the specific industry. For the general-purpose software industry, the main
challenge will only come from market competitions.

In both cases, to remain competitive, local solutions to a certain degree is indispensable.
When there is a surplus of product offerings in the market, the tolerance of the end-user to
adapt to systems not localized for Chinese usage is becoming less and less.

Almost all the digitalization projects we encountered demanded localized solutions to
the standard products. In the GuoMao case study, additional customized development was
necessary in both top floor and shop floor digitalization projects so that the requirement
gaps could be covered up. Therefore, flexibility to support localization is an indispensable
requirement for all Industrie 4.0 solutions aiming to penetrate the Chinese market.

Observation 2. Machine Connectivity/Digital Twin not yet the top priority. Machine Connectivity
is perceived as non-issue in the SMEs.

The concept of Digital Twin and the related “Factory of the Future” seemed not to be
on the top of the mind of most discrete manufacturing leaders. The lack of standardization
at the machine connectivity level posed a lot of difficulties in the digitalization of the shop
floor. Most of the digitalization projects started with very ambitious top-level designs, and
finally ended up in only partial realization of the digital processes. This resulted in the
majority of the manufacturing industries positioning the shop floor digitalization with a
“try and see” attitude. More strategic focuses were positioned at resolving the bottlenecks
at the sales order front. So far, the machine data to be collected was mostly focused on
operations. The scope for that was limited and the machine connectivity were mostly
implemented by local suppliers in a customized manner. No doubt, this will definitely
change in the near future. We believe that the key driver for a change would be a successful
standardization process in the machine connectivity issue.

Observation 3. The market development is technology driven instead of management methodology
driven. Lean Management is not yet in focus.

Unlike most of the western developed countries where the experience of management
in conjunction with software technologies to improve efficiencies have been very much
developed, China is still generally undergoing the transition phase when upgrading in
hardware technologies which alone will make a great change in the production efficiencies.
This resulted in the phenomenon that Lean methodology and OEE KPI-driven improve-
ments are not a top priority in the majority of the market. In the GuoMao case study, the
original intention was to deploy digitalization technologies and expecting obvious value
from the deployment. Throughout the projects, GuoMao learnt that the technologies were
simply tools which have to be supplemented by management methodologies. GuoMao set
off to learn and figured out Lean methodologies with inhouse managers after realizing that
data acquisition alone could not bring the value they were expecting. As is generally the
case in the Chinese market, the values of management methodologies are palpable only
after technologies are successfully deployed. We can also see that when the market leaders
in Lean Management barely generated revenue worth mentioning. As the market matures
over time, we believe that the tipping point for that will sooner or later arrive. As from past
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experience from other industries, once it does, it probably will take no time to burst into a
huge market demand.

Observation 4. The demand for small-lot manufacturing technologies is very high in China SMEs.

The Chinese history of economic reform mentioned above resulted in a huge market
of Chinese SME manufacturing industry offering comparatively lower value of production
goods. Instead of production in mass quantity, these manufacturers normally produce a
larger variety of goods in much smaller quantity. The inefficiency is the major reason for
low profit margins. With the advancement in internet and IOT technologies, and with the
introduction of Industrie 4.0, the concepts like “make-to-order” or “flexible manufacturing”
became more and more feasible to the SMEs. This has released a huge market demand for
technologies that would help SMEs with digitalization catered to small-lot manufacturing.

6. Conclusions

The 3rd Industrial Revolution was the biggest beneficiary of globalization. The first
ten years of Industrie 4.0 also benefitted from globalization as its influence got widespread
throughout the world [19]. Globalization originated from the need to optimize the allocation
of global resources and the formation of industrial value chains under the impetus of the
international division of labor [20]. Currently, globalization is facing more and more
challenges in the international economic development. Geopolitical tensions increase
supply chain and technological decoupling risks. Foreign companies face more and more
strategic challenges in China.

Despite these challenges, we believe that China will continue to open up and in-
tegrate to the international community. The Chinese have painstakingly learned of the
consequences that followed when the country shut its door to the world. Rejecting commu-
nication and integration to the international community 300 years ago did hinder industry
competition, protected its market and brought tentative stability and prosperity to its
country, but it also became a curse to the country in which the damage persisted until even
today [21]. Furthermore, the opening up of its market has brought more benefits than ever
before. Therefore, integration with the international community is the only logical and
feasible path for its future development.

To reach its ultimate goal, Industrie 4.0 has still a long way to go, and it is not a
disruptive transformation that can be completed overnight. China, with its 1.4 billion
population, sound infrastructure and a rich market of industrial application scenarios,
offers a very good opportunity to test, validate, and stimulate further development of
Industrie 4.0. New technologies, new products, new methodologies, and new business
models are emerging endlessly in a very dynamic way, and it is monetarily rewarding. The
talents for design, R&D, manufacturing, sales and other fields are sufficient and the cost is
comparatively low.

China will continue with a high speed of change in the market demand, the thirst for
innovation is never ending. China has passed the time when they were simply learning
from their counterparts in the west. They are now offering a lot of learning opportunities for
how the development could proceed, like in the area of artificial intelligence, autonomous
driving, circular economy etc.

The Chinese market has similar demands in Industrie 4.0 like Germany on the strategic
level. However, at the execution and operation levels, the problems encountered are very
different. Filling up these gaps is on one hand challenging to the technology providers,
but on the other hand also strengthens their capabilities. We can expect that Industrie 4.0
technologies that successfully survive the challenges in the Chinese market will provide
better and more robust solution offerings to the world.

The technology innovations of Chinese companies are very much driven by mone-
tary powers. The impatience of capital for returns result in the flow of investments into
businesses which are innovative in business models instead of technologies. We see the
internet businesses in China has developed in a light-speed manner, with all unimaginable
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ways of doing businesses. But there is generally a lack of market leaders who are leading
in technologies, with very few exceptions.

The opportunities for collaborations between Germany and China thus arise here.
Germans are the leaders for building engines and foundational technologies. Combining
this capability with Chinese user applications would result in a kind of best breed solutions—
applications with fancy user interfaces and yet powerful and stable engines. From the
point of R&D, it is very appropriate to adopt non-competitive R&D in the initial stage of
scientific exchanges and co-operation between the western countries and China. It is only
when the two countries conduct joint R&D based on their respective strengths that they
will find the possibility of entering into specialized R&D together [22].

From the projects and experience we encounter in the field, we conclude that the China
market offers a lot of value for the development of Industrie 4.0 and China will continue to
be relevant to the development of Industrie 4.0 for the next ten years.

7. Future Directions

We see from the market that localization of Industrie 4.0 solutions is in strong demand
in China. The existence of the variants of Industrie 4.0 indicates that even the development
model of Industrie 4.0 itself requires localization. This is due to the fact that after decades of
development, China has so far acquired the capabilities in almost every aspect of technology
development. According to the United Nations, China is the only country in the world
which possesses all industrial categories listed in the United Nations, i.e., one can produce
anything imaginable in China. This resulted in vendors of a specific technology having to
deliver more efficiently and at much lower price. Those who managed to innovate to meet
such demands are rewarded with tremendous success from the huge market. Therefore, in
the 21st century, any foreign companies which wish to be successful in China need a new
strategy suitable in the new environment. Those companies who failed to adopt a localized
strategy inevitably are unsuccessful in the Chinese market.

It would be beneficial to have an understanding of the major parameters (for example,
pricing models, industry know-how availability, user interfaces, ability to scale etc.) that
have to be localized in order for an Industrie 4.0 technology developed in Germany to be
successful in the China market.

On the other hand, research of Industrie 4.0 requires the collaboration between the-
orists and practitioners, where the fundamentals of the theories are verified in the field
by the projects. Countless numbers of digitalization projects are being carried out every
day in China. Many innovations occur every day as new knowledge is gained in the
execution of the projects. Some of the projects are successful, but the majority of them
suffered setbacks and ended in failures. Failed digitalization projects are valuable in the
sense that they provide market feedback to pitfalls and difficulties that can occur in the
field. An interesting research direction could be derived from generalizing the projects and
identify the parameters that lead to the success and failures of the projects under different
scenarios. In addition, it would be also interesting to determine how to generalize these
findings into structured knowledge so that future Industrie 4.0 projects could learn from
the failures.

To make the vision of Industrie 4.0 visible it is recommendable to establish a standard
“Factory of the Future” model to explain and demonstrate very clearly the different aspects
of the Industrie 4.0 initiative. From a Chinese market point of view, it is important to stress
the fact that Industrie 4.0 was initiated in Germany to make sure that manufacturing in
Germany (Europe) stays competitive to other markets (and especially Asia).

Since a shortage of skilled labor and the increasing cost of labor is a fact in China it
appears that China has also to adopt Industrie 4.0, though probably in a different variant.
For that, the “Digital Twin” and AAS (Asset Administration Shell) should gain more
visibility and importance in China. On top, material provisioning must be automated,
inventory be managed end to end, the supply chain tightly integrated.
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Abstract: Academic studies prior to the pandemic rather emphasized that the progression towards
Industry 4.0 happened in an incremental manner. However, the extraordinary circumstances of
the pandemic have led to considerable investments that were widely interpreted as a (generalized)
digitalization push. However, little is known about the character of such investments and their effects.
The goal of this contribution is to provide an empirically based overview of recent investment in digi-
tal technologies in six economic sectors of the German economy: mechanical engineering, chemicals,
automotives, logistics, healthcare, and financial services. Based on 36 case studies and a survey at
540 companies, we investigate the following questions: 1. How much did the COVID-19 pandemic
reduce existing obstacles for investments in digitalization measures? 2. Is there a universal digital-
ization push due to the COVID-19 pandemic that differs from the trajectory before the pandemic?
The results show that the pandemic affected investment in an unequal manner. It was driven by the
immediate need to sustain business operations through the virtualization of communication among
employees and with external partners. However, there was less dynamism in shop-floor-related
digitalization, as it was less related to epidemiological concerns and is more long-term in nature.

Keywords: Industry 4.0; digitalization; remote work; COVID-19; investment

1. Introduction

In numerous commentaries, COVID-19 has been described as a tipping point with
regard to the digital transformation of the economy and the workplace [1]. Indeed, there is
little doubt that COVID-19 acted as a catalyst, as enterprises were forced to instantly move
many activities online, thereby overcoming obstacles and reservations that had previously
limited substantial steps towards virtual collaboration. As millions of white-collar workers
were forced to work from home, it became evident that the technological foundations
for remote collaboration were ready to use and that doing so would entail numerous
opportunities to facilitate cooperation in the post-pandemic economy. However, remote
work was not the only area in which such instantaneous innovation of business practices
emerged. Restaurants, shops, public institutions, and industrial companies all had to
quickly adapt to delivering goods and services especially under the condition of politically
imposed contact restrictions, resorting to a number of digital tools, such as online shops
and virtual customer interaction, to do so. The pandemic certainly ushered in a wave of
improvisation and experimentation that helped digitalization to flourish.

“Digitalization”, however, has become a catch-all term that remains analytically shal-
low. According to a definition by the German business development bank KfW, digital-
ization can be understood as “projects for the introduction of digital technologies for the
implementation or improvement of processes, products and services of a company and in
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contact with customers and suppliers” [2]. This definition is narrow in the sense that it
only is concerned with the economic aspects that are touched by the application of digital
technologies. Even so, it is a very broad definition referring to all kinds of application
fields of digital—i.e., binary data processing—technologies. The term leaves open whether
we deal with the introduction of industrial robots, the interaction of agents through the
internet, remote communication through cloud infrastructures, the connection of devices
through internet-of-things technology, or other aspects from the myriad of applications
that are somehow connected to the term “digital”.

A more differentiated understanding of the recent changes in economic sectors, how-
ever, is meaningful for assessing their likely outcomes. It can be assumed that not every
field of application in which digital technologies matter is affected equally. Can the pan-
demic even be characterized, as a recent survey concluded, as a push that is largely limited
to aspects of communication, i.e., virtual interactions within and between companies ([3])?
Even if we assume that the pandemic affected a broader set of digitalization themes, are
there any new trends and technological fields that experienced particular investment?
In particular: How do these changes relate to the fundamental assumption of a new era
of digitalized manufacturing associated with the term “Industry 4.0”? These questions
point to the need to go beyond linear assumptions of a comprehensive acceleration of
digitalization through the pandemic. They concern the quality and the direction of the digital
transformation of enterprises.

The goal of this contribution is to provide an empirically based anatomy of recent
developments related to investment in digital technologies in industries, with a particular
focus on so-called “Industry 4.0” technologies, by which we understand applications that
take advantage of new technological possibilities through the internet of things and/or
artificial intelligence. This article summarizes empirical data from six sectors of the Ger-
man economy: mechanical engineering, chemicals, automotives, logistics, healthcare, and
financial services. In particular, we want to answer the following questions:

1. How much did the COVID-19 pandemic reduce existing obstacles to investments in
digitalization measures?

2. Is there a universal digitalization push due to the COVID-19 pandemic that differs
from the digitalization trajectory before the pandemic?

The answers to these questions are of great relevance both at the level of theory and for
practitioners. Theory-wise, they help to grasp the socio-technical realities of digitalization
in the present period, i.e., the combination of technical, economic, and social factors that
condition the ability of corporate actors to implement digital applications. The resulting
empirically grounded assessment of current digitalization trends at companies also helps to
assess the state of implementation and the scope of the so-called “Industry 4.0”, which we
interpret as a narrative and a metaphor for diverse approaches related to new technological
approaches based on the IoT and AI. Concrete assessments of the main trajectories of
transformation in each economic sector that go beyond such narratives are important
for practitioners in management, trade unions, and politics as they identify constraints,
potentials, and possible fields of action.

This contribution is structured as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the state of digital-
ization in the German economy by introducing a pragmatist perspective that emphasizes
the economic, institutional, and social conditions for progress towards “Industry 4.0”. In
the third section, we provide an assessment of the pandemic as a dual crisis, i.e., a crisis in
public health and the rippling effects of an economic crisis that was soon to be followed
by recovery and growth. This perspective informs the empirical analysis in the sections
thereafter, in which we discuss possible impacts on digitalization strategies that are related
to the economic, institutional, and social fallout of the pandemic: We briefly summarize
(Section 4) the qualitatively and quantitatively oriented research design and the chosen
methods before (Section 5) discussing the mechanisms by which the pandemic affected the
digitalization of enterprises based on an inductive analysis of material on the drivers and
obstacles of digitalization from 36 company cases. In the penultimate section (Section 6),
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we identify and discuss the main areas of investment in digital technologies during the
pandemic based on the qualitative and quantitative data from our investigation. In the
discussion (Section 7), we interpret the findings as a layered progression of digitalization
with investment in remote work and infrastructures at its core, complemented by the
automation, digitalization, and virtualization of cognitive work, but with little activity
at the level of the automation of physical processes and shop-floor-related applications.
These results, as emphasized in the conclusion (Section 8), point to the need to contextu-
alize the focus on manufacturing technologies inherent in the discourse on Industry 4.0
with a stronger consideration of the transformation of cognitive work and the associated
organizational effects across different functions in enterprises.

2. Techno-Centric Narratives and Incremental Socio-Technical Change

The rapid development of a broad range of digital applications based on comprehen-
sive methods for recording and processing data has created manifold possibilities concern-
ing the automation, interconnection, and virtualization of processes in enterprises [4–6].
Beyond raising productivity, new possibilities for capturing economic value from data have
resulted in the emergence of new business models through the supply of digital services
and the rationalization of distribution through platforms [7,8].

In Germany, a coalition of industry associations, research institutions, and government
agencies were vocal in framing certain aspects of this transformation as “Industry 4.0” and
popularizing it as a stylized narrative, depicting a distinct stage of industrial development.
It singled out the IoT and AI as base technologies and highlighted a bundle of digital
applications that would engender leaps in productivity and enable companies to reconcile
the conflicting imperatives of flexibility and productivity [9,10]. This narrative has a
distinctively German flavor, emphasizing the legacy of “diversified quality production” [11]
and identifying manufacturing as the main area of the digital transformation.

According to several accounts, the new industrial revolution did not live up to the
initial expectations in the period preceding the pandemic. The patterns of change have
been much more gradual than the narrative of Industry 4.0 would have it [12–14]. The
diffusion of the new possibilities usually proceeds not in a revolutionary way, but rather on
a pragmatic and incremental trajectory, through trial and error, as enterprises experiment
with single applications from a ‘bundle of new technologies’ that mostly constitute specific
modifications of existing production models, rather than a new paradigm [15]. A leading
representative of the machine builders’ association (VDMA) even summarized the state of
affairs in this key sector of the German economy by speaking of “ten lost years” since the
initial proclamation of Industry 4.0. He emphasized that productivity growth has remained
flat and said that there had been little progress in the bulk of enterprises, except for the
flagship projects by technological leaders [16]. If the progress of digitalization across all
sectors in the economy is concerned, the state of affairs in Germany seems to be even more
critical: For an index on the levels of digitalization in Europe published by the European
Commission, Germany is listed in the 18th position, with a substantial gap between it and
the leading economies of Ireland, Finland, Belgium, and the Netherlands, and even behind
economies such as those of the Czech Republic, Spain, and Slovenia (DESI 2020). In the
period preceding the pandemic, several studies reported a slowdown in investment in
digitalization at enterprises due to the then-looming recession (KfW 2021).

Gradualism is a key characteristic of any major period of socio-technical change. In
fact, industrial revolutions should be thought of not as a big bang with immediate impact,
but as a long-term period of accelerated innovation that involves experimentalism and
micro-innovations that amount to a predominance of incremental modes of change [17,18].
However, the gap between high expectations about an imminent industrial revolution
and the slow and uneven implementation of new digital technologies at enterprises puts
the very essence of techno-optimist predictions into question. It warrants explanations
that concern not only the state of technological innovation, but also the social processes
concerning the implementation of technologies.
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Existing knowledge about the barriers to digitalization processes in industrial compa-
nies is being generated from a vast pool of case studies from diverse industries and regions.
Despite the high significance of the issue for practitioners and its prominence in political
discourse, there have been few meta-analyses that have caused the findings to converge
towards a more general understanding. In Table 1, we compare the frameworks of two
available meta-studies on the subject [19,20].

Table 1. Meta-studies on categories for barriers to digitalization in industries.

Lammers et al. (2019) [20] Horváth/Szabó 2019 [19]

Financial Shortage of financial resources
Knowledge and skills Human resources and work circumstances

Regulatory Standardization problems
Technological Technological integration

Environmental Coordination across organizational units
Organizational Organizational resistance

Cultural Concerns about cybersecurity and data ownership

Although the framing of the findings in both studies is not identical, there is re-
markable congruence among the key dimensions that affect the implementation of digital
technologies. We expect that these dimensions also conditioned the implementation of
digital technologies during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, we hypothesize that the
malleability of these factors varies with regard to their relationship to the specific constella-
tion brought about by the pandemic and the ability to overcome limitations within a short
timeframe. In what follows, we provide a short general understanding of the effects of the
COVID-19 crisis before progressing toward an empirical understanding of the drivers and
obstacles in this specific context.

3. COVID-19 as a Dual Crisis

In order to identify how much and in what areas the pandemic acted as a catalyst
for investment in digital technologies, we need to assess how the pandemic modified or
reduced the aforementioned obstacles to the implementation of technologies. To fully grasp
the impact of the pandemic, an understanding of COVID-19 as a double crisis with a health
and an economic dimension is needed.

The first dimension is the health crisis, which resulted in widespread interruptions
of interpersonal contacts. The immediate results of this were closures of factories, stores,
and offices, disruptions in supply chains, the quick expansion of remote work, and a surge
in e-commerce. COVID-19 thus demonstrated the merits of moving cognitive interactions
and business transactions online wherever possible. The historic coincidence is remarkable:
The sudden demand for the virtualization of social relations emerged in a situation where
many of the applications that were needed to do so were already at an inflection point. An
abstract possibility, therefore, became an imperative during various lockdowns and pushed
the everyday use of digital applications considerably beyond the limits that had existed
before. COVID-19 was also a stress test for all kinds of digital applications, including the IT
infrastructure, video conferencing tools, and many other applications that facilitated the
virtualization of tasks. This also convinced users that these tools could actually be applied
and that they offered a broad range of options.

The second dimension of the crisis was its short-term and long-term economic impact.
COVID-19 was aptly characterized as a simultaneous supply and demand shock [21]. It
resulted in a deep slump in 2020 that surpassed the level of the financial crisis of 2008/2009.
In Germany, the COVID-19 shock hit the economy when signs of a considerable cyclical
slowdown were already widespread, and it seemed as if it could be the beginning of a
major recession. These fears did not materialize, as steep recovery growth kicked in in
the second half of 2020. However, the economic situation remains precarious due to the
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sustained fragility of supply chains, a surge in inflation, and the economic effects of the
war in Ukraine with its economic and political fallout.

The macroeconomic context is of major importance for the implementation of digi-
talization projects. A tight macroeconomic climate can reinforce conservative investment
behavior, as a return on investment is not guaranteed. Positive growth prospects, on the
contrary, can lead to more confident investments with the expectation of rapid growth in a
new business cycle. Historically, great economic crises and the subsequent recoveries have
often resulted in shifts in the socio-technical composition of industries. They have accel-
erated the diffusion of base technologies in long waves of economic development [22,23],
driven by new investment opportunities and Schumpeterian creative destruction. The
economic effects of COVID-19 could turn out to be a cycle of economic slumps and growth
of this kind. Perhaps the inflection point of “Industry 4.0” is situated in the recovery
phase of COVID-19. The combination of both elements of the conjuncture—the immediate
effects of the health crisis and the long-term macroeconomic effects—could result in accel-
erated technological adaption because there is both an awareness of new possibilities and
(arguably) the economic leeway for more courageous investment behavior.

4. Research Design and Methods

The goal of our empirical study was to better understand the extent and the properties
of the digitalization push during the COVID-19 pandemic. To this end, qualification and
differentiation with regard to the mechanisms and the core areas of the digitalization
push were needed. The rationale behind this approach was threefold. First, we found
that there needs to be a more differentiated consideration of how much the pandemic
acted as a driver for investments and the use of digital technologies. To what extent
and in what areas did the pandemic modify the relationship between drivers of and
obstacles to investment? Moreover, the theoretical reflections in Section 2 demonstrated
that the obstacles to the implementation of digital technologies are manifold and include
cultural, technical, organizational, economic, and regulatory dimensions. Although the
pandemic certainly heightened the awareness of the importance of technological change in
general, it needs to be scrutinized how much it affected the barriers with regard to each of
these dimensions.

Second, the hypothesis of a universalized digitalization push leaves unspecified what
technologies actually gained in weight (a byproduct of the overly vague catch-all term of
‘digitalization’). Did the pandemic, for instance, lead to equal amounts of investments in
technologies for the virtualization of social interaction (e.g., video conferencing tools) and
in robotics? An empirical inquiry needs to paint a differentiated picture of current events
and identify the rationale for investment in each case.

Third, public debates about the impact of COVID-19 on digitalization are often based
on the implicit assumption of a linear progression of events, as if the issue at stake would
simply be the quantity of investment, not the characteristics of the chosen approaches.
Instead, we ask about possible changes in the strategic orientations of companies, i.e., the
direction of the digital transformation, and new ways to combine technology, organizations,
and employees under different circumstances. It might turn out in hindsight that the
pandemic will have changed the way we think and act about digitalization, as different
applications and different socio-technical ways of using them have become more prominent,
whereas others will have lost importance. The recent trajectory is not only about more of
the same, but about choices among different options.

Methods

The empirical analysis consisted of qualitative data from 36 companies in six relevant
economic sectors: automotives, mechanical engineering, chemicals, logistics, financial
services, and the health sector. The choice of sectors was made according to their weight
in overall employment in the German economy and their exposure to the dual effects
(health-related and secondary economic effects) of the COVID-19 crisis. In each sector, a
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sample of 4–7 companies was chosen. The case selection aimed to include companies from
relevant subsectors of each industry. We deliberately included some smaller companies
and suppliers in our sample in order to account for the diversity of experiences. However,
roughly two-thirds of the sample consisted of larger companies of considerable economic
strength and technological sophistication. This selection strategy was chosen because we
suspected a particularly significant impact of the pandemic where companies had already
pursued ambitious digitalization strategies that would then be impacted or modified.
However, this perspective on stronger and more advanced companies in the qualitative
studies was complemented by a quantitative survey consisting of a random sample of
540 companies. The sampling strategy for this survey aimed for correspondence with
the actual composition of each covered sector in terms of company size and geographical
distribution. In contrast to the qualitative investigation, the quantitative sample thus
contained a much larger share of SMEs [14].

The interviews for the qualitative investigation were conducted between February
2021 and March 2022. The perceptions of the impact and the further development of the
pandemic were in flux during this period. We counterbalanced these contingencies by
aiming to reconstruct the measures undertaken since the beginning of the pandemic in
each conversation. While it was not possible to eliminate differences in perceptions and
attitudes related to the unfolding of the events of the pandemic, the strategy of focusing
on concrete actions taken and the reasoning behind them ensures the comparability and
robustness of the recorded data.

At each company, interviews of 1–1.5 h were conducted with at least two representa-
tives. We strove to interview representatives from management and the works council in
each case in order to account for diverging perspectives from the leadership and employee
representatives. Where available, we also contacted managers that were responsible for
the implementation of digitalization strategies or projects, who were often denominated as
“chief digitalization officers (CDOs)”. In each sector, we also led complementary interviews
with industry experts in order to account for general trends in economic and technological
development. In complementary interviews with start-ups and established technology
providers, we also recorded the perspectives of firms that offered innovative technolog-
ical solutions in each sector. The audio files of a total of 88 interviews were transcribed
and analyzed by means of a qualitative content analysis. A deductively developed coding
scheme that included the core categories of “economic situation”, “digitalization measures”,
“relation to pandemic”, “work organization”, “quality of work”, and “geographies” was
refined through the inclusion and modification of categories that were inductively derived
from the analysis of interview materials. In this way, we developed a distinction among
the following key categories of digitalization investment:

• Remote work and virtualization of work;
• Improvement of IT infrastructure and introduction of collaboration tools;
• Virtualization of customer/supply chain interactions;
• Virtualization/digitalization/automation of administrative work/HR functions;
• Virtualization/digitalization/automation of production processes and services;
• Digital tools for training purposes;
• Business model innovation/supply of digital services.

In what follows, we present the results of the qualitative investigation of the two
questions introduced in the introduction:

1. How much did the COVID-19 pandemic reduce existing obstacles to investments in
digitalization measures?

2. Is there a universal digitalization push due to the COVID-19 pandemic that differs
from the digitalization trajectory before the pandemic?

For this sake, we first inductively collected statements on the drivers and obstacles
for digitalization during the pandemic (Section 4). Subsequently, the prevalence of the
aforementioned categories of digitalization investment was identified by means of a com-
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parative analysis of the cases (Section 5). In the presentation of the material, the findings
on these questions are complemented by the interpretations derived from the interview
material on why investments in a certain area took place (or did not take place) (Section 5).

5. The Effects of the Pandemic on the Motivation to and Obstacles to Investment

Our inductive analysis of the qualitative data on the motivations and obstacles for
investment revealed remarkable overlaps with the conceptual frameworks of [20]. In our
analysis, we categorized answers that indicated some kind of relationship between the
pandemic and digitalization measures, regardless of whether they acted as drivers of or
barriers to investments, in order to identify its possible effects.

As Table 2 shows, the categories from the literature are largely identical with those
of the inductive analysis, with two exceptions: First, the “direct factual relationship with
the COVID-19 pandemic” obviously could not have played a role before the occurrence of
the pandemic. As is explained in more detail below, this category addresses whether the
functions of certain digital applications helped to mitigate the impact of the pandemic, for
example, by helping to sustain operations under the condition of contact limitations. In so
far as this has been the case, the pandemic drove investments in such technologies, while
the absence of a factual relationship mostly resulted in unchanged investment behavior or,
in some cases, neglect. Second, changes related to skills and HR were not mentioned as a
COVID-19-related factor affecting digitalization measures during our interviews. This is
remarkable, as the pandemic involved limitations in workforce mobility and aggravated
labor shortages in several sectors [24]. It is conceivable that under these circumstances,
shortages of skilled labor that had acted as a barrier to digitalization could not have been
removed. However, in our data, there was also no evidence that the pandemic made things
worse in this respect and that this put a strain on digitalization efforts.

Table 2. Comparison of inductive categories with categories of barriers to investment in the literature.

Inductive Categories from 36 Cases Lammers et al., 2019 [20] Horváth/Szabó 2019 [19]

Direct factual relation to the
COVID-19 pandemic --- ---

Financial Financial Shortage of financial resourcesRisk of
fragility (uncertainty)

--- Knowledge and skills Human resources and work circumstances
Regulatory Regulatory Standardization problems

Technological Technological Technological integration
Customer relations Environmental Coordination across organizational units

Organizational Organizational Organizational resistance

Cultural Cultural Concerns about cybersecurity
and data ownership

The “environmental” category, by which Lammers et al. [20] understood factors
related to a company’s environment, was framed in a more specific way in our case studies.
For this category, we summarized statements that emphasized the significance of digital
technologies to address customers in order to maintain sales. As will be shown, the
question of whether or not a company needed to rely on the virtualization of their customer
relationship in order to maintain sales turned out to be an important factor that explained
the dynamic of investment in some enterprise functions.

A closer analysis of our qualitative data on the relationship between the pandemic
and digitalization measures shows that it was not linear and far from universal. In fact, the
relationship can be characterized as multi-faceted and often contradictory. Table 3 displays
significant reasons for or against investments in digitalization measures as a reaction to the
COVID-19 crisis.
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Table 3. Reasons given for investment or non-investment in digital technologies.

Categories Drivers Examples Non-Investment Examples

Direct factual
relation to the
COVID-19 pandemic

Investments
indispensable to master
the crisis

Virtualization tools and
infrastructures
(videoconferencing,
cloud software, virtual
customer interaction,
digital signatures,
self-service terminals,
e-learning, etc.)

No relation between
technologies and
pandemic situation

Cyber-physical
systems, robotics

Cultural Heightened awareness
and habituation

Experience of working
with remote tools, new
work cultures,
cooperation and
less researvation

Reservations against
management

Concerns about
deregulation,
i.e., excessive
working hours in a
homeoffice setting;

Environmental Mindset and habits
of customers

Remote consultations,
use of apps and
online tools

Decline of demand for
digital products

Decline of demand by
corporate customers of
machine vendors due
to economic insecurity

Technological
Easy spontaneous
implementation and
scaling of digital apps

Implementation
of alone
standing software
tools, increasing
infrastructure as a
service capacities

Impossibility to invest
spontaneously in
systemic changes

Automation of physical
processes; systemic
changes in healthcare
information systems;
implementation of
remote access tools
from scratch; scaling of
own server
infrastructures

Organizational
Additional resources
for digitalization
projects

Idle IT resources
during lock downs,
because of reduced
company operaions

Lack of resources due
to disruptions and
crisis mode

Interruption of ongoing
shopfloor-related
projects during
lockdown; refusal to
launch additional
digitalization projects
in insecure context

Financial Additional funds
for investment

Political funds
for strategic
digitalization projects

Investment freeze . . . due to insecure
economic situation

Regulatory
Loosening of
regulation, mode of
improvisation

Acceptance of digital
signatures within and
between institutions;
enabling innovation
with regard to data
transfer and
collaboration; company
agreements on remote
work (new or extended)

Regulatory context
unchangeable

Digital tools
in chemical
production processes

As became evident in all of our case studies, the direct factual relation to the COVID-19
pandemic and specific technologies were highly variable. Remote work and digital inter-
faces for customer interaction (websites, online shops, video calls) for many companies
were indispensable means of sustaining business operations. Consequently, there was an
immediate need to implement or expand technological solutions in these functions. The
focus here was on means for remote communication and data exchange, which served to
circumvent physical contact for health-related reasons. Conversely, in only a minority of
the investigated case studies, there was investment in production-related digitalization
investment. Production processes were first interrupted and then could be relaunched
under safety precautions that relied on social adaptations (the modification of shift plans,
hygiene and social distancing rules, etc.), not on technological solutions. Hence, it com-
prehensively seems that the pandemic even constituted a more difficult environment for
shop-floor-related investments.

By cultural factors, we understand the mindset of the actors involved at the com-
pany level, i.e., the attitudes of management, works councils, and employees towards
digitalization measures. In line with public discourse, we found a heightened awareness
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for the possibilities of digitalization. This was not only the overwhelming picture in our
company case studies, but was also confirmed in the quantitative survey of 540 companies,
in which over two-thirds of respondents confirmed an increased awareness of digitalization
issues due to the COVID-19 crisis (45.0%: agree, 24.8%: partially agree). The results from
the qualitative data illustrate that such perceptions mostly focused on the transition or
expansion of remote work. This transition was mostly brought about in an improvised yet
cooperative manner in the absence of major conflicts and, in some cases, with adherence to
prior agreements between management and works councils. Cases in which works councils
expressed profound concerns about remote work arrangements did exist but constituted a
minority of our sample. Overall, our data confirmed that the experience of the pandemic
strengthened positive attitudes towards digitalization in general. This may result in a more
proactive and open stance towards future areas of investment that do not have any factual
relationship with the pandemic.

Beyond these general observations—the direct factual relationship of digital applications
to the COVID-19 pandemic and the mindset of the involved actors—the analysis of company
cases highlights some additional criteria that affected the propensity of companies to invest
in digital technologies.

The feasibility of investment often depended on factors related to a company’s en-
vironment. The absence of a mindset and habits of customers that were open to digital
products and services before the pandemic had often constituted a barrier to investment.
Interviewees from banks, hospitals, and outpatient care providers reported a hike in the
demand for such digital offers during the pandemic due to the social distancing prescrip-
tions, which, in turn, incentivized their institutions to expand their activities in these areas.
Representatives from some mechanical engineering companies also reported that there
was an increased openness on the part of customers to use tools for the remote setup and
maintenance of their products. Such beneficial effects related to the mindset of customers
shape most service-oriented sectors, in which interactive customer relations prevail. They
are less pronounced when companies provide standardized services and products in B2B
supply chains, such as in the chemical industry and in logistics. In some cases, the economic
effects of the crisis even resulted in a decrease in demand for digital products and, thus,
constituted a barrier to digitalization: Mech.3 (the terminology refers to Table 4, which
displays an overview of the company cases), for instance, reported a decline in demand
for their “digital factory” products, resulting in a delay of progress by 2–3 years, because
customers were holding back investments due to economic insecurity in the first phase of
the pandemic.

Table 4. Results of the qualitative case studies.

General Assessment of
Relationship between

COVID-19 and
Digitalization

Transition
to

Remote
Work

IT-
Infrastructure,
Collaboration

tools

Virtualization
of Customer
Interaction
or Supply

chain

Virtualization
Xautoma-

tion of
Admin/HR
Functions

Digital
Learning

and
Training

Automation/
Robotics

(Shopfloor)

Business
Model

Transfor-
mation

Auto.1 no push at all. Just
infrastructure ++ + o/- - o/+ - -

Auto.2
push for virtual
communication +
conference tool

+ ++ x x + o -

Auto.3 push for remote work ++ ++ ++ ++ + + +
Auto.4 no push at all + ++ x ++ x x x

Auto.5
Just remote work. No
push regarding digital-
ization/automatization.

+ x o x x x x

Auto

Auto.6
push regarding remote
work and
conference tools

+ + x + x + x
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Table 4. Cont.

General Assessment of
Relationship between

COVID-19 and
Digitalization

Transition
to

Remote
Work

IT-
Infrastructure,
Collaboration

tools

Virtualization
of Customer
Interaction
or Supply

chain

Virtualization
Xautoma-

tion of
Admin/HR
Functions

Digital
Learning

and
Training

Automation/
Robotics

(Shopfloor)

Business
Model

Transfor-
mation

Chem.1 Just remote work + o/+ + - + o o

Chem.2
Push regarding remote
work, greater role of IT,
otherwise no accelleration

+ + + + x o o/+

Chem.3 New MS Office
version 2o19 + + + - o/+ o x

Chem.4 Nothing new, but faster ++ + x o o/+ o x

Chemicals

Chem5 Just remote work ++ ++ + + x + x
Mech.1 Just remote work + + x o - - -

Mech.2

Slight push for
predictive maintenance;
slight increase in
technology acceptance,
virtualization of the
sales department

++ + + + o - -

Mech.3

Just remote work. Much
less demand for digital
factory products
by customers

++ ++ o o + x o

Mech.4

Retention of
investments; adoption
of remote infrastructure;
virtualization of
sales and
customer introduction;
introduction of RPA in
HR and training;
massive push for
online training.

++ + o/+ +/++ ++ + o/+

Mech.5

Considerable acceleration
at priorly little
digitalized company.
QR-Codes for self
assembly of customers,
remote work and MS
Teams, acceleration of
existing projects.

++ ++ ++ + o/+ - -

Mechanical
Engineering

Mech.6

Acceleration of certain
projects, e.g., remote
service assistant; introd.
of HR self-service; (not
only due to pandemic),
plan to integrate cloud
applications better.

++ + + +/o o - o/-

Log.1

No impact on shop floor
automation, but
virtualization of
customs, HR self
services, paperless office;
more attention on
digital tracking

+ + + + x o/+ -

Log.2

No push in shop
floor-related fields, but
faster adoption of RPA
and eSignatures.

+ + x ++ + - -

Log.3 no push; high level of
digitalization already o/+ x x x x x x

Log.4

Little impact of
pandemic, but
acceleration of some
projects like eSignature

++ x o o x o -

Log.5

Mostly remote work,
cloud and VPN
infrastructures,
hardware.Other projects:
automation,
harmonization of IT
systems, RPA unaffected
by pandemic

++ + x x x o -

Logistics

Log.6

Higher demand for digi-
talization/automation
products from clients
(supply chain/
warehouse solutions).
No other effects

+ x x x x + +
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Table 4. Cont.

General Assessment of
Relationship between

COVID-19 and
Digitalization

Transition
to

Remote
Work

IT-
Infrastructure,
Collaboration

tools

Virtualization
of Customer
Interaction
or Supply

chain

Virtualization
Xautoma-

tion of
Admin/HR
Functions

Digital
Learning

and
Training

Automation/
Robotics

(Shopfloor)

Business
Model

Transfor-
mation

Health.1

Remote work in admin
and some operations
(radiology), indoor
navigation app as cloud
pilot + bed capacity
management, online
teaching. No impact on
robotics and AGVs

+ + ++ - + - -

Health.2

Acceleration: virtual
communication among
employees, digitalization
of admin, introduction of
apps for patients,

+ o ++ +/++ o/+ o -

Health.3

No effect on major
strategic projects, but
acceleration with regard
to telemedicine and
automated distribution
of drugs. No new
digitalization projects
due to difficult
pandemic situation.

+/++ o ++ ++ x/+ o/+ -

Health.4
Acceleration of remote
work and virtualization
of communication. No
effects beyond that.

++ + x/o +/++ x x -

Health.5

No major changes. But
some progress with
regard to remote
work, telemedicine,
digitalization of admin.

+ o x/o x +/++ -

Health.6

Acceleration of virtual
communication (internal
and with customers).
Looser regulation allows
for end-to-end tracking
of processes.

+ + + + ++ x -

Healthcare

Health.7

No changes with regard
to strategic long-term
projects. Acceleration of
virtual communication,
telemedicine. Higher
acceptance by patients
and employees.

x + ++ x + x -

Fin.1

No major changes.
Ambitious digitalization
agenda unchanged but
some acceleration.

+/++ + ++ o x o o

Fin.2

Acceleration and
extension with regard to
tools and infrastructures
(eSignature, online
collaboration, cloud
infrastructures)

+/++ ++ ++ + x x o

Fin.3

Comprehensive
introduction of remote
work; little changes in
back office; acceleration
with regard to
eSignatures; slight push
with regard to apps
for customers.

+/++ + +/++ +/++ + o/+ o

Finance

Fin.4

Little acceleration at
highly-digitalized
company. Remote work
and cloud infrastructure,
VPN, virtual training

+/++ + + o + o o

Legend: ++: strong push through pandemic; +: medium push; o: no push; -: does not apply; x: no information
provided/not mentioned.

The technological feasibility in the short term turned out to be a fundamental issue
that determined the course of investment since the beginning of the pandemic. As many
companies already had cloud infrastructures, software packages, and mobile hardware
devices in place before the pandemic, the instantaneous implementation of services for
remote communication could be provided with little friction. Moreover, companies could
easily ramp up external cloud services and software options without buying hardware
and going through arduous processes of setting up equipment and software solutions at
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their own premises (see Section 6). Other digital applications could not be spontaneously
implemented, however. This, for instance, accounted for a company in our sample that,
until the pandemic, had relied on their own server capacities and found it impossible
to scale them up instantaneously. Similarly, investment in robotics mostly requires long-
term preparation and an elaborate process of installation, which is hardly possible within
a few weeks. At Auto.1, Mech.1, and Mech.3, it was emphasized that it would not be
possible to spontaneously invest in tools for remote setup and maintenance; such software
solutions and the corresponding equipment (data glasses) would need to be in place already
in order to use them in the pandemic setting. Other digitalization projects constituted
long-term efforts related to the creation of infrastructures and standards. This accounted
for the introduction of healthcare information systems—a political target for roughly
two decades—and the IoT-based interconnection of production equipment at industrial
companies. Especially in healthcare, the pandemic certainly demonstrated the urgency of
improved information systems. The implied complex processes of institutional innovation
could not be solved on the spot, however.

Another factor that conditioned investment in digital technology was the amount
of financial resources that a company was able to allocate to this end. In some instances,
there was a considerable increase in spending. In the health sector, this was politically
driven, as the government created a special fund—the so-called “hospital future fund”
that was made available from the beginning of 2021. In the private sector, management
mostly invested without hesitation in measures for the virtualization of communication
that were considered to be low-hanging (and low-cost) fruit. Such changes also demanded
organizational resources for ramping up capacities and readjusting work routines. In our
quantitative survey, 52% of the enterprises that had intensified their investment in digital
technologies stated that they complemented this investment with organizational changes.
Among such measures was a flexibilization of working hours, an increase in cross-functional
cooperation, and changes in leadership roles. The severity of the pandemic thus triggered a
quest for more effective work organization, which required considerable effort. Sometimes,
the obstruction of regular operations made it easier for companies to focus on organizational
innovation. In Log.2, for instance, the IT department could continue to operate remotely,
unlike the operative logistics division, which came to a halt in the spring of 2020. This
freed up the capacities of the IT professionals, which were then used to intensify the
automation of administrative tasks (robotic process automation). In contrast to such
successful cases in which companies and other institutions could mobilize additional
resources for digitalization projects, there was a minority of cases in which investment
was cut. Mech.4 reported a freeze of (new) investments due to the insecure economic
environment. The dominant picture, however, is that in most ongoing digitalization projects
beyond those connected to remote work, there were few changes with regard to funding
and schedules. Most company spokespersons emphasized that they had existed before the
pandemic and, at most, experienced slight acceleration along with heightened interest.

Finally, some digitalization projects could benefit from ad hoc changes in regulatory
circumstances. Where digital signatures had not existed before, they became accepted, thus
enabling progress in paperless administration. Health insurance companies also began to
accept digital signatures from customers of outpatient care units, thus facilitating the work
of outpatient care providers, such as Health.6, where the need for double documentation
(on paper and digitally) was eliminated. Other rules and regulations proved to be difficult
to instantaneously change or could not be changed at all. In some areas of the chemical
industry (such as at Chem.1), for instance, certain digital tools could not be used because of
safety regulations, which is a limitation that is impossible to overcome.

The overview of the factors affecting investment or non-investment in digitalization
measures during the pandemic highlights several causes for a digitalization push, but
also its conditionality. Investments were most prominent where there was a strong factual
relationship between the pandemic and technological change and where there was a strong
conviction on behalf of the main actors in the purpose of such investments. Furthermore,
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the willingness of customers to accept digital offers and the ability of organizations to ramp
up the available resources, as well as to loosen the regulatory context, constituted favorable
circumstances for progress in digitalization. The analysis also shows that we need to distin-
guish between low-hanging fruits that are available with low cost and little effort (e.g., the
introduction of cloud-based software packages or the broader utilization of collaboration
tools) and long-term investment projects that cannot be instantaneously introduced.

6. Empirical Qualification of the Digitalization Push: Core Areas of Investment

As the prior discussion has shown, the catch-all word “digitalization” is not specific
enough for a concrete analysis of recent changes in companies. “Digitalization” consists
of a set of varying—not necessarily integrated—measures that affect different dimensions
of an organization’s activity and require different capabilities. Quantifying the changes
as “more” or “less” digitalization is not satisfactory, as this omits the particular empha-
sis that is given to distinct aspects of digitalization. In what follows, we provide short
summaries of the most important areas of investment during the pandemic at the 36 com-
panies in our sample while highlighting the actual relationship between the pandemic and
digitalization measures.

6.1. The Transition to Remote Work

The data show that the transition to remote work affected all areas of non-location-
dependent white-collar work, which also implies that it amounted to different shares of the
total workforce according to the core processes of a firm. It was universal in our qualitative
sample with a share of between 25 and 100 percent of workers working online (with the sole
exception of a logistics division that did not have its own administration at the investigated
site). In the estimation of 441 respondents in our quantitative survey, the mean average
from all companies with regard to the share of employees working online roughly doubled
from 15 to 29.7 percent.

There was a high degree of cooperation between management and works councils in
order to make this transition possible. This afforded that works councils were prepared
to chart institutionally non-regulated territories by agreeing to unprecedented work ar-
rangements, while management cultures had to instantly change to grant more leeway for
independent teamwork and to loosen (or alter) performance control. The transition was
smoother when agreements that specified the rules for remote work had already been nego-
tiated before the pandemic and high independence of teams had already been a part of the
company culture. However, improvisation was needed regardless of whether such formal
regulations and organizational practices had existed before. In general, a well-established
co-determination routine played an important role in efficiently managing the transition
without major friction. At the few companies in the sample that had more conflict-ridden
industrial relations, the transition towards remote work involved more friction, as the
works council suspected a deterioration of standards.

6.2. Digitalization beyond Remote Work: A Polarized Picture

While the transition towards remote work absorbed much attention and was mostly
associated with the digitalization push as such by practitioners, there is evidence that the
pandemic had impacts on digitalization issues beyond that. As stated before, the majority
of the companies in our quantitative survey reported a generally greater awareness of
digitalization options (45.0%: agree, 24.8%: partially agree). A total of 64 percent of the
surveyed companies also reported additional investments in digitalization measures, with
considerable effects: 33 percent of the respondents stated that the level of digitalization of
their enterprise before the pandemic used to be lower than at the time of the survey in the
summer of 2021. Interestingly, however, the replies also suggest that some of the measures
taken were rather insular, as 63 percent of the respondents denied that it amounted to a
change in the overall level of digitalization at their company.
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The objectives and character of the chosen measures varied considerably depending
on the peculiarities of the operations in each company (characteristics of products and
services, composition of the workforce, customer relations, etc.) and the extent to which
the virtualization of work was imperative for maintaining operations. Table 4 provides
an overview of our qualitative findings, highlighting the differentiation according to the
respective dimensions of the digital transformation.

6.3. IT Infrastructure

The challenges of rapidly scaling remote work schemes were reflected in widespread
investments in IT infrastructure. These included the purchase of additional laptops and other
hardware, the ramping up of server capacities (mostly externally sourced), improvements
in Wi-Fi bandwidth and virtual private network (VPN) access points, and the acquisition
of a range of software tools for online collaboration. Many of these possibilities had been in
place before the pandemic. However, the need to instantly rely on such tools contributed to
firmly establishing them in work routines and reducing uncertainties about their usability.
In this sense, the pandemic proved to be a consolidation of technological developments
that were already underway but had only been partially used before. The use of video
conferencing software and digital collaboration tools, such as MS Teams, experienced
an especially strong push beyond the boundaries of former practices. It is notable that
the scaling of remote work afforded computing capacities that could barely have been
provided if there was not the option of purchasing cloud computing capacities based on the
infrastructure-as-a-service and software-as-a-service options that have come to dominate the
market in recent years. Several companies reported that they resorted to cloud providers in
order to spontaneously ramp up capacities and bandwidth. On the contrary, Mech.5 had
relied on its own server capacities on premises that it reported regarding its inability to
ramp these up during the pandemic. Subsequently, it canceled its plan to acquire additional
self-owned server capacities in favor of sourcing them externally. In this sense, COVID-19
surely represents a tipping point for the reach and intensity of cloud computing in the
business context.

6.4. Reducing Physical Contact in Services: Customer Interaction, HR Services,
and Digital Learning

Services for customer interaction proved to be vital in mechanical engineering, health-
care, and finance, which are sectors in which regular operations rely on frequent personal
interactions between firms and their customers. Such findings in the qualitative study
were confirmed by our quantitative survey, which also singled out the digitalization or
automation of administrative processes, training, distribution, and HR as the fields with
the highest level of activity, either by launching new initiatives or by ramping up existing
ones (cf. Figure 1).

In mechanical engineering, remote contact with customers frequently involved the
use of devices and software that could be used for interactions with the technical staff
of machine providers and online manuals (Mech.1, 2, 4, 5, 6). Mech.5 introduced online
services and manuals for the installment of equipment, including short videos that were
distributed through the firm’s own online platform. In hospitals and care facilities, tools
for virtual navigation and remote contact with patients and relatives were established
(Health.1, 2, 3, 7). However, our respondents emphasized that while there had been some
acceleration in the introduction of such methods, they were still only partially implemented
and used. Some industrial companies (Auto.3, Chem.1, Mech.2, Mech.4) also invested in
additional sales channels through digital platforms and other channels. The companies
that extended techniques for virtual customer interaction had already laid the basis for
doing so before the pandemic. The pandemic led to the habituation and the improve-
ment of existing approaches in these cases, which probably amounted to establishing
them permanently. As mentioned before, however, virtual customer contact through data
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glasses and the like is difficult to spontaneously, as it requires long-term preparation and
infrastructure investment.
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HR services and administrative work in general are another field that was directly
related to the need to reduce physical proximity. Our quantitative survey confirmed that
this constituted a major tendency, as 23 percent of the respondents said that new processes
for the digitalization or automation of administrative work were newly established, and
another 24 percent said that they were accelerated (46 percent said that it did not apply) (on
the more specific question about the digitalization/automation of recruiting and HR, the
results are as follows: newly established: 16%; accelerated: 19%; does not apply: 55%). Our
qualitative investigation showed that some companies (Auto.4; Mech.6, Log.1; Health.2)
established or extended the use self-service terminals for their employees, which were
sometimes supported by employee apps. There was also an acceleration of initiatives for the
end-to-end digitalization of administrative processes by introducing digital signatures and
similar procedures (Mech.5, Log.2, 4; Health.2; Fin.2, 3). The pandemic thereby contributed
to the general trend for the automation and virtualization of administrative work. This
could well lead to structural changes that qualitatively transform these functions. In the
long term, the changes in the media of communication could also result in a transformation
of work content and the division of labor. At Mech.1, for instance, there was a geographic
reshuffling of responsibilities among the HR staff. HR specialists in a particular dependency
of this company were then supposed to answer requests from all employees of the entire
corporation on one particular area of expertise (e.g., sickness leaves, maternity issues, etc.),
instead of being generalists for employee requests from the local site only. Therefore, we
suspect that the virtualization of such functions could enable structural changes ranging
from adjustments of the work organization to additional possibilities for outsourcing
and/or offshoring, given that no geographical co-location of such functions would be
needed anymore. However, at the time of our survey, such plans were only pursued
at Mech.1.

Digital technologies for supporting the training of employees were another field that,
in many cases (Chem.1, 3, 4; Mech.3, 4; Health 1,2,3,6; Fin 3,4), experienced additional
investment due to the need to maintain operations while avoiding direct physical contact.
Some companies introduced or expanded digital learning platforms and vocational training
units through video conferencing tools. Our quantitative survey confirmed the virtual-
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ization of learning processes as a major tendency. A total of 45 percent of the company
representatives reported that continuous virtual training was either newly established
or accelerated.

6.5. No Push for Shop-Floor-Related Investments

A striking observation at the surveyed companies concerned the absence of additional
investments in the automation of physical processes. As automation can help to reduce
social contacts (‘robots don’t get the flu’), it would be a likely scenario that the pandemic
would also trigger investments in this field. However, this did not seem to be the case. Only
five out of the 36 companies reported some additional activity with regard to shop-floor-
related functions. Most companies in the automotive, chemical, mechanical engineering,
and logistics industries, however, explicitly denied any correlation with the pandemic.
There was a striking gap between the activities concerning remote work, IT infrastructure,
and the digitalization of administrative functions and the introduction of shop-floor-related
Industry 4.0 applications, which had not experienced acceleration. When companies pur-
sued such strategic goals and projects, their pace was not greatly affected, and Auto.1 and
Mech.4 even reported difficulties in pursuing them under the extraordinary circumstances
of the pandemic. Industry-4.0-related applications that did experience more investments
were tools for remote communication with customers for the installation of machines that
were expanded at many mechanical engineering companies.

A possible explanation for the finding that there was little investment in shop-floor-
related technologies is that investments in physical automation equipment need much
more preparation, time and capital for their implementation than the mentioned measures
for the virtualization of social interaction. They also require comprehensive adjustments of
process and work organization on the shop floor, which, in many cases, had become more
difficult under the conditions of the pandemic.

Moreover, the technological frontier is less permeable. As discussed in Section 2, the
introduction of Industry 4.0 had progressed in a primarily incremental fashion before the
pandemic. It requires long-term efforts and investment to overcome the remaining barriers
to digitalization and automation, steps that often cannot be spontaneously undertaken.
Most importantly, the concrete necessity to do so, apart from a general acknowledgement of
the significance of digitalization strategies in general, was barely affected by the pandemic.
Industry 4.0 technologies do not amount to a sweeping substitution of work to an extent
that would be epidemiologically meaningful. The goal of a reduction in physical proximity
out of health considerations, therefore, did not serve as a justification for automation
investments in the investigated cases—especially as industrial enterprises tended to operate
without major obstructions after the initial shock after the advent of the virus. Shop-floor-
related digitalization projects have, thus, developed much more steadily than is the case
with the dynamically developing fields of remote work, cloud computing, remote customer
interaction, and the digitalization of administration and training activities.

7. Discussion

The analysis of 36 company case studies and the results from the quantitative survey
in six economic sectors revealed that the pandemic affected the digitalization investments
in companies in a strikingly uneven and cascaded manner. Where there was an immediate
factual relationship between the pandemic and digitalization measures and where resources,
technical feasibility, and the willingness of the main actors were given, the pandemic
induced a push in investments. However, these conditions were not universally met, which
is why there was a divergence in the digitalization patterns across our sample.

Despite this unevenness, some general tendencies could be identified as a qualification
of the digitalization push in German enterprises in the six surveyed economic sectors. At
its core undoubtedly lies the transition to remote work, which is not only about changes in
the location of work, but also about the scaling up or addition of IT infrastructure, software
applications, and new work routines. These changes seem to affect white-collar work
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almost universally and will continue to shape work practices after the pandemic, albeit
in the form of a new synthesis between on-site and remote work. The identification of
the standards and requirements that are needed in order to improve the work experience
and the work–life balance of employees is of paramount importance for shaping the ‘new
normal’. This strong focus of digitalization activities on enabling mobile work calls into
question whether it is even appropriate to interpret the effects of the COVID-19 crisis as a
general push for digitalization. Accordingly, a recent survey on the matter concluded: “The
so-called corona digitalization push can therefore not be called a comprehensive one. It
mainly concerns processes such as interconnected work, the information exchange within
companies, and digital linkages to other companies” [25].

This alludes to a second layer of process innovation that was pursued by some (but not
all) enterprises in our samples: the introduction of specific applications for the virtualization
of interactions with customers and between employees. The pandemic forced enterprises
and organizations in which direct personal interaction with customers was frequent (in our
sample, these were especially in financial services, healthcare, and mechanical engineering)
to move such communication online—a measure that had already been pursued before
the pandemic, but benefitted from an increased preparedness of actors to accept options
for remote consultation. In most cases that concerned the virtualization of sales channels,
however, this merely amounted to an ad hoc substitution of the conventional offline
practices. Prospectively, however, they could support business model innovation (e.g., if
a company modifies the product that it is offering) and changes in work organization
(e.g., if special departments that exclusively work remotely are defined). Measures for
virtualizing collaboration also characterized several areas of administrative work and
activities concerning the training of employees. Goals for introducing the ‘paperless office’
that had been pursued in the past experienced a push as well, since organizations started
to tackle remaining bottlenecks through improvisation, but also by substituting inefficient
practices of the past. Just as in the general education system, e-learning experienced a
surge in demand, and there has been a growing proficiency and acceptance among trainers
and apprentices.

In contrast with these changes that mostly concerned cognitive work routines, the
digitalization of shop-floor-related functions barely experienced progress. The dominant
reply by company representatives on this issue was that the pandemic had barely affected
existing digitalization projects in this area. In most cases, there was no factual relationship
between the automation or digitalization of manufacturing and the pandemic, since most
digitalization projects in this realm did not significantly alter the density of social interac-
tions on the shop floor and were, therefore, irrelevant in terms of health considerations.
Moreover, many applications that are subsumed under the term “Industry 4.0” do not aim
at reducing the labor intensity of production, but rather at improvements in the intercon-
nection and control of production facilities. They remain relevant for industrial companies,
but the pace of investment was hardly altered through the pandemic. In this sense, the pan-
demic cannot be interpreted as a jump start for Industry 4.0. Investments rather concerned
applications beyond the realm of manufacturing and underlined that present digitalization
strategies, to a great extent, concern the automation, digitalization, and virtualization of
cognitive work, especially in the administrations of companies. Exceptions to this rule
were some applications for the remote setup of production equipment that were extended
at some mechanical engineering companies.

However, the reasons for the lack of investment in manufacturing-related issues not
only had to do with a missing factual relationship to the pandemic, but also with the longer
time horizons of such investments. They usually cannot be instantaneously implemented
because they require complex adjustments between physical and digital processes and the
implementation and alignment of infrastructures (installation of sensors, construction of
digital twins, and development of appropriate data analytics). This limitation is in stark
contrast with the spontaneous ramping up of software and cloud capacities, which certainly
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constituted a challenge for the involved actors, but was feasible under the extraordinary
conditions during the pandemic [2].

This correlation between pandemic-induced investment and the time horizon of
digitalization projects is confirmed by other studies on recent events. An investigation of
digitalization processes at mid-sized companies (the so-called “Mittelstand”) observed a
focus on short-term measures, while measures that require long-term preparations were
often postponed [2]. A comprehensive monitoring effort initiated by the German Ministry
of the Economy and Climate Changes similarly spoke of short-termism in investment.
More comprehensive efforts with long-term effects, such as the innovation of products and
business models, consequently received little attention during the pandemic [25].

8. Conclusions

This investigation departed from the question of whether the pandemic amounted
to changes in the quality and the direction of the digital transformation in the investigated
six sectors of the German economy. The results highlighted both continuity and a stronger
focus on the automation, digitalization, and virtualization of white-collar work. On the
one hand, the focus on short-termism and low-hanging fruits seemed to be in line with
prior experiences. The narrative of a new industrial revolution belies the fact that the
predominant mode of change had been incremental and focused on single applications
with concrete returns, whereas systemic changes in processes and business models had
been rather limited [12,26]. It could also be argued that changes that concern white-collar
functions, i.e., the introduction of new software tools, collaboration through the cloud, and
the partial automation of cognitive activities, had been a major axis of the contemporary
wave of digitalization even before the pandemic. Consequently, the previously mentioned
survey on digitalization activities by mid-sized companies during the pandemic concluded
that neither the content nor the priorities of digitalization investment were significantly
altered during the pandemic [2]. In this sense, the effects of the pandemic rather represent a
discursive shift: It can be seen as a moment of reckoning that the virtualization of cognitive
work and social interaction is at the core of many digitalization strategies. This suggests
that the focus in the German “Industry 4.0” discourse, which is centered on manufacturing
technologies, needs to be broadened in order to relate the transformation of manufacturing
toward the mentioned changes in cognitive work in the service function of industrial (and
non-industrial) companies.

On the other hand, the results of our study also include evidence that the pandemic
constituted more than just a discursive shift and did bring new issues to the fore. At many
companies, the introduction of schemes for mobile work and the intensified collaboration
through the cloud, as well as virtual interactions with customers, constituted the entry
into new modes of operation that implied more fluid work organization and more dense
interactions. In most enterprises, some foundations for these steps were already present
when the pandemic began. However, they often were of minor importance and did not
amount to qualitative changes in the manner of collaboration. The shock of the pandemic
induced not only a ramping up of capacities, but also a habitualization of cloud-based
work routines, along with a set of new applications. The subsequent development is
one in which new possibilities of virtual collaboration are constantly being explored and
expanded. In this sense, our research highlights that the pandemic can be seen as the
inflection point of cloud-based collaboration on a broader scale, which amounted to a major
change in companies across our sample. This change certainly would have come without
the pandemic, but this extraordinary event greatly affected the speed of this transformation
and the subjective willingness to embrace it.

Our study highlights that a scientific understanding of the progression of digitaliza-
tion and its effects requires one to differentiate among different dimensions and fields
of application and to combine qualitative and quantitative methods in order to trace the
digitalization trajectories in different economic sectors. Future research should extend
such approaches to other economic sectors that were not covered by this study. Moreover,
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the digitalization approaches in different regions of the world should be systematically
compared with sensitivity to institutional and cultural differences in order to uncover what
could be called “varieties of digitalized capitalism”.
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Abstract: Considering the first ten years of Industrie 4.0 in Germany—the digital transformation
of industry towards the goal of increased manufacturing productivity and mass customization—
significant progress has been achieved. However, future efforts are required. This review first
evaluates the status quo of implementation and research in Germany and finds that large-scale
companies have proceeded faster than small- and middle-sized enterprises. Currently, regardless
of their size, companies have in common a shortage of qualified specialists, coupled with a lack
of adequate base technologies for Industrie 4.0 and an insufficient digital mindset. The creation
of platform-based digital business models is particularly lagging behind, despite high research
interest. This review subsequently identifies three research-driven fields of action that are particularly
important for the future of Industrie 4.0: (1) resilience of value networks in the strategic area of
sovereignty, (2) Open-Source as a driver for the strategic area of interoperability, and (3) the strategic
combination of digitalization and sustainability as a basis for sustainable business models in the
strategic area of sustainability.
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1. Introduction

Companies have always been interested in meeting customer needs, increasing cus-
tomer loyalty, improving manufacturing efficiency and flexibility, and increasing sales
through improved and novel products and services [1,2]. Ten years ago, researchers from
computer science, engineering, economics, and related scientific disciplines, as well as
representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of
industrial value creation and customer-specific mass production that resonated globally.
Under the leadership of Prof. Henning Kagermann, Prof. Wolfgang Wahlster, and Prof.
Wolf-Dieter Lukas, a conceptual framework for the fourth industrial revolution was pre-
sented at the Hannover Fair 2011 [3], which has had a lasting impact on research in the areas
of product development and systems engineering, production technology, and production
systems, as well as in business process management and business model innovation [4].
Companies stepped up their efforts to automate and network production systems and value
chains to advance the goal of higher productivity through a smart factory approach and to
progress toward mass customization through digitally enhanced, tailor-made products and
services at the price of a mass-produced product [5].

From a strategic and global perspective, significant progress has been achieved in this
regard [6]. However, to date, it largely remains unclear how far research and adoption has
proceeded country-wise and which focus points are set in the second decade of Industrie
4.0. This also holds for Germany, where the industrial sector plays a pivotal role, and
where Industrie 4.0 had been developed as a concept. This review fills this research gap
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by following this guiding question: What is the status quo of adoption and research in
Industrie 4.0 in Germany, and which fields of action require future attention?

We find that German industry has proceeded significantly in adapting to Industrie 4.0
whereby large-scale enterprises are more mature than small- and medium-scale enterprises.
Regarding research and Research and Development (R&D) across the four key themes
Value Creation Scenarios for Industrie 4.0, Prospective Technological Trends, New Methods and
Tools for Industrie 4.0, and Work and Society, significant insights have been gained. However,
in the face of increasing volatility and rapid changes in the development of Industrie 4.0,
more interdisciplinary research is required across all research fields. Regarding the three
strategic areas defined by German government for the next decade of Industrie 4.0 in
Germany, we find that (1) resilience of value networks in the strategic area of sovereignty,
(2) Open-Source as a driver for the strategic area of interoperability, and (3) the strategic
combinations of digitalization and sustainability as a basis for sustainable business models
in the strategic area of sustainability deserve attention in the fields of industry and research
to deepen the industrial transformation and to stay competitive from the perspective of
German researchers and company representatives.

These descriptive findings add to country-specific research on Industrie 4.0 in Germany
and are a valuable source for cross-country comparisons of the status quo of adoption
and research. For practitioners, the findings help to identify future fields of actions and
to deepen adoption of Industrie 4.0. Thereby, the review contributes to the academic and
practical discussion of Industrie 4.0 not only in Germany, but also globally.

2. Methodology

By analyzing what is needed for the further dissemination and implementation of
Industrie 4.0, this review firstly details the current status quo in implementation, scientific
research, and R&D across the four key themes of Industrie 4.0 in German research: Value
Creation Scenarios for Industrie 4.0, Prospective Technological Trends, New Methods and Tools for
Industrie 4.0, and Work and Society [7].

Therefore, we rely on an efficient literature review of sources distributed across dif-
ferent academic disciplines and popular literature [8,9]. To cover relevant publications
across engineering, production, and management, we relied on three publication databases
(EBSCOhost, Emerald Insight and Google Scholar). We were searching for the terms “In-
dustrie 4.0” and “Industry 4.0” in combination with “Germany” and “Deutschland”. The
title, abstracts, and keywords of the first 50 results for each search term were analyzed by
two researchers independently to ensure reliability. Only those search results with a clear
reference to “Industrie 4.0” were considered as relevant. For these, a forward and backward
search was conducted, focusing on whether new research items tackled the implementation
status of Industrie 4.0 in Germany and/or one or some of the four key themes of research,
and excluding those research items that did not deliver knowledge to this research interest.

In addition, we applied a qualitative discourse analysis [10] of primary and secondary
data from expert interviews originating from research projects conducted with the par-
ticipation of the authors on Industrie 4.0 and in adjacent topic areas, such as Artificial
Intelligence, Smart Services, or Advanced Systems Engineering, among others, to identify
current and future research issues and to derive evidence from these expert interviews
regarding adoption and the four aforementioned key themes of research on Industrie 4.0.

Secondly, building on the matrix method of literature review [11], we discussed one
field of action each in the three strategic areas that will drive the next decade of Industrie
4.0: sustainability (“digitainabilized” platform-based business models), sovereignty (resilient
value networks) and interoperability (Open-Source) [12].

Here, given the three strategic areas of the vision 2030 of the German Plattform
Industrie 4.0, building on the efficient literature review from the first step, we searched
for the terms “sustainability”, “sovereignty”, and “interoperability”, with two researchers
working independently in three publication databases (EBSCOhost, Emerald Insight, and
Google Scholar) to identify fields of action requiring specific attention to drive Industrie
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4.0 to success. Therefore, implications for research and practice raised in the research
items received keywords and a prioritization. The two researchers then aggregated the
assigned keywords and prioritization and discussed those cases with discrepancies. The
three aforementioned fields of action with the highest prioritization were identified, and
evidence acquired in the literature review was matched on these fields of action to round off
this review on the status and outlook for Industrie 4.0 adoption and research in Germany.

However, the focused scope of the review should be taken into account when reading
the review. The key themes of the research on Industrie 4.0 [7] and the strategic areas in the
vision 2030 [12] were applied to structure the review. On the one hand, this approach may
lead to (international) developments outside these guidelines being disregarded. On the
other hand, this review gives evidence for researchers and practitioners to develop measures
to strengthen Industrie 4.0 in accordance with the politically set strategy in Germany.

3. Status Quo: 10 Years of Industrie 4.0 in Practice and Research in Germany

The industry sector—predominantly comprising the automotive industry, the electrical
and chemical industry, mechanical and plant engineering, and metal production—plays a
pivotal role for the German economy. With a contribution to German gross value added
(GVA) of 20.2% in 2021 [13], its contribution is almost twice as high as that of competitors
on the world market, such as France, the United Kingdom, or the United States and is
only matched among the biggest economies of the world, such as Japan, China, and South
Korea [14,15]. Industry is a significant driver of innovation, with almost 60% of total
German Research & Development (R&D) spending invested in this sector [16,17]. This
indicates the relevance of the industrial sector for the German economy.

3.1. Development of German Industry since 2011 and Outlook on Industry Strategy until 2030

Since Industrie 4.0 was propagated as the vision for the digital transformation of
German industry in 2011—aiming at connecting resources, services, and humans in real
time throughout production on the basis of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) and the Internet
of Things (IoT) [3]—the gross value added of German industry increased in absolute terms,
while its proportion relative to the GVA of German economy remained stable, in comparison
to a decline in other countries [15,18]. German industry even experienced an internationally
unmatched phase of “reindustrialization” until 2016, with increasing employee numbers,
an increasing proportion of GVA, and higher productivity gains compared to other sectors,
before the COVID-19 crisis and interrelated supply chain problems initiated a phase of
deterioration in German industry, which was also due to its high dependency from world
markets originating in its export orientation [19].

The deepening adaption towards Industrie 4.0 correlated with the continuing strength
of industry as a value driver of the German economy, but could not prevent the phase of
downturn during the pandemic. This phase is deemed to be temporary, due to two factors:
First, extensive investments made by companies in the development of digital technologies
and competencies in the first ten years of Industrie 4.0 have not amortized yet, because they
are not easily quantifiable in terms of return on investment, as it is mostly intangible assets
and human capital that have been targets of investment so far [19] (pp. 195–197). Second,
after these significant digitalization steps in the first phase of Industrie 4.0, industry has
appeared to “take a breath” regarding innovative value-driving projects in the run-up to
the next wave of industrial digitalization [20], which will likely focus on industrial artificial
intelligence (AI) and the creation of digital platform-based business models [6,21,22].

Put together, in the first ten years, German industry invested in shaping the breeding
ground of Industrie 4.0, the base layer of digital infrastructure, architecture, products, and
competences. To exploit this breeding ground—the cumulated value creation potential
of Industrie 4.0 for German industry is estimated at 425 billion Euros until 2025 [23]—the
German government set the ambitious goal in its Industrial Strategy 2030 of increasing
the contribution of industry to GVA to 25% in 2030 (an increase of roughly five percentage
points compared to 2021) [16]. After ten years of Industrie 4.0, the German government’s
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goals thus incentivize an acceleration of research and adoption of the changes to strengthen
value creation, scalation, and sustainable long-term orientation of German industry.

3.2. Status Quo: Adoption of Industrie 4.0 in German Industry

To assess whether German industry is in a position to achieve these strategic goals by
deepening its digital transformation, this section provides a status quo overview on the
adoption of Industrie 4.0.

In practice, Industrie 4.0 is increasingly perceived as a competitive advantage by
companies in the industrial sector [7]. The call for the digital transformation of industry
towards the paradigm of smart factory has received significant attention in economic circles
and has also holistically incentivized research [6,7]. Capitalizing on the global market
leadership of German industry, its good network with customers, high competencies in
creating individual solutions, and the strength and flexibility of small and medium-scale
enterprises, many companies have made significant progress regarding digitalization in the
last ten years [6,24]. However, there are industry-wide internal and external barriers to the
implementation of Industrie 4.0. These barriers contribute to a slanted picture regarding
the current adoption of Industrie 4.0 by German industry enterprises [24,25].

One dividing line occurs between large-scale enterprises and small and medium-
scale enterprises (SMEs), whose digital transformation has proceeded at a slower rate. A
recent study found that some SMEs in a sound financial position are not incentivized by
competitive pressure to initiate digitalization (laziness–success paradox). Correspondingly,
they operate with a lack of strategic expertise and a lack of digital enterprise culture,
which preempts the drive toward digitalization of core processes [24]. Cost pressure
is also higher for smaller companies. It nudges them to reject digital solutions if they
are not perceived as cost-effective improvements over the analogous status quo. Digital
projects are among those abandoned first if SMEs face financial problems; those projects
do not contribute immediately to value creation, and when they are implemented, they
often serve an immediate goal in the production chain rather than strengthening basic
industrial infrastructure.

As a consequence, compared with large-scale enterprises, SMEs are worse off regard-
ing data management, which is a prerequisite for the next decade of Industrie 4.0. If
SMEs apply AI solutions, they do so primarily for their products and services, and only
very seldomly for improving internal processes [26]. This is due to a lack of know-how
and an insufficient data base regarding internal processes, resulting from rudimental data
management. Thus, in the current adoption rates, SMEs are lagging behind large-scale
enterprises as industry proceeds into the second decade of Industrie 4.0.

In general, large-scale enterprises are significantly more mature regarding their progress
in digitalization [25]. Only a few have not yet started digitalization, often due to a lack
of enthusiasm of top management in initiating the transformation, as qualitative focus
interviews indicate [24]. However, these companies are endangering their competitiveness
and are exceptions. Large-scale enterprises rather face other barriers occurring in later
stages in the process of digitalization; legal restrictions, data security and privacy concerns,
and uncertainty regarding the expansion of digitalization activities hinder a deepening of
digitalization [24].

These factors are likely to also affect SMEs in the later stages of digitalization and
complement other general factors inhibiting digitalization, irrespective of company size.
The insufficient digital infrastructure in Germany—Germany has the fourth-lowest IT-
investment to GDP ratio within the EU [27]—and structural disadvantages in Northern and
Eastern Germany are major barriers already hindering the initiation of digital projects [19].

If these internal and external barriers do not hinder digitalization ambitions, the
disproportionate shortage of qualified employees in German industry does [15,28]. Without
the required knowledge, successful digitalization projects that create network effects and
attract follow-up investments are less likely [29,30]. Additionally, asymmetry in industrial
value chains—especially in the automotive industry—hinders proactive and targeted
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digitalization. Companies that are highly dependent on bigger suppliers or customers
in the value chain have little control over measures implemented and need to react to
the digitalization requirements of those partners. This aggravates digitalization barriers,
especially for SMEs who have fewer resources to facilitate such responses.

Brought together, just as industry is proceeding into the second decade of Industrie
4.0, SMEs are lagging behind large-scale enterprises (see reasons in Table 1). In general,
digitalization expertise that does not meet the standards of domain expertise in German
industry, insufficient external digital infrastructure, lacking creativity and courage for
thinking in new business models and problems in becoming agile [24,31] (p. 22) often
inhibit the adoption of Industrie 4.0 in Germany.

Table 1. Hindering factors of Industrie 4.0 in Germany per company type (Own Illustration).

Small- and medium-scale
enterprises

Laziness–success paradox
Lack of strategic expertise

Lacking digital enterprise culture
Cost pressure

Insufficient digital infrastructure
Shortage of qualified employees

Dependency on bigger suppliers or customers in value chain

Large-scale enterprise

Lack of enthusiasm in top level management
Legal restrictions (later stages)

Data security (later stages)
Privacy concerns (later stages)

Insufficient digital infrastructure
Dependency on bigger suppliers or customers in value chain

3.3. Status Quo: Industrie 4.0 in Germany from a Research Perspective

Hence, evidence-based targeted improvements in the four key themes of Industrie
4.0 [7] are required. Therefore, a more detailed assessment of the status quo setting a focus
on the need for research and development in Germany is required.

3.3.1. Research Theme: Value Creation Scenarios

Regarding Value Creation Scenarios for Industrie 4.0, platform-based business models
for industry are considered as among the most promising fields of action for Industrie
4.0 [32]. Until now, especially in the B2C sector, they have not been widely adapted [33].
Especially for SMEs, market penetration seems to be inhibited by high investment costs,
challenges in determining concrete benefits, and insufficient data quality originating from
the aforementioned rudimentary data management [25]. Thus, only the first steps towards
digital business models have been made in many domains so far [25,32].

Correspondingly, industry-wide innovation environments that build the base layer for
platform-based business models are correspondingly under-researched [24]. Developing
global digital ecosystems compliant with European data protection standards that could be
based on Open-Source architecture promise to drive research and implementation in this
area of action [34,35]. However, to develop and further analyze value creation scenarios for
Industrie 4.0, the basic technologies and infrastructure need to be put into practice.

3.3.2. Research Theme: Prospective Technological Trends

Considering Prospective Technological Trends, blind spots in implementation und do-
mestic production can be identified relating to technologies with the potential to strengthen
the sovereignty of German industry [24,36,37]. Considering the volatile geo-economic
and geopolitical status quo, resilient ecosystems ensuring safe, secure control and self-
determination for companies with regard to their data require more attention. This includes
trialing certification, norming, and standardization, with the aim of creating a resilient basic
infrastructure. In addition, it is important to ensure the availability of key technologies for
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Industrie 4.0 (e.g., 5G) to safeguard and stabilize value chains [38]. Such a resilient infras-
tructure is required for the next evolutive step of Industrie 4.0 towards the smart factory,
where machines, components, materials, and people exchange information seamlessly, in
an automated fashion, and in real time in order to adapt production optimally to changing
conditions in a self-learning manner [39,40].

In addition to the roll-out of digital twins, this requires, above all, the integration of
artificial intelligence (AI) in the processes, products, and services of industry [41]. This
would allow for the automation of production, the control of industrial drives (motion
control), demand-driven maintenance of machinery, process optimization, and quality
assurance through non-destructive testing, among other advances [42]. To implement AI
industry-wide in factories, groundwork by research and in practice in the other key themes
of Industrie 4.0 is required.

3.3.3. Research Theme: New Methods and Tools for Industrie 4.0

Regarding New Methods and Tools for Industrie 4.0, models and simulations for the
AI-driven smart factory are required. Although models and simulations meeting the needs
of the cyber-physical matrix systems already exist (e.g., digital twins) [36], research has
not made sufficient advancements regarding these for the highest expansion stage of the
AI-driven smart factory [25,39]. Here, a lack of connection of different business models
with data and data analytics hinders advancements. Consequently, on a higher complexity
level, coupled, hybrid, and holistic models are required [43].

Regarding implementation, even digital twins require industry-wide roll-out [44].
The lack of clarity among companies regarding the quantification of the benefits of digital
projects for business operations could explain why they have not been rolled out so far [24].
KPI-driven assessments measuring indirect and direct effects of digital projects on value
creation that go beyond traditional cost-benefit analysis need to be developed by academic
and practice-oriented research [24].

3.3.4. Research Theme: Work and Society

Considering the fact that Industrie 4.0 is significantly interrelated with transforma-
tions in the workforce, Work and Society as the fourth key theme of Industrie 4.0 deserves
attention as well. In the existing workforce—17% of German employees worked in the
industrial sector in 2018 [19] (p. 193)—most of the employees are in wait-and-see mode and
are cautious regarding Industrie 4.0. They are mostly indifferent, do not drive its implemen-
tation proactively, and are expected to react negatively toward the digital transformation
of industry if its value added does not become visible, if employers do not communicate
transparently about transformation steps, and if employees have the feeling that technology
is being applied to control their work [29,30].

Digital transformation is accompanied by increased demand for qualified specialists
with domain knowledge and information and communications technology (ICT) expertise.
However, employees with the required skills to manage the transformation towards the
smart factory are scarce. In 2021, more than every second company in industry sector is
lacking qualified specialists in the long run [28]. Required soft skills include an interdis-
ciplinary mindset, process know-how, leadership skills, a change and problem-solving
mentality, and an orientation towards self-management. Hard skills are required in data
analytics, processes, and customer-relationship-management, as well as abilities regarding
IT security and IT business analytics and specific know-how about IT systems [29]. Addi-
tionally, AI-related competences are required (e.g., regarding human–machine interaction,
basic knowledge about machine learning, and awareness regarding AI) [41,45].

In sum, our literature review indicates that the four key themes of Industrie 4.0
receive high attention in scientific research and in practice-oriented research, although
more focus is required for interdisciplinary research in the face of accelerating technological
progress [6]. The Research Council of the Plattform Industrie 4.0 (Forschungsbeirat der
Plattform Industrie 4.0: advisory body of high-level experts from science and industry
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advising the Plattform Industrie 4.0) is continuously monitoring research progress and
potentials, and defines potentials for research projects in those areas deserving more
attention. This promises an evidence-driven advancement of Industrie 4.0. Complemented
with academic research on Industrie 4.0, the research community leverages innovation by
creating incentives for companies to fund collaborative research and by providing guidance
for (public) funding programs. However, there remains future research potential across all
key themes, especially in the face of the next decade of Industrie 4.0 facing a future full of
ambiguities, potentials, and threats in implementing Industrie 4.0 [46].

4. Fields of Action for the Next Decade of Industrie 4.0 from a German Perspective

Against this background, German government, informed by the Research Council of
the Plattform Industrie 4.0 and the Plattform Industrie 4.0 itself, has recognized the need
for a strategic development of Industrie 4.0 for the next decade. It set the ambitious goal
in its Industrial Strategy 2030 of increasing the share of German industry in gross value
added in the economy to 25% by 2030—an increase of five percentage points [16]. Industrie
4.0 promises to be an important driver in this regard, with its target vision of the AI-driven
smart factory and digital, platform-based business models. To leverage the potential of
Industrie 4.0 in view of the economic, ecological, and geopolitical challenges of our time,
and to follow a holistic approach for creating open digital ecosystems, strategic focus in
Germany is set on three areas: sovereignty, interoperability, and sustainability [12].

Despite having been central to Industrie 4.0 already in the first ten years, German
policy makers have recognized the need to intensify efforts in these areas in order to position
German industry competitively in the market in the face of increasing political, ecological,
and economic ambiguities [12]. Based on the matrix review assessment, one promising field
of action was identified for each strategic area of the vision 2030 of the Plattform Industrie
4.0 (see descriptive Figure 1), as discussed in the following. For each field of action, an
exemplary best case is presented that shows possible implementation paths.
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4.1. Sovereignty

Globalization has caused high interdependencies in global value chains. German
industry is highly dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East (e.g.,
China). The digitalization of industry creates new dependencies, predominantly from the
US, where most of the technology companies delivering services for German industry (e.g.,
Microsoft with Azure, Amazon with AWS, or Salesforce and Oracle with its services) are
located. Under the presidency of Donald J. Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from
Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner [47]. Even though it might have
been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted—together with the “trade war” between
China and the US—the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany
in terms of economic policy [48]. This has been recognized by policymakers, e.g., in
the EU White Paper on Artificial Intelligence [49], which emphasizes the importance of
economic sovereignty in general and in particular for Industrie 4.0 with the vision 2030
of the German Plattform Industrie 4.0 [12]. Whereas technological sovereignty demands
government action to ensure independence on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic
level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by increasing
their ability “to cope with shocks of different sorts” [50] (p. 5) by becoming resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention as the COVID-19 pandemic
has unveiled the dependency of German industry on global value chains [51]. Supply chain
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problems have led to a widespread production standstill causing a phase of deterioration in
German industry. The shortages of semiconductor electronics and cable harnesses, as well
as the Russian invasion in Ukraine causing oil and electricity price explosions, are affecting
companies significantly. With these factors put together, German industry companies
are not resilient in facing crises and volatility on the world market [52]. To increase the
resilience of its value networks, German industry requires a strategy coupling robustness,
to reduce the effects of volatility on company performance, with agility, in order to respond
quickly to unpredictable disruptive events. Three measures to increase resilience can be
identified in this regard: (1) the adoption of value creation networks, (2) safe and secure
data integration, and (3) reliance on Industrie 4.0 technologies [53].

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery has caused a pro-
duction standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic due to the strict lockdowns in divergent
parts of the world over time. German industry is still dependent on global value chains,
as 43% of Germany’s net exports are only generated due to its embedding in global value
chains [54]. This dependency needs to be reduced.

A short-term measure in this regard is a mitigation of the just-in-time paradigm by
maintaining larger inventories. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of
economic lockdown measures in one production country—it would be possible to quickly
switch to capacities in other production countries. This mitigates the supply-side risk by
diversifying production capacities, but leads to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy, i.e., locating production and
the upstream value chain in the sales market. By synchronizing supply- and demand-
oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the
event of a disaster. This concentration effect mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions.
At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater extent, causing efficiency
losses. These solution approaches provide more resilience, but are not able to counter the
increasing uncertainty and pressure for change in the market environment.

Thus, in the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present
could be gradually replaced by resilient and adaptive value creation networks [53]: multiple
sourcing based on regional local for local strategies, the creation of redundancies to allow for
flexible reaction on crises, and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier
base as part of risk and sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastruc-
ture that allows companies to collaborate seamlessly in order to develop and strengthen
resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital
sovereignty [21,55]. The German Plattform Industrie 4.0 drives such an attempt with its
European Data Space Industrie 4.0, building a data infrastructure for companies from
German industry and the ICT sector (see Figure 2).

These data spaces aim at not only increasing digital sovereignty, but also data sovereignty,
enabling the secure, decentralized, and self-determined exchange, collection, analysis, and
sharing of data. Thereby, they form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and
platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industrie
4.0 [1–3,22].

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite
for a resilient Industrie 4.0. Our analysis indicates that this is currently not achieved in
practice, as SMEs especially face problems regarding data management [24,25,43]. They
require support and innovative data ecosystem. Data integration comprises, in this regard,
the use of platforms where standardized data exchange is enabled. Real-time monitoring of
procurement, logistics, production, and sales processes allows for optimization of processes,
and the created data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train
self-learning AI models for an industry-wide optimization of production.

Therefore, the industry-wide implementation of Industrie 4.0 technologies is key.
Software-based risk management is required for resilient and adaptive value creation.
Big data analytics and artificial intelligence are the basic technologies for reaching the
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paradigm of the Smart Factory [26]. Digital twins or digital shadows require industry-wide
penetration [39,44]. Only if industry applies those technologies can it future-proof for the
next decade of Industrie 4.0.
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4.2. Interoperability

Industrie 4.0, postulating the AI-driven smart factory and platform-based business
models, requires the establishment of an innovative ecosystem where companies and
customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability is key. In the
first ten years of Industrie 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims
at developing a safe and interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem
with industry sitting at its heart setting policy rules, guidelines, and a standard architecture
framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. The launch of RAMI 4.0 as an
international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industrie 4.0,
the coordination of the standardization of Industrie 4.0 by the Standardization Council
Industrie 4.0, the establishment of OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for
AI-driven production, and the launch of the administration asset shell have improved
industry-specific interoperability predominantly by means of standardization [57,58].

For the next decade of Industrie 4.0, Open-Source will play a pivotal role in imple-
menting and exploiting interoperability for the creation of new platform-based business
models [34,35]. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, Open-Source Software (OSS) con-
tributes between €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP (equaling EU-GDP of air and
water transport combined) and promises significant growth opportunities in the future,
especially for Industrie 4.0 [59]. OSS could even be applied to enhance interoperability, as
demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware (see Figure 3).
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Currently, economy-wide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to
find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-in—a factor that is also relevant for technological
sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as OSS builds
on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefitratio is a highly promising driver for value
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creation: for every Euro invested, a €12 value creation is achieved [59]. This is a significant
lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are facing.

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further
advancements for OSS from a technological, regulatory, and innovative perspective are
required. Within companies, Open-Source needs to be integrated as an elementary step
in value creation [34]. This begins with the development and the communication of an
Open-Source strategy developed by an interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and
support in the workforce from scratch onward. It should be embedded in a top-level vision
and strategy, which could imply the application of OS to create standards, to boost business
model strategies, or to gain competencies in core technologies.

Once initiated, an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation.
As the central business unit responsible for Open Source (OS) processes, the OSPO is
responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and Open Source
Sofware (OSS) integrity with Intellectual Property, and importantly, also for the qualification
of employees regarding OSS [17]. Senior management in this phase needs to ensure the
establishment of an OS mindset in the workforce alongside the selection of communities
and ecosystems fitting to OS properties.

Additionally, the concrete areas of action of OS need to be crosschecked continuously.
It is recommended to only develop OS for non-IP-relevant products, processes, or code,
which should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter
did occur, a company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for
continuous adaptation of and reflection on business models.

In industrial policy, Open-Source has played an important role. However, European
governments have taken a more laissez-faire approach, and today, the EU is on the back
foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. Hence, it is recommended also for the public
sector to establish OSPOs, to publicly fund R&D projects related to Open-Source more
intensively, to support entrepreneurial activities around OSS, and to build a European
ecosystem around OSS, among other recommendations [59].

4.3. Sustainability

The need for sustainable economizing is more important than ever in view of aggra-
vating global socioeconomic inequality and many tipping points that will be reached in the
context of the climate crisis. German industry is the second biggest polluter of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector [60]. Thus, German government has set
ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. Greenhouse gas
neutrality should be achieved by 2045 [61].

Industrie 4.0 is pivotal in this regard [62]. The smart factory standalone promises
to reduce emissions and increase energy efficiency by optimizing resource need and con-
sumption of production [63]. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and
overconsumption caused by a more efficient smart factory, could even increase the ecologi-
cal footprint of German industry. The same holds for artificial intelligence as a driver for
the smart factory and platform-based business models. According to a recent analysis [64],
AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the 19 UN Sustainable Development
Goals (UN SDGs)–the central reference point of a holistic comprehension of sustainability–
whereas it affects 59 of those 169 indicators negatively at the same time.

Thus, to exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative externalities
on sustainability, a strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability is required to
create win–win–win scenarios for economy, ecology, and society [65] (pp. 64–70); ‘Digitain-
ability: [65,66], as a strategic perspective on Industrie 4.0 based on circular economizing
and sustainable business models, is the vision in this regard [67].

Building on the approach of an integrated sustainability strategy for AI [65,68], an
integrated strategy framework of Industrie 4.0 and sustainability could support companies
in becoming future proof for the next decade of Industrie 4.0. Similarly to the integrated
sustainability strategy for AI [68] and the adoption guide for SMEs to AI [69], an integrated
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sustainability strategy for Industrie 4.0 could comprise the five stages of Status & Stake-
holder Assessment, Sustainability Target Setting, Impact Check, Adaption of Technological
strategy (AI and other ICTs), and Implementation and Continuation [68].

The Status & Stakeholder Assessment, as the first step in entrepreneurial transformation
towards future-proofing and sustainable economization demands, the evaluation of the
current value chain [70], stakeholder analyses, and assessments of the impact of ICTs
on a company’s sustainability, identifies those critical aspects that require attention in
sustainability management.

Derived from this, Sustainability Target Setting includes operationalizing a company’s
sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These dimensions include the three aspects
of economic, ecological, and social sustainability in addition to ESG criteria [68].

This is followed by a concrete Impact Check to assess where action is needed in the
creation and design of products, services, or processes in the company, and how measures
need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs
are a productive reference point in this regard.

What follows is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization
strategy of a company in the stage of Adaption. Here, companies need to apply ICTs only in
those areas where they are really creating benefits based on the current adaption status of
ICTs. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized, or
(and) how ne sustainable business models based on AI and other ICTs could be developed.

In the stage of Implementation and Continuation, it is important to create a ‘digitainabi-
lized’ mindset within an industrial company. This includes employee-related measures
regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of
the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization, as well as
the propagation of a change-oriented and agile orientation in implementation [68].

Strategically merging sustainability and AI-driven Industrie 4.0 offers potential for
companies to create new and resilient value creation networks or to even design sustainable
platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams for
industrial companies and in affiliated sectors (e.g., agricultural machinery technology; see
Figure 4) [62]. Smart Services are important drivers in this regard [71].
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If companies become that innovative, this creates market opportunities for German
and European industry to position itself as a market leader regarding sustainable services,
products, and service-product system offerings on B2B platforms. Such an ecosystem—
given a sufficient level of interoperability—would promise to strengthen the sovereignty
of German and European industry. This indicates that the focus areas discussed in this
paper are mutually dependent and offer symbiotic potential. Therefore, they deserve future
attention in economic implementation and research.

5. Conclusions

Based on an efficient literature review, this review details the status quo regarding
the digital transformation of German industry towards Industrie 4.0 ten years after it
had been postulated as the new paradigm. On the path towards higher productivity and
mass customization, large-scale enterprises proceed faster than small- and middle-sized
enterprises, which face competitive pressure and internal barriers towards digitalization to
a greater degree. Lack of know-how and strategic courage is problematic in this regard.
Industry-wide, the shortage of qualified specialists with both high domain expertise and
ICT know-how significantly inhibits the adoption of Industrie 4.0. Coupled with a lack
of adequate base technologies for Industrie 4.0 and the lack of data exchange platforms,
the creation of platform-based digital business models in industry is especially lagging. In
general, it has become evident that academic and practice-oriented research drives and
supports the implementation of Industrie 4.0 across all relevant key themes. Its insights
require accelerated application into practice.

Furthermore, relying on the matrix method of literature review, this contribution
identifies three fields of action in the three strategic areas of the next stage of Industrie
4.0. To strengthen sovereignty of the industrial sector, resilience needs to be increased by
complementing efficient but failure-prone value chains with flexible and robust value cre-
ation networks based on a high level of data integration built on Industrie 4.0 technologies.
Interoperability is key in this regard, as it allows seamless cooperation within value creation
networks. Open-Source Software promises to strengthen technical interoperability and is a
significant lever for value creation and particularly attractive for SME facing cost and time
pressure to adapt faster towards Industrie 4.0. Interoperable value creation networks also al-
low for the creation of sustainable platform-based business models as a core element for the
next stage of Industrie 4.0. Sustainability—given rising socioeconomic inequalities and the
climate crisis, and the corresponding policy incentives for sustainability—already impacts
industrial economizing in the 21st century [72]. If it is strategically coupled with digitaliza-
tion it promises to become a success factor, shaping new business opportunities for German
industry; ‘Digitainability made in Germany’ could couple industrial excellence with digital
skills on platforms for the good of the economy, environment, and society [65,66]. An
intertwinement of these strategic areas and fields of action leveraging synergetic potentials
promises to cure current weaknesses in industry regarding adoption of Industrie 4.0, to
overcome the obstacles in the industry sector, and to exploit the potentials of Industrie 4.0
technologies in a productive manner in the next decade of Industrie 4.0.

For the practice-oriented research community, this review details the status quo of
adoption and research on R&D from a German perspective based in the strategic objectives
set by the federal government. This creates an evidence base for future cross-country
comparisons of the status quo of Industrie 4.0. The identified differences between SMEs
and large-scale enterprises regarding its adoption are of significance for interdisciplinary
research to identify their causes and interrelations. Intensified research efforts are required
in this regard. The identified future fields of action in the strategic areas of Industrie
4.0 necessitate further research attention, as they might allow acceleration of the digital
transformation of the industrial sector. Here, a holistic perspective comprising the four key
themes applied on these development paths is of importance.

The implications of this review are not restricted to research, but are also directed to
industrial companies and political stakeholders. The review on the status quo of Indus-
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trie 4.0 adoption focusing on the causes of different degrees of maturity serves to inform
corporate management about current weaknesses and opportunities to increase competi-
tiveness. All industrial companies must anchor digitalization within core company strategy,
comprising the strengthening of the digitalization culture, introducing clear accountability
among top-level management, establishing a program for lifelong learning, and taking a
long-term perspective in assessing the added value of digitalization measures to company
revenues. The German government needs to upgrade the basic infrastructure for Industrie
4.0, especially for Industrial AI; must develop an ICT skills strategy for the industrial sector;
and is advised to emphasize the strategic areas of Industrie 4.0 to maintain and increase
the competitiveness of German industries. Concurrently, the future fields of action raised
by this review could inspire strategic middle-term orientation of industrial companies, as
well as providing evidence for political stakeholders for the orientation of future Industrie
4.0 funding programs. In this way, this review extensively supports the accumulation
of knowledge for science, application, and politics with regard to the current and future
orientation of Industrie 4.0 in Germany.
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